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ABSTRACT

DNA sequence variation provides the fundamental material for improving livestock through

selection. To date, few studies in cattle have concentrated on the isolation of single

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) to describe rates of nucleotide diversity across the bovine

genome. In an attempt to determine the future value of SNP markers in livestock genomics,

the screening of 97 bovine gene fragments amplified from a diverse panel of individuals was

undertaken. Over 200 bovine SNPs were isolated from 70 known genes (1 SNP every

23lbp), allowing the first large-scale analysis of SNP occuffence and comparison of the

rates of bovine nucleotide polymorphism with other mammalian species. To further

investigate the properties of bovine SNPs, pooled DNA sequencing analysis of 48 bovine

gene fragments containing 187 SNPs were analyzed for minor allele frequency in four

samples constructed from 10 common Bos taurus and Bos indicus cattle breeds. Analysis

showed 28Yo of SNPs were common (> 20%) in all four pools providing vital evidence for

the existence of informative bovine SNPs shared across many diverse cattle populations.

To clarify the level of assay flexibility, ease of implementation, and overall rates of

genotyping success, two distinct SNP genotyping technologies based on either primer

extension or primer hybridization were assessed. Analysis of different SNP base variants

and irldels coupled with the genotyping of over 1000 individuals per SNP clearly showed

that primer extension-based SNP genotyping was a robust technology suitable for generating

confident SNP genotypes. FurtheÍnore, resultant SNP genotypes were used to highlight the

successful application of SNPs in the genetic linkage mapping of type I markers for

enhanced comparative map resolution and the development of candidate gene SNP

haplotypes for linkage (QTL) and linkage disequilibrium mapping of 11 complex traits in

cattle. Compelling evidence for a QTL on BTA2 affecting economically important carcass

traits was found in the region harbouring the MSTN gene. Linkage disequilibrium analysis

confirmed the association of MSTN haplotypes with total meat and fat percentage traits in

Limousin cattle. In total, almost 290 bovine SNPs located within 70 known genes \ilere

described, resulting in a resource which will continue to provide key DNA markers for

future comparative mapping strategies and association studies of candidate genes with

complex traits in cattle.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and literature review

1.1 Introduction

The motivations behind large-scale contemporary single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)

initiatives in humans are numerous. Because of their ubiquitous distribution and simple

biallelic nature, SNps have become the DNA markers of choice for population-based studies

trying to decipher the genetic nature of complex diseases, traits and differential drug

responsiveness in humans. With whole genome sequencing efforts still lacking in livestock,

applications of SNps in breeding programs by use of cost-effective marker-assisted selection

(MAS) are scarce. However, it is widely accepted that the emerging tools for genome

analysis will revolutionize animal production industries by identifying the genetic variants

underlying economically important complex traits (Georges, 2001). This will allow

producers to make genetic gains more rapidly and efficiently than through traditional

selection. Before this transformation can occur, preliminary studies into SNP frequency and

distribution within livestock genomes need to be undertaken to observe the effect, if any, of

the closed breeding strategies imposed by generations of human artificial selection and the

usage of extensive artificial reproduction.

The recent popularity of SNPs as genetic markers has been due in part to the development of

cost-effective high-throughput genotyping systems permitting semi-automated allele

assignment. consequently, the applications of SNP technology has widen to include low-

cost human patemity and identity testing. It is hoped that similar SNP-based identity

assignment procedures will be implemented at low-cost in livestock species to facilitate

increases in pedigree accuracy and carcass traceback. However, before such testing can

occur, validated SNP panels need to be isolated and typed over the numerous and diverse

breeds found within livestock species.

1.2 Objectives of this studY

The major aims of the project described herein were to i) increase the number of identified

cattle single nucleotide polymorphisms for future use in low-cost parentage and identity

testing panels and as markers for fine-mapping and candidate gene association studies, and ii)

{
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to use SNps as markers for genetic mapping and QTL analysis of candidate genes and

haplotype associations with economically important carcass traits in cattle. Specifically, the

objectives were:

l) To increase the bovine SNP information pool by a SNP discovery program'

Z) provide initial estimates of SNP occuffence, distribution and nucleotide composition

bias for the bovine genome'

3) To validate newly discovered SNPs by pooled sequencing to provide SNP allele

frequencies for Bos taurus (dairy and beef) and Bos indicus infused cattle allowing the

identification of highly polymorphic candidate SNPs informative across all major Australian

cattle breeds.

4) To extend novel SNP genotyping technologies currently being developed for the field of

human genetics to livestock production and compare different SNP typing chemistries and

platforms for ease of assay development operational efficiency, robustness and accuracy.

5) To evaluate the use of SNP markers in linkage and linkage disequilibrium mapping

analysis using SNP haplotypes generated from candidate genes.

1.3 Literature review

1.3.1 Typing genetic variation

1.3.1.1 Protein polYmorPhisms

Except for monozygotic twins, all individuals of a species are genetically different and

unique. Therefore, any biological sample containing a single source of DNA must reveal an

origin from a single specific individual (Pena et a\.,1995a). This is the principle of genetic

individuality which is due to many sequence variations or polymorphisms found within a

genome. The first indicators of molecular polymorphism to be closely observed in humans

was the ABO histo-blood group polymorphism (Landsteiner, 1900)' A, B and AB

{
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individuals were shown to express a glycosyltransferase enzymatic activity, whereas O

individuals lack such an activity (Tuppy & Staudenbauer, 1966). Until recently, the

molecular genetic mechanism controlling the expression of the ABO antigens on

erythrocytes remained unknown. It was only with the advent of gel electrophoresis,

molecular cloning and sequencing techniques that the genetic basis of this and many other

protein polymorphisms could be elucidated (Schafer & Hawkins, 1998). Yamamoto et al'

(1990) have since shown that the variability of the A, B, and O alleles was due to a few

single-base DNA substitutions that alter important amino acid residues in each antigen

protein, thereby effecting their enzymatic activity.

It was the exploration of a variety of plasma protein and red-cell antigen allozymes

throughout the late 1950's and early 1960's that first led scientists to the idea that protein

variation amongst individuals, and thus genetic polymorphisms, was a frequent occulrence

and explained the genetic diversity observed within populations. Until recently, protein

polymorphisms provided the primary tool for examining population and species structures as

their co-dominant mode of inheritance made them extremely attractive as genetic markers

(Richardson et al., 1986). However, despite their early widespread use in population

genetics, allozymes have since been shown to be unable to predict a large proportion of the

genetic variation at a given locus (Bradley et at., 1993). Only mutations that caused an

overall charge differences within a protein affect the electrophoretic mobility (Richardson e/

at., 1986). Therefore, silent nucleotide substitutions and base changes within non-coding

DNA are never detected by allozyme typing, and allozyme typing greatly underestimates

population heterogeneity (Engel et al., 1996)'

1.3.1.2 Polymorphisms within repetitive DNA elements

The development of the Southern blotting technique in 1975 made it possible to directly

detect DNA polymorphisms both within and outside gene coding regions (Southem, 1975)'

Restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs) were the first DNA variants to be

detected by a process known as DNA fingerprinting (Jeffreys et al., 1985). This process

involved the digestion of genomic DNA by a restriction endonuclease which recognised and
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cut the molecules at specific 4-6bp nucleotide sequences within the genome. These

differences were caused by the cleavage or non-cleavage at particular sites within the DNA

due to the presence of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) or single base changes within

the endonuclease recognition sites (Jeffreys et aL.,1985).

Complex autoradiograph patterns called 'DNA fingerprints' were revealed when radio-

labelled cloned repetitive probes were hybridizedto digested DNA, following size separation

by gel-electrophoresis (Jeffreys et a1.,1985). These first DNA fingerprints were obtained by

using multilocus probes that originated from regions of tandemly repeated minisatellites

(Pena & Chakraborty, 1994). Minisatellites, also known as variable number of tandem

repeats OrNTR), show tremendous size variability and are the most polymorphic loci known

in the human genome, often demonstrating in excess of 100 different alleles for a given locus

in human populations (Nakamura et al., 1937). Therefore, probing digested DNA with

segments of minisatellites creates differences in the restriction patterns observed between

individuals.

The simultaneous examination of several minisatellite loci represented the first DNA-based

paternity and forensic testing systems capable of demonstrating human genetic individuality

in a single, unified approach (Pena et a1.,1985b). DNA fingerprinting also increased the

accuracy of parental or criminal exclusions over the previous routine blood þrotein) typing

procedures (Gill et al., 1985). These factors combined with the benefits of a highly stable

substrate and greater powers of exclusion without complicated laboratory procedures saw

DNA typing quickly overtake protein-based paternity and disease testing in many

laboratories worldwide (Knapp & Goelet, 1995).

The need to identify and type individual loci and assign alleles by exact measurements of

repeat number led to the decline in multilocus VNTR typing in preference for microsatellite

or simple tandem repeat (STR) testing (Pemberson & Amos, 1990). Although still used for

many years in paternity testing (Pena, 1995b) and as a tool for monitoring genetic diversity

in animal species (Buitkamp et al.,1991.;Dolf et al.,l99I), support for multiple VNTR loci
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typing in human forensics decreased as DNA fingerprints used as forensic evidence in certain

court cases failed. It was shown that the complex banding patterns and gel mobility artifacts,

combined with a lack of population genotype frequencies provided an inconclusive analysis

of criminal involvement (Lander & Budowle, 1994). In a review by Pena & Chakraborty

(Igg4),it was also estimated that when using multilocus probes for parentage testing, I0o/o of

the offspring alone would be excluded based on the presence of a mutant band, and more

than l%owould show two mutations (Pena & Chakraborty,1994). These high mutation rates

were among the factors that led to the switch to microsatellite typing, as these DNA elements

were smaller and less likely to mutate between generations. Technological developments

that decreased the need for large amounts of high-quality DNA and the necessity of using the

labour-intensive Southern blotting procedure required for multilocus VNTR also greatly

influenced the switch to typing the smaller class of STR elements (Alford et al., 1,994)'

Microsatellites, or simple tandem repeats (STRs), are elements containing small repeat

motifs of 1-6bp with the majority described as containing the (dG-dT)'(dC-dA) dimer as the

repetitive element in mammalian genomes (Weber, 1990). They are usually less than 100bp

in length, are ubiquitously distributed throughout all vertebrate genomes, and are found in

both coding and non-coding regions flanked by unique DNA sequence (Tautz,1989). Due to

their small size and highly polymorphic nature, microsatellites were quickly isolated and

adapted for genetic-marker testing by using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technology

(Buchanan et al.,lgg4). The microsatellite tests require small amounts of biological sample

to be amplified for each loci by a set of oligonucleotide primers designed from the unique

flanking sequences surrounding each microsatellite. Allelic sizing is then determined by

separation of the PCR products by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (Edwards, 1991).

Original forecasts suggested that 15-20 pol¡morphic microsatellite loci would be needed in

order to obtain the same powers of discrimination when compared with the multilocus probes

that were already in use for parentage and forensic testing (Pena, 1995b). Early studies had

shown microsatellites as being less polymorphic than minisatellites due to a lower number of

associated alleles and an uneven distribution of those alleles within given populations (Pena
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&, Chakraborty, lgg4). However, advances in the multiplexing of many loci for

simultaneous PCR amplification and the rapid discovery of highly polymorphic

microsatellites with larger numbers of alleles, dramatically decreased the complexity of

microsatellite testing procedures whilst maintaining the high probability of exclusion rates

achieved by earlier typing with multilocus VNTRs (Alford et al., 1994; Hammond et al.,

ree4).

As the number of isolated microsatellites from different organisms grew, it became clear that

the average microsatellite mutation rate was 10-3 - 10-a per locus per generation in humans

(Kwaitowski et al.,Ig92) and mice (Dallas, 1992). This high mutation rate suggested that a

certain percentage of all sTR markers in a genome would undergo expansiorvcontraction of

alleles between generations (Ellegren, 2000). For this reason, a minimum of two individual

loci exclusions are still required for STR typing results to be legal (Bowling et al',1997).

The very nature of a microsatellite repeat makes their allele sizing a complex and time

consuming process. Stutter or 'shadow' bands caused by PCR strand-slippage during

amplification have also created many problems in assigning allele numbers (Marklund et al',

lgg4). This has meant new tetranucleotide and pentanucleotide repeats had to be isolated to

lessen these effects. Re-working of multiplex systems for efficient PCR and re-evaluation of

the new allele frequencies and allele distributions amongst all human sub-populations was

also required before the new, larger repeat loci could be incorporated into existing DNA

typing systems.

Microsatellites through increasingly automated typing facilities have since become the

workhorse of mammalian genetics for the identification and testing of criminal DNA and for

resolving cases of patemity worldwide (Schafer & Hawkins, 1998). Microsatellites have also

been the marker of choice for undertaking whole genome scans to systematically map

phenotypic variation to known locations in the genome by linkage analysis (Weiss' 1998)'

This is possible because their dense genomic distribution (1 every 10kb) and variable

polymorphic content allows the creation of highly-informative genetic linkage maps (Gyapay
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et al., Igg4). These maps are scales of complexity higher than the original human RFLP-

based maps developed over the decade before (Botstein et a1.,1930). However, the lack of

microsatellite density on a per gene scale within the genome restricts their use in fine

mapping experiments of regions identified by linkage analysis as containing important trait

affecting loci.

Just as many of the original minisatellite multilocus core probes were found to be

polymorphic across several mammalian species (Trommelen et al., 1993), conservation of

microsatellite loci across species of Artiodactyls has been shown (Pépin et al., 1995). This

allows microsatellites isolated from one species to be used in another for genetic mapping

and comparative genome studies (Engel et al., 1996). As a result, enhanced progress in

many marker-poor genomes such as the sheep, goat and deer was made when early funding

for animal genome projects was limited (Pépin et al., 1995). In the second-generation

linkage map of the sheep genome (de Gortari et al., 1998), over seventy percent of the

microsatellite loci placed on the sheep map were markers of bovine origin. The combined

use of microsatellites in linkage maps of both species has shown significant genome

conservation of marker order between the two genomes. Although the microsatellites

showed differences in their degrees of polymorphism and size of alleles across these species,

examples of their use in early parentage testing and comparative genome analysis was

common (Kemp et a1.,1995).

1.3.1.3 Single nucleotide polymorphisms

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are simple nucleotide substitutions that follow

Mendelian inheritance and cause the most frequent type of DNA polymorphism (Cooper er

a1.,1985). In theory, SNPs can be bi-, tri-, or tetra-allelic. However, in humans, tri-allelic

and tetra-allelic SNPs are so rare that they are said to be non-existent. Therefore, SNPs are

often referred to as biallelic sequence variations, which occur every 500-1000 nucleotides in

both coding (cSNPs) and non-coding regions of the genome (Cooper et al., 1985; Wang et

al., 1998). This level of occurrence suggests that any two human haploid genomes, when

chosen randomly, differ at 6-11 million bases from one another, representing an almost
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inexhaustible amount of DNA variance (Przeworski et al., 2000; Kruglyak and Nickerson,

2001). SNPs, therefore, account for the majority of a given organisms 'individuality' and

their frequency describes > 90% of all known human polymorphisms (Collins et al',1998)'

SNp occurrence throughout the mammalian genome is not truly random. Many recent

studies focusing on the construction of high-density human SNP maps have highlighted the

biased nature of SNp occurrence both within and between different genic regions (Sunyaev e/

al., 2000; Iida et at., 200I). These studies have shown that certain regions, especially those

coding for functional proteins and domains, are highly conserved and contain a lower

frequency of SNPs when compared to the regions outside of genes (Schafer & Hawkins,

1993). SNPs within coding regions are frequently associated with deleterious amino acid

substitutions or stop codons which can cause the production of a non-functional protein and

lead to severe genetic disorders (Dianzani et al., 1993). However, not all SNPs within

coding regions are deleterious. Coding SNPs (cSNPs) can occur as a result of the nucleotide

redundancy in the triplets coding for amino acid translation in the 'wobble' or third base

position of the codons where multiple bases encode the translation of the same amino acid

without adversely affecting the protein's structure and function (Lewin, 1994)' These cSNPs

are referred to as synonymous base substitutions.

SNPs are the most stable type of DNA variant with spontaneous mutation rates (-10I

changes per nucleotide per generation) 103-10s times lower than micro- and minisatellites

(Knapp & Goelet, 1995;Li et al.,1996). In the last decade, the stability and simple biallelic

system of SNPs combined with their involvement in many diseases have made SNPs

increasingly popular as a simplified genetic marker compared to microsatellites (Syvänen e/

at., 1993). The three major benefits of SNP typing over microsatellite typing have been i)

the ease of overcoming difficulties in complex allele assignments with SNPs only having two

alleles giving rise to three genotl,pe classes, ii) the automation of high throughput,

unambiguous SNP testing procedures, and iii) increased frequency of SNPs in all regions of

the genome compared with microsatellite markers which facilitates their use in the fine-

mapping of complex traits/diseases (Lemietx et a1.,1998; Germer & Higuchi,1999).
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As the number of known human SNPs increased, a large impetus for high{hroughput and

cost effective SNP genotyping platforms led to the development of non-gel based typing

protocols. These technological developments helped increase SNP genotyping throughput

and have been a major stimulant in SNPs becoming the most popular type of DNA marker

for a wide variety of genetic applications (Alderborn, 2000).

1.3.2 SNP discovery methods

Within a decade, SNPs are expected to take the place of microsatellite polymorphisms as

markers for parentage testing, evolutionary relationship studies, association studies, fine-

mapping of disease genes and eventually whole-genome linkage analysis in all mammalian

species (Landegren et a1.,1998a; Schork et a1.,2000). However, there is still a demand for

rapid yet robust, cost effective SNP discovery methods in species where the expense of

sequencing entire genomes is prohibitive.

Numerous SNP discovery methods ranging from I00% efficiency to less than 60%

sensitivity for any given sequence have been designed over the past 20 years (Cotton,1997).

DNA sequence variation discovery methods can be divided into three groups: those based on

detecting the presence of heteroduplex mismatches, those based on conformational and

physical differences of ssDNA molecules, and those based on DNA sequencing approaches

(Kwok & Chen, 1998). The most widely used are single stranded conformation

polymorphism (SSCP) (Orita et al., 1939) and conventional DNA sequencing of PCR

products (Rao, lgg4). Different SNP discovery projects will differ in their experimental

aims ranging from needing to find every single SNP present within a region for candidate

gene functional studies through to needing to isolate only a few SNP markers for the genetic

mapping of genes. Thus, four factors ultimately decide which discovery method a particular

project will use. These are i) efficiency or sensitivity of the method, ii) level of automation

or simplicity of the system, iii) total cost of screening per novel SNP isolated, and iv)

previous sequence knowledge requirements for individual loci (Del Tito, 1998).
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1.3.2.1 Established SNP discovery methods

1.3.2.1.1 DNA sequencing

DNA sequencing is one of the most important technologies in bioscience and is widely used

for the discovery and confirmation of novel SNPs (Wang et al., 1998). Developed over 20

years ago (Sanger et a1.,1977), few adaptations to the original methodology have enhanced

its throughput ability more than the introduction of different fluorescent labels for each of the

four sequencing reactions (ddA, ddc, ddT, ddG) (Metzker et al., 1994). Known as

automated fluorescent sequencing, this technique has the highest sensitivity (> 95%) in the

detection of homozygous mutations, but suffers from high material costs and tedious data

analysis (Del Tito, 1993). Fluorescent sequencing suffers from variable sensitivity in the

detection of heterozygotes because of software limitations in the inconsistency of base

calling (Nickerson et al., 1997). Recent advances in software design, namely the

development of the computer package PolyPhred, have led to greater accuracy levels

(>gg%) in the identification of SNPs using only single-pass data (Nickerson et al., 1997)'

Conventionally, novel SNPs found within a sequence would be confirmed by sequencing in

both the forward and reverse directions, thereby adding to the overall associated costs. DNA

sequencing does, however, offer the advantage of a well-established, robust technology along

with the identification of the exact position, context and nature of the detected SNPs'

A recent ofÊshoot of Sanger sequencing is pyrosequencing or real-time sequencing (Ronaghi

et a1.,199S). Pyrosequencing is based on the detection of nucleotide incorporation in situby

using a primer-directed polymerase extension reaction. It does not require the separation of

fragments by gel-electrophoresis for the determination of a product's actual base sequence.

Pyrosequencing has been performed routinely on short 'tags' (1 to 30 bases) such as

expressed sequence tags (ESTs) and on PCR products up to 130bp (Ronaghi et aL.,1998)'

This time-saving technology is only able to detect novel SNPs in short PCR fragments, and

may be best used for typing small regions (< 50bp) containing previously verified SNPs.
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1.3.2,1.2 Restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLP)

The basis of RFLP differences between individuals, as discussed earlier, is the occurrence of

a SNP falling within a restriction endonuclease (RE) cleavage site. Hundreds of different

REs have now been isolated and are commercially available, each one associated with a

differently known sequence-specific cleavage site. Novel SNPs are identified by the

cligestion of previously amplified PCR fragments by large numbers of restriction enzymes.

The digested PCR fragments are then size separated by gel-electrophoresis with the aim of

identifying visible differences in banding patterns between individuals (Gu, V/. et aL.,1998).

This method, although extremely simple, is highly insensitive, as a SNP is identified by the

off-chance of using a correct RE. Typically 15-20 different REs are used in this type of

analysis, where subsequent sequencing of fragments exhibiting different banding patterns is

required to confirm the exact nature of the SNP.

1.3.2.1.3 Single stranded conformation polymorphism (SSCP)

Single stranded conformation polymorphism (SSCP) analysis is a simple and powerful

technique for examing sequence variations in short fragments of DNA, usually < 300 bp

(Selvakumar et al., 1997). The method generally uses the incorporation of "P-labelled

nucleotides into PCR products to detect SNPs by differences in strand mobility. Strands

which differ by as little as a single base substitution will adopt different conformational

shapes, and therefore, travel at different speeds when electrophoresed under cold, non-

denaturing conditions (Orita et a1.,1989). After electrophoresis, strands differing from one

another by at least 1 SNP will have migrated different distances and can be visualised as

different bands by autoradiograph techniques (Figure 1.la) (Sommer, 1996). SSCP analysis

is one of the most common methods used for SNP discovery due to its simplicity and cost

effectiveness when typing large numbers of samples (Iacopetta &, Hamelin., 1998).

However, SSCP sensitivity caî vary dramatically between different regions of DNA and

amplicon length, detecting only 60-80o/o of all mutations and often requiring optimization of

electrophoretic conditions (running temperature and gel matrix) for each unique amplicon

(Glavac & Dean, 1993).
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Figure 1.1. SSCP and ddF strategies for the discovery of single nucleotide polymorphisms'

(a) single strand conformationpolymorphism (SSCP) analysis. (From Hawkins, 1997)

(b) dideoxy fingerprinting. (From Orban et a1.,1996).
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Recently, PCR-mutagenesis-based methods for the generation of positive controls has been

incorporated into SSCP analysis as a means of providing confidence that a set of conditions

used are sensitive enough to detect any variant (Ruiz et a1.,1997). Like PCR-RFLP analysis,

bands showing mobility differences need to be sequenced to determine SNP location and

type.

1.3.2.1.4 Dideoxy fingerprinting (ddF)

Dideoxy fingerprinting (ddF) is a hybrid between SSCP and Sanger dideoxy sequencing. It

involves the nondenaturing gel electrophoresis of one of the four standard dideoxy

sequencing reactions (Sarkar et al., 1992). DdF is more sensitive than SSCP analysis, and

cheaper than conventional sequencing. It can identify a SNP two ways: i) a change in

mobility can occur due to a change in secondary structure as seen in the mobility of the chain

terminated bands (SSCP component) and ii) alteration in the number of bands seen in a

ladder by a loss or gain of a band at the site of the mutation involving the ddNTP being

screened (sequencing component) (Figure 1.1b) (Felmlee et al., 1995). When undertaking

ddF analysis, three different fingerprint patterns can emerge (Liu & Sommer,1994). These

are i) virtually all bands subsequent to the sequence change show altered migration rates, ii)

three or less bands show altered mobility around the SNP or, iii) there is a loss or gain of a

single band at the site of the SNP (Sarkar et a1.,1992). The type of pattern that will emerge

is dependent upon the DNA sequence content and SNP context within each amplicon.

Dideoxy fingerprinting offers many advantages over SSCP analysis by providing the

approximate location and type of mutation within a fragment (Lint et aL.,7998). It also does

not require the optimization of different sets of experimental conditions for individual loci

(Haavik et al., 1996), and bi-directional ddF can screen up to 600bp of sequence with near

100% sensitivity (Liu et at.,1996). However, like SSCP analysis, confirmational sequencing

is required to determine the SNP identity.
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1.3.2.1.5 Denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE)

Denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) like SSCP operates on the principle that,

under certain conditions, single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) has a defined secondary structure

which is altered by base substitutions or SNPs (Baumbach,7997). DGGE is a method where

pCR products are electrophoresised through a polyacrylamide gel containing linearly

increasing concentrations of a denaturing agent (eg. urea). As the fragment migrates through

the gel, it reaches a position where the concentration of the denaturing agent equals the

melting temperature (T"J of its lowest melting domain causing the dsDNA to separate. As

the dsDNA becomes ssDNA, it is increasing retarded in the gel matrix. Therefore, where the

T- varies between SNp alleles, differential migration of the strands within the gel is observed

(Fodde & Losekoot, Igg4). However, DGGE cannot resolve fragments with SNPs located

within the highest Tn, domains of fragments. Therefore the addition of a high T* GC clamp

to one of the pCR primers prevents complete fragment denaturation and higher specihcity for

SNP detection when compared with SSCP analysis (Myers et a1.,1985a).

Recent refinements of the DGGE method have focused on replacing chemical denaturants in

the gel with a temperature gradient as the DNA denaturant (TGGE) (Riesner et al., 1989).

As a result of the complex optimization procedures which require the estimation of

temperature-denaturant conditions needed for discrimination of each amplicon, DGGE

detection has not been not widely adopted for SNP discovery (Schafer & Hawkins' 1998).

1.3.2.1.6 Heteroduplex analysis (HA)

Heteroduplex analysis (HA), like SSCP and DGGE, relies on conformation induced mobility

differences for SNp detection. The DNA region to be tested is amplified, denatured and

hybridized to mutant DNA. The heteroduplexes that form between strands of different origin

contain mismatch basepairs at the site of SNPs. These mismatch "bubbles" in the DNA

directly affect the mobility of the heteroduplex through a gel matrix (White et al', 1992).

The same fragment of DNA is analysed between different individuals with differential

mobilities indicating the presence of SNPs (Schafer & Hawkins, 1998). Although HA is a

relatively simple assay to perform, its sensitivity of SNP detection using gels is highly
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inefficient (Cotton, Ig97). Recent analysis of heteroduplexes by differential retention on

high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) columns has increased its rate of detection

whilst maintaining assay simplicity (Underhill et a\.,1997; Gray et aL.,2000).

1.3.2.1.7 Chemical cleavage of mismatch (CCM)

Similar to HA, for chemical cleavage of mismatch (CCM) amplicons are denatured and

reannealed to form heteroduplexes of mutant and wild{ype DNA. CCM then uses the

chemicals osmium tetroxide or hydroxylamine hydrochloride to detect the presence of

structural distortions caused by sequence mismatches (Saleeba &' Cotton, 1993). These

chemicals bind to the dsDNA at mismatch sites and allows cleavage of the DNA after

subsequent treatment with piperidine. Samples are then analyzed on sequencing gels with

sensitivities close to 100% detection. The main disadvantages of CCM are the use of highly

toxic chemicals and radioisotopes (Mifflin, 1996).

Fluorescent labels have recently replaced radioisotopes in CCM as well as in SSCP, HA and

ddF analysis (Shevchenko et at.,2000). Many new fluors are now available that allow for

high-throughput DNA variation detection by permitting the loading of > 1 sample per lane of

a gel (Schafer & Hawkins, 1998). A large disadvantage to current fluorescent technology is

the capital investment required for the purchasing of an automated DNA sequencer.

1.3.2.1.8 RNase cleavage

RNase cleavage requires substantial sample processing and the in vitro synthesis of RNA

probes. These probes are used to form RNA:RNA or RNA:DNA heteroduplexes where

mismatches caused by the presence of SNPs are cleaved by ribonucleases (Myers et al.,

19S5b). The original method relied upon the er.øyme RNase A for mismatch cleavage.

However, this enzyme fails to cleave some types of mismatches, has variable cleavage of

mismatches depending on their sequence context, and cleaves non-specific sites lacking

mutations (Goldrick, 2001). These drawbacks along with the labour-intensive RNase

inactivation steps have seen these early methods largely discarded for assays involving PCR
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and novel ribonucleases to improve mismatch cleavage properties (Goldrick, 2001). RNase

cleavage is, therefore, similar in principle to HA and ccM analysis.

From all the established SNp discovery methods commonly used, automated sequencing is

still the most popular as a sensitive, high-throughput detection system with groups

nndertaking large-scale mutation detection in humans or for positional cloning studies (Lai et

al., L998; Wang et al., 1998). In other laboratories where mutation research is centred

around less well-defined animal or plant species, and there is a lack of capital finances for

automated sequencing equipment and labour, manual SSCP has been the established method

of choice rather than ddF which is more expensive and time consuming.

1.3.2.2 New SNP detection methods

The demand for inexpensive, high-throughput mutation discovery assays that can screen the

volumes of sequence becomingly available through current whole-genome and fine-mapping

projects has created a drive for the invention of new SNP discovery methods. Many are

based upon the detection of mis-matched DNA heteroduplexes and use a wide variety of

enzymes (8. coli mismatch detection system MutS, MutL, MutH:Beaulieu et al',2001),

intercalating ligands (dimeric naphtþridine with surface plasmon resonance: Nakatani et al.,

2000), chromatography (denaturing high-performance liquid chromatography: Giordano e¡

a1.,1999;WAVE'M temperature modulated DNA fragment analysis: Kuklin et al',1998) and

melting-curve fluorescence analysis (SYBR green: Akey et aL.,2001). Although these assays

represent numerous variations of a similar theme, not one has stood out as the next simple,

efficient and robust SNP screening tool, and like all SNP discovery methods that do not rely

on straight-forward sequencing, they fail to predict the precise nature and location of a

putative SNp within a given fragment, requiring confirmational sequencing to determine

actual SNP context (Kwok,2001).

The recent completion of the draft human genome sequence (International Human Genome

Sequencing Consortium,200\; Venter et a1.,2001) and countless EST projects has provided

a detailed framework for the development of a dense set of human SNP markers aimed at
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covering every gene on every chromosome. This new 'in silico' SNP discovery method of

screening overlapping genomic sequences has become the fastest and most efficient tool for

the identification of novel SNPs (Lai,2001).

1.3.2.2.1 SNP discovery from overlapping genomic sequences

In 1998, it became apparent that novel human SNPs could be data mined from overlapping

sequence-tagged sites (STSs) generated from the mapping and sequencing of large insert

clones (Taillon-Miller et al.,I99B). These clones known as bacterial artificial chromosomes

(BACs) and p1-based artificial chromosomes (PACs) were being used as the templates for

long-range sequencing projects and came from diploid libraries. By sequencing overlapping

sets of clones from different genomic libraries, many steps in the SNP discovery pathway

were eradicated and made SNP identification faster and cheaper. During that same year a

review published by Z. Gt et al. (1998) outlined the approaches to finding SNPs amongst the

ever-increasing DNA sequence data found in public databases. Their methods included

aligning unigene sets representing dense collections of expressed sequence tags (ESTs) that

had previously been produced from large scale sequencing of tissue-specific cDNA libraries.

These EST clusters contained replicate sequences from multiple samples and amounted to

screening several different individuals or lineages for pol¡imorphisms (Buetow et al., 1999)'

However, it was the combined alignment of redundant EST sequences with the genomic

DNA sequencing data generated from the large public and private efforts to sequence the

human genome that represented the ultimate in cost-effective SNP discovery (Brown,1999;

picoult-Newberg et al.,lggg). This genomic sequence comparison approach using existing

DNA sequence data has become the most efficient way to isolate novel SNPs' Current

projects are discovering SNPs in silico at an unprecedented rate and at present -2'7 million

unique human reference SNPs (ref SNPs) have been submitted to dbSNP, a world wide web

database of single nucleotide polymorphisms

(htp://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/SNP/snp-summary.cgi; accessed January 2002) (Sherry et al',

lggg). However, as this SNP data mining method relies upon large amounts of high quality

sequencing data, researchers working on species which lack such a public resource can not

use this inexpensive SNP discovery technique.
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1.3.2.2.2 Variant detection arrays (VDA)

Another new method for SNP discovery is one that allows sequence-tagged sites to be

screened from many different individuals by hybridization of amplified products to short

DNA probes constructed at high densities on oligonucleotide microarrays (DNA chips)

(Hacia et al., 1996). These chips, known as variant detection ¿ìrrays (VDAs), have been

successfully implemented in clinical diagnostic laboratories for the streamlined approach of

large-scale SNP identification (Wang et a\.,1998; Dong et a1.,2001). VDAs can consist of

two types of tiling oligonucleotides i) universal arrays of all possible combinations of

oligonucleotide species eight nucleotides in length capable of obtaining sequence variations

for virtually any unknown sequence (Hacia, 1999) and ii) combinations of specific

oligonucleotides probes twenty-five nucleotides in length capable of identifying SNPs from

previously sequenced regions of DNA (Figure 1.2) (Wang et a1.,1998). The presence of a

SNP is identified on both types of affays by a measured difference in hybridization strength

between matched and mismatched oligonucleotides and variations in hybridization patterns

observed from different individuals (Lander,1999). To date, the most successful chip-based

sequence analysis has been undertaken using arrays designed from known human sequence

implementing quantitated two-colour analysis of co-hybridized reference and test samples

(Lemieux et a1.,1998).

Although VDAs offer great hope for high-throughput novel SNP discovery, it is widely

accepted that SNPs identified by VDAs require additional confirmation by other techniques

such as sequencing because of the intrinsic discordancy rates of false positive SNP discovery

(Halushka et al., 1999; Garcia et a1.,2001). Additionally, solid-phase DNA synthesis and

photolithography chip array manufacturing is still an expensive and intricately detailed

process. Thus, it is likely that the short-term usage of VDAs will be principally based in

large clinical and private diagnostic laboratories.
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Figure 1.2. Variant detection affays. (a) General tiling strategy where variant detection

anays are synthesízedby using a set of overlapping25mer probes. (From l{acia,1999). (b)

Target hybridization patterns. Detection of polymorphisms in a sequence is accomplished by

using a four-probe interrogation strategy to determine the identity of each base in the target

sequence. The probe that forms the most stable duplex will provide the highest fluorescent

signal among the four probes assigned to interrogate the central base. The next nucleotide in

the target sequence is interrogated in the same manner, using another set of four

oligonucleotide probes. (c) Magnified false colour image of an entire hybridized variant

detection array. Areas in white and yellow depict strong hybndization signal while areas in

blue and black show regions with weak signal. (From Hacia & collins, 1999).
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1.3.3 Diagnostic methods for genotyping known SNPs

With the number of characterized SNPs and subsequent genomic applications for which they

can be used rapidly expanding, efficient high-throughput genotyping technologies are

essential. Although most of the methods outlined above can be used for SNP scoring, they

are not sensitive, robust or cheap enough to cope with thousands of individual samples.

Techniques for SNP genotyping need to be 100% efficient and fully automated for

inexpensive testing. Avoidance of radioactivity, toxic reagents, electrophoresis and

eventually PCR amplification of polymorphic regions will achieve the necessary cost

reductions required for genome-wide genetic analysis using SNPs. In the longer term,

effective SNP detection assays will require the flexibility of scanning 10-10,000 loci in

hundreds or even thousands of individuals depending upon the types of studies being

undertaken (e.g, routine parentage testing [J SNPs, I samples], candidate gene association

studies ¡1 S\res, 11 samples], or linkage disequilibrium mapping in large regions or over

whole genomes ¡11 SNfs, 11 samplesl). This demand for accurate, but yet flexible SNP

genotyping has led many academic groups and companies world-wide to concentrate on

developing highly adaptable, innovative SNP scoring technologies (Schork et a|.,2000).

The scientific literature seems saturated with molecular strategies used for the analysis of

known SNPs, each always accompanied by emphasised throughput capacities. The majority

of these assays are based on only a small handful of chemistries used for allele

discrimination, but it is their complex association with numerous signal detection platforms

and instrumentation which makes the options for SNP analysis seem endless (Landegren et

al.,1998b). Four principle allele discrimination techniques for genotyping known SNPs are

avallable, each one capable of combining with multiple separation steps and detection

methods to give a complex array of assays for determining SNP genotypes.

1.3.3.1 Allele-specific amplification (ASA)

There are many terms synonymous for allele-specific amplification (ASA) including allele-

specific PCR (ASP), PCR amplifîcation of specific alleles (PASA), and the amplification

refractory mutation system (ARMS). ASA can be used to detect known point mutations and
"E

I
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small insertions and deletions. It relies on the principle that incorrect base pairing at or near

the 3' end of an allele-specific primer will not allow, under optimized conditions, PCR

amplification to occur (Figure 1.3a) (Sommer et a1.,1989). ASA scores SNP alleles by the

presence of an amplicon in tubes containing either the wild-type or mutant oligonucleotide

and a second coÍìmon oligonucleotide primer required for PCR amplification. Standard

controls have to be developed and run simultaneously to confirm optimal PCR conditions

during testing and the resultant amplicons usually require time consuming gel-

electrophoresis for allele typing (Celi et al.,1994).

The development of multiplexing (Fenie et al., 1992) and non-electrophoretic methods for

detection such as solid-phase analysis (Iitlä et al., 1992) and liquid-phase analysis of

ethidium bromide fluorescence intensity in the presence or absence of dsDNA (Higuchi er

al., 1992) helped increase the level of automation of ASA, and therefore, its overall

efficiency. Recently, ASA was combined with universal energy-transfer (ET) labelled

primers and standard fluorescent quantification procedures producing a method that does not

require real-time monitoring equipment or gel electrophoresis of the amplification products

(Myakishev et a1.,2001). However, ASA still has two fundamental limitations: i) optimal

PCR primer design is not always possible because the 3' ends of the allele-specific primers

are always fixed, and ii) the diagnostic is dependent on PCR failure as the basis of

discrimination, but PCR failure may occur for other reasons. Thus, not all ASA assays will

work with the same powers of amplification efficiency or allelic discrimination.

{



Figure L.3. Principles of four techniques for distinguishing between single nucleotide

polymorphisms. (A) Allele specific amplification (ASA). A PCR primer correctly base pairs

to the target sequence allowing amplification of one sequence variant. (B) Allele specific

hybridization (ASH). Hybridization of an oligonucleotide to a target sequence is used to

detect a central single nucleotide mismatch position. (C) Oligonucleotide ligation assay

(OLA). A pair of oligonucleotide probes hybridized in adjacent positions on the target DNA

strand are joined by ligation if they correctly match the target sequence. (D) Primer

extension. An oligonucleotide primer hybridizes to a PCR fragment and is extended by a

single ddNTP that is complementary to the next base of the hybridized DNA fragment.

(Adapted from Cotton, t997).
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1.3.3.2 Allele specific hybridization (ASH)

1.3.3.2.1 Array hybridization assays

Allele specific hybridizatíon has developed the furthest of any of the original techniques in

becoming cheaper and more automated. Like ASA, allele specific hybridization works on

the principle that dsDNA is destabilised with base pair mismatches, and the overall melting

point of a heteroduplex is lower than if it contained 100% matched sequence. Therefore,

under certain conditions, a perfectly matched probe will hybridize to a DNA fragment,

whereas a probe with a single central base pair mismatch will not hybridize (Figure 1.3b)

(Wallace et al.,1979).

Initial dot-blot experiments used PCR amplified DNA fragments fixed to membranes and

were probed with wild{ype and mutant probes. The probe that hybridized under stringent

washing conditions determined the SNP identity (Saiki et a1.,19S6). It was not long before

Bowles et al. (1986) used a slot-bot apparatus to allow closer and more even spread of DNA

samples on membranes. In 1989, Saiki e/ ø/. used a reverse dot blot system to analyse

multiple SNPs within a given fragment by blotting many wild type and mutant

oligonucleotides in adjacent slots. It was their ability to overcome the problematic detection

of multiple sequence variants under the same reaction conditions that led to the first

contemplation of high throughput parallel analysis of hundreds of different SNPs in a

miniaturized format.

The development of non-radioactive systems using biotinylated probes and horseradish

peroxidase (HRp) labelled avidin provided a great reduction in background noise (Saiki er

al., 1989; Zhang et a|.,1991). This coupled with the reverse dot blot concept allowed the use

of oligonucleotides immobilized onto 96-well plates for semi-automated processing with

ELISA-type plate reading (Cros et al.,1992). Many different plate-substrates and chemicals

were trialed extensively for the efficient, non-covalent immobilization of oligonucleotides to

plate surfaces with the aim of obtaining very low signal to noise ratios after washing

(Nikiforov & Rogers, 1995).
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Shortly after the microtiter plate format was described, numerous studies typing SNPs with

allele-specific hybridi zationon glass slides was reported (Iitiä et aL,1994). During this time,

glass substrates became the focus of intense research as the miniaturized supports for

immobilising oligonucleotides (Southern et al.,1992). These microarrays, otherwise known

as DNA chips, have led the revolution in miniaturized, high-throughput parallel SNP analysis

and are fabricated using either light-mediated synthesis in situ (similar to VDA production)

or by the immob ilization of nanomolar amounts of pre-synthesized oligonucleotides spotted

as individual 'features' on the arrays (Guo e/ al., 1994). Experimentally, fluorescently

labelled multiplex PCR mixtures are pooled and hybridized to the chips, which are small and

rigid enough to permit the use of sophisticated scanning fluorescent detection technology

(Lemieux et al., 1998). These imaging techniques allow high-speed, quantitative image

acquisition and processing from every oligonucleotide address on the microarray (Southern

et al., lggg) with oligonucleotide addresses ranging from several thousand to > 60,000

individual features per ¿uray (Hacia et a\.,1999). One major drawback to ASH arays is their

cost as each array can only be probed once with either a single individual's DNA sample or

pooled DNA depending upon the type of study being undertaken. An efficient method of

stripping and re-using microarrays would make this technology more affordable'

As advanced as microarays are, each individual hybridization reaction intrinsically involves

a different oligonucleotide sequence, and therefore, has a different stringency of

hybridization due to the effect of varying base composition (Syvänen & Landegren, 1994)'

This has been an inherent problem when trying to analyse thousands of loci under the same

experimental conditions, as noise to hybridization ratios remain typically high and require

carefully optimized probe design, assay development and data analysis (Gerhold et al',

1999). The technology has, however, been used to successfully study known mutations in

the human breast cancer gene BRACI (Hacia et al.,1996) and the human ß-thalassemia gene

(Drobyshev et al., lggl). Additionally, researchers have been working towards enhancing

the discrimination of ASH by adding artificial mismatches into hybridizing oligonucleotides

with the ultimate aim of increasing the specificity by further de-stabilizing the mismatched

oligonucleotide (Guo et al., 1997)-
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An alternative platform to the costly microarray-based ASH assays has been subsequently

developed. Based upon aqueous phase ASH, suspension affays were made of different

coloured microspheres. Each microsphere has a unique fluorescent signature to which any

capture oligonucleotide can be coupled (Armstrong et a1.,2000). This flexibility allows for

the design and development of in house' research-specific SNP assays without the high

costs associated with customized chip synthesis. V/ith one hundred different fluorescent

bead sets available, the system also offers high throughput, multiplexed ASH SNP

genotyping.

1.3.3.2.2 Homo genous hybridization ass ays

The need for standar dized and simple ASH assay design without large capital investment has

led to the development of many homogenous SNP typing assays where sample purification

and/or anayingare avoided. Dynamic allele-specific hybridization (DASH) is essentially an

enhanced form of ASH that uses a simple DNA intercalating dye for signal production and a

low-high temperature gradient capturing the amount of duplex DNA present whilst heating

one allele-specific probe with the target PCR amplicon and then the other (Howell et al',

teee).

Two recently developed "closed tube" ASH assays allow allele-discrimination during PCR

with fluorescence monitored in real time during either the annealing ("molecular beacons")

or extension (.'TaqMan") phases. Molecular beacons are ASH probes that form tight hairpin-

loop structures in the absence of the correct target. The two ends of the probes contain a

fluorescent label and a quenching chromophore, respectively. When an allele-specific probe

hybidizes, fluorescence is emitted as a fluorescent dye conjugated at one end of the probe is

rio longer within quenching distance of a chromophore at the other (Tyagi & Kramer, 1996).

Use of two differently coloured fluorophores allows for wild type, heterozygote or mutant

alleles to be simultaneously scored (Tyagi et al.,1993). The TaqMan detection system also

contains two ASH probes which are labelled with different fluorophores at their 3' end and

with a quencher molecule at their 5' end. The assay is based upon the 5'-3' exonuclease

activity of the DNA polymerase which degrades perfectly matched, annealed probes during
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the extension phase of pCR, thus releasing the 3' label of the amplified oligonucleotide into

solution. The free label is then able to fluoresce as it is no longer quenched by a special

molecule incorporated downstream in the original oligonucleotide (Livak et al', 1995)'

These closed tube assays eliminate the risk of sample contamination and are robust, but

expensive primer-probe design per assay has seen their use limited to small numbers of SNPs

(60) typed over large sample sizes (1000) as only a single SNP can be typed per tube (Ranade

et a|.,2001).

1.3.3.3 Oligonucleotide ligation assay (OLA)

Oligonucleotide ligation assays (OLA) take advantage of the reduced ability of ligase

enzymes to join abutting oligonucleotide probes bound to DNA if there is a single 3'

mismatch between one of the probes and the template (Figure 1.3c) (Syvänen & Landegren,

lgg4). This technique requires three different oligonucleotides to be designed for the

analysis of each SNP, one to complimentary sequence downstream of the SNP and two

designed to sequence upstream of the SNP. The two upstream oligonucleotides, differ from

each other by a single 3' base, and encode the differences between the wild-type or the

mutant SNp alleles. Only the upstream probe that is perfectly matched to the target sequence

can be joined covalently by the ligase to the downstream oligonucleotide (Landegren et al',

1988). Discrimination between the two upstream probes was first monitored by different

detectable lanthanide labels (Nickerson et a1.,1990) and then later by different fluorophores

(Samiotaki et al., Igg4). single-well genotyping by two-colour ELISA-based oLA

combined with robotic workstations led the early development of robust, medium throughput

(1000 genotypes/dÐ SNP typing (Nickerson et al',1990;Tobe et al',1996)' The 96-well

OLA approach has since been applied to human candidate gene studies with one project

generating > 43,000 successful genotypes that tested the influence of allelic variants

associated with cardiovascular disease in three diverse human populations (Nickerson et al',

2000).

Two-colour OLA, although highly effective and inexpensive, does not allow for high levels

of loci multiplexing. The requirement for genotyping hundreds of SNPs cheaply has led to
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the development of OLA on microspheres, in a method similar to ASH on microspheres

(Iannone et a1.,2000). OLA is also the basis of rolling circle amplification which is a

solution-based, microtiter plate method for SNP genotyping. The method is based upon

allele discrimination by ligation of open circular oligonucleotides followed by rolling circle

amplification of the signal using fluorescent primers where only the probe with a 3' base

complementary to the SNP is circularizedby ligation (Faruqi et a\.,2001). The designers of

this method showed a 100,000 fold discrimination against mismatched probe ligation was

possible. However, subsequent papers reporting the use of this method are scarce.

1.3.3.4 Primer extension

The most sensitive SNP detection methods aÍe based upon primer extension (or

minisequencing), where oligonucleotides are extended by a single base that is

complementary to the SNP in the hybridizing fragment (Syvänen et a1.,1990). The identity

of the tagged nucleotide incorporated serves as a highly specific indicator of the

complimentary nucleotide present at the variable site of the template molecule (Figure 1.3d)

(Syvänen & Landegrcn, 1994). This is a major advantage over ASH as discrimination

between two sequences is based on the sequence-specificity of the reaction catalysed by

DNA polymerase instead of differences in the thermal stability of the hybrids formed with

ASH probes (Syvänen, 1999)'

The use of primer extension coupled with DNA-sequencing instruments provides efficient

SNp genotyping by incorporating fluorescently labelled dideoxynucleotides in the

minisequencing reaction followed by electrophoretic size-separation (Shumaket et al',1996).

This procedure has recently been improved by the use of modified primers with different

length 5' tails allowing the multiplexing of tens of SNPs per reaction. However, the use of

acrylamide gel electrophoresis is a major drawback of this SNP genotyping method due to

the associated high reagent and labour costs.

The common primer extension methods avoid gel electrophoresis and are adapted to indirect

colorimetric detection on a solid phase in 96- or 384-well plate format (Nikiforov et al.,
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l9g4). Similarly to ASH, many different substances have been used to capture the

oligonucleotides to their solid supports and published protocols use numerous conjugated

antibodies or fluorescent labels to determine the identity of the incorporated base' This has

led to many variations of primer-extension appearing in the literature with wide applications

ranging from parentage testing in horses (Nikiforov et al., 1994) to routine screening for

disease mutations in humans (Pecheniuk et al',1997)-

As for allele specific hybridization, PCR multiplexing has increased the efficiency of primer

extension. Although primer extension is highly accurate, the post-PCR detection steps are

time-consuming and multiple washes tedious. The development of fully automated ELISA-

based primer extension in 384-we11 plates where large-scale robotic workstations can

autonomously handle and analyse up to 25,000 SNP genotypes per day

(htp://www.orchid.com) has reduced the expensive labour costs once required. Due to its

increased accuracy (Syvänen, 2001), primer extension as a method for SNP allele

discrimination has recently been adapted to an increasing number of signal detection

platforms. Spotted microarrays or arayed primer extension (APEX) (Pastinen et al',2000),

and fluorescent microspheres (Chen et a1.,2000) show great promise for accurate, high-

throughput, multiplexed SNP genotyping with the first large-scale SNP validation studies

obtaining tens of thousands of genotypes per microscope slide with -99% accuracy

(Hirschhorn et al., 2000; F an et al', 2000)'

Mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF, matrix-assisted laser desorptionlionization time of flight

mass spectrometry) has also proved highly successful when coupled with primer extension

for discriminating SNps (Ross et a1.,1998; Bray et a1.,200I). Primers of different lengths

can be used in combination with different dideoxynucleoside triphosphates to yield allele-

specific primer extension products with clear differences in molecular mass. MALDI-TOF

assays have also shown promise in multiplexing with enhanced primer design producing

products of non-overlapping mass distributions. However, overall assay throughput rates are

a scale lower than ApEX genotyping and equipment costs are exorbitant. One important

feature of SNP genotyping using mass spectrometry is the removal of expensive hapten or
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fluorescently labelled nucleotides and subsequent chemical reactions from the detection

process. However, MALDI-TOF does require rigorously purified primer extension products

to avoid background from biological material present in the sample (Syvänen, 2001).

In summary, the number of SNP genotyping platforms currently available in the marketplace

are numerous. However, the majority have been devised by combining a small number of

reaction principles (e.g., OLA, primer extension, primer hybridization) with a limited number

of assay formats (e.g., microparticles, microarrays, microtitre plates) and detection strategies

(e.g., mass spectrometry, fluorescence, indirect colorimetric detect) (Figure 1'4)' Each

system has limitations and no single technology presently stands out as being clearly

superior.

1.3.4 SNP validation and allele frequency determination

A high proportion of SNPs discovered using large, ethnically diverse panels will be rare in

some sub-populations when thoroughly tested in representative population samples (Eberle

& Kruglyak ,2000). These variants are said to be 'private' SNPs and are fixed or at very low

frequencies in some ethnic groups and geographical populations. It is now accepted that

SNp allele frequency rates vary considerably across human populations (Gray et a1.,2000).

Recent validation and allele frequency studies of 60,000 human SNPs (identified as part of

the Human Genome Project) in three ethnically diverse populations has shown that in any

given human population (e.g., African, Caucasian, Asian) a SNP has roughly a 70o/o chance

of being polymorphic (minor allele > 1%) with general trends for higher or lower rates

associated with populations of different origin (The SNP Consortium;

http://snp.cshl.org/afp_summary.html, accessed 9th November 2001). It was also shown that only

27o/o of aÍ SNps had a minor allele frequency higher than 20%o in all three ethnic populations

tested, suggesting that the majority of identified SNPs will be uninformative for many

population-based studies requiring highly polymorphic SNP markers (Sachidanandam et al.,

2001).



Figure 1.4. Modular design of assays available for SNP genotyping. Coloured arrows are

used to show the reaction principles, assay format and detection methods that make up a

particular genotyping method. Figure adapted from Syvänen (2001). (APEX; atrayedprimer

extension, ASA; allele specific amplification, ASH; allele specific hybridization, DASH;

dynamic allele specific hybridization, MALDI-TOF; matrix-assisted laser

desorption/ionization time of flight mass spectrometry, OLA; oligonucleotide ligation assay).
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Additional investigation has since confirmed that a SNP's minor allele frequency clearly

changes across human populations, providing greater evidence that all individual markers

will need to be validated before inclusion into a given study (Raitio et a1.,2001). False

positive SNP discovery rates caused by sequencing or alignment effors of 5-100/, and the

location of -50o/o of human SNPs within repeat regions will also decrease the number of

workable SNP assays and increase the necessity for high throughput validation of newly

discovered loci for all species (Lai, 2001). Fundamental research into breed/population SNP

allele frequency variation in animals other than Homo sapiens is still to be conducted, but it

is certain that inbreeding, genetic drift and population bottlenecks will create differences in

the percentage of informative SNPs across numerous breeds in many domestic and

endangered species.

1.3.5 Functional applications of SNPs

With their frequency of occurrence across all regions of mammalian genomes and their

simple biallelic nature, SNPs markers have become the most obvious target for high-

throughput genotyping, opening unprecedented opportunities for understanding the

consequences of genetic variation. Their presence in promoter regions, splice sites and exons

suggests that aproportion are likely to be functionally or physiologically relevant mutations

that influence phenotypic expression (Krawezak et al.,1992; Frittitta et al',2001). One of

the areas of intense SNP research is the examination of DNA sequence variants to identiff or

associate candidate genes that are involved in mulitfactorial or 'complex' diseases and traits

(Schork et a1.,2001). Other areas now undertaking lar.ge SNP studies include the emerging

field of pharmacogenomics (McCarthy & Hilfiker, 2000) and evolutionary genetics (Hacia et

aL.,1999).

1.3.5.1 SNPs as markers in genetic studies

SNP density and stability within genomes allows for whole groups of neighbouring

polymorphisms to show distinctive patterns of linkage disequilibrium (LD). LD occurs when

the presence of one SNP allele is in non-random association with SNP alleles at closely

linked loci (Jennings, 1917). Patterns of LD can be used to assess sites for recurrent
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mutation or recombination 'hot-spots' and to achieve fine-scale gene localization (Jorde,

lees).

Conventional gene discovery and mapping projects in humans and livestock have used

microsatellite markers combined with linkage analysis to identify genomic regions, often 10-

30Mb in size, implicated in monogenetic diseases and traits or quantitative trait loci (QTL)

with strong genetic effects (Lien, 1998). Linkage analysis exploits within-family

associations between marker alleles and putative trait influencing alleles arising from

multiple generations of traceable co-segregation and recombination. However, because the

number of meiotic events are generally small, large regions of the genome are identified as

having positive marker associations (Lander & Schork, 1994)' These regions remain

intractably large (even after additional increases in marker density) for effective positional

cloning strategies (Jorde, 2000).

Linkage disequilibrium mapping exploits across-family associations but requires denser

marker maps than linkage analysis. This is because a greater number of meiotic

recombination events have taken place to greatly decrease the physical distance over which

the linkage disequilibrium (co-segregation) of alleles with disease or trait-influencing

mutations may still be found (Jorde, 1995). With the recent shift from studying monogenic

disorders towards the analysis of higher frequency complex diseases and quantitative traits

has come the challenge of finding gene mapping techniques that will allow the identification

of the many underlying interacting genes each with only a small measurable effect. It is

hoped that LD mapping approaches, using hundreds of thousands of common SNP markers

in whole-genome scans, will overcome the inability of linkage analysis to identify genes with

only modest effects by using large population-based studies to identify loci that are

associated with a particular disease or phenotype (Risch & Merikangas, 1996)' The

genotyping throughput required for such a proposed genome-wide LD study taking I yeat

and utilising 0.5 million SNps and 1,000 individuals would require the generation of

-1.5 million SNP genotypes per day which is approximately 100-fold greater than the

capacity of SNP-genotyping technology currently available (Syvänen, 200 1 )'
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With SNp genotyping costs and throughput still prohibitive, LD studies are currently limited

to testing for SNP associations in putative candidate genes or gene regions. Recent emphasis

on large-scale association studies utilizing SNPs in or close to candidate genes' or in

candidate genomic regions has seen many individual markers andlor haplotypes associated

with complex diseases in different human populations (Rioux et a1.,2001;Zht et a1.,2001)'

Although presently restricted by low numbers of publicly available SNPs, it seems

reasonable to assume that shortly livestock SNPs will be used to test positional candidate

genes or well defined candidate loci from QTL mapping studies where regions of interest

have been narrowed considerably for association. The identification of functionally

important markers or haplotypes, where alleles hold across a population, will lead to their

incorporation in marker assisted selection (MAS) programs for economically important traits

when accurate phenotypes are difficult to obtain from live animal assessment (Georges,

2001). A recent example of MAS in beef cattle has been the development of a single SNP

marker test for marbling capacity in Australian feedlot cattle (Barendse et a1.,2001). This

SNp test has received great publicity and commercial acceptance as marbling potential in

beef cattle is a difficult trait to predict, making its genetic selection complex.

1.3.5.2 SNPs as markers for routine parentage and identity testing

Due to the relatively expensive testing procedures associated with microsatellite typing,

parentage and identity testing in Australian livestock species is currently under-utilized' This

renders a large amount of carcass quality information from such species as cattle and sheep

unaccessible to the breeding industry because there is insufficiently accurate pedigree

information associated with many individuals.

With their ease of scoring, SNP panels have been created and commercialized for routine

human parentage testing and implemented in food safety investigations where the

identification of livestock species (e.g, pork, beef, mutton, and goat) in mixed meat samples

is required (Meyer et al., 1995). Although less polymorphic than microsatellites, SNP

genotyping technologies have the greatest potential for ultra-high throughput processing
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leading to greater numbers of SNPs being typed more cheaply than the original microsatellite

panels (e.g, SNP human paternity testing panel; Orchid BioSciences, Dallas TX). This

increase in the number of SNP loci scored adequately covers the requirement of high

probability values of exclusion (PtEl) if the loci have reasonable levels of polymorphism

(minor allele > 20%) within all sub-populations being typed (Kruglyak, 1997)' However, in

stark contrast to the millions of human SNPs already discovered, other mammalian species

such as pig, cattle and sheep have had very few SNPs identified and most do not carry

estimated breed population allele frequencies. This is in part due to the expensive and time

consuming methods required to isolate and verifli unknown polymorphisms and map them

within a genome (Shumaker et aL.,1996).

In practice, the identification of large sets of livestock SNPs are required before many

important questions associated with population genetics such as differences in breed

structure, origin and diversity and the extent of LD in and between populations can be

precisely answered. Additionally, decreases in SNP genotyping costs and increases in

sample throughput and assay validation rates are required before large-scale SNP projects

can become routine practice in agricultural genetics. The availability of a large database of

validated bovine SNps will be an invaluable resource for providing future markers for low-

cost identification and parentage verification, genetic mapping of type I loci and

polymorphisms for key candidate gene association studies in cattle.
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1.4 Research plan

prior to the availability of public EST libraries, overlapping annotated bovine sequences

present in public collections were rare making the discovery of SNPs 'in silico ' unfeasible'

Therefore, to discover alarge number of bovine SNPs, primer sets amplifying bovine genes

were identified from the literature and additional primers were designed to generate

fragments from many different bovine genes. These fragments were screened by dideoxy

fingerprinting (ddF) for SNPs in a diverse cattle panel representing eleven different cattle

breeds. Individuals identifred by ddF to be likely allelic variants were bi-directionally

sequenced to confirm the location and context of each novel SNP. The extensive SNP

discovery phase provided data for the estimation of the frequency of occurrence of SNPs in

the bovine genome and for the direct comparison of bovine data to human SNP data.

To generate key information on the differences observed in SNP minor allele frequency

between diverse cattle breeds and to identify a set of highly polymorphic SNP markers for

routine parentage testing in cattle, bi-directional sequencing of DNA fragments from breed

pools was undertaken.

To determine any differences in the adequacy of alternative SNP genotyping platforms

employing either primer extension or primer hybndization based methodologies' SNP

markers from a selected number of genes were assayed. Successful application of the primer

extension SNP genotyping methodology to medium throughput genotype production in

extended linkage mapping families was shown. Factors controlling assay success and the

quality of the genotype data produced were tested and identified.

To demonstrate the utility of SNPs as markers for linkage and linkage disequilibrium

mapping of complex traits in cattle, SNP genotypes were used to produce candidate gene

haplotypes for a number of key genes proposed to influence cattle carcass traits. The

haplotypes were tested for their effects on carcass traits by QTL interval mapping in

backcross progeny of a Limousin x Jersey mapping population and by linkage disequilibrium

mapping in progeny of purebred Limousin and Jersey cattle.
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CHAPTER 2: General methods
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Cb.apter 2

Recipes for media and solutions are listed in Appendix I'

2.1 Isolation of genomic DNA from whole blood

Cattle blood was collected in ACD-solution A vacutainers (Becton-Dickinson) from the

jugular vein using an 18 gauge needle (Terumo), mixed thoroughly to prevent clotting' and

placed at 4oC for immediate extraction or -20"C for long term storage. DNA extraction was

undertaken by transferring the blood to a 50m1 polypropylene centrifuge tube (Falcon)

containing 7ml pBS. Tubes were mixed several times by inversion and centrifuged at

4,000x g for 1gmin at room temperature in the fixed angle rotor of a Sorvall RT 6000D' The

aqueous portion of the blood was carefully decanted off whilst the remaining pellet was

resuspended in 8.4ml TroEzo(pH 8.0), 2l0¡tl2}mglmlpronase (sigma) and420¡il 10% sDs'

Tubes were mixed by inversion and incubated at 37oC overnight. The following day an

equal v/v of phenol was added to each tube and the solution mixed by vigorous shaking for

3min. After mixing, tubes were centrifuged at 3,500x g for 5min at room temperature in a

Sorvall RT 6000D. The aqueous phase was carefully removed with a 10ml disposable

pipette (Griener) without disturbing the interface material and transferred to a clean 50ml

Phenol extraction and centrifugation were repeated. After two phenol

sample was extracted once with an equal volume of 24:l

choloroform:isoamyl alcohol to remove contaminating phenol by vigorous mixing and

centrifugation at 4,500x g for 5min at room temperature' The top aqueous phase was

removed and transferred to a clean 50ml tube (Falcon) containing llfi}th volume 4M NaCl

and Z.Sxvolume of ice cold 95o/o ethanol to precipitate the DNA. The solution was mixed

by gentle inversion and the tubes incub ated, at -20oc fot 2 hours. Tubes were then

centrifuged at 4,500x g for 15min at 40c and the ethanol carefully removed. DNA was

rinsed with 2ml ice cold 70o/o ethanol to remove salt and the rinse solution tipped off. The

pellet was air dried until white in appearance. Once dry, lml of TE (T10Er) þH 8'0) buffer

was added to the DNA pellet and the tubes gently rocked at room temperature overnight on a

Thermol¡me varimix to allow re-suspension of the DNA pellet.

tube (Falcon).

extractions, the
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Estimation of DNA concentrat¡on ønd purity

DNA concentration and purity was estimated using a Shimadzu UV-160 spectrophotometer

with 0.5m1 q|lartz glass cuvettes. Measurement of the optical density (OD) of samples was

performed at 26¡nm and 280nm against a ddHz0 blank (Baxter). DNA was of sufficient

quality for pCR amplification if an OD 260:280 ratio of 1.6-2.0 was obtained (Sambrook er

al,1989).

2.2 Optimuation of PCR conditions

pCR conditions for each set of primers were optimized so that a single product of the

expected size was amplified. Reactions were preformed in skirted 96-well Thermoquick

pCR microtitre plates (Griener). A standard 25¡ú reaction consisted of 20mM Tris-HCL

(pH 8.4), 50 mM KCL, 125pM dGTP, 125¡rM dATP, I25¡tM dCTP, 125¡rM dTTP, 25pmol

forward primer (sigma),25pmol reverse primer (sigma), 1.5mM MgC12, 100ng DNA

template and 0.5U GibcoTaq DNA polymerase (Invitrogen). The reactions rwere overlaid

with mineral oil (Sigma) and amplified using an Omnigene thermal cycler with satellite

attachments (Hybaid) under the following conditions:

Simulated tube control

Calibration factor: 500

1 cycle: 94oC for 4min

35 cycles: 94oC for 1min, Tr for lmin, 72oC for lmin

1 cycle: T2oCfor 7 min

Initially, an annealing temperature (T,c) of 55oC was used. The Te was altered if a single

product was not produced (section 2.3)by adjusting the stringency of the PCR through either

primer or magnesium concentration. If no bands were produced under the standard

amplification conditions, then the stringency of the reaction was relaxed by decreasing the

annealing temperature or by performing a magnesium titration (1.5mM, 2mM,2.5mM, and

3mM). If multiple bands ìwere present, then either the temperature was increased and a

magnesium titration or a primer titration (25pmol, 12.5pmol, 5pmol, 2.5pmol, 1.25pmol)

was performed. If a single product still could not be produced, Bresataq (Geneworl<s) or the
{

4
i'
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hot-start Taq Amplitaq Gold (Perkin Elmer Apptied Biosystems) were used in the

optimization experiments.

2.3 Analysis of PCR products by agarose gel electrophoresis

Routinely, 5pl of PCR products were separated by gel electrophoresis on 1.5-4% agarose

(progen) gels in lx TAE for 0.5-1hr at 5-l5Ylcm depending upon the expected amplicon

size. A 'wide mini-sub cell' electrophoresis :urrrit (Biorad) was used with either (1x or 2x) 30

lanes depending upon the number of samples. The PCR products were sized against a

pGEM marker ladder cut with Hin/1, RsaI and SinI (Promega). Gels were stained in

g.5pg/ml ethidium bromide for 10min and photographed under UV illumination (312nm)

using a Gel-Documentation 1000 System (Biorad). The images were captured using

Molecular Analyst software (Biorad) and printed on plain paper with a Hewlett Packard

890CK inkjet printer.

2.4 Preparation of PCR template for automated sequencing

Doubled-stranded DNA template was prepared for sequencing by pooling 3x25p"l optimized

pCR reactions for each fragment to be sequenced (section 2.2). After confirming template

amplification by gel electrophoresis (section 2.3), the remaining product was cleaned by

column purification (QlAquick PCR purification columns, Qiagen) following the

manufacturer's protocol to remove unincorporated primers and dNTPs. The column-eluted

pCR products were then air-dried at 3loC, resuspended in 1Opl ddH20 (Baxter), and lightly

vortexed to facilitate thorough resuspension of the product. Gel electrophoresis of lpl of

each of the cleaned products was undertaken to visually quantify the amount of product

needed for successful sequencing as recommended in the manufacturer's BigDye terminator

cycle sequencing protocol (30-100ng: 0.5-5¡rl) (PE Applied Biosystems).

2.5 Automated cycle sequencing of PCR products

Sequencing reactions were prepared in 0.5m1 thin-walled PCR tubes (Sarstedt) using 4pl of

the BigDyerM terminator ready reaction mix (PE Apptied Biosystems) and 5pmol of primer

in a total reaction volume of 10¡-11. Reactions were overlaid with light mineral oll (Sigma)

and placed in a pre-heated DNA Cetus Thermalcyclet (PE Applied Biosystems)'
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Reactions were cycled using the following conditions:

25 cycles: 96oC for 30sec, 50oC for 15 sec, 60oC for 4 min

hold at 4oC

Cycle sequencing reactions were ethanol/sodium acetate precipitated according to the

manufacture's protocols (PE Applied Biosystems). Careful transfer of the sequencing

reaction to the ethanol/salt mix was necessary to reduce the amount of oil that was

transferred. precipitation times were strictly adhered to so that excess ddNTPs were

removed whilst leaving the smaller sequencing fragments to precipitate as part of the cleaned

pellet. Reactions were air-dried and sent to the Institute of Medical and Veterinary Science

(Adelaide, Australia) for automated sequencing on an ABI 373 or ABI 3700 DNA sequencer

(P E Appli e d B io sy s t ems).

2.6 Description of the Adelaide/AgResearch cattle QTL mapping design

An international collaboration was established between The University of Adelaide

(Australia) and AgResearch (New Zealand) to identify DNA markers for quantitative trait

loci (QTL) affecting beef carcass composition and meat quality. The project was based upon

a double back-cross design using two extreme Bos taurus breeds (Jersey (J) dairy breed and

Limousin (L) beef breed) (Morris et a1.,2000). These breeds are known to differ inmany

traits including carcass composition, fat colour, marbling' body size and meat tendemess

(Cundiff et a1.,1986). Three pairs of first-cross (Fl:X) half-brothers were generated, with

one of each pair used for mating in Australia and the other used for mating in NZ to both

pure Jersey (J) and pure Limousin (L) dams creating in total 784 XJ and XL backcross

progeny (range 720-156 progenyper sire).

In NZ, a total of 418 calves representing both backcrosses were born over two seasons

(spring 1996 and lggT) with XJ calves born on dairy farms and bucket-reared' The XL

calves were born by embryo transplant as singles or twins tn 1996 to Hereford x Fresian

recipients and in I9g7, by artificial insemination of the Fl bulls over Limousin cows. In

both years, the XL calves were reared on their dams. NZ calves were grown out on pasture
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only diets (no concentrates) and slaughtered at 24-28 months of age with both sexes and

backcrosses represented in each slaughter group.

In Australi a, 366 calves were bred by natural mating over three breeding seasons (1997,

Ig98, Iggg) and reared on their dams in the one location (Martindale, South Australia).

Calves were grown out on pasture until approximately 28 months of age and then finished on

grain for at least 180 days as part of an intensive feed effrciency tnal (age at slaughtet 34-40

months). Grazing conditions in Australia were such that early weight gain (250-400 days)

was slower than in New Zealand. Feed and slaughter cohorts were split into sex and

contained both backcrosses. In total, 210 purebred Limousin and Jersey dams were used to

generate the Australian backcross progeny.
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Chapter 3 Discoverv of bovine SNPs

3.1 Introduction

The many advantages of SNPs over other types of genetic markers such as isozymes and

microsatellites are numerous. However, it is their ease of scoring through low-cost' simple

assay techniques and their frequent distribution in all regions of the genome that has made

SNps the marker of choice in the diverse field of human genomics. Almost 2.8 million non-

redundant human SNps are no\il publicly available with major efforts underway to assign

>300,000 SNPs with population specific allele frequencies (dbSNP Build 104;

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sNp; accessed 1't December 2001). This has allowed specific sets

of highly informative SNPs across diverse human populations to be created' supplying the

tools necessary for many different SNP applications whilst also providing insights into

human genome arrangement and stability (Phillips et a|.,2001).

conversely, species-specific sNP marker databases are non-existent for farm animals'

Atthough it is widely accepted that QTL mapping and the subsequent identification of attait

loci by linkage analysis will result in a need for the development of additional polymorphic

markers, no major initiative similar to The Human SNP Consortium has been undertaken for

livestock species (Andersson, 2001). SNP discovery in economically important production

animals is currently limited to individual laboratories working on positional cloning

experiments covering small regions of a particular genome, the results of which are not

freely accessible. The major publicly available cattle database developed by the Roslin

Institute (ARKdb-Cattle; htþ://www.thearkdb.orglcow; accessed 7th December 2001) lists only 4

pCR-RFLps and lg SSCps for cattle with no initiative to direct research towards highly

informative and up-to-date SNP marker listings. The literature in recent years has become

scattered with published bovine PCR-RFLPs developed for the linkage mapping of

individual genes. Most of these reports do not provide accurate allele frequency estimates or

the sequence context in which the SNP can be found and most require additional sequencing

and polymorphism testing to be of future use.
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The scarcity of numerous, well-characterized SNPs in farm animals is primarily a reflection

of the lack of species-specific DNA sequence required for accurate PCR primer design and

the high costs still associated with large-scale polymorphism screening' Many methods exist

for novel SNP discovery, but all techniques rely on the amplification of a genomic fragment

from multiple individuals before analysis. SNP discovery methods are separated by two

main components; i) the ability to accurately detect all SNPs within a fragment (sensitivity)

and ii) the cost per sample analyzed,. A technique was sought that would not require specific

loci optimi zation,was noted for high sensitivity, but yet was cost effective for scanning> 20

individuals per fragment. These requirements ruled out the most commonly used methods of

SSCp analysis and direct sequencing because of a known lack of sensitivity and associated

high costs, respectively. A technique known as dideoxy fingerprinting (ddF) was selected

for novel bovine SNP discovery as it has consistently been shown to have a greatet

sensitivity than SSCP analysis by finding close to I00% of all mutations in a given fragment

(Sarkar et a1.,1992; Cotton, 1997).

A fundamental component of all large-scale SNP discovery projects is the requirement of

hundreds or even thousands of robust PCR primer sets for fragment amplification.

Successful primer design depends upon quality DNA sequence being publicly available from

many different regions of the genome of interest. With only limited sequence still available

for many agricultural species, defined gene targets, are readily exhausted. As a result, other

sources of primers capable of amplifying type I markers need to be identified. Closely

related species like cattle and sheep have long been known to provide PCR primers that will

interchangeably amplify gene homologues or specific microsatellites in the opposite species

(Cockett et al., lgg4). Similarly, the development of Comparative Anchor Tagged

Sequences or CATS primers have resulted in the amplification of type I markers across

many mammalian species (Lyons et al., lg97). CATS primers were originally designed

from multiple species alignments of adjacent conserved exons with the aim of amplifying a

portion of two exons plus the intervening intron of gene homologs in mammals as diverse as

humans, whales and felines (O'Brien et al., 1997). Although CATS were developed to

maximise the number of type I markers anchored across multiple mammalian maps, their
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ability to amplify intronic sequence from loci with strong comparative mapping data

suggested they could be a valuable resource for novel SNP discovery.

The efficiency of CATS primers to successfully amplify homologous gene fragments in

cattle \ryas assessed and the technique of ddF as a tool for novel SNP discovery examined

herein.

3.2 Specific methods

3.2.1 PCR-RFLP analYsis

A literature search undertaken in 1998 for all known bovine PCR-RFLPs revealed twenty-

two published gene tests (Table 3.1). PCR conditions were optimized for each fragment

using standard procedures (section 2.2). Acattle panel (Panel 1) consisting of DNA isolated

from 20 unrelated individuals from 7 different breeds (3 Angus, 2 Brahrnan, 3 Hereford, 3

Holstein-Friesian, 3 Limousin, 3 Murray-Grey, 3 Salers) was constructed and all individuals

amplified for each loci. pCR-RFLP analysis was undertaken for each fragment as described

in the original citation (Table 3.1) and the frequency of each SNP allele in Panel 1 was

determined. Representative homozygous individuals were selected from RFLPs with a

minor allele frequency of >20o/o in Panel 1 and bi-directionally sequenced (section 2.5) to

confirm the presence and context of SNPs. The sequences were used as queries in BLAST

(Altschul et aL, 1990) searches of GenBank to confirm the identity of the PCR products

obtained.

3.2.2 Dideoxy fingerprinting

Dideoxyfingerprinting (ddF) of PCR products amplified from a diverse cattle panel was

employed as the standard method for the detection of unknown bovine SNPs. The extended

cattle panel (panel 2) consiste d of 24 unrelated pure-bred animals from 1 1 different breeds

(2 Angus, 2 Brahman, 2 Braunvieh, 3 Charolais, 2 Holstein-Fresian, 3 Limousin, 2 Murray

Grey, 2 Pol1 Hereford, 2 Salers, 2 Simmental, 2 Shorthorn) of which 4 individuals were in

common with Panel 1 (section 3.2.I).



Table 3.1: Primers, reaction conditions and allele frequencies of 22bovine PCR-RFLPs

SIZE
(bp)

MgClt
(mM)

TA

("c)

ALLELE

FREQ.3LOCUS NAME' PRIMER SEQUENCE pMol CITATION2 ENZYME
S)'MBOL

CUS

1.2s 1.5 59

5 1.5 65

5 1.5 55

2s 1.5 55

5 1.5 55

2.5 1.5 55

2.5 2 55

5 1.5 59

2.5 1.5 55

2.5 1.5 57

2.5 1.5 59

5 1.5 65

5257

1800 Zhanget al.,
1996

288 Vanselow e/ a/. ,

1999

285 Amills et al. ,

1995

150 Russ el a/. ,

1994

849 Fisher et al.,
r991

1900 Moody et al ,

1995a

338 Moody et a1.,

1995b

65 1 ]l1¿ciulla et al. ,

1991

429 Yoelker et al.,
1991

522 Lien et al. ,

t99l
854 Wagner et al.,

1994

1350 Tank&Pomp,
1994

638 Nonneman e/

al. ,1996

CALP

CYPl9

DRB3

F13A

FGF2

GHR

GHRH

Calpain II regulatory subunit

Cytochrome P450, subfamily XIX (SetA)

MH2 class antigen [BoLA-DRB3]

Coagulation factor XIIIA [F I 3J

Fibroblast growth fac1or 2 (basic)

Growth hormone recePtor

Growth hormone releasing horrnone

F-5' CCCCTCGCACACATTACTCCAAC 3'

R-5' ATACGGCCTGCCACTTTTTGATG 3'

F-5' GCATGGGCACTTGCTCTCGAT 3'

F_5' TGATTTCCAGGTTGTTAAGTGAATGA 3'

F-5' TATCCCGTCTCTGCAGCACATTTC 3'

R-5' TCGCCGCTGCACACTGAAACTCTC 3'

F-5' TGAGGTACCAATGTCACGAGCGTTC 3'

R.5' GGGTCATAGGGACGATTGAAGT 3'

F-5' CCAATGTCTGCTAAGAGCTG 3'

R-5' AGATCCCTCCTGAGTATTCG 3'

F-5' CAGATGAACCCATCTGCATGT 3'

R-5' AATGTCACTGCTAGCCCAAGT 3'

F-5' CTCCCACGGGTTCCCTG 3'

R-5' GCTGTTAGTGAAGATGGC 3'

F-5'CCAAGCGTGAGACAGAATAC 3'

R-5' AGGAGGGATAGGAGCAAGTT 3'

F-5' GATCAGTCCTGGGTGGTCATT 3'

R-5' CAGTGGGTACCCATCCTAAGT 3'

F-5' GTCTGGAGGCAAAGGGCAGAGT 3'

R-5' CCACCACCTCTGTGGAGTAG 3'

F-5' AGCAACACACCCAGCACCAG 3'

R-5' CAAGCAGGAGGCACTTCATG 3'

F-5' TAACTATCCCCTGGGCAATGTGC 3'

R-5' TGCAATCACACGGAGAGCTTC 3'

F-5' AAGCCTATGTCATCCAGAA 3'

R-5' GGTAAAGTCTCGTCGT 3'

HhaI

PvUII

Pstl

TaqI

RsaI

AluI

HaelII

HaeIII

Bsp I 2861

BsaAI

RsaI

Sau96I

BsmAI

35% A
65 %B
10% A
90%G
60%P

40%p

t8% A1

82% A2

t0% A1

90% A2

92% A
8%B

18% A
22%B
100% A
0%B
88% A
12%B

38% A
62%G

58% A
42%B
100% A
0%B
9s% c
5%T

FBP3 Insulin-like growth factor binding protein-3

LALBA Lactalbumin, alPha [LACA]

LEP Leptin -Set 1 [OB]

LGB Lactoglobulin, beta IBLG]

Lipoprotein Lipase

MAP1B Microhrbule associated protein 1B

Þ
-l



Table 3.1 continued

t Co*rnon locus symbol alternatives presented in square brackets'

2 Enzmatic digestion and visulization conditions folìowed as outlined in citation.

'All.le designation refe¡enced as in citatron.
o RILP correctly determined the sex of all panel members (8 males, 12 females).

LOCUS
SYMBOL

MgClt
(mM)

SIZE
(up)

TA

("cl

ALLELE

FREQ.3PRIMER SEQUENCE pMol
LOCUS NAME' CITATIONz ENZYME

MC1R Melanocortin-lrecePtor

MTNRIA Melatonin recePtor lA

ODC Ornithine decarboxYlase

PIGR Polymericimmunoglobulinreceptor

POUlFl Growth hormone factor-l

IGHF-t, PIT]l
Phenol sulfotransferase

-Set 1

SMN2 Survival motor neuron

TG Thyroglobulin

ZEXIZFY Zinc Finger Sex determination gene

F-5' TGTACTACTTTATCTGCTGCC 3'

R-5' GGTTGAAGTTCTTGAAGATGC 3'

F-5' TGTGTTTGTGGTGAGCCTGG 3'

R-5' ATGGAGAGGGTTTGCGTTTA 3'

F-5' ACCACAGGATATGCAGACTGG 3'

R-5' GCACCCATGTTCTCAAAGAGC 3'

F-5' CTTCGGTCCCGAGGAGGTGACCAG 3'

R-5' CGAAGCTTAGGCCACGGCTGCTAA 3'

F-5' CAATGAGAAAGTTGGTGC 3'

R-5' TCTGCATTCGAGATGCTC 3'

F-5' TCACCACCCTGGTAGATCATGTCCAG 3'

R-5' TGGCCTGATGACTTGCTCATCAGCAC 3'

F-5' TTACATGGGTTTCAAACAAAGTC 3'

R-5' CATTAACTTTTTTACTTTTCAACATTTTAAT 3'

F-5' GTCAGCCTATTCCTGGAACTCGAAG 3'

R-5' CCCAGCGTTCATACCACTCAAAGGC 3'

F-5' ATAATCACATGGAGAGCCACAAGCT 3'

R-5' GCACTTCTTTGGTATCTGAGAAAGT 3'

s2s5627

2.5 1.5 55 824

r.25 1.5 55 196

1.25 1.5 59 298

3.13 2.5 57 1350

5259155

5259164

2.5 2.5 55 828

4451

441

52s5

Werth et al. ,

l 995

Messer et al.,
1991

Yao et al.,
1996a

Kttlsefh et al. ,

1994

Moody et al.,
1 995c

Nonneman e/

al ,1994
Pietrowski ¿t

al.,1998
Daskalchuk &
Schmutz, 1996

Aasen &

Medrano, 1990

MspI

Ddel

MspI

Alw26I

HinJI

MsU

Alul

TaqI

PstI

35% A
65%B

e2% (3e4)

8% (205)

5%A
95%B
50% A
50% G

30% A
10%B
100% A
0%G
5s%c
45%T
t3% 

^81%o a

80% x
20YoY4

Þ
oo
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3.2.2.1 Primer selection and design

Bovine PCR primer sets amplifying > 200bp of known genomic sequence and which did not

include microsatellite repeat regions were sourced from the literature. In addition, published

ovine primer sets were selected from genes lacking published bovine sequence due to their

proven amplification success in cattle (C. Bottema, pers' comm). Upon exhaustion of

published primer sets, PCR primers were designed to the last exor/3'UTR of bovine and

ovine genes for which novel SNPs had not yet been identified. DNA sequence was obtained

from GenBank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genebank/index.html; accessed 9th June 1999)

using FASTA. Identified sequences were transferred to webANGIS

(htþ://www.angis.org.aulWebANGlS/WAG/; accessed 9'h June 1999) and PCR primers

designed with the PRIME (GCG, lgg4) program using the following criteria: 18-25bp in

length, > 50o/o GC content, optimal Tm : 60-70"C and product size> 200bp'

A set of sixty comparative anchor tagged sequence (CATS) consensus pnmers ìwere

obtained and tested for specific amplification in cattle (Lyons et al',1997). 'When the size of

the single bovine amplicon agreed approximately with the comparative feline product

(Lyons et aI.,l9g1),the optimized PCR conditions were used to amplify Panel 2 individuals

for ddF analysis.

3.2.2.2 Template production

pCR reactions \¡/ere optimized using 100ng cattle DNA control template, primers (Appendix

II) and amplification conditions as described (section 2.2) and visualized by standard gel

electrophoresis (section2.3). Once a single, specific band of expected size was produced,

the optimal conditions for each primer pair (Appendix II) were used to amplify 3x25¡t'l

reactions from each animal in Panel 2 and a negative (no DNA) control. After amplification,

individual-specific PCR reactions were pooled into clean 1.5m1 labelled eppendorf tubes and

5¡rl of the pooled reactions tested by gel electrophoresis (section 2.3). Individual-specific

pooled pCR products were precipitated with 0.6 volumes ice-cold isopropanol and 1/10

volume 3M NaAc. The tubes were briefly vortexed and incubated in a pre-cooled rack at

minus 20oC for 30min and then centrifuged at 14,0009 for 10min to pellet the DNA. The
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pellet was rinsed withT}Yoice-cold ethanol and centrifuged again for 5min at 14,0009. The

DNA was air-dried and resuspended in 10p1ddHz0 (Baxter). DNA quantity and quality was

subsequently measured by gel electrophoresis (section2.3) of 1¡rl purified and re-suspended

PCR product.

3.2,2.3 Endlabelling primers

pCR products were subjected to dideoxy fingerprinting using either the forward or reverse

pCR primer which was labelled with y3'P-dATP (Amersham) using the reagents supplied in

a Sequithermtt cycle sequencing kit (Epicentre Technologies). Each 25¡ú end-labelling

reaction consisted of 25pmol single primer, lx kinase buffer, 3U T4 Polynucleotide Kinase

and lpl y'2p-dATP. The reaction was incubated at 37oC for 30min and then stopped by

heating to 70oC for 5min.

3.2.2.4 Cycle sequencing with a single ddNTP

For each ddF reaction, a ll2¡tlpre-mix was prepared and consisted of 10.5pmol end-labelled

primer, lx SequithermrM sequencing buffer, 35U SequithermrM DNA polymerase and 56¡rl

of either ddGTP (0.0255mM ddGTP; 15pM each of dATP, dCTP, dTTP, and 7-deaza-

dGTP) or ddCTP termination mix (0.3mM ddCTP; 15pM each of dATP, dCTP, dTTP, and

7-deaza-dGTP). Twenty-four tubes each containing -100ng of a purified PCR product from

the cattle panel were prepared for each primer and combined with 4¡rl pre-mix' The ddF

reactions were briefly mixed and spun in a benchtop centrifuge. Reactions were overlaid

with mineral oil (Sigma) and placed in a Perkin Elmer DNA thermal cycler' A two-step

cycling profile was used for all ddF reactions: I cycle of 95oC for 5min followed by 30

cycles of 95oC for 30sec and 70oC for 75sec. When the cycles were complete, 3¡rl gel

loading buffer (95% v/v formamide, 1OmM EDTA, 0.1% xylene cyanol, 0.1% bromophenol

blue, pH 11) was added to each tube. If neither the forward or reverse primer generated a

clear ddF banding pattern, the sequencing extension temperatures were either a) increased to

74oC or b) decreased to 64oC with 10% DMSO added to the reaction buffer.
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3.2.2.5 DdF gel electroPhoresis

A Life Technologies model 52 manual sequencing gel apparatus ìwas used for ddF gel

electrophoresis. The small plate was coated with Rainkote (Maxwell Chemicals) and both

plates were cleaned thoroughly with 5% SDS and rinsed with ddHzO and ethanol. The

plates were assembled with 0.4mm spacers and two 24-well sharks-tooth combs' A ddF gel

rwas prepared by mixing 100m1 de-gassed 6Yo non-denaturing ddF acrylamide gel solution

(Appendix I) with 560p1 10olo ammonium persulphate (Sigma) and22.5¡l TEMED (Biorad)

to catalyse the polymerisation. The gel was poured, allowed to set for 60min, and then pre-

run in IxTBE at 30W for 20min at a room temperature of 18oC. The ddF reactions were

denatured at g4oC for 5min and then snap chilled in an ethanol-ice bath. Once 8¡rl of each

sample was loaded, the gel \ryas run at 30V/ in a lSoC room with a benchtop cooling fan

blowing directly on the front glass plate for 4hours or until the first dye front had reached the

bottom of the gel. This length run was sufficient to scan -250-300 bases. For larger

products, both the forward and reverse PCR primers were used. If only one primer worked,

then samples were re-loaded in another set of lanes after the first 3 hours for a longer read'

Once electrophoresed, the gel was transferred to Whatman paper, vacuum dried at 80oC for

50min, and exposed to X-ray frlm (Fuji) for 1-3 days. The film was developed and analysed

for the loss or gain of specific bands or changes in band mobility affecting three or more

subsequent bands.

Individuals with different banding patterns were identified and purified PCR products bi-

directionally sequenced (section 2.5) to confirm the presence and context of a SNP.

Resultant chromatograms and overlapping contigs were analysed by the Sequenchertt (Gene

Codes Corporatiorc) software package and potential SNP sites individually interrogated

based on changes in nucleotide involvement and surrounding peak heights. The identity of

each sequence obtained from automated sequencing was confirmed by a BLAST query

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/; accessed 18th October 1999) against the GenBank

database.
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3.3 Results

3.3.1 Amplification success rate of bovine, ovine and CATS primers

In total, 93% (89196) of PCR primer sets designed from bovine sequence rù/ere successfully

optimized herein. In addition, 49 PCR primer sets designed from ovine sequence were

tested for amplification in cattle. Six of the 49 sets were unable to be optimised using either

sheep (H. Kojevnikoft pers. comm) or cattle DNA. Of the 43 gene-specific sets that yielded

the correct product in sheep, 30 (70%) also optimized in cattle. This proportion represents

the robust primers pairs that successfully produced products for each member of Panel 2

(n:24). Another 4 sets (79% total) were initially optimized, but showed high levels of

amplification variability between individuals suggesting sequence variation in either or both

PCR oligonucleotides between the cattle panel members and the ovine genome. These sets

were not used for ddF screening.

PCR optimization reactions for each CATS loci involved extensive testing of T4oC (45-

68oC), MgCl2 (1-3.5mM) and primer concentrations (1.25-25pmo1/¡rl). None of these

additional reactions were shown to enhance the overall rate of specific product generation.

Of the 60 CATS primers tested in cattle, only 18 (30%) yielded single PCR products that

correctly matched the target gene sequence as confirmed by BLAST searches of the

GenBank database. In total, 100 confirmed amplicons were selected from 100 different gene

fragments for subsequent ddF analysis (section 3.3.3).

3.3.2 PCR-RFLP analysis of 22 bovine SNPs

Analysis of known PCR-RFLPs was undertaken to D identify control homozygous

individuals for bi-directional sequencing to confirm SNP context and ii) approximately

estimate levels of marker polymorphism in a diverse cattle panel including animals of Bos

indicus descent. A large proportion of the published tests did not report the SNP sequence

context and allele frequencies were often stated for only a small number of breeds and/or

chromosomes.
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Of the 22 RFLPs tested, 11 had one allele fixed or at a frequency of < l5o/o in cattle Panel 1

(Table 3.1). This figure o150o/o is comparable to recent predictions from human SNP allele

frequency data which suggests SNPs with a minor allele of < l0o/o will account fot 48o/o of

all human SNPs (Kruglyak & Nickerson, 2001). Of the loci with low allele frequency, 9

were ) 200bp, and therefore, were selected as candidates for further SNP screening by ddF

analysis as the polymorphic content of their tested PCR-RFLPs \ryas considered to be too low

for many SNP applications. For the remaining 11 loci with minor allele frequency > l5%o,

homozygous individuals were sequenced to confirm the PCR-RFLP SNP position and base

involvement. Sequencing identified a total of 43 SNPs within these I I gene fragments

(Appendix III).

3.3.3 Analysis of ddF as a tool for novel SNP discovery

Using the successful CATS, ovine and bovine PCR primers a total of 100 gene fragments

(Appendix II) were screened for novel SNPs using radioactive ddF analysis in cattle' Initial

ddF testing of Panel 2 for five large fragments using separate end-labelled forward and

reverse PCR primers resulted in less than 600/o of the primers generating satisfactory banding

patterns under standard cycle-sequencing conditions (section 3.2.2.4). Rather than the costly

optimization of separate cycle-sequencing conditions for each primer, test gels containing

forward and reverse ddF samples from a control animal for 12loci were run. This enabled a

working primer to be selected for each fragment for subsequent whole-panel analysis. Of

the 100 loci that were trialed,94 (94o/o) were successfully analysed with at least one end-

labelled PCR primer producing clear ddF banding patterns for each individual of Panel 2.

However, both primer directions worked in only 43o/o of all loci trialed (Appendix II)

indicating the importance of undertaking the "test" gel experiments to prevent template and

etrzyme wastage.

Of the 94 gene fragments tested by ddF, 77 (82%) showed positive alterations in band

mobility and/or band appearance/disappearance in at least two samples (Fig 3'1a). The

number of individuals showing changes ranged from 2 to 9 with the average number -4.



Figure 3.1. Dideoxy fingerprinting gels showing fragments amplified from a panel of 24

unrelated cattle. The fragments were denatured and loaded onto 6%o non-denaturing

acrylamide gels and run for 3 hours at 30V/ at a room temperature of 18oC. a) IL4 fragments

showing a large degree of polymorphism within panel members. A total of 7 SNPs were

identified from the sequencing of 5 individuals. b) CYPI/ fragments showing no alterations

in ddF pattern. Arrows indicate appearanceldisappearance of bands or regions of mobility

changes.
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Between 2-6 of these individuals were selected for bi-directional sequencing with

approximately 3 chosen per gene fragment. Selected sequencing revealed 165 bovine SNPs

(including small inldels), one 36 bp deletion and 3 multi-allelic single nucleotide repeats in

59 genes (Appendix II) giving ddF a total efficiency of 59o/o of finding a SNP from all

fragments attempted. Of the loci identified by ddF with individual variability, 9 (9%) could

not be thoroughly scanned for mutations as automated sequencing of the PCR products

resulted in poor quality sequence. For the remaining 10 positive loci, no sequence variation

could be identified after bi-directional sequencing, giving an overall false-positive rate of

-r0%.

As a specific test of ddF sensitivity, analysis of individuals containing known SNPs was

undertaken. Two locí (CYPI9 -pnmer set A and FGF2) previously shown to contain PCR-

RFLPs of low frequency in Panel 1 were amplified in Panel 2 and subjected to ddF analysis.

For both loci, a single known homozygous and heterozygous individual containing the rare

allele were present in Panel 2. It was hoped that the ddF methodology would identify the

individuals carrying the known SNPs and the presence of additional novel SNPs within the

fragments. Surprisingly, neither fragment's analysis showed changes in band mobility or

appearance/disappearance of bands as would be expected for the presence of a SNP (Figure

3.1b), suggesting the ddF methodology was not 100% effective at detecting all SNPs.

Ddf analysis of the 18 optimized CATS loci identified only 5 fragments containing 9 novel

SNPs which accounted for a mere 5o/o ofthe total discovered. Products generated using the

CATS primers were also shown to significantly contribute to the overall percentage of

fragments where poor quality sequence traces made SNP confirmation from ddF analysis

impossible (-50% of all affected loci).
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3.4 Discussion

DdF as a methodfor novel SNP dìscovery

The major aim of our SNP discovery experiments was to find 2 1 informative SNP per gene

fragment analysed to allow the development of type I markers covering a diverse number of

bovine chromosomes and to identify numerous SNPs from which a panel could be selected

for informative bovine parentage testing. Candidate genes for economically important

bovine traits were not specifically targeted, but were analysed if suitable primers were

available adding to the importance of the SNP marker development for future candidate gene

association testing. To accomplish our aim, an efficient, low-cost SNP discovery method

was selected. The ease of which radioactive ddF can be integrated into laboratories already

running manual sequencing experiments and its published rates of near I00% sensitivity of

detection were the key factors leading to our trialing of this technique. Despite the

knowledge that other commonly-used techniques like SSCP have lower rates of mutation

detection efficiency that are greatly influenced by sequence location, nucleotide change and

experimental conditions (Hayashi & Yandell, 1993), ddF has not risen in popularity within

poorly funded agricultural SNP discovery projects. This may be due to the additional

sequencing step required, although fragment analysis by non-denaturing acrylamide gel

electrophoresis is essential the same for both methods. The other major benefit of ddF

analysis over SSCP is the localization of the SNP/s to a smaller region of the larger fragment

by direct observation of bands appearing or disappearing or localized changes in band

mobility. This made SNP confirmation easier when comparing ddF patterns and sequencing

chromatograms from the same individual.

Despite finding a significant level (10%) of false positive changes in ddF banding patterns

within our test sample of 94 fragments, the comparable experiments if undertaken by costly

direct fluorescent sequencing of 24 individuals would have been highly prohibitive. The

benefit of screenin g a large, diverse cattle panel was to increase the probability of finding a

SNP within each fragment analysed. If a smaller number of individuals had been selected

due to the cost restrictions of direct sequencing, then it is likely that a larger proportion of

actual SNp variation present within the bovine population would have been missed, resulting
{

I
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in an overall lower number of genes with SNPs available for future analysis' By combining

ddF with subsequent direct sequencing of selected individuals, 59194 (63%) fragments

analysed by ddF were found to contain confirmed SNPs. A further 9 (9%) fragments

showed positive ddF pattem changes where the presence of a SNP could not be confirmed

due to high sequencing background presumably resulting from the amplification of two or

more similar sized PCR products including pseudogenes.

Sensitivíty of ddF

The analysis of fragments amplified from two loci known to contain SNPs was undertaken

to test the sensitivity of ddF in our laboratory. Previous blinded analysis indicate that 250-

300bp segments are screened with essentially 100% sensitivity (Sommer, 1996). A large

proportion of the fragments we analysed were substantially larger than 250bp (Appendix II)

including one of the known SNP-containing fragments FGF2, that was not identified by ddF

to contain a SNP. However, SNPs were isolated from fragments as large as 1.5Kb

suggesting the ddF sensitivity does not rapidly decrease to undetectable levels with

increasing fragment size. DdF gel electrophoresis size restrictions of approximately 300bp

required analysis of larger products by both the forward and reverse primers or by double-

loading of the samples from a single primer. The inability of our increased screening

methods to identify known SNPs in larger fragments suggests that a percentage of the larger

fragments screened may contain a greater number of SNPs than was identified' Future

analysis of such fragments should include the overlapping amplification and screening of

smaller segments for increased sensitivity.

The majority (-70%) of the ddF banding pattern changes observed were the appearance and

disappearance of bands rather than the abnormal migration of bands from the SSCP

component of ddF. This interesting result has been previously reported and may have been

caused by products being temperature denatured whilst running through the gel (Liu et al.,

l99S). In future, ddF electrophoresis could be undertaken at a lower room temperature of

goC andlor in the presence of CAP (ethanolamine/CAPSO (pH 9.6) running buffer to avoid

false negatives and increasing the SSCP efficiency of ddF (Líu et a|.,1998).

{
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Bi-directional sequencing of products from 10 separate loci showing altered ddF patterns did

not result in novel SNp identification. False-positives have long been associated with ddF

analysis (Sarkar et al., lg92) and it is widely accepted that incorrect denaturation and

chilling of the products before gel electrophoresis can result in artifactual mobility shifts.

Although extreme care was taken to quick-chill samples, a false-positive rate of 10% was

noted. However, a proportion of these false positives may not be due to artefacts of ddF, but

due to the problems with automated fluorescent sequencing. Past studies have shown many

factors influence the quality of sequence traces including inevitable experiment variation as

well as G/C content and DNA structure of the sequencing product resulting in some

heterozygous bases resembling homozygous sites where the secondary peak is less than half

the primary peak (Ewing et at., 1998). Therefore, direct sequencing of heterozygous

individuals identified by ddF to contain SNPs may have failed to detect heterozygous base

positions actually present in the product.

[Jse of compørative primers for PCR ampfficøtion ín cattle

The use of primers designed from closely related species has been considered a fundamental

resource for the amplification of type I markers and microsatellites in sequence poor species

(O'Brien et a1.,1993). Many genes involving wool follicle development, fertility and ovine

disease resistance have been extensively studied and sequenced in sheep. These sequences

provide a unique reserve from which to source or design ovine primers in order to amplify

the homologous gene in cattle, providing greater genomic diversity for novel bovine SNP

discovery. Of the 43 ovine primer sets shown to successfulty amplify sheep genomic DNA,

72o/o amplified the homologous gene in cattle. This number is slightly lower than expected

when compared with previously published success rates of bovine microsatellite primer pairs

in sheep and ovine gene primer pairs in cattle (73 - 90%) (Slate et a1.,1998; J. Maddox' pers.

comm). Additional optimization measures including touchdown PCR, }Jot-Sârt Taq,

buffers containing DMSO, formamide or SDS and tail-clamping primers with a thymine may

have increased our success rate. However, the use of ovine derived primers for specific

bovine amplification was highly feasible and generated> 34o/o of all loci screened by ddF'
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The recent interest in comparative gene mapping amongst mammalian species has spurred

many initiatives to maximize the number of type I anchor markers in "gene poor" genome

maps, thus, increasing the number of links to the gene dense human and mouse maps.

Comparative Anchor Tagged Sequences (CATS) primers were designed to conserved exons

of anchor loci with the intention of amplifying a portion of two exons and an intron to

provide a unique opportunity for polymorphism discovery in many mammalian species

(Lyons et al., l9g7). Of the original 410 primer pairs designed, a set of 60 were tested in

cattle of which 18 (30%) yielded single PCR products of the appropriate size when

compared to the homologous feline locus. Only 5 CATS primer fragments were found to

contain novel SNps from the specific gene homolog as confirmed by BLAST searches of

GenBank.

The success of the CATS design for the discovery of novel polymorphisms made limited

contributions to the overall number of bovine SNPs discovered (5%) in this project mainly

due to the low efficiency of amplification and sequencing of the homologous bovine

product. Recent results quote CATS amplification success rates of 20% (Gellin et a1.,2000)

and 42o/o (Lee et at.,2001) when tested in pigs with no other findings for other mammalian

species available. Lee et at. (2001) tested 53 CATS primers and found porcine specific

polymorphisms in only ZYo of all primer pairs. The efficiency of CATS amplification may

be underestimated as a group using another set of comparative gene primers called Traced

Orthologous Amplified Sequence Tags (TOASTs) found intron length varying by as much

as 300bp between human, pig, dog and hamster gene orthologues (Jiang et al', 1998).

Therefore, CATS amplification of a single PCR product of slightly differing length than

expected should not be considered a failure until sequencing of the product is complete'

However, the use of TOASTs may have been a more efficient approach for novel bovine

SNp discovery as 58 (out of 66 tested) were amplified in pig (Lahbib-Mansais et al', 1999).

The increased success rate of TOASTs compared to CATS primers may have been greatly

influenced by differences in their design. Over 73o/o of TOAST primer sets were designed to

amplify only a single, large, conserved exon of low GC content rather than the coding and

intronic regions specified for all CATS (Jiang et a1.,1998). Further analysis of TOASTs in
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cattle needs to be undertaken to assess the ability of these primers to amplify regions of

substantial nucleotide variability needed for efficient SNP discovery programs.

pCR-RFLP analysis of 22 fragments resulted in 11 having a minor allele frequency of > ISYo

in cattle panel 1. Sequencing of 2 homozygous and t heterozygous individuals for each

RFLP resulted in the identification of 43 bovine SNPs from 11 genes. Additionally, ddF

screening and sequencing resulted in the identification of 165 bovine SNPs, one 36bp

deletion and 3 multi-allelic single nucleotide repeats in 59 genes. In total, 208 SNPs

(including small insertion/deletions) were isolated from 70 genes' The screened products,

originating from different gene regions inclurling 5' and 3'UTRs, exons and introns showed

interesting variability in SNP frequency and occurrence (chapter 4).



CHAPTER 4: Characterizttion of bovine SNPs
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Chanter 4 Characterization of bovine SNPs

4.1 Introduction

A comparison of two or more genomic DNA sequences amplified from multiple individuals

reveals single base positions which are polymorphic. These single base changes, known as

single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), occur throughout diploid genomes at vastly

different rates depending on the biological function of the region being sequenced. SNPs are

highly abundant with multiple studies showing an average frequency of 1 per 1,000-1,300

base pairs when two human chromosomes are compared (Wang et a1.,1998; Halushka et al',

lggg). Higher SNP frequencies of lll42-I1350 base pairs for individual or groups of human

genes have been reported when studies have directly compared DNA sequences from large

numbers of individuals (> 140 chromosomes) originating from various ethic groups

(Nickerson et aL.,1998; Cargill et al.,1999)'

Higher frequencies of pol¡rmorphism in humans studies are now being reported as

sequencing costs decrease and throughput increases, leading to a greater number of

individuals being screened for DNA variants in major studies. This has contributed to a

higher number of SNPs or observed variant sites (symbolised as K) being reported in the

literature. The large variability observed in the range of SNPs quoted per base pair in

humans has placed an emphasis on the need for the implementation of standard statistical

measures. These estimates normalize different data sets by accounting for variations in the

numbers of individuals and nucleotides screened and give a more informative value than just

the number of SNPs found per base pair sequenced. Because K increases with the number of

chromosomes and the total sequence length studied, a normalised number of variant sites or

nucleotide polymorphism (symbolised as 0*, Watterson's estimate of the population

mutation parameter 0) is preferentially used. 0* corrects for differences in sampling size by

dividing K by the sum of the number of individuals and basepairs screened allowing more

accurate comparisons of the rates of nucleotide polymorphism between different studies

('Watterson,lg75). An additional measure commonly used for assessing the degree of single

nucleotide variability is the observed mean heterozygosity or nucleotide diversity
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(symbolized as æ). However, n requires accurate allele frequencies to be known for each

variant site.

Six different SNP substitution types exist with transitions (A/G, C/T) occurring more

commonly (60-75%) than transversions (A/C, NT, ClG, GIT) (25-40%) in numerous studies

of human sequence data (Cooper & Krawczak, 1990; Garcia et a1.,2001). Apart from the

well-established hypermutability of CpG dinucleotides that undergo transition to TG and CA

at frequencies six to seven times the base mutation rate, little is known about nearest-

neighbour sequence effects on substitution rates (Cooper & Youssoufian, 1988). However,

metþlation-mediated spontaneous deamination of 5-methylcytosine in CpG dinucleotides

accounts for %-Yz of all human point mutations and heavily influences the number of

transitions versus transversions (Ollila et al., 1996 Taillon-Miller et al', 1998).

Comparative studies into the level and types of polymorphism observed in livestock DNA

sequences have been sparse. There is, for example, only a single study addressing SNP

nucleotide diversity in more than two cattle genes. Heaton and colleagues (2001a)

sequenced just 5.2kb of DNA from seven bovine cytokine genes ín 26 unrelated animals

finding SNPs at an average of one per 143bp.

The rate at which SNPs occur throughout coding and non-coding DNA has been shown to

vary dramatically in the large studies of human DNA sequence (Nickerson et a1.,2000; Iida

et a1.,2001). This is not surprising as nucleotide variations found outside of genes and

within introns are unlikely to compromise rates of transcription or protein function, and are

therefore, said to be neutral variants not under selective pressure (Schafer & Hawkins,

1998). If, however, SNPs occur in coding sequences (cSNPs), then it is conceivable that

they may alter functionally important amino acids, and therefore, would be expected to be

found at lower frequencies, especially at non-degenerate sites within codons. The majority

of cSNPs are single base substitutions resulting in silent (synonymous) or missense (non-

synonymous) mutations rather than single base insertion/deletion (irldel) mutations (Garg et

at.,1999). In/dels within coding sequence are often referred to as frame-shift mutations, and

would be expected to cause premature termination of translation, resulting in the production
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of a mutated protein and a decreased or absent level of gene expression. For this reason'

inldels are uncommon within exons. Analysis of SNP occurrence within coding regions

shows that nucleotide diversity is highest at the 'wobble' or third base position of codons.

These sites have been shown to tolerate the greatest level of SNPs due to the redundancy of

codon usage with many base changes resulting in synonymous amino acid substitutions

(Sunyaev et a1.,2000). Of the more than 1.4 million non-redundant SNPs identified in the

draft human genome sequence, only 60,000 (4.3%) are estimated to cause non-synonymous

amino acid substitutions (Sachidanandam et at., 2001). A recent study undertaken by

Halushka et al. (1999) showed that synonymous amino acid substitutions occur at a tate

three times higher than SNPs causing non-synonymous changes in humans, emphasizing the

difference in selection pressure placed on amino acid changes within coding sequence

against generating deleterious alleles. As expected, information about nucleotide variation

on a genome-wide level in other species is still lacking, with only limited studies being

undertaken in great apes (X chromosome) revealing increased genetic diversity when

compared with the same regions in humans (Kaessmann et a1.,2001).

The extent of nucleotide diversity in untranslated regions (UTRs) has recently gained much

attention as studies showing the deleterious effects of SNPs on mRNA stability and

regulation of gene expression become more numerous (Frittitta et a1.,2001). Once thought

to contain only small elements important for control of transcription, eukaryotic mRNA

UTRs are now being acknowledged as playing a crucial role in many post-transcriptional

regulatory pathways dependent upon conserved primary and secondary structural features

for their activity (Pesole et a1.,2001). As expected nucleotide diversity within UTRs is

significantly lower than synonymous substitutions in coding sequence' suggesting selective

pressures act on these UTRs (Lipman, 1997). A large scale study undertaken by Sunyaev er

al. (2000) using human EST data showed that nucleotide diversity in 5'and 3'UTRs was

only 55 and,660/o respectively, of that shown to occur at fourfold degenerate codon sites

within coding sequence. These numbers confirmed an earlier study which showed sequence

diversity within UTRs from three diverse human ethnic groups was generally half that found

in flanking non-coding regions (Rieder et a|.,1999)'
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The sequencing of the human genome revealed that the incidence of nucleotide diversity not

only varies dramatically between functional classes of nucleotides, but between autosomal

regions and at even larger scales between the autosomes and the sex chromosomes of

humans (Sachidanandam et at.,2001). However, when the autosomes were compared as

whole entities,20 of the 22 attosomes \rr'ere within 10% of the genome-wide heterozygosity

avetage. Closer examination of the data revealed windows of sequence up to 200kb in

length almost devoid of SNps, whereas other regions of similar size exhibited heterozygosity

values nine times higher than the expected average. A correlation between GC content and

nucleotide diversity was shown with regions of highest GC content having -15% higher

heterozygosity than regions of lowest GC content. This lead Miller and Kwok (2001) to

propose the higher incidence of CpG sites in the former may lead to increased rates of CpG

transition mutations. Many studies comparing rates of polymorphism within and between

different classes of human genes have shown various trends in overall variation, with some

genes showing extreme sequence diversity (MHC loci) (Horton et al., 1998) and others

involved with the cardiovascular or endocrine systems totally devoid of SNPs (Cargill et al',

teee).

The large amount of literature focusing on defining nucleotide diversity in the human

genome and variation amongst distinct populations is a rich source of data that will allow

understanding of human gene variation and improvements in approaches to human medical

genetics. To date, studies focusing on sequence variation in cattle have been limited with

classical approaches searching for protein variants providing an incomplete picture of the

true complexity of nucleotide diversity (Blott et al., 1998a). A few recent studies have

focused on specific segments of individual bovine genes (amyloid precursor protein and

leptin; Konfortov et al., 1999 and T-cell receptor; Fries e/ al', 200I) or gene classes

(cytokines; Heaton et al.,200la). However, the small number of samples, bases or different

gene classes screened in these studies makes it difficult to compare variation among classes

of sites within and among bovine genes.
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The first large-scale charactenzation of SNP occurrence within 97 bovine genes covering a

wide range of molecular and biological functions is described herein. Additionally, a

detailed catalogue of gene polymorphisms is provided as a future resource for bovine

identity testing, parentage testing, linkage and linkage disequilibrium studies.

4.2 Specific Methods

4.2.1 Sequence analysis

4.2.1.1 Estimation of bovine sequence polymorphism

pCR amplicons from 97 bovine genes totalling -45.5kb of sequence were used to determine

DNA sequence variation and nucleotide polymorphism in regions of coding and non-coding

DNA. Amplicons were tested for DNA variation either bV (i) ddF analysis of 24 unrelated

individuals from 1l diverse cattle breeds (86 genes/-3S.5kb) or (ii) PCR-RFLP analysis of

20 unrelated individuals from 7 differentbreeds (11 genes/-7.lkb) (chapter 3)'

Amplicons tested by ddF and showing alterations in band mobility or pattern were bi-

directionally sequenced (section 2.5) and sequences aligned using the Sequencherrt package

(Gene Codes Corporation). Eachtrace alignment was manually inspected to remove sources

of mismatches resulting from the misalignment of multiple sequences or from the systematic

effors in the base assignment introduced by Sequencher. Only fragments giving low

background, full-length sequence traces \ryere assessed for nucleotide diversity resulting in

the removal of 8 fragments from the initial set of 94 analysed by ddF. As > 2 individuals

(average 3, maximum 5) were represented in all aligned contigs, SNPs were identified as

base mismatches between chromatograms.

Loci tested by PCR-RFLP and shown to contain at least one SNP of moderate allele

frequency (>15%) were subjected to bi-directional sequencing of 3 unrelated individuals,

one from each genotype class, resulting in the identification of 43 SNPs (chapter 3). As 11

of these SNPs were expected to be identified within the fragments from the previous RFLP

testing þreselected for containing at least one SNP), they were removed from the data

analysis to reduce any uprward bias in the nucleotide polymorphism estimates. All SNPs
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including small insertions and deletions identified from both methods were entered into a

database (Appendix III) for subsequent sequence context and location within gene analysis.

The estimate of nucleotide polymorphism, symbolised "0*" was used to assess the degree of

single nucleotide variability which is independent of the sample size in sites under neutral

mutation and drift ('Watterson,lg75). This estimate is given by the equation:

0*: K ¿n-t¡-l¡ where K is the observed number of variant sites,
i=l

n is the number of chromosomes studied, and

L is the total sequence length screened

perl scripts written by Fries et at. (2001) for calculating 0* estimates were used for the

analysis (hrutlll4l.40.l2O.zl,ltzltools.html; accessed 4tb December 2001).

4.2.1.2 CpG dinucleotide involvement

Substitution mutations resulting in nucleotide transitions (C+T (Y) & A-+G (R)) were

assessed for their occuïrence at CpG dinucleotides by direct screening of flanking SNP

sequence. Transition mutations \ryere sourced from the ddF and RFLP ldirect sequencing

analysis (outlined in section 4.2.1.Ð. Tetranucleotide analysis of the base immediately 5'

and 3, to the mutated CpG (NCGN) were also analysed for sequence preference to help

elucidate the mutation mechanism of CpG doublets.

4.2.2 Gene ontology assignment

The 97 genes successfully analysed by ddF and RFLP analysis were divided into 6

functional classes to allow a direct comparison of oSNP occuffence by class within our data

set. Classes and distributions were as follows: S:structural (l2o/o),8:enzyme (25o/o)'

R: receptor, transporter or binding protein (20%), I: inhibitor or regulator (27%),

IM: immunological (I1%) and O: other (5%).
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4.3 Results

4.3.L Screening of genes and identification of polymorphisms

An initial collection of 111 genes was assembled for examining bovine DNA sequence

variation. Gene selection was based upon the availability of PCR primers within the

literature or deposited genomic sequence in GenBank (chapter 3). The majority encoded

proteins involved in structural, enzymatic, regulatory, immunological and inhibitory cellular

functions. DNA variations were uncovered by one of two methods (100 genes by dideoxy

fingerprinting/direct sequencing and 11 genes by PCR-RFLP/direct sequencing).

Assuming the ability of ddF to effectively uncover 100% of all mutations within the sample

size of 48 chromosomes, the power to detect SNPs with a minor allele frequency of > 10%

was estimated at 0.99 (Kruglyak & Nickerson,200l). Of the 111 genes, 14 could not be

analysed due to ddF failure or low quality sequencing traces (section 3.3.3). Overall, 45.6kb

of sequence was screened for DNA variants with 38.5kb screened by ddF (24 animals

comprising two subspecies, Bos taurus andBos indicus) and 7.1kb by direct sequencing (3

animals). The total sequence consisted of 15kb of coding regions and 30'6kb of adjacent

non-coding regions (UTRs and introns) (Table 4.1). Of the 97 genes examined, 70 were

found to contain 197 SNps (including 7 single base in/dels), one 36bp deletion and 3 multi-

allelic single nucleotide repeats (Appendix III). The total number of ß7 SNPs does not

include the 1l polymorphisms identified by PCR-RFLP analysis that resulted in the selection

of the 3 individuals chosen for subsequent sequencing. Their removal from the data set

avoids inflation of the rates of sequence diversity and nucleotide polymorphism attained in

this study.

4.3.2 Characteristics of bovine SNPs

4.3.2.1 Types and distribution of polymorphisms in genes

The overall frequency of polymorphism found by ddF screening of 1 SNP per 233 base pairs

was similar to that obtained by combining the results from both scanning methods (ddF and

RFlP/direct sequencing) (1 per 231 base pairs) (Table 4'1)'



Table 4.1: DNA sequence diversity for different classes of nucleotide sites. Nucleotide polymorphism, "theta*", indicates the normalized number of

variant sites. Standard errors are presented in parenthesis. ND : not determined due to lack of sequence screened for polymorphisms within the

nucleotide class.

Dideoxy fingerprinting onlY 
I Combined (ddF and RFLP)2

Polymorphism tyPe

bp screened No.SNP
Frequency
(SNP/bp)

Theta* 1xt0-4)
Frequency
(SNP/bp)

Theta* 1xt0-a¡3bp screened No. SNP

Non-coding

Intronic

5'UTR

3'UTR

Coding

s)monymous

non-slmonymous

conservative

non-conservatrve

26 228

1.9 449

583

6 196

t2 275

tl4
86

J

25

r32
98

9

25

s8

30

28

8

20

44

25

19

6

13

\1230

u226

vr94
U248

e.8 (2.e)

10.0 (3.1)

ND

e.1 (3.1)

1.8 (2.s)

4.4 (1.s)

3.4 (r.2)

1.1 (0.s3)

2.3 (0.92)

30 527

22 t26
1 994

6 407

15 050

U23r
y226

!222
v2s6

1o.e (3.e)

1r.2 (4.r)

ND

8.e (3.1)

r0.4 (4.4)

s.0 (2.2)

s.3 (2.s)

1.s (0.e)

3.e (2.r)

U279

|491
11646

v2 045

11944

U259

vs02
1/s38

1/1 881

|752

Insertion/deletions 38 503 1/5 s00 0.41 (0.1e) 45 577 u6 sll 0.35 (0.16)

Total 38 503 165 11233 e.1 (2.8) 45 571 197 1123r 11.3 (4.1)

I 
86 bovine genes screened by ddF of a 24 member panel

. Thetu determined by weighting summation of the two estimates based on the percentage of base pairs screened by either method-

1 7

o\\o
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Approximately two-thirds of the SNPs identified were located in non-coding sequence (132),

whilst the other third was found in coding regions (58). Upon closer examination of the

distributions, it was observed that the SNPs occurred at a similar frequency in both coding

and non-coding DNA. SNPs in coding DNA occurred at a frequency of 1 per 259bp,

corresponding to 0* : 10.4x10-4 in the combined (ddF and RFLP) data set where 0 * is equal

to the normalized number of variant sites and at a frequency of I per 279bp (e* : 7'8x10-a)

in the ddF data set (Table 4.1). SNPs were observed in non-coding DNA at the same

frequency of I per -231bp in both data sets and 0* estimates were similar (0*: 10.9x10-a

and 9.8x10-o) for the combined and ddF data, respectively. Unexpectedly, little difference

was observecl between rates of intronic variation and 5'13' UTR SNP frequency. This may

be correlated to the small amount of variance observed between the coding and non-coding

polymorphism rates andlor the small amount of UTR seqgence sampled.

Single base insertion/deletions (inldels) were analysed as a separate class of polymorphism.

A total of seven inldels were identified by the ddF SNP screening methods at a frequency of

1 per 6, 5llbp (0*:0.35x10-a), a rate 28 times less frequent than single base pair

substitutions (Table 4.1). Of the seven discovered, five were identified in intronic

sequences, whilst two were located in 3'UTR regions. Interestingly, six out of the seven

in/dels occurred in fragments where additional SNPs were also uncovered. In addition to the

7 single base irVdels, 3 short polymorphic polynucleotide tracts were found with one

identified in CAST (polyT containing 9-12 repeats), CFTR (polyT containing > 15 repeats)

and GHR (polyT containing > 13 repeats) (Appendix III).

The 190 single base pair substitution SNPs were classified according to type (A/C, A/G,

NT, ClG, ClT, and G/T) with transitions (A/G & C/T) more frequent (65%) than

transversions (35%) (Figure 4.la). The frequencies of the different substitutions were A"/G

(37%), CIT (28%), CIG (12%), NC (9.5%), G/T (8.5%), and A/T (5%) with class ranking

and proportions similar to those found in a large study of human genes involved in

cardiovascular disorders (Cambi en et al., 1 999).



Figure 4.1. Distribution of SNPs by type of nucleotide substitution (a) and cSNPs by codon

position (b). Solid blue bars represent SNPs found by nucleotide class in non-coding regions

with solid red bars representing cSNPs causing synonymous and red hatched non-

synonymous amino acid substitutions.
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Overall, little difference between the type of substitution and the proportion of coding SNPs

(cSNPs) was observed. However, a greater proportion of all transition SNPs resulted in

synonymous (silent) substitutions (20%) rather than non-synonymous (replacement)

substitutions (8%) when compared with the corresponding proportions for the transversion

classes (9olo synonymous I 25o/o non-synonymous) (Figure 4.la).

The codon position and predicted change (synonymous or non-synonymous) of each oSNP

was determined. The majority of the cSNPs (59%) were found to occur at the third codon

position, with 85% resulting in synonymous amino acid substitutions (Figure 4.1b). As

expected, a large proportion of the total cSNPs occurring at codon positions | (93%) and 2

(100%) resulted in non-synonymous amino acid changes. In total, cSNPs were roughly

equally divided between synonymous (30 cSNPs) and non-synonymous changes (28 cSNPs)

with non-synonymous cSNPs occurring at arr overall frequency of 1 per 538bp

(0* :5.3x10-a) and at arateof 1 per 646bp (0*:3.4x10-4) in the ddF data set (Table 4.1).

The differences in nucleotide polymorphism observed between the two data sets was mostly

due to the effect of a single gene fragment (DRB3-285bp) screened in just 3 individuals

which resulted in the identification of 10 cSNPs, 9 of which caused non-synonymous amino

acid substitutions. Only a single non-synonymous oSNP was predicted to substitute an

amino acid for a stop codon (DRB225-Appendix III).

Further division of the 28 identified non-synonymous cSNPs into conservative and non-

conservative amino acid alterations revealedTlYo (n:20) caused non-conservative changes

at an overall sNp frequency of 1 per 752bp (0*:3.9x10-4) and I per 944bp (0*:2.3x10-4)

in the ddF data set (Table 4.1). The influence of individual genes such as DkB3 which

accounted lor 7 (35%) of the non-conservative amino acid changes was shown to heavily

affect the overall rate.
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4.3.2.2 Distribution of polymorphisms among genes

The distribution of the SNPs identified within the 97 genes was evaluated to determine if

individual genes are subject to different levels of sequence conservation both in coding and

non-coding DNA. The number of SNPs ranged from zero in27 genes (28%) to 12 in 1 gene

(ppARA) with the normalised rate 0* showing considerable levels of variation (0*: 0

to 60x10-4). Of the 70 genes fragments found to contain polymorphisms, 31 (44%o) were

shown to have only a single variant, whilst 17 (24%) contained > 5 polymorphisms with 6 of

these highly polymorphic genes containing cSNPs. The number of identified SNPs per

fragmentrangedfrom0 inFGF2 (aregulator)(8a9bp) andCHAT(anenzyme)(750bp)to 12

in PPARA (a receptor) (a53bp) and 8 in MMPI (an cnzymQ @12bp). The differences in the

number of SNPs found per bp highlights the variable distribution of polymorphisms both

within and among genes of similar function.

To determine if a particular set of genes was contributing to the majority of the observed

nucleotide diversity in coding regions, each gene was assigned to one of six functional

classes; S : structural,E: enzyme, R: receptor, transporter or binding protein, I: inhibitor

or regulator, IM: immunological and O: other. Interestingly, class distributions ranged

from 11% (immunological) to 27Yo (inhibitor/regulator) and clearly reflect the bias in current

molecular research being undertaken in cattle (Figure 4.2a). Comparison of the class

distributions of the data set herein, where primers were chosen based on availability from the

literature, with those calculated from the randomly sequenced combined cattle EST library

data at TIGR (htþ://www.tigr.org/tdblbtgilGOlGO.html; accessed 19'r'November 2001)suggests

an under-representation of receptor type genes by -34% and a five times over-representation

of immunological genes within our data set. When separate functional classes were analysed

for their contributions to total cSNP number, immunological genes were greatly over-

represented attributing almost 50% of all cSNPs, whilst only contributing IlYo of total genes

analysed (Figure 4.2a &.b).
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Figure 4.2. Functional class distribution of the 97 genes screened for polymorphisms (a)

and resultant cSNps found (b). The total number of cSNPs identified per functional class

were sub-divided with numbers representing s)monymous and non-synonymous amino acid

changes respectively. Numbers for each sub-class are described in parentheses.
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Conversely, genes with enzymatic or inhibitory/regulatory roles accounted for only 24Yo of

all cSNps identified, whilst contributing over half of the genes scanned. Distributional

analysis of the two different sub-classes of cSNPs (synonymous/non-synonymous)

highlighted that a similar proportion of polymorphisms were found in each sub-class in all 5

functional types of genes except inhibitory/regulatory genes where synonymous amino acid

substitutions greatly out-numbered non-synonymous changes (Figure 4.2b - data in

parentheses). Although the numters of cSNPs per functional class are low, the results

suggest that selection for or against nucleotide diversity may be found at this level of

classification and demonstrates the importance of rates of polymorphism for overall gene

function.

4.3.3 Analysis of CpG dinucleotide involvement

Transitions (65%)were shown to occur at arate almost twice that observed for transversions

(35%)with52o/o found to occur at a CpG dinucleotide site. Therefore, almost 35o/o of the

190 SNps (not including inldels) identified in this study were located at CpG dinucleotides,

known for their high mutability and correspondingly low frequency of occurrence in

vertebrate genomes (Ollila et al.,1996). With CpG doublets shown to greatly influence the

distribution and type of SNPs present in mammalian genomes, analysis of the bases

immediately flanking the mutated CpG sites was undertaken to determine if a wider

sequence context was important for cpG mutability. SNPs occurring al NCGN

tetranucleotides were analysed with only 7116 tefiantcleotide sequences shown to be highly

polymorphic (> 10% of total) (Table 4.2). Two sites were clearly more common within the

data set with CCGG (30%) and GCGG (17%) representing almost 50% of the mutated

sequences (Table 4.2). Atotal of 8 tetranucleotide sequences had no observed mutations.

Grouping of the tetranucleotides into 4 distinct classes where the flanking bases were

determined to be either a y (denotes pyrimidine) or R (denotes purine) illustrated that

yCGR sequences showed a distinctly high rate of CpG mutational involvement (52%)

(Table 4.2). However, the reverse sequence of RCGY accounted for \Yo of CpG hotspots

with RCGR and YCGY exhibiting approximately similar levels of polymorphism.
{
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Table 4.22 CpG mutations at NCGN sequences.

Where R represents (A or G) and Y (C or T)

¿= number

ACGA

ACGC

ACGG

ACGT

CCGA

CCGC

CCGG

CCGT

GCGA

GCGC

GCGG

GCGT

TCGA

TCGC

TCGG

TCGT

0

0

7

0

7

6

19

6

0

0

11

0

0

1

1

0

11

11

9

30

9

T7

2

t1

RCGR

RCGY

YCGR

YCGY

18

0

JJ

13

28

52

20

Total 64

NCGN n o/o of ßâl
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4.4 Discussion

The present study, based on the systematic screening or 97 functionally diverse genes,

provides a fundamental estimate of sequence diversity found in the bovine genome from 10

breeds representing two sub-species of cattle. A number of important assumptions v/ere

made at the beginning of this survey in order to obtain an acqttate description of SNP

occluïence. They included the following; i) dideoxy fingerprinting is an efficient method for

large scale sNP discovery with sensitivities of close to 100%, ii) the genes selected for

screening had rates of nucleotide diversity closely resembling those of the entire genome, iii)

inclusion of the sequencing data generated from the 3 individuals selected from the previous

RFLp analysis of 11 ge¡e fi-agments would not over-inflate polymorphism estimates, iv)

automated fluorescent sequencing is capable of effrciently discriminating between

heterozygous and homozygous nucleotide positions, and that v) base-calling errors could be

discriminated from true sequence variation during the alignment phase of the analysis' The

first assumption may lead to an actual underestimation of nucleotide polymorphism by

experimentally obtaining lowered ddF sensitivity rates (chapter 3). Assumptions (iii) to (v)

may overestimate levels of bovine polymorphism, either by the biased inclusion of regions

already shown to contain at least one SNP or by the identification of false positives when

aligning sequencing traces. These problems are symptomatic of all large scale SNP surveys'

Assessment of SNP identfficøtíon

Numerous programs similar to SequencherrM, the sequence alignment software package used

in this study, have been developed to automate the detection and genotyping of SNPs when

analysing fluorescence-based sequencing data. They include PolyPhred (Nickerson et al',

lggl),the most widely used base calling software program, and LifeTrace (walther et al',

2001). All of these programs use algorithms to assign nucleotide identification based on

relative peak heights and spacings. Ho,wever, their perfolTnance and accuracy is greatly

influenced by the use of either dye-labelled primers or terminators, variable nucleotide

spacing and the presence of secondary peaks lying underneath primary peaks (Ewing et al"

199g). As these well-known sequencing characteristics are problematic for all base

assignment programs, a number of steps were taken to minimise the impact of incorrect
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nucleotide assignment in this study, and therefore, decrease the number of false positives

attained. These included bi-directional sequencing of each sample identified to contain

putative sequence variations and the alignment of both the resultant chromatograms for

automated base assignment and visual inspection at each nucleotide position. Aligned

contigs contained on average 6 high quality reads representing overlapping sequence data

from 3 unrelated individuals. Each position in the aligned contigs was queried by the

alignment program and all ambiguous positions manually examined for conserved genotype

assignment from the matching forward and reverse sequences.

This was critical as seque¡cing arlifacts have becn shown to identify bases as homozygous

in one direction, but type as heterozygous in the other direction without substantially

decreasing the primary peak height of the dominate nucleotide (Ewing et al', 1998). This

can lead to an over-estimation in the number of heterozygous positions called and the

number of candidate SNps identified, particularly if all the individuals sequenced share the

same artifact. Such positional artifacts were not included in this analysis' Importantly,

visual inspection of the aligned contigs identified a number of cases where samples

contained positions which closely fitted the above category, but were in fact shown to be

true heterozygotes. The key discriminatory factor found between these positions shown to

be real versus those identified as sequencing artifacts was the presence of one or both

homozygous SNp alleles within the other individuals sequenced. This highlights one of the

problems faced when using automated sequencing and trace analysis for polymorphism

detection. However, automated sequencing of PCR products is the most commonly used

method for sequence variation detection and is often used to assess the accuracy of other

methods known to be less sensitive such as VDA or SSCP (Cargill et al',1999; Halushka er

al., 1999 ; Przeworski et aL., 2000).

Compørìson of the level of bovine nucleotide polymorphìsm with other studies

Overall, this study shows that SNP frequencies found in the bovine genome are higher

(0*:10.g x 10-a fnot including inldels]) when compared to previous estimates of nucleotide

polymorphism obtained from four large studies undertaken in humans (0*:5.3x 10-a
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[Cargill et al., l9ggl,0*:3.0x 10-a [Garg et al., lggg),0*:8.0x 10-a fHalushka et al',

lg99l, 0*:6.9 x 10-a fNickerson et al., 2000]) and approximately half that found in

chimpanzees (0*: 212x 10-a [Kaessmann et a1.,2001]). Although at the upper end of the

human nucleotide diversity scale, cattle estimates of 0*:10.9 x 10-a for non-coding DNA

(corresponding to 1 SNP per 23lbp) and 0* : IO.4 x 10-a for coding DNA (corresponding to

1 SNp per 259bp) are lower than estimates previously obtained for 9 cattle cytokine genes

(0*:19 x l6-a) (Heaton et al., 200Ia) and two individual cattle loci (APP:0*:190 x 10-a

and LEp: 0*:26x 10-a) (Konfortov et al., 1999) with both studies also finding a greater

number of SNps per base pair than our study. It is interesting that a similar number and

diversity of cattle breeds including animals from two cattle subspecies (Bos taurtts ancl Bos

indicus) were assembled and surveyed for sequence variants in all three bovine studies.

However, cytokine genes are well known for their high level of sequence diversity, whilst

App was shown by the authors to contain a hypermutable intronic region with one

polymorphism every 13 basepairs. Both are, therefore, examples of genes with increased

sequence diversity that would not be representative of all sequences in the bovine genome.

The increased level of observable nucleotide diversity shown in cattle when compared to

human sequence variation by our study confirms other smaller-scale bovine sequencing

studies and may reflect a greater nucleotide divergence between the two cattle sub-species

than that obtained when sampling different human ethnic and geographical populations'

Sequence analysis and addition of the 32 variants found in the 11 gene fragments previously

shown by RFLP analysis to contain at least one SNP increased the overall 0* estimates by

16% when compared with the rate of nucleotide polymorphism obtained by sampling using

only dideoxy fingerprinting. However, no significant increase in the frequency of SNPs per

base pair was observed, emphasising the importance of normalizing data sets for the number

of individuals and base pairs screened to allow for direct comparisons of sequence diversity

between different sampling methods. An even more dramatic increase of -33o/o was

observed between the 0* estimates for the coding sequence sampled by ddF in comparison to

the overall estimate determined by combining both sets of data. However, all of the variance

can be attributed to the effect of a single gene (DRB3) located in the major
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histocompatibility complex, and known for its extraordinary rates of polymorphism in

primates (Satta et a1.,1993) and cattle (Sitte et al., 1995). Sequencing analysis of just 3

individuals for this gene fragment uncovered 10 coding SNPs in 258bp resulting in a SNP

frequency of I per 26bp anda huge coding nucleotide polymorphism rate (0*: 170 x 10-4).

Many more alleles have been described for this region (Davies et a|.,1'997l' van Haeringen et

at., 1999) and no doubt more would have been isolated if ddF had been used to screen a

greater number of individuals. If this single fragment is removed from the combined coding

DNA estimate, then nucleotide polymorphism is the same as that observed for the ddF data

(O*--7.7 x lg-a) with coding SNP frequency substantially reduced to 1 per 308bp.

Additionally, only a 5o/, increase in total 0* was observed when DRB3 ìwas removed from

the combined data set suggesting that both sample sets contain a similar frequency of

nucleotide variation and that both variation detection methods are approximately comparable

in their efficiencies. Further evidence suggesting similar efficiencies for SNP discovery was

the failure of pooled sequencing of DNA from cattle panel 1 to identiff additional SNPs of

intermediate frequency (minor allele > l5%) in the analysis of 12 fuagments tested originally

by ddF (V/. Blackhall, pers. comm.). However, to test the true efficiency of ddF,

simultaneously bi-directionally sequencing of all 24 ddF panel members is required for a

number of the gene regions examined.

Comparìson of 0*in coding and non-codìng bovine DNA

Surprisingly, little difference between the rates of coding and non-coding nucleotide

polymorphism was observed in our study. A greater difference between the two rates is

obtained if the hypermutable DRB3 fragment is removed from the coding sequence set

(coding minus DRB3; Ø*:7.7 x 10-a, non-codingl 0*:10.9x 10-4). These figures may

represent, more accurately, the overall sequence diversity of cattle. It is generally expected

that coding sequence will be more highly conserved than non-coding sequence due to its

protein coding function and should, therefore, possess a lower 0* estimate. This is the

common trend observed in other species. However, these two simple classifications may be

too broad to correctly describe the occurrence of nucleotide variation within genomes. A

number of larger studies have focused on nucleotide variation at particular sites within
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coding DNA that reflects the level of allowable degeneracy within each site (Cargill et al.,

1999; Sunyaev et a1.,2000). Positions in codons are grouped as to whetherthey are non-

degenerate sites (all substitutions result in non-synonymous amino acid substitutions), two-

fold degenerate, and fourfold degenerate sites (where any substitution is synonymous) which

occur less frequently than non-degenerate sites. As expected, the different groups show

distinctly different rates of nucleotide diversity with non-degenerate sites (non-synonymous)

routinely having ll3 the variation detected in fourfold degenerate sites in multiple human

populations (Cargill et al. 1999; Halushka et aI., 1,999). This was shown for both studies

where approximately half of all cSNPs discovered caused non-synonymous or missense

mutation, whilst the other half werc silent changes as v/as the case herein. Without

determining the degeneracy, and therefore, the frequency of each class of nucleotide site

within each codon, exact estimates of adjusted nucleotide diversity can not be calculated'

However, as approximately two-thirds of random coding mutations are expected to cause

amino acid changes, the fact that non-synonymous cSNPs comprised only 48o/o of the total

cSNps identified implies strong selection is working against amino-acid altering changes in

our survey ofbovine coding sequence.

The extremes observed in nucleotide polymorphisms calculated for different classes of

coding sites (non-degenerate, two-fold and four-fold degenerate) has shown that blanket

generalisations expecting greater conservation of coding regions versus non-coding regions

should not always be used. Many human studies are currently finding levels of degeneracy

are two-fold higher for four-fold degenerate coding sites compared with non-coding DNA

(Cargill et al.,Ig99). This unexpectedly low level of nucleotide diversity within the greater

proportion of mammalian genomes has prompted many biologists to re-think the importance

of non-coding DNA and search for functionally conserved elements involved in regulation

of transcription, DNA replication, chromosome pairing and chromosome condensation. The

identification and assignment of function to conserved non-coding sequences is difficult.

The use of oligonucleotide affays though allow for high-throughput cross-species

comparisons, and have recently shown the amount (in base pairs) of conserved non-coding

sequence was roughly equal to the amount of coding sequence identified for a large
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proportion of HSA21 and the homologous chromosomal regions in mice (Frazer et al.,

2001). Therefore, the task of elucidating polymorphisms involved in creating complex

diseases and phenotypes once thought to be generally associated with only coding sequence

may be an even greater challenge than first hypothesized'

Cp G dinucleotide involvement

As expected, transitions (65%) out-numbered transversions (35%) among the DNA variants

identified in cattle with a distribution similar to that previously reported in humans (Cooper

& Krawczak, 1990). Of the transition variants detected, 52o/o wete found to occur at a CpG

dinucleotide sites with C/T and A/G substitutions accounting for the majority of the

synonymous (silent) cSNPs. These results add weight to a recent study showing

synonymous substitutions in mammalian genes are caused mainly by the non-random

deamination of metþlated CpG dinucleotides rather than by functional constraints

(Tsunoyama et a1.,2001). Interestingly,24Yo of all transversions also occurred at CpG

dinucleotides which is higher than expected given the low number of CpG dinucleotides in

mammalian genomes (l - 3.1%) (Ollia et al., 1996; Krawczak et a1.,1998). Separate studies

undertaken by two groups (Bottema et al., l99l; Ketterling et al., 1994) also showed this

phenomenon where transversions were elevated almost 8-fold and 5-fold higher respectively

at CpG sites relative to transversions found at all other dinucleotides. The enhancement of

transversions as well as transitions at CpG sites suggests that DNA repair processes acting

on mutations caused by the deamination of 5-metþ1 cytosine must be error-prone,

unintentionally resulting in an increased number of transversions.

Transition mutations at CpG dinucleotides accounted for 34%o of all polymorphisms

discovered in herein, with this figure closely following that found in humans (33%) (Cooper

&.Ikawczak,I9g3). Overall, 42o/o of SNPs were located at CpG sites confirming the high

mutation rate at this dinucleotide. The elevated level of mutation may explain the overall

markedly low frequency of CpG sites observed in vertebrate genomes and also highlights

this process as a major determinant of varying G + C content and nucleotide polymorphism

between genomic regions.
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Due to the frequent involvement of CpG dinucleotides in generating cSNPs, neighboring-

nucleotide effects have been closely studied to try and determine the mechanism by which

some metþlated CpG preferentially spontaneously deaminate. Analysis of the bases

immediately flanking CpG sites in humans showed a significant bias towards the mutation of

yCGR tetranucleotides in a number of genes known to cause human hereditary disorders

(Ollila et al., 1996). Interestingly, this same tetranucleotide accounted lot 52o/o of all

mutated CpGs in our study with the RCGY tetranucleotide never once implicated in CpG

mutation. To determine if the YCGR tetranucleotide is, in fact, a significant mutational

hotspot, all sequences screened for DNA variants in this study need to be scanned for non-

mutated CpG tetranucleotidcs to rule out the possibility of coincidental sequence bias.

Additionally, novel methods for high throughput metþlation analysis using hybridization-

based oligonucleotide microaffays would allow the identification of metþlated CpG

dinucleotides and surrounding sequence context to determine if a sequence basis for

deamination and subsequent mutation exists (Gitan et aL.,2001).

Frequency of insertion/deletion mutations

Among the I97 polymorphisms identified, 7 (3.5%) were single base insertion/deletions

variants, all of which were found in non-coding sequence. This proportion of inldel

substitutions is approximately half that found by a Cambien et al' (1999) (7 '9%) during a

survey of 135kb in humans where -50% of the DNA scanned was non-coding (1 in/del per

9615bp). Other publications outlining the frequency at which insertion/deletions are present

within genomes is sparse with 2 major SNP reports detailing the results from the sequencing

of the human genome but not providing statistics for this type of substitution (Altshuler er

al., 2000; Sachidanandam et al., 2001). However, it is widely accepted that single base

insertions and deletions will be rarely found in coding DNA due to the deleterious side

effects and decreased fitness of frame-shift mutations on protein structure and function. A

recent SNp study undertaken in a diverse horse panel identified only a single inldel in

26.3kb (t7kb non-coding) (Shubitowski e/ at., 200I) of DNA, making the occurrence of

irVdels observed within our data set more numerous (116 sIlbp) than previously reported.
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In addition to 7 single base irVdels, we identified two 3 base pair insertion/deletions (CAST-

AAC(AAC/-) and |TATS- CCTCCT(CCT/-) and 3 multi-allelic single nucleotide repeats all

involving poly T tracts of greater than 9 nucleotides in length (CFTR, CAST and GlúR)' It is

interesting that all seven single base pair inldels were flanked by the same nucleotide that

was found to be mutated and also that the 3 base pair insertion/deletions occurred in

sequences where the mutated trþlet was repeated at least once. These results add strength to

the mutagenesis model which suggests that short direct repeats and homonucleotide tracts

(single bases repeated many times) can cause misalignment-mediated replication slippage

resulting in a large proportion of microinsertions and microdeletions found in DNA (Kunkel,

1990; Kunkel, lg92). Due to the difference in mutation mechanisms and rates of occurrence

than the rest of the variable sites, these homonucleotide and triplet repeat polymorphisms

were not included in the overall rate reported for bovine SNP frequency (Martínez-Anas et

a1.,200I). However, they confirm homonucleotide tracts are hot spots for insertion/deletion

mutations

Assessment of nucleotide polymorphísm differences found among genes

A large variation in the number of polymorphisms found per bovine gene fragment was

shown with the numbers ranging from 0 - 10. This was not unexpected as 16 comprehensive

single gene studies in humans resulted in 0* values ranging from 0 (as observedfor 27 genes

in this study) to 14.9x10-a for the human LPL gene (Przeworski et a1.,2000) and is reflective

of the differences between gene function, length and the region of each gene amplified

herein. True 0* estimates for individual bovine genes screened in our analysis can not be

accurately determined without a more extensive survey of all coding and regulatory regions

for each individual gene due to the seemingly different patterns of mutation and selection

acting on specific regions (non-coding, UTRs and coding) (Sunyaev et al',2000)' However'

classification of the 91 genes into distinct functional groups showed that some particular

classes tend to be on average more polymorphic than others with immunological genes

contributing the greatest proportion (45%) of cSNPs. opposite trends were observed for two

of the functional classes with genes attributed of enzymatic or inhibitory/regulatory

functions inclined to be more conserved within coding regions. These findings follow
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expected variation in the levels of coding nucleotide polymorphism tolerated based on the

different functional roles undertaken by each of these classes of genes (Conticello et al.,

2000; Gaudieri et al., 2000). More data are required to determine how hot-spots of

recombination, transposition and metþlation alter mutation patterns observed in individual

genes or gene regions.

The identification of 28 non-synonymous SNPs in 14 bovine genes provides an important set

of markers which may greatly influence the protein structure or function within the gene

region they reside. Missense cSNPs have been shown to greatly affect ligand binding,

protein stability and folding, catalysis and post-translational modifications (Wang & Moult,

2001). Key association and linkage studies could be undertaken by simple SNP genotyping

procedures to determine if these amino acid changing variants influence a host of complex

phenotypes or functional attributes with which the individual genes are associated.

Additional evolutionary sequence comparisons may also help to elucidate the potential of

each SNP to cause functionally relevant changes and allow for different emphasis to be

placed on specific markers where there is more than one non-synonymous SNP identified

per gene.

This survey provides an initial catalogue of I97 SNPs discovered from 70 functionally

diverse cattle genes. These polymorphic variants will allow for the accurate linkage

mapping of many of the genes to specific marker intervals where they were previously only

assigned to whole bovine chromosomes, thereby increasing the number of type I anchor

markers (genes) on bovine genetic maps. Additionally, SNP variants could be screened over

large reference animal samples to determine their 'usefulness' as highly polymorphic

markers for parentage testing, linkage and linkage disequilibrium studies.



CHAPTER 5: Analysis of SNP allele frequencies in cattle
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Chapter 5 Analvsis of SNP allele frequencies in cattle

5.1 Introduction

SNps account for 90o/o of total DNA sequence variation and are commonly associated with

genetic mutations which alter economically important phenotypes in livestock (Grisart et al',

2001). Although less informative than microsatellite markers, bi-allelic SNPs are preferred

for their stability of inheritance and ease of scoring. Additionally, because of their common

occuffence throughout the genome and the development of high throughput, low cost

genotyping technologies, subsets of polymorphic SNPs have been used in a number of

widely varying applications including paternity and identity testing, candidate gene

association studies, disease testing, and phylogenetic analysis (Shuber et al., 1997; Heo et

al., 200I; Kaessmann et al., 2001). SNPs provide researchers with an almost infinite

number of polymorphic markers necessary for testing and improving production in livestock

through the selection of alleles affecting disease resistance or production traits (Heaton et al',

2001b).

To date, bovine sequenco variation and allelic diversity studies have concentrated on the use

of blood protein polymorphisms and microsatellite loci for determining evolutionary

relationships, domestication events, and the phylogeography of cattle (MacHugh et a1.,1997;

Blott et al.,l998a& 1998b; Kantanen et a\.,2000). Few studies have used SNPs to analyse

the genetic diversity found between Bos taurus and Bos indicus cattle or distinct breeds bred

specifically for different production systems or traits. Such types of analyses can be

undertaken by assessing numerous SNP allele or haplotype frequencies within and between

different cattle breeds, groups or populations. Studies estimating the genetic relationships

between cattle breeds provide useful information on the evolution of breeds and the

magnitude of genetic differentiation between groups, allowing important decisions to be

made concerning breed conservation (Kantanen et a1.,2000). The selection and maintenance

of genetic diversity at the species level is also important for breeding strategies aimed at

improving traits through heterosis (Graml & Pirchner, 1984)'
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For biallelic markers to be of sufficient value for the majority of DNA studies, they must

have a minor allele frequency of > 20% within the population in order to increase the chance

that all samples typed will not be homozygous for a single given allele (Miller & Kwok'

2001). For this reason, each SNP marker to be used for a specific investigation (e.9.,

linkage, linkage disequilibrium mapping, patemity testing) must be firstly verified as

polymorphic and then tested for minimum minor allele frequency in multiple populations

(humans) or breeds (livestock) in which it is to be assessed. A recent pilot study in humans

identified 1200 candidate SNPs by sequencing overlapping clones from the human genome

project and showed that -I7% of the SNPs had no detectable variation (<5% minor allele)

in any of the 3 populations tested (caucasians, chinese, and Africans) and would not be

useful for future genetic studies (Marth et a1.,2001). A further 6o/owete uncommon (rare

allele <20o/o in all 3 populations), 52o/o were common in one population (rare allele >20%

in any one population), and only 27o/o were common in all 3 populations. This study

highlights the need for detailed estimates of SNP allele frequency from multiple populations

before selecting markers for different SNP applications'

Allele frequency analysis is also important in confirming SNPs are real polymorphisms

rather than arising from the amplifrcation of duplicated regions of a genome with near-

identical sequences. When these false-positive SNPs are generated from the simultaneous

amplification of duplicated regions, their allele frequencies will always be 50o/, for both

alleles in all samples tested and all individuals will type as heterozygotes (Marth et al',

2001). In a small proportion of cases, the highly polymorphic SNPs may be real' Such

SNps require fuither confirmation by showing Mendelian inheritance of the alleles within

related individuals is possible. Alternatively, SNPs arising from the simultaneous

amplification of paralogous sequences can be screened when individual markers are

uniquely mapped by radiation hybrid mapping. Automated sequencing can also be used to

show polymorphisms are real by highlighting variability in allele frequencies from different

populations.
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The informed selection of a set of informative candidate SNPs with thoroughly documented

allele frequencies is the first step in designing a successful panel capable of veriffing the

identity and parentage of an individual. SNP panels are cuffently used for human paternity

and forensic studies (Orchid Biosciences Inc., Princeton, NJ) and equine parentage testing

(Knapp & Goelet, 1995) with panels sizes ranging from 20-40 SNP markers' These panels

have documented probabilities of excluding a falsely alleged father/sire of between 960/o to

9g.9g%. It is widely accepted that probabilities of exclusion (P¡) are dramatically affected

by variations in SNp minor allele frequency and by the availability of one or both parents for

genotype cross-matching (Krawczak, 1999). Genotyping latger numbers of markers is

required to achievc the same ps when SNPs with only low minor allele frequencies (<20%)

are used, thus increasing the overall cost and complexity of the analysis (Goddard &

Wijsman, 2002). Therefore, an important phase in the production of a single, standardized

SNp panel capable of efficient verification of parentage and identity is the selection of

highly polymorphic markers that are informative in all populations/breeds to be tested. Once

constructed and exhaustively tested on individuals of known parentage, such a SNP panel

could be used for the efficient management of animal populations through trace-back

systems important for enhanced production and food safety (Fries, 2001)'

A recent study comparing the differences in informativeness between cattle microsatellites

and SNps has shown that a significant increase in the number of SNP markers

(approximately 35 to 65) would be required to develop a test capable of not only

discriminating between an animal's identity, but also between cattle breeds (Blott et al',

1999). Such a large expansion in the number of SNPs requiring testing may make the

overall test costs unaffordable for livestock producers. However, it may add value to a

product brand if it were DNA certified from a particular breed of livestock (e'g' 'Angus'

Gold beef).

SNp markers selected for parentage and identity testing panels also require accurate physical

or genetic map localizations. V/ith the number of individual markers required to obtain

>9g.go/o power of exclusion almost certainly exceeding the haploid number of cattle
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chromosomes, several markers would have to be included that were located on the same

chromosome. This co-lo calization brings with it the possibility of linkage disequilibrium

(LD) between the markers and the increased chance that marker inheritance will not be

independent. Avoidance of SNPs located within the same gene cluster or chromosomal band

will reduce the chance of observable LD between markers l0cated on the same chromosome'

However, additional multiple-locus testing is required to show there is no significant level of

inter-locus dependency in the marker set (Chakraborty & Zhong, 1994; Zaykin et al'' 1995)'

The majority of genes in the cattle genome have no associated physical or genetic mapping

information. Currently, only 661 genes are assigned to a single syntenic group in the

ARKdb cattle database (http://texas.thearkdb.org/browser?species:cow; accessed 16'r'

February 2002) with just 193 bovine genes assigned a physical localization Few type I loci

(genes) are included on current linkage maps due to a scarcity of discovery efforts in

identifying coding sequence cSNPs and the lack of polymorphic microsatellites within non-

coding gene regions. Therefore, the majority of the bovine genes assigned to a single

chromosome do not have marker order or distances known.

Allele frequency analysis of 189 bovine sNPs was undertaken to identify a sub-set of highly

informative polymorphic markers in ten diary and beef cattle breeds used extensively

throughout Australia and the USA G\IPLC Report' 1999)' Pooled SNP allele frequency

testing also provided arL insight into differences between cattle breeds formed in

geographically distinct regions and bred for particular commercial purposes'

5.2 Specific Methods

5.2.1 Chromosomal assignment of genes

physical localization by fluoresc ence in situ hybrídization (FISH) was undertaken to map

genes in cattle lacking mapping information and thought to cluster on the same bovine

chromosome. Loci containing novel SNPs identified in this study and a number of genes

previously physically mapped in sheep were also localized. work reported by Gill (1999)

conclusively showed that isolated ovine bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clones

known to contain confirmed type I markers could be used for physical mapping of genes in
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cattle and sheep providing a unique resource for enhancing framework comparative maps

between the two ruminant species and the gene-rich human and mouse maps'

5.2.1.1 Ovine BAC library screening

An ovine bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) library ìwas screened by PcR with primers

for 11 genes (Appendix IV) as previously described (Gill et al',1999)' Once an individual

BAC clone was isolated, it was confirmed by automated sequencing of the PCR product

(section 2.5) generated from the BAC clone DNA prior to physical mapping' BAC clone

DNA was prepared by inoculating 50ml LBll2.5¡.t"glml chloroamphenicol broth, incubating

the broth with shaking at 37oC for 24 hours and extraction by standard alkaline lysis

miniprep (Sambrook et a\.,1989).

5.2.1.2 Physical mapping by fluorescence in silø hybridization

Ovine BAC clones were physically mapped to mixed ovine and bovine metaphase

chromosome spreads by fluorescence in situhybndization (FISH) as described in detail by

Cai et al. (1995). Peripheral sheep and cattle blood lymphocytes were separately cultured

for 3 days with cells harvested and combined before metaphase chromosome preparation

(undertaken by G Webb, University of Adelaide). Biotin-labetled dATP was incorporated

into 1¡rg BAC DNA by nick translation (Bionick Labelling System; Life Technologies)

following the manufacturer's instructions. Biotinylated BAC DNA probes (100ng) were

incubated with 8pg each of sheep and cattle cotl DNA and 50pg salmon spenn DNA to

prevent hybridization to species-specific repetitive DNA and non-specific binding of the

probe to the chromosomes. The denatured probe mixture was incubated with the metaphase

chromosome spreads at 37oC overnight. Localization of the ovine BAC clone rwas

undertaken by a series of immunological reactions involving avidin-FlTC/anti-avidin

biotin/avidin-FlTC to allow detection. Slides were stained with propidium iodide to produce

G-banded chromosomes, mounted with PPD11, and viewed under blue excitation (450-

480nm) for yellow signal and orange chromosome stain. colour photographs were taken

under blue epifluorescence for probe localization and green epifluorescence for enhanced

chromosomal banding patterns. probe localization was determined by critical analysis of 4-9
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colour slides of complete chromosomal spreads for each species. Standard sheep (Ansan et

a\.,1996) and cattle ideograms (ISCNDA, 1990) were used in this study.

5.2.1.3 Fluorescen ce in situ hybridization using tyramide signal amplification

The use of tyramide signal amplification (TSA) (NEN Life Sciences) was undertaken using

the mixed metaphase chromosomal spreads and biotinylated BAC DNA probes as described

above. TSA relies on the same principle as labelling with biotin. However, in this method,

the biotin is conjugated to horseradish peroxidase (HRP) which interacts with tyramide and

deposits large quantities of biotinylated tyramide in the region of the probe. Short HRP

enzymatic reaction times are undertaken to maintain the sensitivity of the process. The

deposited biotin is detected using avidin-FlTC conjugates and visualised under blue

excitation. TSA was performed by using the TSA-indirect kit (N¿'N Life Sciences) by

following the manufacturer's protocols with the following modifications: biotinyl tyramide

working solution was prepared by diluting the stock solution 1:100 in amplification diluent

and TSA amplification was undertaken for 8 minutes. Photography and probe localizations

were determined as outlined above (section 5.2.1.2).

5.2.1.4 Dual-FISH

Dual-FISH was undertaken to confirm the location of previously unmapped genes and to aid

in the identification of bovine and ovine chromosomes by mapping genes or microsatellite

markers previously physically mapped by FISH. These co-Iocalization experiments verified

that each of the BAC clones did map to the same chromosome. The FISH procedure was

identical to a single BAC clone localization except that both probes were included in the

hybridization mix. Initial experiments showed CotI levels were sufficient to suppress the

additional probe.

5.2.2 Determination of SNP allele frequency

To determine SNP allele frequency, automated sequencing of PCR products amplified from

pooled cattle DNA was employed. Initial experiments undertaken in cattle þerformed by W

Blackhall, Sydney University) using the Li-Cor system (Li-Cor) and in humans (Kwok et al.,
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'1.

Igg4) using the ABI system (PE Applied Biosystems) demonstrated that pooled sequencing

was accurate to within 5o/o inproviding SNP allele frequencies for PCR products generated

from pooled DNA.

5.2.2.1 Genomic DNA isolation and pooling

Animal pedigrees from leading suppliers of Australian cattle semen were analyzedby breed

and sorted to identify sires with the minimum amount of shared relationships (unrelated

grandparents). Sperm doses were collected from 10 cattle breeds comprising of 271 Bos

taurus (beef and dairy) and Bos indicus animals: Angus (ANG; n:30), Brahman (BRA;

n:30), Charolais (CHA; n:30), Hereford (HER; n:30), Holstein Fresian (FRE; n:20),

Jersey (JER; w20), Limousin (LIM; n:30), Santa Gertrudis (SGE; rr2l), Shorthom (SHO;

n:30), and Simmental (SIM; n:30). Individual doses \ryere manually counted on a Neubauer

counting chamber (undertaken by M Jones, University of Sydney) with the same number of

sperm from each individual pooled with sperm from animals of the same breed. Genomic

DNA from each breed pool was extracted as previously described (Heyen et a1.,1997). The

DNA concentration of each breed pool was estimated as described (section 2.1).

To increase the efficiency of studying multiple SNP-containing loci, equimolar amounts of

DNA from the 2 dairy breed pools (FRE & JER) were combined to create the Bos taurus

dairy pool. Similarly, equimolar amounts of DNA were combined to create the Bos taurus

European pool (CHA, LIM & SIM), Bos taurus British pool (ANG, HER & SHO) and Bos

indicus pool (BRA & SGE). Further pooling of the Bos taurus European pool and Bos

taurus British pool created the Bos taurus beef pool. Additionally, a superpool consisting of

6 parts Bos taurus beef, 2 parts Bos taurus dairy, and 2 parts Bos indicus pool DNA was

created based on the number of breeds represented in the individual pools to allow an overall

estimation of SNP allele frequency across the 10 breeds (Figure 5'1).
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Figure 5.1. Breed pooling strategy used to determine SNP allele frequency in cattle.

Genomic DNA was isolated from 10 cattle breeds: A) Holstein Fresian (n:20), B) Jersey

(n:20), c) Angus (n=30), D) Herefoñ (n:30), E) Shorthom (n:30), F) Limousin

(n: 30), G) Charolais (n : 30), H) Simmental (n : 30), I) Santa Gertrudis (n :21), and J)

Brahman (n:30).
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5.2.2.2 PCR amplifÏcation, DNA sequencing and sequence analysis

Two homozygous controls were amplified and sequenced concurrently with five cattle DNA

pools (superpool, Bos taurus dairy, Bos taurus British and European, and Bos indicus) at

each locus containing confirmed SNPs (Appendix III) for pooled allele frequency testing.

pCR products from individual controls and pools were column purified (section 2.4), cycle-

sequenced and ethanol/salt precipitated (section 2.5) for automated sequencing on an ABI

373 or ABI 3700 DNA sequencer (PE Apptied Biosystems, Institute of Medical and

Veterinary Science, Adelaide, Australia).

Sequences were aligned with Sequencherrw (Gene Codes Corporation) and SNPs identified

first by comparing mismatched bases marked by the Sequencer program followed by visual

inspection of each base in all seven aligned sequences. The allele frequencies were

estimated by comparing the ratios of heterozygous peaks in the sequence of the pooled DNA

samples with the ratios of the same peaks in the sequence of two individual controls as

previously described in detail (Kwok et al., 1994). Novel SNPs not identified during the

ddF/sequencing and RFlP/sequencing stages were identified by a significant drop in the

peak height of a base in the pooled DNA samples as compared with the two homozygous

sequencing controls.

5.2.3 Estimating exclusion probability (PB)

Pp was defined as the probability that a candidate sire from a random mating population

would be excluded from paternity with the maternal genotype known:

Under Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, the probability of exclusion (Ps) for a single marker is:

Ps: Hl2 (I-Hlz)

where H:2popu is the expected heterozygosity of the SNP marker and px and pu are the

frequencies of each SNP allele (Chakravarti & Li, 1983)'

Combined SNP marker exclusion probability was calculated as:

Ps : 1-(1-Pn rXl-P¡zX1-Pe :)' . ..(l-Pe ¿)

where k is the number of loci tested (Jamieson & Taylor, 1997)'
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Comparative physical mapping of type I markers Ín cattle and sheep

A large number of wool keratin (KRI) and keratin associated proteins (KRTAP) werc

screened for SNPs in cattle (Appendix II). These proteins are known to alter economically

important wool traits in sheep and to form gene clusters within the sheep genome (Mclaren

et al., 1997; Gill, 1999). None of these structural genes have been previously mapped in

cattle whilst some also lack ovine mapping localizations. As they were suspected of

clustering tightly together in the bovine genome, physical mapping assignments were

required to aid in their selection for future SNP applications.

An ovine BAC library was screened for five KRT and KRTAP genes leading to the isolation

of 5 separate BAC clones (Appendix IV). Ovine BAC clones for a further four genes in

cattle were isolated to increase the density of the bovine and ovine comparative maps and to

increase the number of type I anchor markers found on both the cattle linkage and physical

maps, The gene LIPE had no cattle mapping data avallable, but was not isolated from a total

screen of the ovine BAC library, and therefore, could not be physically mapped.

Hybridizations were carried out in the presence of mixed sheep and cattle metaphase

chromosome spreads to aid in marker assignments and increase the efficiency of each

localization experiment. To avoid making incorrect mapping assignments, dual localization

experiments were performed if confirmed ovine BAC mapping clones to the candidate

bovine chromosome were available. Dual localizations were undertaken for IFNG and

KRT2.I3 on BTA5, and ILSTS7II and CkH on BTA14. Overall, 9 comparative mapping

loci (genes) were physically localized in cattle of which 4 were also mapped in sheep (Table

5.1) (Figure 5.2). Another two genes (CRH and OCAAI) had their physical localizations

successfully refined in sheep.



Table 5.1: physical map locations of ovine BAC clones localized to R-banded metaphase chromosomes by fluorescence in situhybridization. Published

mapping information is as reported in the arkDB sheep and cattle genome databases with the method used to make the chromosomal assignment listed (L:

linkage, FISH: fluorescence in situ hybridization, SCH: somatic cell hybrids). Number of chomosomes scored to assign band position is listed in

parentheses.

Locus

Physical
Mapping

3I ecnnrque

Physical
Location in

Cattle

Physical
Location in

Sheep

9q2.5-2.7*

3q2.3

9q2.lx

IIqZ.2-2.3

3q2.1

11q3.1

llq2.2-2.3

\q|.22

14q7.32

21q2.I**

CRH

IFNG'
ILSTSOll'
KRT1.1

KRT2.131

KRTAPl.1'
KRTAP1.3

KRTAP6.1'
MClR2

OCAMl

FISH-TSA

FISH-TSA

FISH-TSA

FISH-TSA

FISH-TSA

FISH-TSA

FISH-TSA

FISH-TSA

FISH

FISH-TSA

14q1.9-2.r l7l
5q2.2-2.4 l7l
14q1.3- 1.5 t6l
1eqt.7 t8l
5q2.r t6l

19qt.7-2.2 tsl
1eql.7 l7l
1q1.3 t6l

18q1.32 t9l
2eq1.7 t8l

tel

tsl

tel

t8l

l4l
t4l

17l

t8l

tel

l4l

'BAC islolat"d and confirmed by Gill et al . (1999).

2FISH performed by G. webb (2001).

3FISH performed as outlined in Cai et al (1995). FISH-TSA perfomred as outlined in section 5.2.2.3.

*[ Technical nore: OARS had been incorrectly identifìed in Ansari er al . (1996) and should be labelled as OARS based on chromosomal banding pattems]

**f Technical note: OAR2I has been incorrectly identified identified in Ansari er at. (1996) and should be labelled as OAR24 based on chromosomal banding pattens]
\o{

Published Map
Location

Mapping Method

CATTLE

T4

5q2.2-2.4

14q1.3-1.5

unmapped

unmapped

unmapped

unmapped

unmapped

18

29

L
FISH

FISH, L

L
FISH, SCH

Published Map
Location

Mapping Method

SHEEP

9q2.3-2.7*

3q2.3

9q2.1*

unmapped

3q2.1

11q3.1

11

1

unmapped

2lq2.I-2.2** FISH, L, SCH

FISH, L
FISH

FISH, L

FISH, L
FISH, L

FISH

L



Figure 5.2. Local ization of a BAC clone containing the KRTAP6' I gene to lql.2 by TSA-

FISH to R-banded malo bovine metaphase chromosomes. The fluorescent signal produced

by the localized clone was photographed under blue epifluorescence.
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5.3.2 Physical distribution of SNPs

An important consideration when selecting markers for routine parentage and identity testing

is their physical location in the genome. SNP markers located on the sex chromosomes are

important tools for the verification of an animal's sex. However, numerous markers that are

located on the autosomes are required to discriminate between closely related individuals.

As small inversions, regions of extensive linkage disequilibrium and gene clustering are

common in cattle (Farnir et al.,2000), it was necessary to obtain mapping information for

the 70 genes harbouring isolated bovine SNP markers. Chromosomal assignments were

made by querying the bovine ARKdb database

(http:lltexas.thearkdb.org/browser?species:cow; accessecl l5th September 2001) or the

Bovmap database (htç://locusjouy.inra.frlcgi-bin/bovmap/intro.pl; accessed 15th September

2001) for available genetic or physical mapping data. Gene searches found the SNPs

isolated in this study were spread throughout 23 of the 29 bovine autosomes and on both sex

chromosomes. BTA3, 9, 21, 22, 24 and 29 lacked polymorphic markers in this study.

Importantly, four of these six autosomes represented chromosomes smaller than BTA20.

After the integration of our own physical mapping results with previously published

mapping data (section 5.3.1), only three genes containing novel SNPs could not be assigned

to a specific bovine chromosome (ACTC, LIPE and TKDPI). None of these genes have

been mapped in sheep and only two in humans (ACTC: 15q11-14; LIPE: 19q13.1-13.2) with

the HSA15 region containing ACTC yet to be assigned to a homologous bovine

chromosome. The bovine SNPs identified within these three fragments will provide key

polymorphic markers necessary to map these genes by linkage analysis in cattle. This will

increase the resolution of the human/cattle comparative maps and refine the location of

chromosomal breaþoints between the two species. Additionally, SNPs identified within

bovine genes for which physical, but not genetic localizations, are already available could be

used to map these same genes by linkage analysis, thereby determining the exact gene order

and increasing the number of anchor markers located on both the physical and genetic

bovine maps.
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5.3.3 Distribution of SNP minor allele frequency in different classes of nucleotide sites

A total of 158 SNPs from 48 genes previously isolated by RFlP/direct sequencing and

ddF/direct sequencing (Chapter 3) were tested for allele frequency in four diverse cattle

pools (Bos taurus dairy, Bos taurus British, Bos taurus European, Bos indicus) and a

superpool consisting of 542 unrelated alleles from 10 cattle breeds (Appendix V). Analysis

of the minor allele frequency of each SNP in the superpool failed to reveal aclear distinction

between the coding (zr:50) and non-coding SNPs (n: 108) when they were classified

according to the frequency of their minor allele (low < 10%, medittm l0-20o/o, high > 20%).

It was expected that coding SNPs (cSNPs) would be enriched in low-frequency alleles

compared with the non-coding SNPs. However, both types showed sirnilar distributions of

-31%low, -28o/o medium, and- l%o high. This result may have been heavily influenced by

the low number of coding SNPs subjected to pooled allele frequency testing and may not be

representative of the minor allele frequency expected of coding SNPs found throughout the

bovine genome.

5.3.4 Analysis of SNP allele frequency among groups of cattle breeds

Pooled sequencing of 48 gene fragments in four cattle groups (dairy, British beef, European

beef and Bos indicus) revealed an additional 29 SNPs isolated from 17 genes with a minor

allele frequency > l0%o in at least one pool (Appendix V). Novel SNPs were confirmed by

bi-directional sequencing of the pool/s in which they were identifred and were shown to have

aî avera1e superpool minor allele frequency of l7o/o witll' eleven being polymorphic within

only a single pool. In total, 187 SNPs from 48 genes v/ere screened to determine the extent

of minor SNP allele frequency distribution differences within dairy, British beef, European

beef and Bos indicus cattle (Figure 5.3). Pooled sequencing revealed 899io of SNPs were

polymorphic in at least one cattle pooled sample at frequencies above the detection threshold

of pooled re-sequencing (-10%). The remaining llo/o represent very rare SNPs with very

few resulting from sequencing artifacts as confirmed by their re-amplification and re-

sequencing in the two control individuals. Of the 48 gene fragments screened, 42 (88%)

were shown to contain > 1 SNP with a minor allele frequency >-20o/o in at least one of the

four cattle pools.



Figure 5.3. Determination of SNP allele frequency differences for CAS279 in 4 diverse

groups of cattle. DNA pools were generated and fluorescently sequenced to determine

minor allele frequency in2 dairy breeds (dairy pool), 3 British beef breeds (British pool), 3

European beef breeds (European pool) and 1 pure Bos indicus and 1 infused Bos indicus beef

breed (Bos indicrzs pool). Additional sequencing of known reference samples and the

superpool (ratio of each of the four pools dependent upon the number of breeds per pool)

were sequenced as internal controls. Black affows mark the location of the A/T SNP'

proportion of each allele within individual pools was determined by the ratio of the two peak

heights. The antisense strand is shown.
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To determine if a candidate SNP had an appreciable minor allele frequency and if it was a

cornmon SNP shared between cattle groups, individual SNPs were assessed for the number

of pools (0-a) in which they had a minor allele frequency > 20%. Greater than 72o/o of the

187 SNPs tested were found to have a minor allele frequency o1> 20o/o in at least one pool

(Table 5.2). As expected, this percentage deueased to 47%o and36%o of SNPs with a minor

allele frequency of >20% commonly found in two or more and three or more groups,

respectively. Of the charactenzed SNPs, 52 (28%) had a minor allele frequency > 20Yo in all

four pooled cattle samples tested.

Studies of the composition of the individual pools revealed similar proportions of the 187

SNPs tested were fixed (minor allele frequency 0%o) in the Bos taurus dairy (38%), Bos

taurus British beef (360/o), and Bos taurus European beef (37o/r) samples with only 25o/o

found to be fixed in the Bos indicus pool (Figure 5.4). Overall, only 160/o of all SNPs typed

within the superpool, had a minor allele frequency of 0Y" suggesting that SNPs fixed in one

pool were not necessary fixed in others. This result confirms the importance of typing

individual cattle populations based on their sub-species origin as SNPs of high frequency in

one cattle sub-species may be completely fixed in the other, and may still result in low, yet

detectable minor allele frequencies in a large, pooled sample set'

The greatest excess of SNPs observed in only one of the pools was found in the Bos indicus

samples. Specifically, the number of SNPs observed with a minor allele frequency >10%

that were confined to the Bos indicus, dairy, British beef and European beef samples were

29, 3,3, and 1. No significant difference was detected between the percentage of common

SNPs observed within each of the three Bos taurus pools with approximately 35%o of SNPs

found to have a minor allele frequency >20o/o (Figure 5.4). In contrast,50yo of the SNPs

characteized in -Bos indicus cattle showed a minor allele frequency of > 20o/o suggesting that

any particular cattle SNP sampled has a greater chance of having a common minor allele

within Bos indicus cattle. The average SNP minor allele frequency in each of the pools was

18% for the dairy, British beef and European beef pools and24%o for the Bos indicus pool.
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Table 5.2: Population allele frequencies of 187 SNPs from 48 bovine genes

Populations with informative markers Number Percent (%)

Total Characterized

SNPs not detectedr

Uncommon SNPs2

Common SNPs in 1or more populations3

Common SNPs in 2 or more populations3

Common SNPs in 3 or more populations3

Common SNPs in all4 populations3

187

20

32

135

89

68

52

1 1.0

17.0

72.0

47.0

36.0

28.0

t Only one of the two predicted alleles found in all four populations.

t Minor allele frequency appreciable buT<20%o in all 4 populations

t A SNP is considered 'common' when the minor allele frequncy is greater than or equal to 20o/o.



Figure 5.4. SNP minor allele frequency distribution within four distinct cattle pools and one

superpool. Dairy : Bos taurus dairy (2breeds), British : Bos taurus British beef (3 breeds)'

European : Bos taurus European beef (3 breeds), Bos indicus : Bos indicus beef (2 breeds)'

and supe{pool (10 breeds) :2l\}th dairy,3/10th British, 3/10th European and 2ll0th Bos

indicus DNA.
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As expected, the composition of the superpool closely resembled the three individual Bos

taurus pools as eight of the ten breeds sampled were of Bos taurus origin' The superpool

was found to contain aîavetage SNP minor allele frequency of 20o/o'

Investigation of the 13 SNPs (0.07%) which showed an allele frequency of 50 + 5o/o in each

of the four cattle pools, revealed only three (IF4149, MMP353, YWH116) which could not

be excluded as resulting from the co-amplification of related regions as all three control

individuals sequenced typed as heterozygotes. The remaining 10 SNPs including five from

the cytochrome c oxidase subunit IV pseudogene ìwefe shown to have a single allele present

in homozygous control individuals.

5.3.5 Preliminary SNP marker selection for cattle parentage and identity testing

Initial selection of candidate SNPs for inclusion into a genetic marker system for

paternity/identity testing is primarily based upon adequate allele frequency distributions in

all of the targettyping populations/breeds. The goal is to compile a sub-set of markers from

a much larger set that would allow exclusion pol¡/ers of > 99 '99%o for parentage testing and

probabilities of identity (pù of < 10-11 for individual identification in each population (Fries

& Durstewitz, 2001). Allele frequency testing of 187 SNPs in four major cattle pools

representing a total of 542 chromosomes from 10 common cattle breeds uncovered 52 SNPs

that have a minor allele frequency of >-20%o in all 4 pools (Table 5'3)' These SNPs were

discovered in 24 genes spread over 16 bovine chromosomes with some genes found to

contain multiple candidate SNPs. Assuming all markers were in Hardy-'weinberg

equilibrium typing of one candidate SNP per gene would result in an averaEe Pe:0'9913 for

24 autosomal bi-allelic SNp markers with an average superpool minor allele frequency of

40%. However, candidate SNps could not be tested for Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium within

the cattle pools as individual genotl'pes'were not determined' Typing of an additional 10 or

20 SNp markers with average superpool minor allele frequency equal to 35Yo would result in

ã Pp,:0.9988 and Ps:0.9998, respectively. However, if 24 sNPs had randomly been

selected, à Pp.:0.9603 and Pe:0.9792 would have been achieved for Bos taurus (minor

allele frequency 18%) and Bos indicus (minor allele frequency 24%) cattle, respectively'
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Table 5.3: Polymorphisms with a 20%o minor allele frequency or greater in all four cattle populations

SNP

IDENTIFIER'

MAP

I,OCATION2

cAS157
cAS24l
CAS279

cAS5r3
coxl44
coxr68
cox173
cox198
coxz12
cox2l7
cox223
cox251
cox436
cox489
csNl35
DRBO42

DRB1 I3
DRB143

DRBl62
Fr 31 23

HF1259

HF1398

I8R283

tFAt48
lFAr49
IFAI57
tGR450
rTG022
Kl l ll5
LEPO83

LEP326
LEP486

LEP498
MMP293
MMP353
MST347

PIG23I
PIG25O

POU395

PPAI 1 I

SCD479

TG8394
TYRI96
ucl186
ucl312
uc1337
uc1377
uc1555
ucr s88

UMPO88

vtiM977
Y\ryH116

7

1

7

'7

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

6q3 I-3.3

23q2 2

23q2.2

23q2.2

23q2.2

23

l6
l6
2

8q1.5

8q1.5

8q1.5

5q3.2-3.4

I

l9ql.7
4q3.2

4q3.2

4q3.2

4q3.2

l5
l5

2ql.l-1.2
l6q I .3

l6ql.3
lq2.l-2.5

5

26

14q1.2-1.5

8

l'7

t7
l'7

t'7

t'7

t1

lq3.l-3 6

l3ql.6-l 7

t4

Last thlee digits lepreserrt the SNP position lelative to the lilst base of the forwald ptìmer

20

20

40

80

40

45

45

40

45

55

45

40

55

55

45

50

50

30

60

55

50

40

45

60

50

50

40

20

60

20

50

20

20

50

50

25

35

40

80

30

75

30

65

40

40

60

40

40

45

25

50

45

50

45

50

70

30

55

55

65

55

60

45

65

45

45

45

60

55

50

35

55

50

40

65

50

50

50

60

80

50

45

50

65

35

50

50

50

50

40

50

50

45

45

50

50

40

45

65

55

50

50

60

60

50

50

65

35

65

70

45

45

45

40

45

55

45

40

60

50

45

25

55

30

50

55

55

50

60

65

50

50

30

50

75

35

40

3s

35

50

50

50

40

20

75

45

70

80

80

50

55

45

55

50

ó5

40

40

45

s0 (T+)

35 (r-)
50

70

35

50

50

50

50

60

45

55

50

50

s0 (T+)

30

45

50

40

55

55

50

45

55

55

50

50

30

45

75

35

25

20

35

50

50

30

35

35

70

45

75

35

20

20

35

50

50

50

50

35

30

20

65

30

50

50

60

20

25

75

25

25

35

60

40

80

35

60

50

65

20

25

75

40

25

45

45

50

35

65

50

65

30

35

65

25

40

35

50

45

35

45

POOL ALLELE FREQUENCY

British BEEF Euro BEEF 
Bos ittdicus(tat.r,,s) (laurus)

2n: l8O 2n = 180 2n :1022n :80

DAIRY (tdurus) SUPERPOOL

2n :542

'As listed in the cattle ARKdb database (http://texas.thearkdb org/browser?species:cow) or ñ'om Table 5 ì
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5.4 Discussion

The pooling strategy implemented herein was primarily used to obtain an estimation of

individual marker polymorphism within four distinct groups of cattle. This lead to an initial

investigation into the differences in bovine SNP minor allele frequency rather than the

extraction of exact minor allele estimates which could have been undertaken by direct

sequencing of individuals from each of the 10 cattle breeds sampled. Such a pooling

strategy is made financially attractive by the large reduction in the number, and therefore,

cost of genotypes to be generated (current study: 672 sequences versus 50,677 genotypes),

but suffers from the loss of statistical power particularly for rarer alleles (< I07o) (I(ruglyak

& Nickerson, 2001; Shubitowski et a1.,2001). However, the sequencing of DNA pools

created from hundreds of individuals has continuously been shown to produce frequency

estimates within + 5Vo of actual values (Kwok et aI., 1994; Marth et al., 2001) and is a

suitable technique for answering the fundamental pioneering questions regarding SNP allele

frequency in cattle.

pooled allele frequency testing of 187 SNPs in three groups of Bos taurus cattle (dairy,

British beef and European beef) and one group of Bos indicus cattle revealed 287o of all

SNps were common (minor allele > 207o) in all four pooled samples. This percentage of

common SNps closely resembles the results of an earlier investigation into SNP allele

frequency across diverse human populations which showed -217o of SNPs (n = 1200) were

common in three human populations tested (European, African American, Chinese) (Marth

et a1.,2001). Thus, this bovine estimate allows the first comparison of SNP allele frequency

between two mammalian species. In addition, it provides the first insight into the expected

degree of ,usefulness' for any given bovine SNP across many functionally diverse cattle

breeds including animals representing the two distinct Bos sub-species thought to have

diverged around 610,000-850,000 years ago (MacHugh et al', 1997)' Importantly, the

human SNp study used markers identified by the comparison of DNA sequences generated

from overlapping clones in the human genome project. These clones were created from a

small number of individuals (n < 5) (Altshtler et a1.,20O0), whereas the SNPs sampled for

bovine minor allele frequency were primarily identified from the screening of a large, more

ü
t{

I

I
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diverse .reference' panel (Chapter 3). It could be proposed that initial SNP discovery based

on a limited number of individuals would lead to a larger proportion of SNPs with higher

minor allele frequency than would be represented in a sampling strategy employing greater

numbers of individuals from diverse populations/breeds. Surprisingly, alatge proportion of

cattle SNps were comm on (367o - in 3 populations of the same sub-species, Bos taurus) even

though the discovery method was biased towards lower frequency SNP allele identification.

Analysis of bovine SNP minor allele frequency revealed IlVo (n = 20) of all SNPs tested had

only a single allele present within each of the four pooled samples. This number of 'fixed'

SNps compares favourably with a larger allele frequency study undertaken in humans which

showed > IjTo of 1200 SNps had no derectable population variation (Marth et a1.,2001). It

is assumed that the majority of the undetected bovine SNPs are, in fact, real DNA variants as

they were re-confirmed by the amplification and sequencing of the reference controls during

the pooled sequencing process. Therefore, they are private SNPs with no appreciable

population frequency. Importantly, these rare SNPs will not be useful for future genetic

studies as the majority of individuals typed will be homozygous for the frequent allele'

Examination of the 13 SNPs shown to present minor allele frequencies of -5OVo in all four

cattle pools revealed only 3 SNPs which continually typed as heterozygotes in all individuals

sequenced. This strongly suggests that these variants result from the co-amplification of

related genomic sequences and are not real SNPs. Closer investigation revealed two of the

three SNPs were located within genes belonging to large gene superfamilies (e'g',

interferons, metalloproteinases) with the third located within an uncharactenzed brain-

specific enzyme. Therefore, it is likely that the PCR amplification step was not completely

specific, resulting in the amplification of two or more related gene products. This analyses

clearly highlights the value of sequencing control individuals during the SNP validation

process which allows for the removal of false SNPs before in-depth genetic studies are
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As expected, large differences in the number of SNPs found within a single pool was

observed. Nearly I6Vo of all SNPs were only polymorphlc (> IïVo) within Bos indicus

cattle, whereas very few SNPs (< 3) were found to be uniquely polymorphic within one of

the three taurine pools. This observation confirms previous results which suggest that

candidate SNps can be typed to help classify animals of Bos taurus ot Bos indicus descent

(e.g., Moo dy et al., 1995a), but raises questions as to the usefulness of SNP tests in

determining the exact breed of origin of any given individual, especially composite breeds

(e.g., Murray Grey, Belmont Red) formed within the past century. A study involving a

greater sample size of bovine SNPs individually genotyped within purebred animals from

numerous cattle breeds will need to be conducted to fully analyse the existence of such

breed-specific SNps. No SNps were identified within this study that were fixed for the

alternative allele between taurine and Bos indicus cattle'

Surprisingly, little difference was observed between the proportion of SNPs found to be

fixed (-377o ol total) and common (-357o of total) within each of the three taurine groups

(dairy, British beef and European beef) despite differences in the extent of artificial

insemination (AI) matings in dairy versus beef cattle. It could have been suggested that in

dairy breeds, where only a few select sires will have tens of thousands of progeny each

season by AI, the number of highly polymorphic SNPs may have been reduced with a

greater percentage showing low (< I07o) or fixed allele frequencies in comparison to beef

breeds where natural matings are generally more coÍlmon. Future testing of the individual

Jersey and Holstein Fresian breed pools is required to confirm the higher than expected

minor allele frequency estimates and to prove the dairy pool results are not a sampling

afüfactgenerated by the combination of two geographically different breeds.

In comparison, Bos indicus cattle showed a marked reduction in the number of fixed SNPs

(257o of total) and a sizeable increase in the proportion of common SNPs (-SOVo of total)

charactenzed, resulting in a 6Vo increase in average SNP minor allele frequency observed

between Bos indicus and Bos taurus cattle. It remains to be determined if the difference is

due to the sampling and/or the SNP characteization strategy implemented or is truly
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representative of the difference between the Bos taurus and Bos indicus genomes as

suggested by a previous study of microsatellite allelic diversity between the two sub-species

(MacHugh et aL, ß91). A similar study of the differences in the percentage of fixed human

SNPs has been observed within African American, Caucasian and Asian populations where

the African Americans population showed a substantial decrease in the percentage of fixed

SNPs (46Vo) when compared to the other two samples. Latge differences in the proportion

of fixed SNPs, which may arise as a consequence of many population factors, will correlate

to measurable differences in genome nucleotide diversity across populations (Zavattan et aI.,

2000). Such variations in nucleotide diversity have repeatedly been shown to be inversely

correlated with the extent of linkage disequilibrium within a genome (Ardlie et a1.,2002)

suggesting important contrasts may exist in the extent of LD between the Bos taurus and Bos

indicus genomes. This would have a profound effect on the number and overall SNP marker

density required for effective linkage disequilibrium mapping of complex traits and diseases

within the two sub-species.

One of the main objectives of this study was to determine the future necessity of using both

British and European beef sub-groups for SNP allele frequency testing. These sub-groups of

beef cattle represent animals originally bred and selected for different meat:fat ratios with

the European breeds being late-maturing, generally more heavily muscled and containing

less subcutaneous fat compared to the British beef breeds which were considered earlier

maturing, less muscled, and shorter in stature than their European counterparts. British beef

breeds are also known for their increased ability to marble (deposit intramuscular fat)

compared to the European beef breeds. Analysis of each SNP minor allele frequency within

the British and European beef pools showed that only 47o of the SNPs tested had a minor

allele frequency difference greater than > I5%o between the two Bos taurus beef pools. The

same comparison between the dairy pool and the average of the British and European beef

pools resulted in ITVo of SNPs with > I57o differcnce. This comparison highlights the

similar frequency of minor SNP alleles between the two Bos taurus beef pools and provides

the necessary evidence to collapse these geographically and functionally variant breeds into

one pool for future searches of informative SNPs for linkage and LD mapping.
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Overall, 287o (n = 52) of the SNPs were highly polymorphic (> 2O7o minor allele frequency)

in all 4 cattle samples. This led to the identification of a set of informative candidate SNPs

suitable for inclusion into a preliminary parentage testing panel for cattle. However, due to

the effect of linkage disequilibrium only a single SNP should be selected from each gene,

lowering the number of suitable candidates to 24 SNPs with a combined Pe=0.9913. The

identification and availability of multiple candidate SNPs from within the same gene does,

however, allow for a level of degeneracy necessary for SNP assay development where a

percentage of SNPs can not be accurately typed due to inhibiting sequence or structural

constraints. The highly polymorphic candidate SNPs identified in this study will need to be

further genotyped within many individuals from difl.erent populations to prove all SNP

alleles are in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium and that population LD is low or non-existent

between markers before their incorporation into a SNP typing panel could be assured' The

direct genotyping of numerous unrelated mother-father-progeny trios from commercial cattle

breeds will also allow the identification of rare polymorphisms existing within primer

binding sequences which may affect the integrity of the genotype assignment of one or both

chromosomal alleles. This validation stage is vital in providing evidence which excludes the

existence of low frequency null alleles for each individual marker test present within the

final SNP panel.

Projected estimates suggest an additional 10-20 highly informative SNP markers would need

to be isolated before exclusion probabilities exceed 0.999 within a population. The isolation

of the additional informative SNPs needed to combine with the 24 markers already identified

herein may potentially be isolated from the future pooled sequencing of the remaining -100

bovine SNPs identified, which have not yet been validated for frequency (Appendix Itr &

Appendix IX). Although the isolation of additional highly informative SNP markers will be

costly, the alternative of using the same number of randomly selected SNPs would have

resulted in a significant decrease in the power of paternity exclusion. For example, at least

34 randomly selected SNP markers would require genotyping to achieve the same predicted

level of P¿ as that obtained by implementing only the 24 highly informative SNPs identified

herein. Such an increase in the number of SNP markers requiring testing is unacceptable
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when genotyping costs are still highly prohibitive to large-scale commercial cattle producers.

Additionally, the complexity of test interpretation increases with the incorporation of every

additional polymorphism providing overwhelming support for the initial isolation of a set of

validated, informative SNP markers'

It is widely accepted that the Ps estimates presented above will be heavily influenced by: a)

the degree of sire relatedness (i.e., full or half sibs) and b) the availability of maternal

genotypes. It is commonplace for beef cattle producers to use multi-sire pasture matings

and, therefore, future bovine SNP panels will need to be thoroughly tested for their ability to

unambiguously assign progeny from herds using large numbers of highly related sircs in

actual simulations of commercial cattle breeding strategies. In addition, the ability for a

SNp panel to correctly assign parentage (Pe) and identity (PÐ in the absence of maternal

genotypes is greatly reduced requiring the isolation and validation of a greater number of

informative SNps if cattle producers and beef processors wish to determine the identity of

newly acquired animals or carcasses.

In summary, the first description of SNP minor allele frequency within cattle populations is

provided with estimates showing2STo of all SNPs to be common across four functionally

and geographically diverse groups of cattle formed from the pooling of 10 cattle breeds. In

addition, the identification of a set of highly polymorphic SNP markers provides the

foundation for establishing the basis of a low-cost SNP parentage testing panel which could

be expanded to incorporate SNP marker tests identifying beneficial alleles of complex traits

and diseases as they are discovered in cattle.
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Chapter 6 Analvsis of SNP qenotyping lq9üqdq

6.1 Introduction

The number of human SNPs available to the scientific community continues to grow at

unprecedented rates. Almost 2.65 million human SNPs are accessible for experimental

verification by evaluating differences in their allele frequencies between and within many

different populations (htp://www.ncbi.nlm.nih'gov/SNP/snp-summary'cgi, February 2002)'

With the frequency of SNPs likely to be as highly abundant in other mammalian species as

they are in the human genome, researchers in many fields are examining the increasing

nunrber of SNp typing tcchnologies to determine which ones will be best suited to high-

throughput, but yet cost efficient SNP genotyping. Two distinct principle methods of SNP

genotyping, referred to as primer extension and allele specific hybridization, are currently

dominating the literature and seem likely to meet the technical challenges (including levels

of throughput, ease of assay design and plasticity, and accuracy) in the immediate future'

Although many varying strategies using different dye chemistries and/or platforms have

been employed by rival companies for these SNP typing strategies, a single underlying

reaction principle still exists for each of the two groups of assays.

Allele specific hybridization is the cheapest of the two strategies on a per genotype cost'

requiring only two allele specific oligonucleotide probes acting as hybridization targets to

determine the genotype of an amplicon. Allele specific hybridization relies upon the

perfectly matching template hybridizing more strongly than a template with a single base

pair mismatch (Southern et al.,l9g2). This strategy ìwas the first to be implemented in high

density oligonucleotide affays with early publications promoting the simultaneous

genotyping of > 500 SNPs, a number once thought to be technologically impossible

(Lipshutz et al., 1995; Wang et a1.,1998). Primer extension, although only requiring one

capture probe per SNP, involves hybridization of the target amplicon sequence to the capture

probe immediately adjacent to the variable site and the enzymatic incorporation and

extension of the bound primer by complementary labelled nucleotides. The nucleotide

incorporation and subsequent primer extension is directed by the sequence of the hybridized
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Targettemplate (Syvänen et a1.,1990). Comparative studies of the two SNP typing strategres

have shown that the primer extension method is more robust by providing increased

accuracy of allele discrimination than allele-specific hybridization where genotypes are

determined by only small differences in bound oligonucleotide-target hybrid stability

(Pastinen et a|.,1997 8.2000).

A recent review written by Hacia and Collins (1999) suggested several approaches for the

increased accuracy of parallel SNP genotyping by DNA microarrays. Most of the allele

specific hybridization based approaches they discussed suffered from complicated atay

clesigns, costly initial equipmcnt and optimization requirements, and imperfect allelic

discrimination as shown by a SNP study in Arabidops¿'s where Cho and colleagues (1999)

used inflexible, expensive pre-designed and manufactured microarrays' The need for

increased flexibility in candidate gene assay designs which require the ability to substitute

any single or number of SNP assays for others has led to the development of generic atray

technology which provides non-commercial researchers with the versatility required without

the associated high costs of changing microarray designs for each new experiment

undertaken (Gerry et al.,1999).

Two recent proof-of-concept papers using universal or 'generic' tag array technology

coupled with single base primer extension have been published by Fan et al. (2000) and

Hirschorn et al. (2000) where 6,000 and 6,300 (-5,000 human and -1,300 mouse) SNP

genotypes were produced respectively with an accuracy of -99%. The universal array based

method takes advantage of solution phase primer extension in a highly multiplexed

environment by using longer bi-functional extension primers. These extension primers still

carry aunique sequence tagthat is extended by a single nucleotide as in normal primer

extension reactions, but they also carry a25-27bp sequence at their 5' end that is specific to

only a single SNP assay and which is complementary to specific probes bound on the

microarray surface. Therefore, after the primer extension reaction has taken place in

solution, the resulting genotypes can be deduced by binding of the extended primer to the

complementary locus-specific probe on the microarray and assessing the fluorescent
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intensity ratio of the two colours produced by the incorporation of one or both labelled

ddNTPs. However, relatively costly instrumentation is still needed to hybridize, rcad and

analyse the microarrays as well as intense initial efforts to design sets (-200) of species-

specific tags that are not homologous to known repeats or genes for the species of interest.

Although SNP microafray technology will ultimately be employed to genotype large

numbers of SNps in hundreds of individual samples in the hope of deciphering complex

genetic diseases and traits (Risch & Merikangas, 1996; Collins et al-, 1997), the wider

scientific community is still divided, due to the perceived problems in assay development, as

to which method will provide the most cost-efficient, high throughput solution'

It is widely accepted that, to decrease genotyping costs, reactions need to be either highly

multiplexed or miniatwized to keep reagent and equipment costs low (Landgren et al',

l99Sb). The increased expense per sample due to the additional separation and enzymatic

incorporation of labelled nucleotides in primer extension assays has led many researchers

requiring only medium level SNP multiplexing (< 100 SNPs) to design novel techniques to

increase allele specific hybridization assay efficiency and accuracy in an attempt to

minimize genotyping costs associated with present-day duplicate and quadruplicate re-

testing. This was recently achieved by developing an allele specific hybridization assay

where allele discrimination was undertaken on the surface of microspheres and analyzed

with a standard flow cytometer rather than by using inflexible custom-designed or species-

specific universal microarrays and expensive scanners (Armstrong et a1.,2000). The assay

used allele-specific oligonucleotide probes covalently attached to fluorescently encoded

microspheres for allele discrimination. The authors were able to perform a3}-plex assay in

a single tube that allowed for the simultaneous discrimination of eight sNPs by hybridizing

the pCR template in the presence of all four possible allelic variants, thus providing a

stringent control mechanism for each genotype produced. Clearly, although not in the same

order of throughput as SNP multiplexing by allele-specific hybridization on microarrays, this

method provides a cheaper assay capable of coupling similar levels of PCR and

hybridization multiplexing. It could be envisaged that such an assay could be applied to

livestock parentage and identity testing with multiplexed SNP genotyping undertaken in 96-
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or 384-well plate format. Such assays, if successful, would immediately lead to great

advances in livestock genetic testing without huge initial monetary investment and

specialized technical assistance.

A method to rival allele specific hybridization on beads for assay flexibility and low

overhead equipment costs is the indirect colorimetric primer extension method described by

Nikiforov et al. (1994). This method although requiring the additional steps of amplicon

digestion to single stranded DNA, extension of the capture primer and detection of the

incorporated bases can be automated with robotic workstations currently in use in most large

genotyping laboratories to the 384-well plate format. If such robotics were not available, 96-

well plate format genotyping could still be undertaken by using a single plate washer and a

multichannel pipette. Recent validation studies of this method in 384-well plate format of

30, 000 human SNPs typed in 120 individuals was undertaken by members of the SNP

consortium (TSC) (Phillips et a1.,2001), but ease of transferral of the technology to external

small-scale research laboratories remains to be proven.

V/ith the number of published variations for accomplishing SNP genotyping by primer

extension or allele-specific hybridization still rapidly increasing, it seems that either method

may fill the niches required for successful small-scale SNP genotyping through to ultra high

throughput human clinical and diagnostic SNP research. Ultimately, the most cost efficient

(reagents and labour) and accurate method/s will dominate future studies, but it is important

to realise that different strategies may become more or less effective as the number of SNPs

typed or samples tested vary. Different methods will be more amendable to the requirements

of routine SNP diagnostic testing, such as livestock paternity or disease testing where low

numbers (< 50) of SNPs will be repetitively genotyped in thousands of animals and where

assay multiplexing, although initially time consuming will bring large reductions in overall

cost. Altematively, platforms that have a higher degree of assay plasticity will be required

for large-scale linkage disequilibrium/candidate gene studies, where the ability to type large

numbers of varying SNPs in relatively few (< 1000) individuals may be of greater

importance.
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V/ith the uncertainty of not knowing the ease of implementation, plasticity and accuracy of

SNP genotyping methods currently available, the aim was to compare the multiplexing

efficiencies of allele specific hybndization on microspheres with the throughput of indirect

colorimetric primer extension for their respective applications to low SNP number/high

sample number and high SNP number/low sample number testing and determine which, if

either, method would be acceptable as a platform for developing medium throughput SNP

genotyping for paternity and/or marker assisted selection in livestock.

6.2 Specific Method

6.2.1 Genomic DNA samples

The Adelaide/AgResearch cattle mapping population (section 2.6) was used as the source of

genomic DNA for determining the efficiency of different SNP genotyping methods. Blood

samples were collected from a total of 1009 animals comprising of 9 grandparental animals,

6 Fl sires, 366 Australian backcross progeny, 210 Australian purebred Limousin and Jersey

dams and 418 New Zealand backcross progeny. DNA was isolated from whole blood as

described (section 2. 1).

6.2.2 SNP genotyping by direct hybridization on microspheres

A total of 10 SNPs (Appendix VI) representing a range of base substitutions were chosen

from three bovine genes (GHI, LEP, LIPE) for assay design and development of SNP

genotyping by direct hybridization on polystyrene microspheres (Figure 6.1). Initial testing

of each SNP marker was undertaken by typing PCR products amplified from the 6

Australian Fl bulls and their parents (n:15) to identifr marker robustness and accuracy of

each assay for known Mendelian inheritance patterns.



Figure 6.1. Schematic representation of the individual steps of SNP genotyping by direct

hybridization on the surface of microspheres. a) An amplicon containing a known SNP and

a biotin label is denatured and hybridized with a complementary capture oligonucleotide-

coupled fluorescent microsphere. After an initial incubation, streptavidin-R-phycoerythrin

(SA-pE) is added and allowed to bind to the biotin tag. During flow cytometry analysis,

both the individual bead florescent signature and the amount of SA-PE are measured

simultaneously to determine the extent of amplicon binding and SNP allele discrimination.

b) Highlights that differently coloured bead sets, all individually coupled to specific capture

oligonucleotides, can be mixed together to allow simultaneous SNP allele discrimination

from many different amplicons. (Figure adapted from Luminex handbook, 2001)
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6,2.2,1 PCR primer design and amplification

pcR primer sets for each SNP maker were designed using the PRIME (GCG, 1994) program

with amplicon size requirement adjusted to < 180bp. SNP position within the amplicon \ilas

also considered and primers rejected if the SNP fell within the flanking 20bp of either PCR

primer. Sense strand oligonucleotides were manufactured with a 5' biotin and the first four

5' bases phosphorothioated (Sigma-Genosys). PCR reactions were optimized using 50ng

cattle DNA control template, primers and amplification conditions (Appendix VI) as

described (section 2.2) and visualized by standard gel electrophoresis (section 2.3)' Once

optimized, a single 25¡1lteaction from each individual was amplified.

6.2,2.2 Microsphere capture probe and synthetic control design

For each SNp marker assayed a total of 4 oligonucleotides v/ere required; two capture

probes (19mer) and two complementary synthetic controls (25mer). Each oligonucleotide

capture probe was designed to the anti-sense strand with either of the two polymorphic bases

in the middle of the probe. Capture probes were synthesized with a 5' Unilink (C6) spacer

(Otigos Etc) which included a 5' amine group necessary for microsphere attachment and

were resuspended in 0.lM MES (pH 4.5) (Appendix I). Synthetic control oligonucleotides

were designed to the sense strand and contained either of the two SNP alleles in the middle

base position. Synthetic controls were manufactured with a 5' biotin group (Sigma-

Genosys).

6.2.2.3 Coupling of capture probes to microspheres

polystyrene microspheres (5.5¡rm in diameter) (Luminex) with a carboxylated surface and

impregnated with different ratios of red and orange fluorescence were used to covalently

couple capture probes for allele discrimination. One-step carbodiimide coupling of the

oligonucleotides to the carboxylated microsphere was undertaken as described (Yang et al.,

2001). Briefly, 100¡rl of sonicated microsphetes (Luminex) were removed from the stock

tube and centrifuged (Eppendorfl at 13,0009 for 2 minutes. After removal of the

supernatant, 12.5¡t"l of 0.lM MES (pH 4.5) (Appendix I) was added, the mixture vortexed

and sonicated in a water-bath sonicator (CoIe Parmer). 250pM of amino-substituted capture
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oligonucleotide and 0.7p1 of freshly made lOmg/ml EDC (Appendix I) were then added to

the microspheres. The solution \ryas vortexed immediately and incubated in the dark for 1

hour at room temperature. Freshly made lOmg/ml EDC was added every half hour and the

reaction briefly vortexed. The reaction was washed with 2S0¡rl Tween20 (0.02% vlv)

(Appendix I) and vortexed. The microspheres were centrifuged at 13,000 x g for 2 minutes

and the supernatant removed. The reaction was then further washed in250¡tl SDS (0.1%

w/v), vortexed and centrifuged at 13,000 x g for 2 minutes. The supernatant was carefully

removed and the microspheres resuspended in 25pl 0.1M MES þH 4'5). 0'5¡11 of the

microsphere solution was then diluted in TE buffer and the spheres counted using a

lraenrocytometer (Neubauer) undcr 100x magnification (Olympus). 0.lM MES þH 4.5) was

added to dilute the microspheres to a final concentration of 5000 microspheres/¡rl. Coupled

stock microsphere sets were stored in the dark at 4oC 'with light exposure minimized during

all subsequent handling steps. The coupling efficiencies and hybidízalion specificity were

evaluated by hybridizing the coupled microspheres to their corresponding biotinylated

complementary oli gonucleotides.

6.2.2.4 Exonuclease treatment of PCR products

Digestion of the non-genotyping strand was undertaken to determine if a decrease in the

DNA secondary structure formed in the PCR products would increase the discrimination of

SNP alleles. Briefly, 5ul of each PCR reaction was transferred to a clean V-bottom shaped

96 well plate (Griener) and treated with exonuclease (USB) at a final concentration of

0.5U/p1. Plates were sealed with a disposable plastic cover (Griener) and incubated at37oC

for 30 minutes in a walk-in drying room. 2.5u1 of the exonuclease-digested PCR product

was used in the subsequent direct hybridization genotyping assay'

6.2.2.5 Hybridization of templates to capture oligonucleotide-coupled microspheres

Hybridizations were performed in a total volume of 50¡11 using at least 5000 coupled

microspheres of each specific capture probe at temperatures ranging from 35-60oC. Coupled

stock microspheres (-5000 beads per colour) were sonicated and mixed in 32¡Ã of 1.5x

hybridization buffer (Appendix I). The diluted microsphere mixes containing either a single
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coupled microsphere set or two differently coloured coupled microsphere sets required for

simultaneous, multiplexed SNP allele discrimination were then pre-warmed in a light-sealed

heating block (MJ Research) pre-set at the experimental hybridization temperature. A

lgng/¡rl streptavidin-R-phycoerythrin (SA-PE) (Molecular Probes) mixture was made by

diluting a lmg/ml stock in lx hybridization buffer and the resultant dilution pre-warmed to

the required experimental hybridization temperature. 2.5¡l of PCR product or lpl of

synthetic control probes (80, 40, 20, l0 or 5frnol/pl) were then added to a well of a black 96-

well V-bottom plate (MJ Research) containing 16pl or 17.5p1 of TE buffer (Appendix I),

respectively. plates were then denatured at 95oC for 5 minutes in a second heating block.

with the platc still at g5oc, 33pl of the hybridizationtemperature microsphere mixture was

added to each well and the reaction gently mixed by pipette tip. The plate was then placed in

a light-sealed heating block pre-set at the hybridization temperature (35-60oC) and incubated

for 15 minutes. To each well, 12pl of the pre-waÍned 0.01mg/ml SA-PE was added and

vortexed. The reactions were incubated at the hybridization temperature for a further 10

minutes. The microspheres (aO¡rl) were analyzed on a Luminexl00 system, and at least 200

events for each set of microspheres were counted.

6.2.2.6 Flow cytometry and genotype analysis

The Luminexl00 system integrates lasers, optics, fluidics, electronics and signal processing

to; 1) identify each set of colour-coded microspheres from pooled mixtures and 2) measure

the total fluorescence on the microsphere's surface. Thereby, the amount of bound target is

quantified and provides a mean fluorescent intensity (MFI) value for each bead sub-set of

different colour. The Lumine*t0o was linked to a Pentium IIl400 MHz computer (18tr4)

equipped with Luminex LabMAP software (Luminex) which controlled total microsphere

count per sample (n:200) and heating platform temperature (35-60"C). The instrument was

temperature and buffer calibrated as described by the manufacturer. Luminex sheath fluid

was used to automatically flush the machine between samples'

Genotype assignment was analyzed on a single-run (individual plate) basis with sequenced

pCR controls used to calibrate allele class genotype ratio cut-off values. The output file
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generated by the LABMap software (Luminex) was subjected to analysis which determined

the ratio of MFI signal produced from the comparison of one coupled capture bead

compared to the other. Generally, the threshold cut-off values for the two homozygous

genotype classes were ( 0.7 and> 2.0 with the heterozygous genotype ratio 1.0 - 1.3.

6.2.3 Structural analysis of single stranded PCR templates

The DNA sequence of each amplicon generated for direct hybridization-based SNP

genotyping \ryas analyzed by the software program Mfold version 3

(htp://bioinfo.math.rpi.edr.r/-mfold/dna/forml.cgi,accessed 4th August 2001) (Santalucia, 1998)

for the degree of secondary structure in the vicinity of the polymorphic site and capture

probe sequence. Mfold analysis was undertaken at various temperatures (35-60"C) which

closely represented the actual tested hybridization incubation temperature for each fragment.

Values of minimum free energy (^G) required for optimal DNA structure were also

calculated.

6.2.4 SNP genotyping by indirect colorimetric primer extension

Experiment 7

Ten previously published bovine SNPs (Appendix VII) shown to be polymorphic in a panel

of 20 unrelated individuals by PCR-RFLP analysis (chapter 3) were selected for indirect

colorimetric primer extension assay development (Figure 6.2). Known DNA controls were

available for each SNP.

Experiment 2

A total of 19 SNPs (Appendix VIII) including the ten used in the direct hybridization study

(section 6.2.2) were chosen from six bovine genes for assay design and development of SNP

genotyping by indirect colorimetric primer extension. SNP selection was biased towards

maximizing the number of different extensions types (C/T, C/G, NC, A/G and A/T)

including two irVdel combinations. Initial testing of each SNP marker lvas undertaken by

genotyping PCR products amplified from the 6 Fl Limousin x Jersey bulls and their parents



Figure 6.2. Schematic representation of the individual steps of SNP genotyping by indirect

colorimetric primer extension in 96 well plate format' a) A DNA fragment containing a

S¡p is amplified by pCR using one primer containing phosphorothioated bases at the 5'

end. The double-stranded PCR product is then exonucleased and rendered single-stranded'

The single-stranded DNA template is captured by hybridizationto a primer immobilizedto

the wells of a microtitre plate, whereby the polymorphic site in the amplicon is located

immediately downstream from the 3' end of the immobilized capture primer. The 3' end of

the immob ilízed capture primer is enzymatically extended by one nucleotide using

haptenated ddNTps. Finally, the nature of the incorporated nucleotide(s) is revealed by an

enzyme-linked assay (adapted from Nikiforov et at.,1994). b) Diagram showing individual

well colouration after ELISA assay of each SNP allele. Examples of individual samples

typing for each genotype class are given for a C/T SNP'
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(section 2.6) (n:75) to identiff marker robustness and accuracy of known Mendelian

inheritance patterns. A total of 30 samples of known genotype (10 from each genotype

class) were typed for the FGFR3 SNP to show initial assay validation'

6.2.4.1 PCR primer design, amplification and extension primer design

Experiment 7

PCR primer sequences already shown to successfully amplify the target gene in cattle

(chapter 3) were used to generate templates ranging in size from 150-85abp (Appendix vII)'

One pCR oligonucleotide per fragment ìwas re-manufactured with the first four 5' bases

phosphorothioated (Research Genetics) to allow strand protection during exonuclease

treatment. PCR products were optimized using 100ng cattle control template, primers and

amplification conditions (Appendix VII) as described (section 2.2) and visualized by

standard gel electrophoresis (section 2.3).

Extension primers (21mer) were manually designed from available bovine DNA sequence to

complementary match the region immediately 5' of, but not including, the variable SNP site

(Appendix vII) (,Rese arch Genetics). No additional precautions were taken to minimize

secondary structure within the extension primers. A control extension primer (25 mer)

(Ginger-Appendix yII) (Research Genetics) and five complementary synthetic templates (29

mer) (Freds-Appendix VII) (,Resø arch Genetics) were provided by John Rader (GeneSÜeen)

for measuring the efficiency of different extension mixes (NC, NT, ClG, ClT, GlT, and

A/G) and coupled plate perfonnance across all reactions'

Experiment 2

DNA sequences containing all known SNPs (including irVdels) and the highlighted candidate

SNp for each fragment were sent to Mark Pohl (Orchid BioSciences) for PCR primer design

using orchid BioSciences' proprietary software (now available at www.Autoprimer'com)'

PCR primers were designed without using repeat masking tools' One PCR oligonucleotide

per fragment was manufactured with the first four 5' bases phosphorothioated (Sigma-

Genosys). Resultant PCR products were optimized using 50ng cattle DNA control template,
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primers and amplification conditions (Appendix VIII) as described (section 2.2) wrfh a

shortened cycling program (45sec, 45sec, 45sec) and visualizedby gel electrophoresis in 4o/o

agarose gels (section2.3). Once optimized, a single 25¡tJreaction from each individual was

amplified. The amount of DNA used in the PCR amplifications ranged from 5ng/reaction

where extracted DNA was scarce (New Zealand progeny) to 5Ong/reaction (Australian

progeny and dams).

Extension primers (25 mer) were designed by Mark Pohl (Orchid BioSciences) using

proprietary software aimed at minimizing secondary structure within the primer. Extension

primers (Appeldix VIII) were synthcsized with abasic spacers (C3 spacer phosphoramidite)

(Operon) where necessary. The same control extension primer (Ginger-Appendix VII) and

synthetic templates (Freds-Appendix VII) were used as in Experiment 1.

6.2.4.2 Coupling of extension probes to plates

Single 96-we11 extension primer-coupled plates were made by adding 50pl of 0.25pM final

concentration locus-specific or control extension primer (6.65u1 of 200pM extension primer

stock solution diluted in 5.3m1 50mM ODA (Appendix I)) to each well of a Maxisorb plate

(Nunc). Plates were carefully double wrapped in stacks of ten with plastic wrap and

incubated in a walk-in drying room at 37oC overnight in the dark. After incubation, plates

were washed three times with 300p1 lx wash solution (Orchid BioSciences) per well by

using a 96-well automatic plate washer (BioRad-l550). 100p1 of a lxTE/l0% isopropanol

solution (Appendix I) was added to each well and then removed by inverting and tapping the

plate on paper towel. Plates were dried upside down for 30 minutes in a 50oC drying oven

and then wrapped in plastic wrap and light-proof aluminium wrap and stored at 25oC until

used.

6.2.4.3 Exonuclease digestion of PCR templates and primer extension in 96-well plates

Experiment 1

SNp genotyping by solid phase primer extension using single-stranded PCR templates was

undertaken as described by Nikiforov et al. (1994) (Figure 6.2) with the following
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modifications; 1) hybridization of 24¡:"1ofthe single-stranded PCR fragment to immobilized

oligonucleotides was undertaken in the presence of 7¡t"l3x GBA salts (4.5M NaCl, 30mM

EDTA (pH 8.0), and 3 mM CTAB (Aldrich));2) aÎter the extension reaction, plates were

washed once with 0.1N NaOH; 3) after a 30 minute incubation with antifluorescein

conjugated alkaline phosphatase (Boehringer Mannheim), 100¡tl per well of pNPP-1000

substrate (Moss) was added and incubated at room temperature with endpoint readings taken

after 30 minutes at 405nm; and 4) after removal of the HRP conjugated antibiotin, 100¡rl per

well of TMB-1000 substrate (Moss) was added and incubated at room temperature with

endpoint readings taken after 25 minutes at 620t'm'

Experiment 2

SNP genotyping was undertaken as described by the manufacturer's SNPwaretM 96 SNP

genotyping kit product manual (version l) (Orchid BioSciences) with slight modifications.

All buffers and reagents ìwere purchased from Orchid BioSciences (Princeton, NJ). Briefly,

25¡t"l ofPCR product from each individual was exonucleased in a clean, U-shaped 96 well

plate (Griener)by treatment with TargEx (Orchid BioSciences) for 45 minutes at25oC' Pre-

made extension primer-coupled plates were rehydrated by washing three times with lx wash

solution (Orchid BioSciences). 15pl of hybridization solution (Orchid BioSciences) was

added to each of the TargEx treated PCR products and 30pl of the mixture transferred to the

corresponding extension primer-coupled plate. The plate was covered and incubated for thr

at room temperature with gentle shaking (Thermolyne). Plates were then washed three times

with lx wash solution and tapped dry. The appropriate extension mix (Orchid BioSciences)

containing either fluorescein or biotin-labelled acylo-terminators and DNA polymerase was

thawed, diluted to a lx working stock, and 30pl added to each well. Extension incubation

time proceeded for 30min after which plates were washed three times with lx wash solution.

The bound single stranded PCR template was then removed by denaturation by the addition

of 100¡rl of 0.1 NaOH to each well. Plates were immediately washed three times with 1x

wash solution. Detection of the incorporated fluorescein- and biotin-labelled ddNTPs was

undertaken by a multi-step process. All incubations occurred for 30 minutes at room

temperature with vigorous shaking; 1) addition and incubation of 30pl per well 1:500 diluted
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Detection complex I (anti-FITC/AP), 2) washing six times with lx wash solution, 3)

addition and incubation of 100¡rl per well of Detection Substrate I (pNPP), 4) absorption

reading of each well at 405nm by an Ascent II plate reader and recording of optical density

(OD), 5) thorough washing of each well with lx wash solution to remove the yellow

colouration, 6) addition and incubation of 30pl per well 1:4000 diluted Detection complex II

(anti-biotinÆ{Rp), 7) washing six times with lx wash solution, 8) addition and incubation of

100¡rl per well of Detection Substrate II (TMB), and 9) absorption reading of each well at

620ttrnby an Ascent II plate reader and recording of OD'

6.2.4.4 Data analysis and genotype assignment

Initial assessment of individual loci success was dependent upon correctly matching

genotype assignment with those generated by automated sequencing. In addition, for

Experiment 2, Mendelian inheritance of alleles in the six Fl gene mapping sires and their

parents (n:15) was confirmed. Once loci screened in experiment 2 were shown to

correctly genotype in the Fl sire and grand-parental samples, amplification and genotyping

of -1000 individuals per marker were undertaken (section 6.2.4.1. and 6.2.4'3). All

experiment 2 loci shown to successful amplify a single PCR product, but which failed to

generate high absorbances (oD > 2 ror both alleles) or which typed all samples as

heterozygotes were re-designed and extension primers generated for the opposite strand

(Appendix VIID.

Scatter plots were generated in Excel for each plate by plotting the 405nm (yellow colour)

OD against the 620nm (blue colour) OD. Cluster analysis was performed by visual

inspection of the four data clusters with each containing known genotype controls (eg'

negative control/fails, CC, CT and TT) and genotypes assigned if > 1 measurement for each

individual was greater than 2 OD units. Individual samples which failed to tightly cluster in

scatter plots within one of the three genotypes were re-amplified and re-genotyped'

Australian progeny genotypes (n:366) for each loci were checked for Mendelian

inheritance as both sires and dams were available for genotype analysis by primer extension'
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6.3 Results

6.3.1 SNP allele discrimination by direct hybridization on microspheres

6.3.1.1 Variations in microsphere coupling

Initial experiments designed to test the success of new capture oligonucleotide-microsphere

couplings were undertaken. Dilutions of the appropriate complementary synthetic

oligonucleotide (80, 40,20,10, and 5 fmol) (Appendix VI) were individually hybridized to

-5000 coupled beads and tested for mean reporter dye fluorescence (MFI). Values

commonly ranged from -4000 MFI for 80 fmol synthetic to <400 for 5 fmol at hybridization

temperatures of 45-60oC. Negative controls without the synthetic oligonucleotide (coupled

capture beads and streptavidin-R-phycoerythrin [SA-PE] only) were always less than 35

MFI over all hybridization temperatures tested (35-60"C). Variations in MFI signal were

observed between different couplings of the same bead to the same capture oligonucleotide

and the same bead to different oligonucleotides when using stock synthetic dilutions,

suggesting different coupling efficiencies were commonly obtained. However, as long as

one specific synthetic dilution reported > 1500 MFI for each microsphere, hybridization

efficiency was considered adequate to proceed to SNP allele discrimination experiments.

MFI synthetic values were also dramatically altered almost three-fold by changing SA-PE

brands (Molecular probes verses Sigma) although reported manufacturer concentrations

were identical. All 10 loci (20 capture oligonucleotide-bead couplings) routinely showed

MFI values of >1500 when hybridized with 10-20 frnol of the complementary synthetic

oligonucleotide in individual simplex (1 coupled bead type, 1 synthetic template dilution)

hybridization re action s.

6.3.1.2 Optimization of synthetic oligonucleotide allele discrimination

With synthetic oligonucleotide templates shown to successfully hybridize to the correct

complementary coupled microspheres, optimizatíon experiments were performed to identify

the temperature at which SNp allele discrimination with synthetic templates was possible.

Experiments starting at lowered hybridization temperatures (-45oC) and increasing to the

maximum platform hybridization temperature (60"C) were undertaken by firstly measuring

the MFI signal for the correctly matching synthetic oligonucleotide and then for the single-
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base mismatch slmthetic oligonucleotide for each of the two coupled microspheres per loci.

Only one of the seven assays involving synthetic oligonucleotide hybridization (GHl689) at

the 60oC was able to discriminate between the correctly matching and incorrectly matching

templates. However, excess background from the C synthetic oligonucleotide hybridizing

with the G coupled microsphere meant that only a two-fold increase in MFI signal over

background was obtained for the G allele compared with an eight fold increase for the C

allele. These results typified the poor experimental success tate (0o/o) obtained from

synthetic oligonucleotides designed to a separate set of five SNPs sourced from 5 different

bovine genes undertaken during the same period (William Blackhall, pers. comm.)'

Multiplexed SNP-specific allele-discrimination experiments using synthetic templates was

undertaken as outlined by the microsphere manufactwe (Luminex) lor the seven previously

tested SNp markers. An equal volume of the two marker-specific coupled microsphere sets

was combined into a single reaction well and only one (or both) of the two synthetic control

templates was added. Multiplex experiments for all seven loci failed to discriminate

between SNp alleles present in the mix in all cases (including GH1689) with almost

equivalent MFI signals obtained from both coupled beads for all synthetic templates.

6.3.1.3 Hybridization experiments with undigested PCR amplicons

Complete failure of the synthetic oligonucleotides designed to discriminate between SNP

alleles when multiplexed or as individual marker assays prompted investigation of the

primer design and labelling, hybridization and coupling buffer concentrations and machine

calibration. All primer designs were shown to be correct and were synthesized with the

appropriate tags from recommended suppliers. Machine temperature calibration was shown

to fluctuate throughout the testing period, but was within limits set by the manufacturer.

Further discussions with the manufacturer could not resolve the difficulties experienced.

However, it was suggested that synthetic oligonucleotides do not act as perfect controls as

their hybri dization temperature is much higher (-10"C) than that of a hybridizing PCR

products and are, therefore, not always accurate in predicting assay function (Christy'Weiss,

pers. comm.). Since high quality PCR products from all ten loci were readily available,
.r{

i'
i
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experiments testing SNp allele discrimination were undertaken as described (section 6'2.2'5)

to discern the system's successfulhybidization constraints using the longer undigested PCR

templates.

Coupled microsphere sets shown to successfully hybridize to complementary synthetic

oligonucleotides in simplexes (single coupled microsphere set-single synthetic sequence)

were used in initial template hybridization experiments. PCR products generated from

animals of known genotype for each SNP were tested at 5oC increments (35-60"C). Only

one locus was shown to successfully discriminate between all 3 genotypes (LEP154) with an

optimal hybridization temperature of 55-59oC. Only 2lI0 loci in total gave sufficicnt

hybridization (MFI) signals of greater than 400 with the remainder giving signals generally

<2 fold above background at all temperatures trialed suggesting biotin may have been

absent from the reaction. To confirm the presence of biotin labels in each of the amplified

pCR products, 5 forward primers were re-ordered from a second oligonucleotide supplier at

a higher purification grade (Genset). Re-amplification and re-testing of the new PCR

products generated using certified 5'-3' exonuclease free DNA polymerase failed to produce

high MFI signals even at lowered hybiLdization temperatures (35oC).

With the major objective of the microsphere hybridization technology aimed at lowering

SNP genotyping costs and increasing throughput by allowing high degrees of multiplexing,

LEp154 coupled microspheres for each of the two SNP alleles were multiplexed into a

single hybridization reaction for each of the 15 reference templates generated from the 6 Fl

bulls and their parents. High MFI signals of -20 times background and clear differences in

MFI ratios (1.1 tCTl versus > 2.6lCCl) were obtained from all individuals sampled for both

microsphere sets. Mendelian inheritance of the SNP alleles was also confirmed in the 6

families. However, due to the absence of a TT homozygote in the 15 reference animals and

therefore, incomplete assay confirmation, 366 Australian progeny were also typed for the

LEp154 SNp (Figure 6.3). Multiple TT homozygotes were successfully identified with MFI

ratios of -0.7-0.8 within progeny sired by heterozygous bulls and generally the assay was

robust towards changes in microsphere couplings and fluctuations in room temperature'

{
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Overall, differences in the efficiency of individual allele hybridization was observed

between the two capture oligonucleotides with the C-oligonucleotide always generating a

higher background signal and a higher positive signal than the T-oligonucleotide (observed

TT homozygote ratio 0.8, expected 0.5) (Figure 6.3). The successful hybridization

temperature for LEPI54 (59"C) was close to the machine's maximum platform temperature.

Small shifts were observed between 96-well plate runs in the mean MFI signals and overall

allele ratios, requiring typing of known controls and individual genotl,pe analysis of each 96-

well plate run.

6.3.1.4 Undigested PCR amplicon titration

With initial experiments showing 9/10 bovine SNP markers failed to correctly type in either

simplex or multiplex analysis when using PCR templates, additional experimentation of

many hybridization assay variables including amplicon titration was required. It was

proposed that by adding too much amplicon to the hybridizatíon reaction, the assay may

have been driven towards PCR template re-annealing rather than by the hybridization of the

denatured amplicon to the capture oligonucleotide. Conversely, too little amplicon in the

hybridization mixture would result in a low density of denatured strand hybridization on the

surface of the microsphere and reduced MFI signals. Therefore, hybndization experiments

were undertaken with two loci that had previously failed to genotype at 40,50 and 60oC in

the presence of either a single coupled microsphere (simplex analysis) or both marker

specific coupled microspheres (multiplex analysis) using 0'1, 0.5, 1,2.5, 5,7 '5, or 10pl of

the PCR amplicon. Variations in amplicon concentration made little difference to MFI

signal except at the two volume extremes (0.1p1 and 10¡rl) where MFI signal fell close to

background levels. It was also found that alterations in amplicon concentration did not

increase allele specificity at any of the hybridization temperatures tested. Replication of the

amplicon titration experiment using a functional assay showed that successful genotyping

was possible over a broad range of amplicon volumes (1 - 7.5p1) (William Blackhall, pers.

comm.).



Figure 6.3. SNP genotyping by multiplexed direct hybridization on microspheres for the

loci LEP154. Unadjusted MFI values are plotted creating four distinct genotype classes: 1)

high values for C and low values for T (CC);z)high values for both alleles (CT); 3) low

values for C and high values for T (TT); and a) high values for neither allele (failures).

Seven known controls and two no-DNA samples (yellow filled squares) were genotyped for

each plate run.
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However, too little or too much PCR product in the hybridization reaction can strongly

impede genotyping success by decreasing signal strength or increasing non-specific binding,

respectively.

6.3.1.5 Variation in hybridization time

The length of hybridization was tested to observe whether the incubation time suggested was

too short for the longer PCR targets and prevented sufficient binding of the denatured

amplicon to the microsphere surface as observed elsewhere (Armstrong et aL,2000; Yang et

at.,2001). Five loci that failed to produce MFI signals significantly above background were

chosen and subjected to simplex hybridizations at a low, non-specific temperature (37oC) for

15min, 30min, I hr,2 hr and ovemight before the addition and 10 minute incubation of

freshly diluted SA-PE (section 6.2.2.5). Even at this low temperature, no significant

increase in MFI signal was obtained from any of the loci after extended hybridízation

incubation times. The corresponding synthetic controls still hybridizedat levels well above

background at all time Points'

6.3.1.6 Varying the stage of SA-PE addition

With varying times of hybridization not shown to strongly influence levels of reporter signal

from troublesome loci, it was proposed that binding of the denatured ssDNA molecules to

the capture probes may in fact be occurring, but formation of secondary structures in the

bound complex during hybridization without SA-PE may have been blocking subsequent

binding of the SA-pE dye to the biotin label. To test this, simplex hybridization incubations

were undertaken for 5 loci as described (6.2.2.5), but the stage of SA-PE addition was

altered from just before removal of the samples from the 95oC denaturation block to

immediately after removal from 95oC and at intermediate incubations temperatures of 85,

g0,75, or 70oC, or at the beginning of the set hybridization incubation temperature (45-

60"C). It was quickly found that for even short incubations at 95oC the fluorescent

properties of pE are completely destroyed. Once again,no significant increase in MFI levels

were observed for any of the loci at various stages of SA-PE addition'
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6.3.1.7 Varying hybridization scheme

Successful allele discrimination of 8 unexonucleased SNP markers by Armstrong et al.

(2000) by direct hybridization on the surface of Luminex microspheres prompted a series of

experiments focused upon changing the denaturation and hybridization steps. Two loci were

chosen to experimentally test the effects of: 1) placing denatured samples on ice immediately

following denaturation,2) and denaturing the dsDNA template twice with ice-cooling after

both denaturing steps, and 3) firstly denaturing the PCR product in TE and then brining the

solution to a final concentration of 3M TMAC prior to hybridization at 45oC. No significant

differences in MFI signal or allele specificity were observed from any of the simplex

reactions using these modifications.

6.3.1.8 Exonuclease treatment of PCR amplicons

To determine if the non-hybridizing PCR strand was inhibiting binding of the correct strand

to the capture oligonucleotide-coupled microspheres, PCR products from all ten loci

(including LEP154) were subjected to exonuclease treatment (section 6'2'2.4)- Two

microlitres of the exonuclease treated PCR products were electrophoresed on 4o/o agarose

gels (section2.3) to confirm digestion of the double stranded templates before hybridization

to the microspheres. Resultant simplex analysis of the single stranded DNA at increasing

hybridization temperatures (35-60"C) failed to substantially increase MFI signals or allele

discrimination for all loci. A substantial decrease in MFI signals from both alleles of the

successful LEP154 assay was observed. Replica experiments undertaken by V/illiam

Blackhall (University of Sydney) on a different set of 5 bovine SNPs showed that

exonuclease treatment dramatically increased the specificity of one assay without changing

the failed status of the other four. This suggests the requirement for exonuclease treatment

will be locus specific.

6.3.2 Analysis of single stranded PCR amplicon secondary structure

To test whether varying degrees of secondary structure around the SNP site was adversely

affecting the efficiency of template hybridization and explain why SNP LEP154 was the

only successful hybridization assay, structural analysis of the individual PCR templates was
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undertaken using the program Mfold (section 6.2.3). It was hoped that clear differences in

the secondary structure around the capture probe hybridization site would be apparent in

different templates and explain why some PCR products would hybridise more efficiently

than others. It was also hoped that large differences in DNA folding free energy (ÀG) would

exist between structures generated from single stranded LEP154 and GH1689 templates

which showed high MFI signal levels and the remaining eight loci that failed to produce

signal values significantly above zero.

Analysis of the nine templates (GHa/bLx2 product contained two tested SNP sites) at two

hybridization temperature extremes (35oC and 59"C) clearly showed that complex seconclary

structures that form in single stranded DNA at low temperatures are dissolved at higher

temperatures for all templates (Figure 6.4). Theoretically, non-specific hybridization was

expected for all templates at low hybridization temperatures to both allele-specific capture

probes generating high MFI signal for all coupled microsphere sets. As the hybridization

temperature was increased, a gradual decrease in non-specific binding and a corresponding

decrease in MFI signal was expected with an increase in specificity of allele discrimination

or preferential binding to the correct allele-specific probe. Using the structures modelled by

the Mfold program in the presence of a lM salt solution at a temperature of 59oC' little

difference was observed between the almost totally linear structures of LEP154 and GH1689

and the other 7 templates (Figure 6.4). Closer inspection of the LEP604 and GHl226

structures showed that small hairpins (6-10bp in length) involving the SNP site were still

present at 59oC, suggesting that secondary structure in the 19bp hybridization binding

sequence may have inhibited access and binding to the short capture probes coupled to the

comparatively large microspheres. No hairpins \^/ere present in the hybridization sequences

surrounding the eight remaining SNP sites.



Figure 6.4. Predicted amplicon secondary structure for four loci tested by direct

hybidization at two different incubation temperatures (35"C and 59oC). Structures \ryere

predicted by the Mfold program in the presence of lM salt solution. The variable SNP site

is indicated by a blue X in each structure. Coloured dots within hairpins represent

complementary base-pair binding. a) LEP154. b) GH16S9. c) LIPl58' d) LEP243'
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As expected, the more energy that entered the reaction system in the form of heat, the higher

the DNA folding free energy value (AG). At low hybridization temperatures, AG values

varied almost three-fold (-19.7 lGlF'l226lGIF.l276l to -6.1 lLEP243l) and were very

negative for some structures. At higher hybridization temperatures, AG ranged from -5'8

(G11t2Z6lG¡g1276) to -0.22 (LEP243) with LEP154 recording a value of -2.2. Interestingly,

419 of the structures had AG values that were less negative than the LEP154 structure.

Calculation of DNA melting temperature (Tr"r) was undertaken by Mfold and surprisingly

showed that the two loci that gave high MFI signals also had the highest melting

temperatures. However, the Mfold program could not complete structural analysis and

calculations for solutions with ionic strengths higher than lM. This was required to

accurately replicate the true experimental hybridization conditions which were undertaken in

the presence of 3M salt.

6.3.3 SNP genotyping using indirect colorimetric primer extension

After obtaining poor results from the testing of SNP genotyping by direct hybridization, it

was decided to trial the more costly primer extension based genotyping methods (Syvänen er

al., 1990; Syvänen et a\.,1993; Nikiforov et a\.,1994) where DNA polymerase rather than

nucleic acid hybridizationdirects nucleotide discrimination more accurately'

Experíment 1

Assessment of template-independent noise

Initial experiments were undertaken to determine whether in the absence of template (either

pCR product or s¡mthetic oligonucleotides) any of the extension primers would self-extend

due to inter- or intramolecular secondary structure formation. Primer extension reactions

were undertaken as described (section 6.2.4.3), but by substituting water for the single-

stranded pCR template. Extension controls using dilutions of positive control synthetic

templates (Appendix VII) were simultaneously performed to assess successful completion of

all experimental reaction steps. Two out of the ten bovine loci trialed showed substantial

(OD >0.5) template independent noise for one allele whilst the remaining eight loci gave

acceptable background readings (OD < 0.1) for both alleles. Closer inspection of the two
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problematic extension primers with a secondary structural analysis package designed for

oligonucleotides (Olig o 4.0, Molecular Biology Insights) showed that each primer contained

large hairpins which would have led to the observed self-extension and incorporation of the

offending allele in both cases.

Assessment of individual assay function

primer extension reactions were subsequently undertaken for the eight 'noise-free' loci using

control exonucleased PCR templates. All eight loci were shown to genotype all samples as

either l) all fails; 2) all heterozygotes or 3) all homozygotes for a single allele with either

background absorbance values or slightly above background absorbance values recorded for

the second SNP allele (OD < 0.8)'

The failure to generate significant signal levels for both alleles can arise from four different

experimental problems: 1) the inability to generate significant amount of PCR template, 2)

incorrect primer design, 3) biochemical reagent failure, and/ot 4) significant secondary

structure in large ssDNA templates restricting binding of sufficient quantities of the product

to the extension primer at room temperature. Since all control PCR products were tested by

gel electrophoresis before exonuclease digestion and all synthetic control templates were

shown to correctly extend for both alleles, experimental problems 1 and 3 above could be

rejected. Checking the orientation, strand and sequence of the extension primers compared

with the protected typing template strands resulted in the identifrcation of one incorrectly

designed extension primer, highlighting the need for careful primer design and verification.

Further analysis of the markers which failed to produce high absorbance signals showed a

weak correlation between large amplicon size and low OD values suggesting that templates

should be smaller to minimise the formation of secondary structure and possible steric

hindrance with the solid surface of the plate.

Two of the loci typed as 'a11 heterozygotes' for all templates tested regardless of sample

genotype. Template-dependent noise has frequently been associated with assays when

undertaking primer extension (Nikiforov et al., 1994; Mark Kunkel, pers. comm.) and is
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most easily overcome by switching the primer extension to the opposite strand. One of the

ten loci showed strong absorbances for one allele and weak absorbance values for the other.

However, without both homozygous controls available, assay success could not be fully

determined. Therefore, with the majority of the markers requiring the re-design of PCR

primer sets to amplify smaller products and/or extension primers and the lack of all known

controls representative of all 3 genotypes for each loci, it was decided to switch to the more

robust SNp-ITrM genotyping assay using well defined SNP markers and known pedigreed

DNA. The major contrasting features of the original GBA assay compared to the

commercially available SNP-ITrM equivalent were the commercial enhanced assay design

and reagent developments.

Experíment 2

To thoroughly test the SNp-ITrM genotyping assay and directly compare its efficiency to

allele-specific hybridization on microspheres, an expanded set of 19 SNPs from 6 genes

were selected (Appendix VII9 including the 10 SNPs trialed on microspheres (section

6.3.1). The 19 SNPs included five out of the six possible base substitutions and two

insertion/deletions.

During the initial primer design stage, there were two noticeable differences between

previous attempts to design PCR and extension primers using commercially available

software and the primers designed using specifically written proprietary software for primer

extension assay design (Orchid BioSciences). One was the large reduction in amplicon size

(av: 115bp). The second was the addition of multiple abasic C3 spacers in the extension

primers to reduce template-independent noise.

Assessment of individual assay function

Successful amplification .,was obtained for all 19 SNP assays with high resolution gel

electrophoresis of the PCR reactions confirming single, specific bands were being generated

for each marker. preliminary primer extension assay results of the 19 selected candidate

gene SNps confirmed I6lIg SNps (84%) typed correctly when using individuals of known
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genotype (n: l5),positive synthetic controls (Fred/Gingers) and negative controls (no PCR

product). None of the extension primers exhibited self-extension (template-independent

noise) in the absence of DNA. Of the three assays that failed, all duplicate samples typed as

heterozygotes for all three SNPs (GH1226, LEPL54, POU053). Importantly, the failed

marker assays were from SNPs located in three different bovine genes (an average of 3 SNPs

were typed/gene). Two of the SNPs were located in extensively studied candidate genes

with no known pseudogenes mapped or sequenced, suggesting that simultaneous

amplification of related gene regions was unlikely. Interestingly, one of the SNP loci that

failed (LEP154) was the only marker to correctly genotype using direct hybridization on

microspheres. However, the hybridizing strand used was different in both experiments.

Sequence analysis of the three amplicons containing the failed SNP assays was undertaken.

proprietary software (Orchid BioSciences) developed for determining non-specific

hybridization and extension within target PCR amplicons resulting in template-dependent

noise (TDN) of < -2.)kcal was used. Analysis showed moderate TDN values of < -5kca1

were obtained for all three SNps for the rare allele. Additionally, one of the failed SNP

assays (pOU053) was coffectly identified during the primer design stage as having "no

reliable extension primers available" by the primer design program. However, in an attempt

to maximise the number of functional typing assays and to avoid the detected TDN, all three

assays were re-designed to genotype the opposite strand. 
'When re-designed, one out of three

of the assays typed correctly (LEPI54) one assay still resulted in all heterozygote genotypes

(G1l226),and one assay changed to type all samples as AA homozygotes (POU053)'

The occurrence of a primer extension SNP assay to produce all heterozygous genotypes from

both strands is extremely low in the absence of multiple product amplification (Mark

Kunkel, pers. comm.). A Blast search of the small GHI226 amplicon sequence (123bp)

revealed an almost identical sequence repeated three times within the bovine lactoferrin gene

and prolactin receptor. Notably, the original SNP site was present as the rare T allele in all

four sequences (89-94%:ohomology over 120bp). A recent replicated Blast search identified

homology of 92o/owith the bovine SINE repeat element, Bov-42 (Nijman et al',2002) over
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l23bp, and identifies the GHl226 fragment as part of a SINE repeat element. An earlier

Blast search of the larger growth hormone fragment (GHa/b) used to identify t}:re GHl226

SNp did not show significant homology over the entire sequence length to any other bovine

gene or repeat element. This example highlights the importance of prior screening of all

amplicons against the BLASTN database and the need for detailed repeat masking tools for

PCR primer design.

Overall, lTllg SNps (8g%) typed correctly when using known control samples generated

from high quality DNA. The 17 successful SNP assays were subsequently typed over -1000

individuals per SNp to confirm assay robustness by studying the Mendelian inheritance of

alleles and the effects of variable DNA quality and amplification on assay function.

6.3.3.1 Effect of DNA quality on assay robustness

Identification of numerous Australian back-cross progeny and Australian dams (n: 64)

continually failing to produce clear genotypes for a latge proportion of the marker assays

prompted the re-amplification and analysis of the individual PCR reactions by gel

electrophoresis. In almost 100% of all the cases failing to produce clear SNP genotypes'

template production was shown to be weak or absent. Subsequent re-extraction of the

implicated DNA samples resulted in a substantial increase in SNP genotyping efficiency'

Unfortunately, no additional blood or tissue samples were available for DNA re-extraction

from the New zealand progeny samples (n: 4I8) where 4 yeat old stock DNA

concentrations were 5ngl¡t"l and a frnal DNA concentration of O.2ngl¡tl was used in all PCR

reactions. As expected, a direct comparison of the PCR templates amplified from good

quality DNA and those produced from low concentration stock DNA showed large

variations in template yield, This was closely correlated with the differences observed in

raw absorbance values for many of the loci suggesting overall template concentration was an

important experimental variable. Interestingly, some primer extension assays showed a

greater sensitivity to DNA quality than others. The MST413 locus was the most severely

affected as shown by the resultant non-discrete clustering of the genotype classes when

assaying the New Zealandprogeny samples (Figure 6'5a & b)'
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Although severely limited by DNA quality and quantity for almost half of the samples t¡ped,

l6llg of the primer extension SNP assays produced overall genotype pass rates of > 96%;o.

No cases of incorrect paternity by incorrect genotype assignment were identified in the

sample set when all three parent-offspring genotypes were available. Additionally, only one

assay (LIp158) showed aclear clustering effect outside of the three expected genotype class

regions (GG, AG, AA). Three animals all shown to be the progeny of Limousin dams,

consistently recorded absorbance values that placed them in between genotype clusters 2

(GA) and 3 (AA) (Figure 6.6). It is proposed that an unidentified, rare SNP of Limousin

origin is present in these individuals in the extension primer sequence making hybridization

of one SNp allele to the extension primer less efficient or is present in one of the PCR

primers resulting in proportional allele-specific amplification of the G allele. Sequencing of

these individuals would confirm the presence of such a variable site.



Figure 6.5. Effect of DNA quality on primer extension assay robustness. a) MST413

scatter plot of results from typing 96 different cattle samples using good quality DNA'

Endpoint absorbance (OD units) values are plotted creating four distinct genotype classes: 1)

high C values and low T values (CC); 2) high C values and high T values (CT); 3) low C

values and high T values (TT); and 4) low values for both alleles (failures). Known controls

and no-DNA samples (yellow filled squares) were simultaneously genotyped. b) MST413

scatter plot of 384 different cattle samples using low concentration, low quality DNA'

Trailing off of absorbance values towards zero is shown for the majority of samples

containing a T allele suggesting insufficient template was added to the primer extension

reaction to allow the T allele enzymatic reaction to reach completion. No clear genotype

clustering was evident for the CT and TT genotypes.
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Figure 6.6. Possible effects of rare and unknown SNP alleles on primer extension

genotyping results generated for LIP158. Endpoint absorbance (OD units) values are plotted

creating four distinct genotype classes: 1) high values for G and low values for A (GG); 2)

high values for both alleles (AG); 3) low values for G and high values for A (AA); and 4)

high values for neither allele (failures). Known controls and no-DNA samples (yellow filled

squares) were simultaneously genotyped for each run. Thfee samples repeatedly fall outside

of the genotype clusters.
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6.4 Discussion

The requirement for efficient, robust and cost-effective SNP genotyping assays is increasrng

as the role of SNps as informative genetic markers for identity and gene association studies

gains wider acceptance in many livestock species. With large numbers of marketable

products now available for SNP genotyping, fundamental research in non-commercial

laboratories has not been undertaken to compare the relative likelihood of different methods

successfully developing a functional assay for any given SNP. For example, product

releases rarely state how many individual SNP assays were attempted before a certain

number ìwere successfully multiplexed and many methods lack subsequent publications by

unrelated research groups showing successful proof-of-concept results.

6.4.1 Assessment of the allele-specific hybridizztion experiments

Initial experiments undertaken in this study focused on a medium throughput allele-specific

hybridization SNP genotyping assay which was hoped to show flexibility in SNP

multiplexing. The results of direct hybridization on microspheres was highly disappointing

with only I0o/o ofthe SNp assays trialed leading to unambiguous SNP allele discrimination.

Multiple experimental variables \ryere altered to determine why all shorter synthetic control

targets (25 mer) would reproducible generate high reporter dye signals (MFI) when

hybridized to the correctly coupled bead-probe set, whilst the alleles could not be

discriminated in longer PCR targets (av. size l26bp). Prior research has shown that a

number of factors influence the biophysics of DNA hybridization with immobilized

oligonucleotides probes on different solid surfaces. These include tatget size (Chan et al',

1995), hybridization temperature (Riccelli et a1.,2001),length of hybridization (Stevens et

al., 1999), type of mismatch (Ikuta et a1.,1987), secondary structure formation within the

target (Southem et al.,lggg),length of the 5'spacer on the bound capture probe (Shchepinov

et al., lggT), and density of the capture probe on the microsphere surface (Henry et al',

reee).
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Efficts of hyhridízøtion length and temperature

Unlike a flat oligonucleotide aÍray, microparticles used for SNP genotyping are uniformly

coated with a single oligonucleotide species providing a three dimension surface in a mixing

solution where hybridization can occur more efficiently without substantial boundary layer

interactions. Stevens and colleagues (1999) showed that at the higher temperatures required

for allele discrimination, hybridization on microspheres is more efficient than hybridization

on solid glass supports or even in solution, and as expected, hybidization on microparticles

is temperature-dependent with reactions coming to equilibrium faster at higher temperatures

than at lower temperatures. In addition, time course experiments undertaken by Yang and

colleagues (2001) found that prolonged hybridization times of 3 and 16 hours did not

increase hybridization signal compared with a 60 minute hybridization at 48oC using the

same buffer solution and capture probe design as was used in our study. These findings

confirm that the time course experiments undertaken to show hybndization equilibrium with

the longer PCR targets was being reached were sufficient in the length of time. However,

increases in hybridization time did not increase reporter dye signal in our study even when

extended incubation times should have shown increased, non-specific binding of the PCR

product to the bound probes. This suggests that even non-specific hybridization was being

impeded.

Effects of ømplícon size ønd secondary structure

The target base pair length was the largest difference between the synthetic control templates

which were shown to successfully bind (non-specifically) to the coupled capture probes and

the pCR amplicons which had levels of hybridization less than two-fold above background'

It is known that, as the solution phase targetmolecules increase in size and bulk, their speed

of diffusion to the microsphere surface decreases (Chan et al., 1995). Additionally, long

target sequences are likely to fold onto themselves as a result of intramolecular Watson-

Crick base pairing, hiding parts of the target that may be necessary for efficient hybridization

to the tethered capture probe (Southern et al., 1992). Studies have shown that target

molecules should be approximately 100 bases or less in size to facilitate effrcient

hybridization (Chan et al., 1995) with previously successful allele specif,rc hybridization
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experiments confirming SNP allele discrimination is possible with amplicons of up to 105

base pairs on the surface of microspheres (Armstrong et a1.,2000). The PCR amplicons

used in our study averaged a slightly larger 126 base pairs (range: 90-155bp) with the

successful LEP154 assay resulting from the hybridization of the second largest product (143

bp). Clearly, smaller amplicons should have hybridized to the capture probes more

efficiently. However, amplicon and capture probe G + c content and degree of secondary

structure formation must play a role in the overall hybndization efficiency and target Tvr to

adequately explain the results obtained. To assess this, Mfold analysis of the single-stranded

amplicon structures was undertaken to determine if the LEP154 sequence was significantly

different in G + C content or AG. The LEP154 amplicon was not found to contain less

secondary structure or lower G + C content than the other amplicons tested which would

have explained efficient unfolding of the target sequence at lowered hybridization

temperatures.

To determine if amplicon size was the limiting factor impeding hybridization to the capture

probe-coupled microspheres, PCR products were subjected to random fragmentation by

DNase I and end-labelling with biotinylated ddUTP to reduce the size of the hybridizing

target (unpublished method Santosh Arcot, Luminex). Increases in resultant MFI values

were obtained for all loci compared with previous hybridization experiments undertaken

using the unfragmented larger amplicons. However, the SNP allele discrimination was

highly variable for each locus. Overall, fragmentation did result in an average increase in

measurable MFI (100-200 units), but the levels required for confident genotyping were not

reached. Fragmentation andlor the removal of the non-genotyping PCR strand by

exonuclease treatment has been previously reported to remove excess secondary structure

within the hybridizing template (Southem et al., 1999; Yang et a1.,2001). However, the

additional steps required to achieve such a measurable increase in allelic discrimination

reduces the overall cost effectiveness of allele-specific hybridization with respect to primer

extension genotyping by substantially increasing reagent costs and sample handling time.
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Elþcts of coupted cøpture probe spøcer length

Spacer length at the 5' end of the capture probe has been shown to strongly influence

hybridization efficiency by decreasing the effects of steric hindrance from the surface on the

incoming binding molecule (Shchepinov et al., 1997). It follows that steric interference

causes the end of the capture probe closest to the surface to be less accessible for binding

than the end furthest away. Spacers have been shown to decrease tethered molecules from

crowding one another by extending them away from their neighbours and from the surface to

allow increased interactions with the incoming target molecule (Southern et al., 1999).

Studies undertaken by Shchepinov and colleges (1997) testing the effects of spacer charge

and length found that length was the most important property of a spacer with a 150-fold

increase in hybridization recorded when a 40 atom spacer was used' Interestingly, as spacer

length was increased, hybri dization decreased until at spacer lengths of 90 atoms,

measurements of duplex formation equalled that recorded in the absence of a spacer'

suggesting that linkers which are too long can also negatively impact on rates of

hyb¡.dization. In our study, the Unilink (Otigos Etc), anamino modified C6 spacer was used

as this had been previously shown to provide optimal hybridization of PCR amplicons in

high concentrations of TMAC buffer by the microsphere manufacturer. In an unrelated

study, the Unilink spacer was shown to facilitate successful hybridization of PCR products

onto Luminex microspheres for quantitative gene expression analysis (Yang et a1.,2001).

However, Armstrong and colleges (2000) who successfully multiplexed and genotyped eight

SNps by allele-specific hybridization used a C18 spacer. This increase in length may have

resulted in a further decrease in steric hindrance from the surface of the microsphere

facilitating hybridization of the larger templates with the gene specific capture probe

sequence. Subsequent experiments undertaken by William Blackhall (University of Sydney)

using the Unilink spacer, or altemative C6, ClZ or C18 spacers did not result in increasing

hybridization efficiency with increasing spacer length for any of the loci which had

previously shown only low levels of reporter fluorescence ('William Blackhall, pers' comm.).

This suggests that the differences in spacer length used in the two studies did not account for

the overall variability in assay success.

.{i
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Efficts of capture probe surføce concentration

Another feature found to affect duplex formation on microspheres is the concentration of the

capture probes bound on the outer surface. Experiments titrating the amount of capture

probe added to coupling reactions has shown that complete surface saturation leads to large

decreases in overall hybridization efÍiciency (Southem et al.,1999; Stevens et al.,1999)'

Other experiments have shown that decreasing surface densities to -20Yo saturation have

provided the best surface probe concentration for improving hybridization to microparticles

(Henry et al.,lggg). It is suggested that, by decreasing surface probe concentrations, steric

crowding is reduced on the surface of the microspheres, decreasing lateral interactions

between bound capture probes and providing greater surface access to the probes that are

bound (Henry et al.,lggg). Similar capture probe titration experiments were not undertaken

in our study as earlier titrations of template copy number and coupled microsphere number

per assay had shown little effect. However, multiple couplings using varying concentrations

of different capture probes should be tested to rule out the possibility that overcrowding on

the surface of the microspheres resulted in the low MFI values obtained for the larger PCR

amplicons.

6.4.2 Assessment of the primer extension experiments

The difference in assay success rates obtained between primer extension Experiment 1

where large amplicons and manually designed extension oligonucleotides were used and

Experiment 2 where average amplicon size was dramatically reduced and extension primers

specifically designed to reduce template independent noise (TIN) was dramatic. An overall

assay success rate of -g0% in Experiment 2 confirms that amplicon size, even in primer

extension assays, needs to be minimized to decrease template dependent noise (TDN) or

intramolecular template folding and concealment of the hybridizing sequence to the surface

bound extension probes. This may be important due to the low temperature at which

hybridization to the extension primer occurs making the entire procedure more susceptible to

tight secondary structure formation than hybridization at elevated temperatures. Experiment

1 results also show the importance of reducing self complementarity in the extension primer

by the addition of abasic spacers in key positions. Experiment 2 results showed a 100%o

{
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decrease in primer self-extension compared with the manually designed oligonucleotides

used in experiment 1.

Efþct of DNA quølþ

The largest experimental variable or cause of individual sample failure for the primer

extension assays was shown to be the effect of DNA quantity and quality rather than changes

in plate couplings or assay extension tlpe' The effect of low amplicon yield for some

individuals due to the use of degraded, low concentration template DNA in PCR reactions

created complex scatter plots where both alleles decreased towards zero absorbance readings

indicating that the enzymatíc reactions were incomplete for some samples. For all assays

showing DNA quality susceptibility, all known control samples generated from good quality

DNA simultaneously typed correctly, suggesting the assay was functional. It was obvious,

ho.rvever, that some assays were more affected than others and these may have individually

benefited from hot-start Taq polymerase in the PcR reaction or re-design of the PCR

primers as re-extraction of the low quality DNA was not possible due to lack of tissue.

Effect of dffirenf SNP combinations and ín/dels

Initial experimental design for testing the efficiency of indirect colorimetric primer extension

meant that candidate SNPs were chosen from a large number of different genes'

Additionally, SNps were pre-selected for assay design such that the final panel included the

maximum number of extension types that would be encountered in a true gene association

study rather than in a parcntage or identity SNP testing panel where SNPs with a single

extension type could be chosen because of the sheer number of SNPs available for selection.

It has long been rumoured that certain base extension combinations (eg. A/T) do not work as

efficiently as others (John Rader, pers. comm.). This discrepancy seems likely to be due to

slight differences in Taq polymerase specificity and tolerance in the incorporation of

incorrect bases, and the stability of different mismatches when paired (eg. G/T and G/A

versus the highly destabilizin g CIT and T/T), thought to be a function of hydrogen bonding

and base size (Ikuta et al., 1937). No significant differences in genotyping efficiency

between extension types was found for the assays studied, emphasizing the capability of the
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indirect colorimetric primer extension reaction to successfully produce reliable genotypes for

all types of single-base substitution variants.

In addition to single base pair substitutions, single insertions/deletions can be important

functional variants in splice sites or UTRs requiring genotyping in association studies.

During the initial SNP selection, two inldels were chosen to assess the accuracy of primer

extension for typing such DNA changes. When genotyping irVdels, researchers may be

restricted by the sequence context occurring after the inldel site to only a single strand for

which a functional assay can be designed (eg. MST031 GTTT(T/-)CTTT could only be

typed on the sense strand, the resultant extension was C/T). This would be expected to lead

to a lowered percentage of functional ir/del assays, but did not adversely affect the inldel

SNps genotyped in this study as the initial primer designs typed correctly. If, however, both

initial assays had failed, it would not have been possible in either case to type the other

strand because of the sequence context (see MST031 and POU273 in Appendix IX)'

Resultant genotypes generated from the two inldel SNPs did not show any alteration in assay

robustness when compared to the more frequent single base pair substitution assays,

confirming that indirect colorimetric primer extension is capable of efficiently genotyping

single base pair irVdels.

Effect of røre, unknown SNPs on assayfunction

Although direct sequencing of the regions containing the typed SNPs was undertaken in a

number of individuals prior to primer extension assay design, it was still realistically

possible that undetected rare SNPs may have been present in the region complementary to

the bound extension primer in the wider cattle population. If such a SNP was present, then it

may lead to inefficient extension primer/template hybridization and a reduced efficiency of

primer extension, resulting in the production of a weaker signal. The affected samples

would be expected to produce a split cluster effect where data points would no longer neatly

fit into any of the genotype classes, but form a tight cluster elsewhere in the scatter plot'

Such an instance was suspected for only a single locus (LIP158), where sequencing of the

outlying individuals should reveal a rare SNP found predominantly in Limousin cattle'
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Altematively, if a rare SNP existed in the 3' end of either of the PCR primers, then allele

specific amplification could occur resulting in affected individuals typing as a homozygote

for one SNp allele. Analysis of the resultant genotypes would only be questioned if parents

or progeny of the affected individuals were typed and found to not conform to Mendelian

inheritance of either SNP allele. Both of the 'rare SNP' scenarios described above

emphasize the importance of widespread testing of numerous unrelated individuals and

family members in the target populations to rule out the possibility that allele-specific

hybridization or split-cluster effects do not exist. If rare SNPs are found, assays can be re-

designed to type the other strand in the case of a rate SNP in the extension primer or PCR

primers can be re-designed to avoid allele-specific amplification.

The identifrcation of a single assay which typed all samples as heterozygotes for both strands

and the subsequent discovery of the co-amplification of multiple same-sized genomic

fragments due to a conserved SINE element re-enforces that all PCR primers and resultant

product sequences should be searched against a redundant genomic database prior to assay

testing. Unknown pseudogenes or small conserved functional domains may exist for many

undescribed genes in cattle and other species where vast amounts of publicly available

sequence are still lacking. The presence of such unknown regions in these species will

undoubtedly make successful primer extension assay design less efficient as repeat-masking

tools are relatively under-developed.

6.4.3 Comparison of allele-specifïc hybridization and primer extension assays

Comparison of the allele-specific hybridization and primer extension assay results clearly

show that with access to primer design software, a greater proportion of the primer extension

assays \Mere successfully implemented. This increased robustness may have been due to a

number of assay variables including: 1) the enzymatic incorporation of a labelled

complementary nucleotide versus dependence upon differences in the stability between

single base pair mismatches, 2) the need to optimise each individual SNP assay for the

correct allele discrimination hybridization temperature compared with standard post-PCR

assay procedures for the primer extension method, and 3) increases in primer extension
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assay flexibility. Primer extension SNP genotyping offers comparatively greater assay

design flexibility compared to allele-specific hybridization as unsuccessful primer extension

assays could be transformed into robust genotyping experiments by re-designing PCR or

extension primers or by swapping the typing strand, thereby more effectively changing the

extension primer T¡4 properties. Additionally, if rare SNPs in the hybndization primer

sequqnce occur îeaÍ a SNP that is to be genotyped, allele-specific hybridization cannotbe

as easily implemented because of rigid primer constraints.

Some of the main advantages allele-specific hybridization on microspheres retains in

comparison to indirect colorimetric primer extension in plates are: 1) the large overall

reduction in the numbers of reagents and volumes of substrates used and 2) the decrease in

total assay time per sample. Primer extension, although more robust, is costly and time

consuming without the added high degrees of multiplexing. An even more flexible and cost-

efficient SNP genotyping system may be in the successful combination of primer extension

on microspheres allowing for high degrees of multiplexing without the need for time

consuming ELISA based detection chemistries and associated washes. Recent experimental

testing of a subset of 9 bovine SNPs shown to successfully genotype using 96-well SNP-

ITrM suggests that multiplexed primer extension using universal tag arrays coupled with

microspheres may be a robust SNP genotyping platform of the future (William Blackhall,

pers. comm.).

The fundamental aim of the experiments undertaken in this chapter ìwas to determine the

variability in assay success and ease of implementation of SNP genotyping methods based

on either allele-specific hybridization or primer extension assay designs. With the use of

robotics and miniaturization of the 96 well format to the 384 well design, indirect

colorimetric primer extension would be a robust genotyping platform capable of genotyping

almost any randomly chosen SNP and producing upwards of -20,000 SNP genotypes per

day. However, successful optimization of multiplexed primer extension on microparticles

and/or microarrays may led to a substantial decrease in cost per genotype if the level of

individual assay robustness was maintained'
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Overall, -16, 000 bovine SNP genotypes were generated in this study with an average assay

pass rate of > 96Yo. These genotypes will allow for the future linkage mapping analysis of

five bovine candidate genes suspected of involvement with important muscle and fat carcass

traits in cattle. In addition, the SNP genotypes were further scrutinized by the generation of

parental and progeny haplotypes allowing in depth candidate gene haplotype dissection

(chapter 7) and linkage disequilibrium anaþsis in two functionally distinct cattle breeds

(Limousin and Jersey) (chapter 8).



CHAPTER 7: Nucleotide diversity and haplotype structure of fÏve bovine

candidate genes in two diverse cattle breeds
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Chanter 7 Nucleotide diversitv and hanlotvne structure of five bovine candidate senes

in two diverse cattle breeds

7.1 Introduction

Because of the short-term potential for increases in automation and decreases in the cost of

high throughput genotyping, SNPs have begun to dominate as the marker of choice in

genetic mapping studies of complex traits (e.g., Horikawa et a1.,2000). Traditional methods

using microsatellite markers coupled with linkage analysis, which have been highly

successful in the mapping of genes for simple Mendelian disorders, are currently failing to

dissect the underlying genetics of complex traits indicating alternative approaches are

required (Risch & Merikangas, 1996). SNPs provide the advantages of increased stability

and genome frequency compared with microsatellites and are often the cause of functional

changes in gene expression or protein structure, making them attractive markers for linkage

disequilibrium (LD) mapping of complex traits. Linkage disequilibrium simply refers to the

non-independence of alleles at different loci and has been shown to extend over vastly

differing distances in the human genome and vary significantly between human populations

(Goddard et a1.,2}}};Pritchard & Przeworski, 2001)'

Linkage disequilibrium mapping aims to identiff markers or sets of markers known as

haplotypes which are inherited with a disease or trait at a greater frequency than would be

expected by chance alone in population-based tests of LD (case-control studies) or family-

based tests of linkage and LD (transmission/disequilibrium tests [TDTs]) (Risch &

Merikangas, 1996; Schork et a1.,2001). The strength of the association between specific

marker alleles and a trait influencing mutation will depend on the pressure to disrupt

haplotypes of linked loci by recombination and mutations and the effects of selection and

genetic drift (Collins & Morton, 1998). Found at a gtealet frequency in the genome, SNPs

are potentially more powerful than microsatellites in detecting linkage in the presence of

linkage disequilibrium around trait effecting loci where smaller distances restrict the chance

of multiple recombination events and allelic heterogeneity (Risch & Merikangas' 1996)'
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Many measures, explaining the magnitude of LD found between pairs of sequence variants'

are commonly used in the literature. One of the most frequently used is D' where D':

DID^^*and D is defined as D: pee-peps (Lewontin, 1964). D':l or 'complete' LD occurs

when only two (e.g. AB, and ab) or three (e.g AB, Ab, and ab) of the four possible gametic

types are present in a population. However, its calculation does not take into account any

variations in allele frequency between the two markers. An alternative measure of LD, 12 is

the square of the correlation coefficient between a given pair of markers, and has several

properties that make it more useful (Hill & Robertson, 1968). These properties account for

variations in sampling size and allele frequency and are generally lower than comparative D'

values for any chromosomal distance (Devlin & Risch, 1995). These two measures of LD

have been shown to be weakly correlated (0.15) across the same chromosomal region which

reflects the greater dependence of r on allele frequency (Tiret et al',2002)'

Geno me-wide variatìon ín linkage dis equìlibrium

The extent of LD between SNp markers is foremost in determining the density and selection

of individual SNps for LD mapping. Lewontin (1964) showed that estimates of LD between

two loci was dependent upon the recombination fraction (0) and time (in generations) since

the mutation causing the trait occurred, suggesting that LD is principally a function of

marker distance. However, recombination rates have been shown to vary dramatically

across the human genome with 'recombination hotspots' disrupting LD over very short

distances (0-5kb) and 'recombination deserts' forming large islands of high LD (> 84kb'

Daly et a1.,2001; > 250kb, Rioux et a1.,200I), resulting in markedly different 'block-like'

patterns across different chromosomal regions (Goldstein, 2001). V/ithin blocks, high levels

of LD may stretch over many hundreds of kilobases, resulting in a low haplotype diversity

where haplotype structure can be defined by the genotyping of only a few common SNP

markers. Conversely, in regions of low LD, considerably more markers would need to be

genotyped to capture the majority of a population's haplotype diversity. This has led many

researchers to study and define human LD block boundaries and the amount of LD variation

exhibited in candidate genes within and between different populations (Goddard et al-,2000;

Johnson et a1.,2001). Such studies are aimed at obtaining comprehensive clues into LD
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variability and its effects on mapping designs for complex disease/trait genes. Recently,

Tiret and colleagues (2002) showed that just as sequence diversity differs between human

genes so to does the intragenic measure of LD where gene-specific patterns of LD were

clearly observed in a study of 50 cardiovascular candidate genes.

Large differences in population admixture, levels of selection, inbreeding and changes in

population size areall well known factors which can influence genome-wide patterns of LD'

Just how these factors influence other mammalian genomes remains to be carefully detailed

with limited reports utilizing microsatellite markers, suggesting that considerable LD is

present for loosely linked loci several tens of centimorgans apart in dairy cattle and sheep

genomes (Farnir et a1.,2000; McRae et a1.,2002). Additional studies using well defined

SNp markers evenly spaced across large chromosomal blocks or within numerous candidate

gene regions are required to determine if differences in breed structure, like the differences

in human population structure, will greatly influence patterns of LD in livestock.

The issues surrounding the dissection of LD variation found throughout a genome are

primarily focused towards designing whole-genome LD mapping studies powerful yet

efficient enough to identify small gene regions contributing to the underlying genetic

variation of complex traits and diseases. However, SNP-based studies detailing the extent

and variation of LD in livestock species are currently non-existent which is primarily due to

the lack of publicly available SNP markers needed for such investigations. Similarly,

detailed investigation of nucleotide diversity and haplotype structure is limited, both in the

number of genes studied and the number of animals genotyped per breed (e'g', TCRADJ'

Fries e/ a1.,2001; ECIPl,Heaton et a\.,2007a; ILS,Heaton et a1.,2001b)' However, trends

present in the available data suggest that candidate gene haplotype frequencies may be

remarkably variable befween cattle breeds which could be the result of differenees in

ancestral breed genealogies, limited effective population sizes over the course of man-

directed breed development, or variation in selection pressures placed on different traits in

different breeds.
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Cøndidøte gene selection in livestock species

Unlike in humans, linkage disequilibrium mapping in livestock species focuses on the testing

of biologically relevant candidate genes which may harbour economically important trait

influencing mutations affecting coÍtmon production characteristics such as milk yield and

composition in dairy cattle (Grisart et a1.,2001), feed intake and growth rate in swine

(Kennes et a1.,2001), and marbling in beef cattle (Barendse et al., 2001)' In livestock

breeds bred mainly for meat production, this focus shifts towards traits affecting the

differences in body composition, and in particular, the relative proportion of muscle to fat

tissue whilst taking into account the efficiency of animal production. However, clues as to

which genes may alter body composition can only be obtained from previous livestock

linkage mapping results or comparative mapping studies detailing familial cases of leanness,

obesity andJor rare associated genetic disorders in humans and rodents' From such earlier

investigations, emerged several clear production trait gene candidates (growth hormone-

GHl, growth hormone factor l- POU|Fl, hormone sensitive lipase- LIPE,leptin- LEP, and

myostatin- MS1N) which led to the isolation of genetic markers (SNPs, RFLPs, or

microsatellites) in these genes. The markers have been used in linkage disequilibrium

mapping (allelic association) with a limited number of growth and carcass traits in isolated

pig and/or cattle breeds (Table 7.1). For some of these candidate genes, positive associations

have been also shown in species other than cattle, whereas for others, strong biological

evidence exists that suggests further testing of additional allelic variants in the form of

extended haplotypes is warranted for LD mapping and accurate trait dissection. Extended

haplotypes are required due to the inherently low information content of individual SNP

markers and the varying measures of LD found across different gene regions (Zoller & von

Haesler, 2000; Tiret et a|.,2002).
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Table 7.1 Summary of previous studies reporting effects of GHl, LEP, LIPE, MSTN and

POUIFI on body composition in mammals.

Gene Marker Type Species Trait
Association

Found
Reference

GHl

LEP

Cattle

Cattle

Pig

Cattle

Cattle

Cattle

Cattle

Cattle

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

SNP

SNP

SNP

SNP

Microsatellite

SNP

SNP

SNP

SNP

Microsatellite

Microsatellite

SNP

SNP

SNP

Gene knockout

Gene knockout

SNP

SNP

Body Weight

Meat Traits

Growth & Carcass

Body Length

Growth & Carcass

Growth

Growth & Carcass

Calcass Weight

Obesity

Obesity

Fat deposition

Fatness

Feed intake & Growth

Pilla er al., 1994

Schlee et al., 1994

Casas-Carrillo et al., l99l

Clrlenek et al., 1998

Taylor et al., 1998

Grochowska et al., 1999

Di Stasio et al., 2001

Grochowska et al., 2001

Zhang et al., 1994

Clement et al., 1996

Fitzsimmons et al., 1998

Jiang & Gibson, 1999

Keenes et al., 2001

Klannemark et al., 1998

Osunga et al., 2000

Osunga et al., 2000

Hoffstedt et al., 2001

Garenc et al., 2002

Mouse

Human

Cattle

Pig

Pig

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

LIPE Human

Mouse

Mouse

Human

Human

Abdominal obesity

Adipocyte hypertrophy

Obesity

Adipogenesis

Body composition

Yes

Yes

No
Yes

Females only

MSTN

POUIFl

Small Deletion

Gene knockout

SNP

SNP

Gene knockout

Muscle mass

Muscle mass

Carcass traits

Muscle mass

Adipogenesis

Growth

Glowth

Weaning weight

Carcass

Birth Weght & Carcass

Dressing percentage

Growth & Carcass

Globet et al., 1991

McPherron et al., 1991

Casas et al., 1998

Ferrell et al., 1999

Ltn et al. ,2002

Li et al., 1990

Radovick et al., 1992

Renaville et al., 199'7

Stancekova et al., 1999

Yu et al., 1999

Di Stasio et aL.,2000

Di Stasio et al., 2001

Cattle

Mouse

Cattle

Human

Mouse

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

RFLP

SNP

SNP

RFLP

SNP

SNP

SNP

Mouse

Human

Cattle

Pig

Pig

Cattle

Cattle
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The selection and screening of these five bovine candidate genes previously shown to affect

body composition in human and animal models (Table 7.1) through the regulation of body

weight, energy expenditure, skeletal muscle growth, and rate of lipolysis was undertaken to

identiff: 1) rates of nucleotide diversity in bovine carcass trait candidate genes; 2) haplotype

structure and measures of candidate gene LD in two distinct cattle breeds, and 3) candidate

gene haplotypes for linkage and linkage disequilibrium mapping of complex traits in cattle'

7.2 Specific Methods

7.2.1 Candidate gene SNP discovery

Bovine DNA sequences from five bovine genes (growth hormone lcHll, leptin lLEPl,

hormone-sensitive lipase lLIPEl, myostatin IMSTI{], growth hormone factor I IPOUIFII)

implicated in affecting carcass characteristics in livestock were obtained from GenBank

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Genebank/index.html; accessed 16th September 2000) using

FASTA. Additional sheep, pig, human, or mouse DNA fragments were isolated from

GenBank and used to construct consensus sequence alignments in the absence of available

bovine reference sequence. Identified DNA sequences were transferred to webANGIS

(http://www.angis.org.aulWebANGlS/WAG/; accessed 16th September 2000) and aligned

using the PILEUP (GCG, lg94) program. PCR primers were designed using the PRIME

(GCG, lgg4) program with default settings to amplify all regions containing previously

identified bovine SNPs including published markers and SNPs isolated from earlier ddF and

RFLP analysis (chapter 3). PCR reactions rwere optimized using 100ng cattle DNA control

template, primers (Table 7.2) and amplification conditions as described (section 2.2) and

visualized by standard gel electrophoresis (section 2.3). Once a single, specific band of

expected size was produced, the optimal conditions for each primer pair (Table 7 '2) were

used to amplify 3x 25¡tl reactions from each of the 6 Adelaide/AgResearch Fl cattle sires.

PCR templates from each sire were individually column purified (section 2.4) and bi-

directionally sequenced (section 2.5). Resultant chromatograms and overlapping contigs

were analysed by the SequencherrM (Gene Codes Corporatioz) software package and

potential candidate SNP sites interrogated based on changes in nucleotide involvement and

surrounding peak heights.



Table 7.2: pCR primers, reaction conditions and SNPs identif,ed from bovine candidate gene SNP screening

FRAGMENT
SYMBOL

- - - MeCl2 TA TAQ PCR
pl\Iol 

t.M¡ (oC) polyme.^r" p.ogr",n*.t
SIZE
(bp) SNPs Identified in 6 Fl Bulls2

LOCUS NAME PRIMER SEQUENCE

GHa/b

GHc/d

GHe/f

GH2

LEPa/b

LEPc/d

LEPe/f

LEPl

LEPg/h

LEPi/j3

LIPEa/b

Growth Hormone

Growth Hormone

Growth Hormone

Growth Hormone

Leptin (Obesity)

Leptin (Obesity)

Leptin (Obesity)

Leptin (Obesity)

Leptin (Obesity)

F-5' TCCAGGGGATTTATCTGAC 3'

R-5' GGACTGAGAACATTTCAAAC 3'

F-5' AGAATGAGGCCCAGCAGAAATC 3'

R-5' GTCGTCACTGCGCATGTTTG 3'

F-5' ATCTGTTGTTTGCCCCTCC 3'

R-5' CATTTTCTCTCCCTCTGCAC 3'

F-5' GGAGCTGGAAGATGTTACCCCC 3'

R-5' GGAGTGGCACCTTCCAGGGTC 3'

F-5' AATTCACGGTTCCATGAC 3'

R-5' TTGCTTCCTTTCTCTCCC 3'

F-5' TGTGAGAGAGTAATGAAGAGG 3'

R-5' AGGGAAGTAGAGGAGGAGAG 3'

F-5' TCAAGCCCTCTTCAGATACAAC 3'

R-5' ACCCACAGCAATCAATCCC 3'

F-5' GTCTGGAGGCAAAGGGCAGAGT 3'

R-5' CCACCACCTCTGTGGAGTAG 3'

F-5' TGTCCACAGGAGAAGAGAG 3'

R-5' GTCAGTCACAGTAGAAACAAAG 3'

5 1.5 58 Gibco (1,1,1) 885

2.5 1.5 58 Gibco ( 1,1,l) 705

2.5 1.5 58 Gibco (1,1,1) 482

2.5 2 60 Gibco (1,1,1) 265

5 2 56 Gibco (1,1,1) 530

2.5 2.5 59 Gibco (1,1,1) 821

5 1.5 57 Gibco (1,1,1) 868

2.5 1.5 57 Gibco (1,I,l) 522

2.5 1.5 57 Gibco (1,1,1) 567

GHr226,GHl216

GHr565, GH1668

LEPI54

LEPO91, LEP4O2,LEP425

LEP604

LEPO93, LEP1O1, LEP426

LEP63O, LEP653

LEPO83, LEP326, LEP483,

LEP486, LEP498

LEPO78, LEP103, LEPI33

LEP243,LEP351,LEP422

LEP 449, LEP 4 5 4, LEP 41 6, LEP47 8

LEP2O2,LEP2O],L8P361

LEP488, LEP507
Leptin (Obesity) F-5' GTATTTAAGGATGAAACGCC 3'

R-5' GTATCGCCTGAAAAGTTG 3'

Hormone-sensitive F-5' ATTGCCGACTTCCTACGAGAG 3'

lipase R-5'TGCGTTTGTAGTGCTCCCCGA 3'

Hormone-sensitive F-5' GAATATCACCGAGATTGAGG 3'

lipase R-5'CTTCACGCAGGTCATAGGAG 3'

25 1.5 65 BresaTaq (1,2,2) 583

5 1.5 65 BresaTaq (1,2,3) 2550

2.5 2.5 54 AmPIiTaq (1,1,1) 419

o\
UJ

LIPEc/d



Table 7.2 cont.

FRAGMENT
SYMBOL

LOCUS NAME PRIMER SEQUENCE pMol
MgC12
(mM)

TA TAQ PCR

(oC) Polymerâse P¡sg¡¿mrnsr
SNPs Identified in 6 Fl Bulls2

SIZE
(bp)

LIPEi/j

MSTNa/b

MSTNc/d

MSTNl

MSTNe/f

POUa/b

POUc/d

POU1Fl

POUg/h

POUi/j

Hormone-sensitive F-5' CTCCCTCAAAAGCCTGAA 3'

lipase R-5'AGACGAGTCGTCCAGCAT 3'

Myostatin F-s'ATTCACTGGTGTGGCAAGTTGTCTCT('AGA3'

R-5' CCCTCCTCCTTACATACAAGCCAGCAG 3'

Myostatin F-5'CTTCATAGATTGATATGGAGGTCTTCG3'

R-5' ATAAGCACAGGAAACTGGTAGTTATT 3'

Myostatin F-5'CAAAATTGGCTCAAACAGCCTGAATC3'

R-5' TAATCCAATCCCATCCAAAAGC 3'

Myostatin F-5'CAAATGTGACATAAGCAAAATCATTAG3'

R-5' ATACTCWAGGCCTAYAGCCTGTCGT 3'

Growth hormone F-5' AAAGGAGCCTACATGAGAC 3'

factor-l R-5'GGGAGAGATAGAGGGAAAG3'

Growth hormone F-5' CAGGCAAGAATAATGGAG 3'

factor-l R-5'TTACCAGAGTCACAGGAAG3'

Growth hormone F-5' CAATGAGAAAGTTGGTGC 3'

factor-l R-5'TCTGCATTCGAGATGCTC3'

Growth hormone F-5' CTCTGCCTCTGATAATGC 3'

factor-l R-5'CCATAATGACAGAAAGGAAC3'

Growth hormone F-5' GCATCAGCCTCTCCTTTC 3'

factor-l R-5'GTTTTCAAATCGGCAGATAG3'

5 2 51 Gibco (1,1,1) 550 MST032, MST065, MST121

|.25 1.5 55 Gibco (1,1,1) 2200 MST228,MST229, MST255, MST347

MST4O8, MST47O, MST536

25 1.5 51 Gibco (1,1,1) 600 MST031

2.5 I 59 BresaTaq (1,2,2) 715

5 2 57 Gibco (1,1,1) 624

2.5 1.5 53 Gibco (1,1'1) 686

2.5 1.5 53 Gibco (1,1,1) -2600

25 L5 58 AmpliTaq (1,2,2) 448 POU053

3 2.5 57 AmpliTaq (1,2,3) 1350 POU}72,POUl0834

25 1.5 5l AmPliTaq (l'2'2) 680

LIPl16, LiPI58, LTP32O

MST4I3

POU1971

POU273,POU206s

PCR cycling conditions (Xmtn, Xmin, Xmin) (section 2.2).
2 Last three digits represent the SNP position
3 Expected product size was 55lbp, but 32bp
a 

Represents the same SNP.
s 

SNP numbered from reverse primer-

relative to the first base of the forward primer

Þ
insertion found in sequence companson to GenBank accession 4F066052.
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The identity of each sequence obtained from automated sequencing was confirmed by a

nucleotide BLAST (htp://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/; accessed 9th December 2000) query

against the GenBank database'

7.2.2 Animals

SNp genotyping and haplotype confirmation was undertaken in the three Australian Fl sire

families of the Adelaide/AgResearch cattle mapping herd (section 2.6) consisting of 366

sire-dam-progeny trios. SNP allele frequencies and haplotype diversity were calculated

using genotypes from only the 78 purebred Limousin and 132 purebred Jersey dams of the

Australian backcro ss Progeny.

7.2.3 SNP genotyping

SNp genotypes ìwere successfully produced for 15 selected candidate gene SNPs using

indirect colorimetric primer extension (Appendix VIII) (chapter 6- section 6.2.4)' For an

additional three SNps (MST413 , GH226 and POU053), altemative PCR-RFLP tests were

assessed using the S9qCUTTER v 1.0 program (htç://www.mbshortcuts.com/cutter/index'htm;

accessed 21't September 2000) resulting in the generation of a successfú TaqI PCR-RFLP

assay for the MST413 SNp. No restriction enzymes were identified that distinguished

between the GH226 and POU053 SNP alleles.

Amplification of a fragment of the bovine myostatin gene containing the MST413 SNP was

obtained using the following primer pair:

MSTNAF 5'-ATTCACTGGTGTGGCAAGTTGTCTCTCAGA-3'

MSTNbR 5'-CCCTCCTCCTTACATACAAGCCAGCAG-3'

The pCR mix contained 100ng of cattle DNA, lx PCR buffer with 2.0 mM MgCl2' 125¡tM

of each dNTp, 5 pmol of each primer and 0.5U GibcoTaq DNA polymerase (Invitrogen) in a

final volume of 25pl with amplification performed as outlined (Table 6.1)' Ovemight

digestion at 65oC of 10¡11 of the bovine MSTNa/b PCR product with 5IJ TaqI (Promega)

produced fragments of 624bp (A allele) or 400bp and224bp (C allele) which were separated
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orL2o/o agarose (section 2.3). SNP allele frequencies and tests of Hardy-Weinberg proportion

v/ere assessed using the Genepop web version 3.1c proglam

(http ://wbiomed. curtin.edu.ar.r/genepop/; accessed 2nd December 200 1 ).

7.2.4 SNP haplotype analysis

Haplotypes for the Fl sires, the Australian purebred dams and their resultant progeny were

assigned manually by inspection of the family data based upon the occuffence of individuals

homozygous at all SNP sites or heterozygous at a single site. Resolved haplotypes were

submitted with genotypes containing two or more heterozygous sites into the haplotype

reconstruction program PHASE (Stephens et al', 2001;

http://www.stats.ox.ac.uk/mathgen/software.html; accessed 8th July 2001)' PHASE uses a

Bayesian approach incorporating a priori expectations of haplotype structure based on

population genetic and coalescent theory. All PHASE inferred haplotypes had a > 96yo

probability of phase determination. Resultant haplotypes were further checked for correct

Mendelian inheritance in the sire-dam-progeny trios. To be considered real and not

genotyping errors, all rare haplotypes were required to show two separate cases of confirmed

Mendelian inheritance.

Haplotype allele and genotype frequencies in the 78 purebred Limousin dams and 132

purebred Jersey dams were estimated by the expectation-maximization (EM) method, using

the Arlequin program (htç://anthro.unige.ch/arlequin; accessed 2"d December 2001)

(Schneider et a1.,2000). Exact tests of population differentiation were undertaken by testing

the hypothesis of a random distribution of k different haplotypes among r populations as

described by Raymond and Rosset (1995) and calculated by the Arlequin program'

population haplotype diversity was calculated as H : l- Ðp2¡ summed over all i haplotypes'

pairwise linkage disequilibrium was calculated for pairs of SNPs using the measures D'

(Devlin & Risch, 1995; Lewontin, 1964) and 12 : D2l(p¡p"pspt), where D : P,qn-P'¿Pn is the

classical linkage disequilibrium coefficient (Lewontin & Kojima, 1960) and p¡ and pu arc

the frequencies of alleles A and a at one loci and ps and pa are the frequencies of alleles B

and b at a second loci (Hill & Robertson, 1968).
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7.3 Results

7.3.1 SNP discovery screening of five bovine candidate genes

A total of 54 SNps (including 5 single base inldels) from 1S.6kb of sequence v/ere identified

from the sequencing of the 6 Fl Limousin x Jersey bulls (Tabl e 7 .2; Appendix IX)' Of the

total number of SNps identified, 63Yo had not been previously described in cattle including

19 in the leptin gene and 7 inthe myostatin gene'

Analysis of the bovine growth hormone (GHI) gene

A total of 13 SNps and 1 variable repeat have been previously published for the GHI gene

(Hrþj et al., 1993;Yao et al., 1996b;Lagziel & Soller' 1999)' These polymorphisms were

screened by amplifying 2.3kb of sequence spanning the growth hormone coding region

(except exon 2) and automated sequencing (Figure 7 'I). The sequencing of the 6 Fl bulls

yielded 4 previously reported sNPs (2 5',UTR, 1 intronic, and 1 exonic non-synonymous

[GH16g9; L-+V]) with the two 5' and 3' flanking markers located 1900bp apart. The

resultant 0* estimate for the GHI region (0*:5.6 x10-4) \¡/as approximately half that

previously determined for the bovine genome (chapter 4)'

Analysis of the bovine growth hormone factor | (POUIFL) gene

Successful amplification of the POUIFI gene was impeded by a lack of mammalian

genomic DNA sequence and short exons (av 145bp), making primer design problematic and

anticipating PCR product size difficult. Five out of an attempted seven regions of the

porylFI gene were successfully amplified, resulting in the screening of 4.9kb of genomic

DNA for SNps (Figure 7.1). Sequencing of the 6 Fl bulls revealed 5 novel SNPs (all

intronic) including a single irVdel in intron 3. The resultant 0* estimate for the POUIFI

region was low (0*:3.4 x10-4). The total distance separating the most 5' and 3' SNPs is

expected to be > 3kb although the exact distance is unknown due to a lack of published

genomic sequence between exons 4 and 5. Only a single bovine SNP located in intron 5 had

been previously reported for bovine POUIFI (Moody et al', 1995c). This SNP was not

polymorphic in the six animals sampled in this study'
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Figure 7.1. Organizationof five bovine candidate genes and location of 54 identified SNPs.

a) Growrh hormone (GHI). b) Leptin (LEP). c) Hormone-sensitive lipase (LIPE)' d)

Myostatin (MSTN. e) Growth hormone factor I (POUlFl). The symbol legend is as

follows: open rectangles, genomic exon regions; blue numbers within rectangles, exon

number; lines connecting rectangles, introns and UTRs; broken lines, unknown intron size;

solid arrows, PCR products successfully screened; dashed alrows, regions where PcR

primers were unsuccessfully amplified. SNP markers begin with a three letter gene

identifier and match the SNP identifier in Appendix IX. Relative SNP position is indicated

by a vertical line within the amplicons. SNP identifiers highlighted in pink were selected for

primer extension SNP genotyping assay design. Approximate length of draw gene structure

is indicated in base Pairs (bP)'
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Analysis of the bovine hormone-sensitive lipase (LIPE) gene

Using small fragments of bovine mRNA sequence aligned to porcine' mouse and human

genomic DNA, primers were designed to four regions of the LIPE gene' Successful

amplification of three regions totalling 3.75kb revealed only 3 non-synonymous SNPs

(LP116; I+V, LP158; E-+K, LIP320; N-+D) clustered in sequence showing strong

homology to exon 8 in pig (>g0% identity over 160bp porcine mRNA) (Figure 7'1)' The

resultant0*estimateforLIPE(0*:2.6x10-4)wasapproximatelyaquarteroftherateof

bovine nucleotide polymorphism previously determined (chapter 4)' No cattle SNPs have

previously been reported for LIPE'

Analysis of the bovine leptin (LEP) gene

The sequencing of 6 amplified fragments resulted in the identification of 30 SNPs in 3'9kb

of the leptin gene. of the 30 identified SNPs, 5 were located in the 5' UTR (1 irldel)' 10

within introns, 5 within exons (2 previously identified non-synonymous SNPs: LEP326;

A-+V and LEp604; R-+C) and 10 within the 3'UTR (Figure 7.1). Extensive re-sequencing

of this gene has been previously undertaken ín Bos taurus and Bos indicus cattle revealing

>20 SNPs in the region spanning exon 2 to the 3'UTR (Lien et al',1997 Konfortov et al''

1999). However, sequencing of the 6 Fl bulls revealed an additional 19 novel SNPs of

which 5 were present in the previously unscreened S'UTR'/exon 1 (non-coding exon)

promoter region located 10.6 kb upstream from exon 2 in humans (Isse et a1.,1995) (Figure

7.1). The resultant 0* estimate for LEP (0*:25.5 x10-4) was close to two and a half times

the average bovine nucleotide polymorphism rate, but closely mirrors the figure obtained for

LEP ina similar bovine study by Konfort ov et al. (1999) (0*: 25 x10-4)'

Analysis of the bovine myostatin (MSTN) gene

Sequencing of 3.75kb of the myostatin gene including all coding regions identified 12 SNPs

in the 6 Fl bulls. The majority of the SNPs were intronic (10) with ¡wo located within exons

(1 non-synonymous MST413; F-+L). Two single base pair in/dels were identified, one each

in introns I and 2 with a third more complex in/del (MST032; G+CA) located within intron

1 (Figure 7.1). All three of the identified in/dels have been previously reported (Grobet e/
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al., IggB). The overall level of nucleotide polymorphism identified within ttre MSTN gene

(0*: 10.6 x10-a; was similar to that observed over a larger sample of the bovine genome.

Previous polymorphic studies in the myostatin gene have been numerous with many

researchers searching for disruptive mutations in cattle breeds exhibiting double-muscling

phenotypes (Grobet et a1.,1998; Smith et al',2000). However, 7/12 SNPs identified in this

study have not been previously reported and all are located within intron 2 of the myostatin

gene. Importantly, none of the five different mutations previously identified as causing the

bovine double-muscling phenotype were identified in the 6 F 1 sires (Grob et et al., 1 998)'

7.3.2 Characterization of candidate gene haplotype frequencies and structure in

Limousin and JerseY cattle

Successful genotyping of 16 candidate gene SNPs initially identified by the direct

sequencing of the 6 Limousin x Jersey bulls (Fl : X) was accomplished in the 366

Australian XJ or XJ backcross progeny and 210 Australian purebred Limousin (L) and

Jersey (J) dams using a combination of indirect colorimetric primer extension and PCR-

RFLp analysis. Examination of the resultant SNP allele frequencies (GHl- 3 SNPs, LEP- 6

SNps, LIp- I SNp, M,Sr ¡- 4 SNps, pou- 2 SNPs) from 210 unrelated females of Limousin

and Jersey origin identified noticeable differences in the number and heterozygosity of

polymorphisms present (e.g., LEP326 and POU197) (Table 7.3). Fifteen SNPs were

confirmed polymorphic in the Limousin dams, whilst only thirteen SNPs showed allelic

variation in the Jersey population. Individual SNP frequency analysis also revealed the

likelihood that some pairs of SNPs may be in complete linkage disequilibrium and that such

genotypic linkage disequilibrium may be present in both cattle breeds (eg MST347 and

MST031). Tests for Hardy-V/einberg equilibrium using a Markov chain method to estimate

the exact P-values (Genepop v3.1c, Option 1) revealed all candidate gene markers in both

the Limousin and Jersey populations were randomly segregating with the exception of the

Jersey POU197 (P:0.016 + 0.0006) SNP.
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Table 7.3 Candidate gene sequence polymorphisms genotyped in the Limousin and Jersey

backcross progeny and associated SNP population frequencies'

SN P LOCUS NAME
LOCATION PREVTOUSLY BASE

IN GENE DESCRIBED VARIATION

FREQUENCY,

Jersey3 Limousina

GIJLZ76

GH1565

GH1689

Growth hormone

Growth hormone

Growth hormone

5',

Intron 4

Exon 5 (L/V)

5'

Intron I

Exon 2 (R/C)

fntron 2

Exon 3 (A/V)

3',

Exon I (L/F)

Exon 2

Intron 2

Intron 2

Intron 3

Intron 5

LEP2O2

LEPl54

LEP604

LEP653

LE?326

LEP243

MST413

MST121

MST347

MSTO3l

Leptin

Leptin

Leptin

Leptin

Leptin

Leptin

LIP158 Lipase, hormone-sensitive Exon 6 (E/K)

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

N

Y

N

N

Y

Y

N

Y

N

N

CIT

CIT

C/G

C/G

CIT

CIT

CIT

CIT

A/G

A/G

AIC

CIT

CIT

delT

CIT

delA

0.37

0.63

0.53

0.15

0.5 3

I

0.5'l

047

0.41

0

0.79

02t

0.21

0.60

0.rI

0.'7'l

0.91

0.23

0.66

0. r6

0.72

0.93

0.84

0.28

0.48

0.95

0

0.83

0.90

0.t0

0.10

POU197

POU273

Myostatin

Myostatin

Myostatin

Myostatin

Growth hormone factor- I

Growth hormone factor- I

I Last three digits represent the SNP position relative to the first base of the forwald PCR primer used to

orginally discover the polymorphism (Table 7.2).

' Frequ"ncy of first allele listed.
t SNP frequ.ncies determined from 132 unrelated pLrrebred ALrstralian Jersey dams'

o SNp fr"quencies determined from 78 unreìated purebted Australian Lìmousin dams.

{
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Overall, 18 candidate gene haplotypes were confirmed in Limousin and 13 in Jersey cattle

(Table 7.4). yanation in haplotype number and frequency ìwas evident across the two breeds

with the number of Jersey gene haplotypes lower than that found in Limousins for all

candidate gene regions studied except POUlFl. Exact tests of population differentiation

based upon differences in breed haplotype frequency showed that the Limousin and Jersey

breeds were significantly different (P < 0.05) at all loci evaluated with > 1 polymorphic

SNP

As expected, a small number of haplotypes (1-2 per gene) dominated breed structure with

the major haplotype in one breed often not as frequent in the other (Figure 7.2)' Haplotype

diversity was low for most genes reflecting the small number of highly polymorphic

haplotypes discovered within each breed (Table 7.5). As expected, the LEP gene had the

highest haplotype diversity due to the increased number of common haplotypes found' The

largest breed difference in haplotype diversity was observed at the PoulFl locus where

Jerseys had greater than 5x the diversity measure than Limousins.

Mean pairwise linkage disequilibrium, measured by D' between SNP marker pairs within

the same genic region were identical between the two breeds (Table 7.5). The only marker

pair to show D' ( 1 was Limousin LEP202 and LEP653 where D' : 0'I9' Measures of r2'

which take into account the difference in allele frequency between marker pairs, were

typically lower for all pairwise comparisons. Mean 12 values for all loci were lower in

Limousins than in Jerseys (Table 7.5). All pairwise comparisons involving the Limousin

LEP653 SNP with other leptin sNPs resulted in measures of 12 < 0.05, whereas pairwise

comparisons of SNP markers separated by greater distances within the same gene were as

high as I :0,76. The lowest measure of I in Jerseys was between POU197 andPOU267

SNps where r2: 0.08. The same pairwise comparison could not be made in Limousins as

POU267 was fixed. Interesting, all pairwise comparisons between MST121, MST347 and

MST031 SNps in both the Limousin and Jersey breeds had a resultant I : I confirming that

these SNPs are in complete LD in both populations where the population frequencies of their

minor alleles are the same within breed, but variant between breeds (Table 7.3)'



Table 7.4 Australian dam haplotype allele and genotype frequencies for five bovine candidate genes. Within each group, the allele and genotype frequencies are

presented as the fraction of haploid and diploid genomes, respectively. The absence of a haplotype or animal genotype ts denoted by a blank.

Allele Dam Genotype

r,l 2,2 3,3 5 1,2 1,3 t,4 I 5 2,3 2,4 2,5 3,4 3,5 3,6 3,7 4,'7 5,6 5,71234s67
GHII

Jer6

LimoT

LEP2

Jer

Limo

LIPE3

Jer

Limo

MSTN4

Jer

Limo

POUIFf

Jer

0.63 0.37

0.23 0.09 0 68

0.41

0.03

0.1 1 0.02

0.02

044

0.07 0 32 0.r2

0.16

0.06

0.36

0.05 0.01

0.r0

0.15

0.46

0.32

0.12

0.41

0.48

0.15

0.15

0.18

0.03

0.02

0.20

042

0 16 0.05

0.1 I

0.46 0.02 0.04

0.r0

0.04

0.23

0.0 r

0.48 0.07

0.09

0.02

0.20 0 0l

0.07

0.14

0.09

0.01 0.12 0.01 0.04 0.06 0.01 0.01 0.03

0.21

0.80 0.07

0.79

0. r 0 0.03

0.55

0.51

0.08 0.16 0 05

0.02 0.62

065

0.22 0 l0 0.03

0.91

0.59

0.52

0. l4

0.22

0.31

0.2'7

0.49

0.94

0.40 0ll
006Limo

t A GHI haplotype is defined as the concatenated set of 3 GHI SNP alleles present on a chromosome from 5'to 3'. 1, TCG;2' crc; 3' ccc
, 

A, LEp haplotype is defined as the concatenated set of 6 LEP SNP alleles present on a chromosome from 5' to 3'.

I,GCTCCA;2,GTTCCA;3,CCCCTG;4,CCCCCG;5,CCCTCG;6,GCCTCG;7,GCCCCG.
t A LIPE haplotype is defined as a single SNP: 1, A;2,G'
o A MSTN haplotype is defined as the concatenated set of 4 MSTN SNP alleles present on a chromosome from 5' to 3'. l, ACTT; 2,crcC'' 3, ccrr;4' ATcc

t ApOUlFl haplotype is defined as the concatenated set o12 POUIFI SNP allelespresenton achromosome from 5'to 3'. 1'cc 2' TC;3'cA
6 Hapìotype and genotype frequencies determined from 132 unrelated purebred Jersey dams.

7 Haplotype and genotype frequences determined from 78 unrelated purebred Limousin dams.
-ìUJ



Figure 7.2. Comparison of haplotype number and frequency in five candidate genes in

Limousin and Jersey cattle. The coloured stacked bars represent different haplotypes with

bar length corresponding to their respective frequencies in the animal groups. Haplotype

key: GHl SNP marker order (cutzzo-culs65-GH168e); hapl (TCG), hap2 (CTC), hap3

(CCC). LEP SNP marker order (LEP2}2-LEP154-LEP604-LEP653-LEP326-LEP243); hapl

(GCTCCA),hap2 (GTTCCA), hap3 (CCCCTG),hap4 (cccccc), hap5 (cccTCG), hap6

(GCCTCG), hapT (GCCCCG). LIPE SNP marker order (LIPl5s); hapl (A), hap 2(G)'

MSTN SNP marker order (MST4I3-MSTI2I-MST347-MST031); hapl (ACTT), hap2 (CTCC),

hap3 (CCTT), hap4 (ATCC). POU|FI SNP marker order (Pou1e7-Pou273); hapl (CC)'

hap2 (TC), hap3 (CA).
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Table 7.5 Haplotype sharing and pairwise linkage disequilibrium among Limousin and Jersey cattle.

Gene
Number of No.

SNPs haplotyPes

Expected no.

of

haplotypest

No. shared

haplotypes

Ilaplotype diversity Mean lD'l Mean r2

Jersey Limousin Jersey Limousin Jersey Limousin

GH] J J 2 0.47 0.48

LEP 0.70 0.12

MSTN t6 0.34 0.34

POU|F] 0.59 0.11

t Number of possible haPlotYPes (2e where k is the number of polymorphisms)

Note- The measure of LD was not calculated (.. .) when only one allele was observed for at least one SNP in each pair

8

64

8

4

t

1 0.35

0.54 0.28
6

4

J

7 4

2

2

I1

1 1 0.60

I 0.08

\ì(rt
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certain combinations of M,sTN (MST413 and all other MSTN SNPs), GHl (GH565 and all

other GHI SNps) and LEp (LEp653 and all other LEP Sl.tP) SNPs showed levels of LD

where r, < 0.5. The lowest measures of observable linkage disequilibrium in both species

were obtained between multiple combinations of LEP SNPs (Juu: 0' 68, Luu -- 0'44)

confirming the leptin gene region as highly variant'

7.4 Discussion

This study clearly shows that the sequencing of a limited number of cross-bred animals will

effectively discover novel SNPs throughout candidate gene regions, confirming previous

reports detailing effrcient SNP identification in cattle (Grosse et al', 1999; Heaton et al',

2001a). In total, the sequencing of 18.6kb of DNA revealed 54 SNPs of which 11 were

located within exons. Large differences in nucleotide diversity (0*) was observed between

the five candidate genes even after adjusting for the limited number of individuals sampled

per gene region. Three genes (GH|, POUIF| and LIPQ contained sequence variants at a

rate less than half of the expected genome avetagqwhilst the leptin gene showed remarkable

sequence variation with a nucleotide diversity rate > 2.5x the bovine genome average which

was previously estimated at 0* : 10.8 x 10-a (chapter 4). These results add increasing

support to the growing volume of evidence suggesting that, as in the human genome' bovine

nucleotide diversity is highly variant between genes (Heaton et al',2001a)'

The efficient genotyping of 16 bovine candidate gene SNPs in 210 unrelated animals from

two distinct breeds representing segments of the Australian commercial milk (Jersey) and

beef (Limousin) herds has led to the first large-scale estimation of accurate breed allele and

haplotype frequency differences in non-cytokine bovine genes. specifically, sNP

genotyping revealed that four out of the five sequenced loci contained one SNP which was

totally fixed in either of the two breeds suggesting that certain sNPs may be present in the

bovine genome which can aid in future breed identification strategies for societies or

produce markets requiring animal breed identification (e.g., GH1565 and LEP653 where no

Jersey animals were found to contain a T allele). It is likely that such SNPs have arisen

since the historical separation of the two breeds from a common ancestor as supported by
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their low (< 18%) minor allele frequency within the remaining polymorphic breed. The

frequency of the identification of such monomorphic (breed specific) SNPs was surprisingly

similar (25%) to recent estimates of population-specific human SNPs where l3-24Yo of

-5000 polymorphisms tested were identified as monomorphic in at least one population in

studies of Caucasian, African-American and Asian populations (M. Phillips, pers. comm).

Further testing is required to show that such SNPs are truly breed specific or are otherwise

shared within breeds of similar genetic origin (e.g., Limousin, Charolais and Salers; Blott et

al.,l998b).

The calculation of pairwise LD between bovine SNP markers revealed that when the

statistical measure D' was used, extremely high levels of LD were recorded across all gene

regions in both breeds as shown by an average LD : 1. However, when the LD statistic r2

was calcul ated, amore pronounced variation in regional LD was observed in all genes with

greatest variation occurring in the LEP gene where closely linked SNPs (LEP604 and

LEp653; < 1 kb apart) showed remarkably low levels of LD 1r2 < 0.05¡, but SNPs separated

by larger distances (LEP202 and LEP243; > l2kb apart) recorded higher values. Such

irregularities in LD distribution even at the gene scale have been observed in many previous

studies of small genomic regions (Jorde, 1995; Nickerson et a1.,1998). Complex pattems of

LD are thought to have arisen from localized increases in base mutation rates and gene

conversion events (Nakajima et a1.,2002). These results also suggest that D' is a relatively

insensitive measure of LD variation in small genomic regions where the occurrence of

recombination events which form four haplotypes between any two markers (D'< 1) are

uncoÍìmon compared to the occulïence of SNP mutations which generally occur only once

at a particr¡lar site and give rise to only three haplotypes between two markers (D' : 1)

(Nakajima et a1.,2002). Therefore, the measure 12 should be strongly favoured over the LD

measure D, inits ability to accurately quantify and compare LD over short distances for the

selection of SNP markers in mapping'

Overall, estimates of r2 were lower between pairs of SNP markers in Limousin cattle than

between the same SNP pairs in Jersey cattle. Further testing of a greater number of gene
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regions will decipher if this perceived difference in LD extends across the entire genome. If

significant differences in LD between cattle breeds are found, it will have large implications

on the density of SNP markers that will need to be genotyped within each population to

capture the same amount of population haplotypic diversity. This may lead to the future

identification of certain cattle breeds which could be more efficiently used for the different

purposes of genome-wide LD mapping versus localized LD mapping in candidate gene

regions providing that the trait or disease was still segregating within the selected breed.

Multiple estimates of pairwise LD also confirmed the presence of conserved regions of

complete LD between the two diverse cattle breeds where the genotyping of one SNP would

have ledto the correct allele assignment at other SNPs in 100% of the individuals sampled

(e.g., MST121-MST347-MST031, D':1, l:D. This frnding clearly shows the large

economic benefits of typing candidate SNP markers in a small number (n : 50) of unrelated

individuals from a larger, targeted study sample allowing generated LD data to further assist

in identifying the most informative sites to genotype within a candidate region.

Additional genotyping of 366 progeny from the Limousin and Jersey dams led to the

accurate discrimination of all major candidate gene haplotypes present within the Australian

Limousin and Jersey cattle populations for four bovine genes. Distinct differences in

confirmed haplotype frequency and number were observed between the two breeds with the

number of shared haplotypes ranging between 2-4 per gene. Within each breed, a single

haplotype was shown to frequently dominate candidate gene haplotype structure (> 50%)'

However, the major haplotype was not usually the same in both breeds, a finding which

supports previous summaries of haplotype structure in bovine cytokine genes (Heaton et al',

2001a& 2001b). Although the Limousin population was shown to contain a greatet number

of haplotypes across the studied candidate genes, overall measures of haplotype diversity

were very similar between the breeds due to the low frequency of additional Limousin

haplotypes, which confirms previous studies using microsatellite markers to determine

av er age breed heterozy gosity (Blott et al', I 99 8b).
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This study provides the first example of a gene-by-gene analysis of breed-specific genetic

variation in the form of nucleotide diversity and gene-specific LD within carcass trait

candidate genes using bovine SNP markers. The discovery of candidate gene SNPs and the

confirmation of all major haplotypes within two distinct cattle populations provides well

charactenzed, informative markers which will facititate the future genetic linkage mapping

of these candidate genes and allow for tests of genotype/phenotype associations by linkage

analysis or LD mapping.



CHAPTER 8: Genetic linkage and linkage disequilibrium analysis of

complex traits in cattle
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Chapter 8 Genetic and linkaee diseouilibrium of complex traits in

cattle

8.1 Introduction

The genetic dissection of phenotypic diversity in farm animals is of particular importance for

scientists world-wide. Unlike humans, production animals such as cattle, pigs and sheep

offer unique populations (breeds) in which to study and identify the genes that affect the

control of growth, energy metabolism, development, appetite and reproduction and have

been artificially manipulated for centuries by selective breeding (Andersson, 2001).

Inevitably, genome research in farm animal species will lead to the cost-effective genetic

testing of whole populations for the enhanced selection of individuals, thus providing

increased product quality and production efficiency. However, the task of deciphering

which genes affect key quantitative animal production traits is not straightforward as

highlighted by the limited number of causative gene/mutation successes published in the

scientific literature (e.g. Grobet et al.,1997;Milan et a\.,2000; Grisart et al-,2001).

The successful search for genes or chromosomal regions (QTL - quantitative trait loci)

containing one or more genes that control complex phenotypes is dependent upon a number

of important resources. In general, alarge sample of individuals are collected to represent

the total population or produced to provide an observable number of recombinants and allow

thorough assessment of the traitls under investigation, whilst minimizing additional sources

of experimental variation (Doerge,2002). Additionally, typed genetic markers, usually in

the form of polymorphic microsatellite loci are required to test for the presence and location

of QTL within the genome through the use of ordered genetic maps. The implication of a

candidate gene or the presence of a potential QTL is typically analyzed by testing the null

hypothesis that the mean of the trait value under consideration is independent of the

genotype at a particular marker.

Two approaches commonly used to elucidate the genetic basis of complex traits are linkage

mapping and linkage disequilibrium (association) anaþsis. At a fundamental level, both
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methods depend on similar principles and assumptions with the most important being the co-

inheritance of adjacent DNA variants (Borecki & Suarez,2001). Linkage mapping most

often uses non-functional or anonymous polymorphisms typed in specialized experimental

populations in genome-wide searches (Dekkers & Hospital,2002). Linkage analysis works

by exploiting within-family associations between marker alleles and putative trait

influencing alleles arising from limited generations of traceable co-segregation and

recombination (Figure 8.1a) (Lander & Kruglyak, 1995). The experimental cross of

divergent livestock breeds from outbred populations in either a backcross or F2 design is a

popular choice for linkage mapping in production animals as the Fr individuals tend to show

a high levels of heterozygosity at microsatellite marker loci (Andersson et al., 1994;

Andersson-Eklund et a1.,1993). The main underlying assumption of these intercrosses is

that the majority of eTL will have alternative alleles in breeds that have been selected for

contrasting traits, allowing a greater number of QTL to be mapped. Obviously, not all QTLs

will be fixed in different breeds as many will contain genetic variants that influence within

breed variation. If a QTL segregates in a cross between two selected breeds, there is no

guarantee that it will also segregate in a cross between different breeds. Similarly, there is

little chance that a eTL will segregate in all experimental families studied (Flint & Mott,

2001).

The successful use of linkage analysis for the detection of QTLs affecting polygenic traits

suffers from many unavoidable problems that make the identification of the true number and

the effect of underlying genetic variants difficult. Whole genome scans based on linkage

analysis routinely result in the poor mapping resolution (20-30cM) of an identified QTL due

to the small number of recombination events that occur in the experimental pedigree material

(Doerge, 2002). Therefore, an identified QTL may have a broad confidence interval which

extends over a region of the genome harbouring many hundreds of genes, making positional

cloning and identification of the causative variant/s almost impossible without further

refinement of the location (Georges, 2001).



Figure 8.1. principles of linkage and linkage disequilibrium analysis' a) Linkage. Co-

inheritance of a-djacent DNA variants inherited intact over several generations of known

ancestry (as in families or pedigrees). b) Linkage disequilibrium. Retention of adjacent

DNA variants over many generations in historic ancestries. When a functional mutation

occurs (.m' in the figure), it does so on a haplotype of other pre-existing DNA variants'

Because linkage focuses only on recent, usually observable ancestry, in whom there have

been relatively few opportunities for recombination to occur' disease gene regions that are

identified by linkage will often be large, encompassing hundreds or even thousands of

possible genes across many megabases of DNA þanel a). By contrast, linkage

disequilibrium mapping studies draw from historic recombination so trait-associated regions

are (theoretically) extremely small in outbred random mating populations' encompassing

only one gene or gene fragment (panel b). Through subsequent generations, as the trait

affecting mutation is transmitted, recombination will cause the mutation to be separated from

the specific alleles of its original haplotype. Closely linked DNA variants though will

remain together on ancestral haplotypes for many generations' This type of non-random

association of alleles is known as linkage disequilibrium. (Figure adapted from cardon &

Bell,2001).
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Thus, conventional QTL mapping methods rapidly lose power as genetic complexity

increases. This has been shown to be a function of the small sample size that does not

usually allow for the effective detection of weak QTL which account for less than l)Yo of

the total trait vanation (Nadeau & Frankel, 2000). Therefore, many QTL that contribute to

the overall phenotypic variance remain undetected in the background "noise" of the

experiment due to the large costs involved in producing, genotyping and phenotyping

hundreds of extra progeny in a greater number of families. If the sample size is increased, a

greater number of QTL would reach the high statistical thresholds imposed by multiple

testing in whole genome scans. However, in most livestock species as in man, this

proposition is not practical. Additionally, bias exists between the mapping of QTL for easy-

to-measure traits (e.g., birth weight- actual measurement) versus more difficult-to-measure

traits (e.g., meat juiciness- subjective measurement). This is due to the higher levels of

statistical significance obtained with the greater accuracies of phenotypic measurements that

allow the correct identification of associations between the trait and the genetic markers

tested (Burrow et a1.,2001).

Another problem faced by linkage analysis is the complication of the simultaneous

segregation of more than one QTL for atraít on a single chromosome (Flint & Mott, 2001).

Linkage experiments map QTL with genetic effects which may be caused by many closely

spaced linked genes acting in the same or opposite direction. A large effect QTL could in

reality be due to a series of clustered genes where the alleles either all positively (or all

negatively) influence the phenotype. Conversely, two closely linked genes with alleles that

operate in opposite directions may not be detected at all as there would be few experimental

recombinants that could reveal their presence (Barton & Keightley, 2002). Theoretically,

such confounding effects may occur quite often as genomic expression analysis has shown

that genes of related function (multi-gene families) or those that work together in the same

biochemical pathway may be located within short physical distance of each other (Cohen e/

a|.,200Q).
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Although the resolution of linkage mapping may be low in certain circumstances, the

combined usage of linkage analysis, comparative mapping information and,/or alternative

animal models has allowed greater insights into the functional roles of alarge proportion of

gene products implicated in influencing complex phenotypes (Gray et a1.,2000). A recent

example which elegantly combined a mouse animal model with linkage and comparative

mapping information to successfully pin-point a positional candidate gene rù/as the

identification of a missense mutation with major effects on milk yield and composition in

dairy cattle (Grisart et a1.,2001). The authors showed that incorporation of candidate gene

SNps in the linkage analysis more than doubled the LOD score obtained for the traits of

interest and maximized. exactly at the candidate gene position. Additional evidence was

provided with positive association of the genetic variant in multiple populations of the

Holstein-Fresian dairy cattle breed. This study represents one of the first examples of a

successfully identified genetic variant responsibly for a QTL describing complex phenotypic

variation in an outbred mammal and highlights the enoÍnous amount of genotyping needed

to complete such a task. Presently, such studies have to generate their own sequence contigs

and identify their own SNP markers to determine common population haplotypes before

association studies can be undertaken, due to the lack of sequence and SNP marker

information publicly available for livestock species.

In contrast, linkage disequilibrium (LD) analysis exploits historical recombinants which

allows the fine mapping of trait loci by assessing the association of a marker with a closely

situated functional variant on a population scale rather than within families (Cardon & Bell,

2001). Finer mapping of the trait loci is achieved by utilizing a greater number of

accumulated recombination events which have taken place throughout the population history

to greatly decrease the physical distance over which the co-segregation of alleles with

disease or trait-influencing mutations may still be found (Figure 8.lb) (Jorde, 1995). Thus,

the basis of LD mapping is the presence of linkage disequilibrium which arises between a

marker and trait if the tested marker polymorphism is situated physically close to the

functional variant. Due to their close proximity, many generations are required for the two

to be separated by recombination, and as a result, they are present together in the same
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haplotype at a frequency higher than expected even in very distantly related individuals

(Schafer & Hawkins, 1998). Linkage disequilibrium which is often referred to as allelic

association generally decays rapidly over short distances in humans (a few tens of kb) which,

therefore, allows a greater precision of trait loci mapping than that achieved by linkage

analysis (Reich et a1.,2001).

In growing populations, such as in humans, recombination is the primary force that

eliminates LD over generations (Slatkin, l9g4). However, a large number of contributing

factors including regional variability in recombination frequency, genetic drift, the age of the

mutation, ethnic diversity, recent population admixture, and the patterns of mating within a

population have all been shown to greatly affect patterns of LD (Risch, 2000; zavattan et

al., 2000; Collins et al., 2001). Because of these differences, LD measures can vary

significantly within and between populations, making the simultaneous analysis of marker-

trait associations highly susceptible to false associations due to randomly occurring

differences in allele frequencies in the tested samples (Collins & Morton, 1998)' In

comparison, the generation of LD in farm animal populations has been proposed to occur

more frequently and over greater distances than in large outbred human populations (Farnir

et a1.,2000; Andersson, 2001). This is thought to reflect the differences in genetic drift (the

random fluctuation in allele frequencies between one generation and the next) between the

two groups. Genetic drift is known to be greatly affected by limited numbers of breeding

animals, migration, and population stratification where small numbers of breeding animals

(usually sires) will be used more frequently than others due to selection (Haley, 1999). This

suggests that LD mapping in farm animals may be possible with a fewer number of markers

than LD mapping in human populations. Overall, these findings may make LD mapping in

livestock genetics potentially more useful for mapping trait loci 'de novo' than by the

refinement or fine mapping of QTL already mapped to a chromosomal region by linkage

(McRae et a1.,2001). However, if strong LD is shown to extend over large genetic distances

in these species, isolation and confirmation of the trait causing mutation/s will be inherently
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Like linkage analysis, linkage disequilibrium mapping suffers from a number of problems

that have led to an overwhelming number of reports which either cannot be replicated or

confirmed by independent linkage analysis (Terwilliger & Weiss, 1998). Explanations for

the lack of reproduibility of many LD studies has been shown to be typically due to poor

study design (small sample size and population stratification), incorrect assumptions about

the underlying genetic architecture, simple overinterpretation of the data, and positive

publication bias (Gambaro et a1.,2000; Cardon & Bell 2001). Despite these known

limitations, LD mapping has been assessed as being more powerful than linkage methods in

detecting genetic contributions to complex traits and diseases with the identification of QTL

that explain as little as 5Yo of the phenotypic variance possible (Long & Langley, 1999;

Risch, 2000). Therefore, great effort has been placed into the recent development of LD

mapping methodologies that attenuate some of the known limitations of the approach

(Krugylak, 1997; Schuze & McMahon,2002).

'Whole-genome linkage disequilibrium mapping was initially suggested almost a decade ago

when the realization that millions of human SNPs markers would soon become available to

produce the very high density human sNP maps necessary for LD mapping (Jorde, 1995:'

Risch & Merikangas, 1996). It was proposed that by using whole-genome LD mapping

initially, linkage studies would be avoided altogether allowing QTL to be localized more

efficiently and quickly even after compensating for the increased number of false positives

expected from testing tens or even hundreds of thousands of SNP markers (Risch &

Merikangas, 1996). These assumptions require the availability of very dense SNP maps

which are currently only available for the human population and cost effective ultra-high

throughput SNP genotyping technologies able to facilitate such large-scale studies' For

these reasons alone, it seems likely that linkage-based approaches in farm animal species

will remain as the first step in the identihcation of QTL, limiting the development of dense

SNp maps to areas where positive linkage has already been confirmed in multiple studies'

The use of a dense set of SNP markers confined to a specific chromosomal region to test for

allelic association between a marker and a trait is known as regional linkage disequilibrium
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mapping (Cardon & Bell, 2001). Generally, two common LD mapping strategres are

employed to dissect the causative genetic variant/s contained within a region. They include

1) a positional candidate gene approach, where specific genes or variants are examined on

the basis of proposed relationships with the phenotype using information from comparative

mapping or physiological studies, and 2) a positional cloning approach, in which markers are

selected for evaluation purely on the basis of their proximity to one another on a

chromosome. These approaches have been successfully used to identify single major genes

involved in fulty penetrate genetic disorders in humans and animals' However, the

identification of genes involved in complex traits has historically proven more difficult to

achieve due to the increased number of polymorphisms requiring identification and

characterization within a region (Andersson, 2001). Currently, an exponentially increasing

numbers of reports using dense sets of SNP markers are being published outlining large-

scale investigations into candidate gene involvement in many complex diseases such as

asthma (Duetcsh et a1.,2002), obesity (Oeffner et a1.,2001) and heart disease (Bluher et al.,

2002) in humans, suggesting it is only a matter of time before similar studies are routinely

undertaken in farm animals species for economically important traits.

One of the largest challenges to animal geneticists today is to understand the underlying

complex genetic architecture of body composition. Genes which effect growth, muscularity,

and regional differences in fat deposition (e.g sub-cutaneous, intramuscular fmarbling] and

internal depots) are likely to be numerous with extensive allelic heterogeneity heavily

influenced by environmental variance and genetic epistasis. The analysis of SNP haplotypes

found in the bovine growth hormone (GHI), growth hormone factor I (POUIFl), hormone

sensitive lipase (LI7E), leptin (LEP) and myostatín (MSTI',I) genes was undertaken in

Limousin and Jersey cattle to help elucidate the genetic mechanisms controlling

economically important carcass traits in cattle and the sensitivities of linkage and LD

mapping in agricultural sPecies.
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8.2 Specific Methods

8.2.1 Animals

The investigation was carried out on the Adelaide/AgResearch cattle mapping herds (section

2.6). Briefly, six large paternal half-sib pedigrees were produced from a reciprocal

backcross between the divergent Jersey (dairy) and Limousin (beef¡ cattle breeds' Three

pairs of first-cross (Fl : X) half-brothers were generated, with one from each pair used for

mating in either Australia or New Zealand to both pure Jersey (J) and pure Limousin (L)

dams creating in total 784 XJ and XL backcross progeny (range 120-156 progeny per sire)'

The 366 Australian backcross progeny were bom over three years (1996-1998), grown out

on pasture in pre-allocated slaughter groups until approximately 28 months of age, and then

finished on gtain concentrates for at least 6 months as part of an intensive feed efficiency

trial (age at slaughter 34-40 months). The 418 NZ backcross calves were born over two

years (1996 -1997), grown out on pasture only diets (no concentrates), and slaughteted at 24-

2g months of age. Only the Australian purebred dams were available for tissue collection

and subsequent DNA samPling'

8.2.2 Slaughter and phenotypic data collection

Au stralisn b ackcr o s s Pr o g enY

All animals bom in 1996 and 1997 were slaughtered at Granthum, Queensland with animals

born in 1998 slaughtered at Murray Bridge, South Australia. All animals were killed by use

of a captive bolt. Following standard line processing, the carcasses were weighed hot

(HSCW) (kg), split and stored in a (0-4"c) chiller ovemight. Approximately 18 hours after

slaughter, carcasses were quartered at the 10th-1lth rib and carcass assessmentperformedby

an accredited AUS-MEAT grader. Carcass traits evaluated included the cross sectional area

of the M. longissimus dorsi (eye muscle area : EMA) ("-'), P8 fat depth (P8) (mm), and

10th-11th rib fat depth (RIB) (mm). The left side of each carcass was boned out into

butcher's joints, all meat cuts weighed, and the eye round (M. semitendinosus) and strþ-loin

(M. longissimus dorsi) collected for further analysis. A 1.5 cm thick steak was cut from the

lateral part of each strip-loin, placed in a sealable plastic bag and rrozen at -20oc until

intramuscular fat content extraction was undertaken'
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Intramuscular fat content (IMF) (%) was determined (undertakenby Z. Kruk, University of

Adelaide) by lipid extraction as described by the method of Malau-Aduli et al., (2000)'

Briefly, all visible fat was removed from strip-loin cuts and approximately 1009

homogenised in a small food processor. An accurately weighed sub-sample (29) was then

taken and the lipid was extracted with chloroform:methanol (2:1) following the method of

Christie (1989).

Strip-loin weight as a percentage of HSCW (LD%) was calculated by dividing total strip-

loin weight by HSCV/ and multiplying by 100. Silverside weight as a percentage of HSCW

(SS%) was calculated by adding the total weight of the eye round and outside flat meat cuts

to form a silverside weight, dividing by the HSCW and then multiplying by 100. MEATo/o,

FAT% and BONE%o werc calculated using prediction equations based on the differences in

saleable beef yield of 241 steers from 10 diverse Bos taurus breeds (inc. Limousin and

Jersey) (Appendix X) (Ewers et al., l9g9). The prediction equations utilized between nine

and thirteen primal meat cut weights, trimmed subcutaneous fat weights, bone weights and

chiller floor measurements taken from each carcass. Percentage equations were formed

separately for year of slaughter (1996197 or 1993) due to differences in carcass

measurements collected at the different abattoirs. The prediction equation accuracy was

estimated to be between R2 :79 Yo (FAT%; 1998 slaughter) and 92% (BONE%; 199611997)

(Appendix X, Table X.2). A meat-to-bone ratio (MT:BONE) was also calculated by

dividing estimated MEAT% by BONE%.

New Zealand backcross progenY

All animals were slaughtered by use of a captive bolt. Following standard line processing,

the carcasses were weighed hot (HSCV/) (kg), split and stored in a (0-4'C) chiller overnight.

Approximat ely 24hours after slaughter, carcasses were quartered at the 10th-1lth rib and the

two halves weighed. The right side of each carcass was boned out into butcher's joints with

standard fat trim and all joints weighed. Weights and then percentages of total meat

(MEAT%), trimmed fat (FAT%) and bone (BONE%) were recorded, and a meat-to-bone

ratio was calculated (MT:BONE). The right strip-loin(M. longissimus dorsi) was collected,
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weighed and a steak cut from the quartered end for digital photography. Eye muscle area

(EMA) (.*r) and l0th-11th rib fat (RIB) (-m) were estimated from the resultant electronic

tracings. IMF% was estimated by counting pixels for intramuscular fat and expressing them

as a percentage of total steak area from the same stored electronic image. Strip-loin (LD%)

and silverside (SS%) as a percent of total carcass weight were calculated by dividing

trimmed meat cut weight by HSCW and multiplying by 100. Hindquarter as a percent of

side weight (HQ%) was calculated by dividing right hindquarter weight by right side weight

and multiplying by 100. The percentage of high value hindquarter meat cuts in a side

(HVHe%) was determined by adding the strip-loin, rump, topside, silverside, thick flank,

and tender-loin weights from each right hindquarter, dividing by total side weight, and

multiplying by 100. Rump fat weight (RUMPFAT) (kg) was calculated by weighing the

amount of fat trim removed from the rump meat cut after standard trimming'

8.2.3 Marker selection and genotyping

Microsatellítes

Sire-derived alleles were determined for the 784 Australian and NZ backcross progeny for a

total of 253 informative microsatellite loci (average of 185 loci per sire group, range 170-

196) spread across the whole genome, excluding the X and Y chromosomes (Morris et al',

2001). Average microsatellite marker spacing \Mas < 20cM per Fl sire family with 3'9

informative markers per sire per chromosome genotyped. Microsatellite makers were

genotyped in New Zealandby radioactive PAGE (AgResearch) with each gel independently

scored twice. The resultant genotlpes were transferred to the project database prior to map

construction and QTL analYsis'

Singte nucleotìde polymorphísms (SNPs)

A total of sixteen SNPs from five candidate genes (GH|- 3 SNPs, LEP- 6 SNPs, LIPE- |

SNp, MSZ /- 4 SNPs, POUlFl- 3 SNPs) were genotyped in the Australian and New

Zealand backcross progeny and the Australian dams by indirect colorimetric primer

extension and PCR-RFLP analysis (described in detail section 7 '2'3).
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8.2.4 Linkage maPPing

8.2.4.1 Map construction

Marker linkage maps were produced using the ALL option in GRIMAP version 2'4 software

by placing loci one at a time with a LOD score of > 3 (framework map) and subsequently

adding markers until all were placed (Green et aI., 1990)' SNP markers from the five

candidate genes were added by using the hap-sysO function which assumes no

recombination between markers and combines SNPs into haplotypes that function as

multiple alleles for each locus. The CHROMPIC option was used to provide a list of all

double recombinants. progeny from sire families with two or more double recombinants for

a single marker were re-examined. The FLIPS (2-6) function was then used to determine if

the fixed marker order was correct. Resultant linkage maps for each of the five

chromosomes \ryere compared with the MARC97 bovine genome linkage maps for conserved

marker order and distance (Bovine ArkDB; htþ://texas.thearkdb.org/browser?species=cow;

accessed 20,1' January 2002). The Adelaide/AgResearch linkage maps and marker spacings

were used in the subsequent QTL analysis.

8.2.4.2 Statistical linkage analysis

All carcass traits measured in the New Zealand and Australian backcross progeny were

normally distributed with the exception of Australian RIB and P8 fat depth which were

subsequently transformed by taking the natural logarithm. Phenotypes of the Limousin and

Jersey backcross progeny were pre-adjusted to account for all known fixed effects and the

residuals were stored after standardization by dividing by the phenotypic standard deviation

(op). The statistical model for the Australian backcross progeny included the effects of

breed of dam (J or L) and slaughter group (1996H, 19965,...199SS) where sex and year

were confounded with slaughter group. The New Zealand residuals were formed separately

for each year of birth (1996 or 1997) and then combined. The 1996 New Zealand model

included the effects of birth rate (J, Ll or L2) and slaughter group (1-18) where breed of

dam was confounded with birth rate and sex and year were confounded with slaughter group.

The 1997 New Zealand model included the effects of farm origin (J, Ll orL2) and slaughter

group (19-23) were breed of dam was confounded with farm origin and sex and year were
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confounded with slaughter group. Residuals (GLM procedure) and least square means'were

calculated (PREDICT procedure) using the statistical software package GenStat (Lawes

Agricultural Trust, 2000). Linkage of each standardized trait to markers on BTA1, 2, 4, 18

and 19 was tested using the QTL Express software package (Seaton et al., 2002;

http:llqtl.cap.ed.ac.uk, accessed 29th March 2002) and the half-sib population structure applet.

eTL Express, based upon Knott's et al. (1996) interval-mapping linear regression

procedures, was used to generate an F-statistic profile at lcM intervals. In the analysis of

EMA, RIB and P8 fat depth, hot standard carcass weight (HSCVi) was included as a

covariate, whilst for RUMPFAT, the covariate was rump weight (kg)'

8.2.4.3 Thresholds

The experiment-wise threshold values were calculated according to Lander and Kruglyak

(1995). A significantly liked marker (P < 0.05, genome-wide test) equivalent to one

expected false positive in 20 genomic scans required an F test statistic > 7.8 (3 sires) or

> 17.8 (single sire group). A highly significantly linked marker (P < 0.001, genome-wide

test) equivalent to one false positive in 1000 genomic scans required an F statistic of > 11'2

(3 sires) or > 27 .9 (single sire group).

8.2.5 Linkage disequitibrium statistical analysis

Haplotypes for the Fl sires, the Australian purebred dams and the Australian and New

Zealand backcross progeny were assigned manually by inspection of the family data based

upon the occuffence of individuals homozygous at all SNP sites or heterozygous at a single

site. Resolved haplotypes were submitted with genotypes containing two or more

heterozygous sites into the haplotype reconstruction program PHASE (section 7.2'4)

(Stephens et al., 2001). Resultant haplotypes were checked for correct Mendelian

inheritance in the sire-dam-progeny trios. Segregation analysis was used to assign phase-

known paternally and maternally inherited haplotypes in each of the 788 backcross progeny.

Haplotype phase could not be assigned in the Australian progeny if the sire-dam-progeny

trios were heterozygous for the same haplotype combination or in the New Zealand animals

if the sire and progeny were heterozygous for the same haplotype combination.
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Association of the matemally inherited candidate gene haplotypes from unrelated dams in

the Limousin and Jersey backcross progeny with eleven carcass traits (HSC'W, RlB,

P8/RUMPFAT, EMA, LDyo, SS%, IMF%, BONE%, MrE,ATo/o, MT:BONE, and FAT%) was

undertaken by analysis of variance (ANOVA) (unbalanced treatment procedure) using the

statistical software package GenStat (Lawes Agricultural Trust, 2000). The maternally

inherited chromosomes of the dams were considered to be a representative sample of the

Australian and New Zealandlimousin and Jersey breeding population. Phenotypes for each

trait were standardized and the residuals stored as described (section 8.2.4.2).

Residuals from the New Zealand and the Australian progeny were combined and jointly

analyzedto increase overall experimental power. Rare haplotypes that contained fewer than

twenty observations in the combined data set were removed from the overall analysis. The

ANOVA model included sire, paternally inherited candidate gene haplotype, and the

maternally inherited candidate gene haplotype and their interactions as fixed effects' The

effects of breed of dam and country and their interactions were tested, and were found to be

generally not significant, and therefore, were not included in the model. In the analysis of

EMA, RIB and P8 fat depth, hot standard carcass weight (HSCW) was included as a

covariate, whilst for RUMPFAT the covariate was rump weight (kg). Least square means

were estimated for each effect and overall F values were calculated to determine the level of

significance. Candidate genes were considered significantly associated with a trait if the

maternally inherited haplotype P value was < 0.05.

A multiple linear regression with groups analysis using the statistical software package

GenStat (Lawes Agricultural Trust, 2000) was used for analyzing the genetic relationship

between MSTN and the eleven carcass traits in cattle. In addition to the effect of the MSTN

haplotype/genotype, the model included the effects of sire. HSCV/ was used as a covariate

for EMA, RIB and P8 fat depth, whilst rump weight was used as a covariate for RUMPFAT.

Stored residuals formed for the linkage and ANOVA analysis were also used to estimate the

additive and dominance effects.
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8.3 Results

8.3.1 Haplotype phase assignment

Maternally inherited candidate gene haplotypes could be correctly assigned in 92o/o of all

cases for the 366 Australian backcross progeny (range: POUIFI 87% - MSTN 95o/o), but at

an average of only 670/o in the 418 New Zealand backcross progeny (range: LIPE 38% -

MSTN S0%). The large difference in the efficiency of allocation of phase-known haplotypes

in the progeny across the two different countries was mainly attributed to the lack of

maternal genotypic data from the New Zealand dams for which no DNA samples were

available. Within-country differences in allocation rates were influenced by the number and

frequency of haplotypes present in each breed and the number of homozygous sires and

dams for each candidate gene. Individual candidate gene haplotypes were inherited in

similar proportions in the progeny of either purebred Jersey or Limousin cows in both

countries.

8.3.2 Candidate gene linkage analysis

8.3.2.1 Genetic mapping and chromosomal location

A total of 784 animals representing 6 informative half-sib families from the

Adelaide/AgReseach gene mapping herd were used to construct genetic maps for BTAI,

BTA2, BTA4, BTA|8 and BTA19 using CRIMAP (Green et al., 1990). Marker order,

distance and overall genetic map lengths were comparable to the MARC97 bovine male

maps. A total of 256 POUIF|, 692 MSTN, 1742 LEP,230 LIPE and 581 GHI informative

meiosis were used across the six half-sib families to place the candidate genes by multi-point

linkage analysis onto the Adelaide/AgResearch genetic maps. The five candidate genes

POUIFI, MSTN, LEP, LIPE and GHI were assigned to BTA1, BTA2, BTA4, BTA18 and

BTA19, respectively (Figure 8.2). Interval support for the individual gene placements was

high for all loci (POUIFI Lod > 2; MSTN Lod > 6, LEP Lod > 22, LIPE Lod > 2, GHI

Lod>l1). Placement of the POU|FI (Moody et a1.,1995c), LEP (Pomp et al.,1997) and

GHl (Barendse e/ at., 1997) genes confirmed and refined previously published genetic

localizations, whilst the assignment of MSTN was in complete agreement with Grobet and

colleagues (1997) physical mapping data.



Figure 8.2. Bovine genetic linkage maps of BTA1, BTA2, BTA4, BTAI8 and BTA19. The

corresponding MARC97 chromosome map is given as a reference, illustrating only markers

in common between both maps. Male recombination rates were used. Distances are given

in centimorgans (cM; Kosambi).
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LIPE had not been previously mapped in cattle. However, the use of human and bovine

comparative maps (bovine genome database, national animal genome research program;

htþ://bos.cvm.tamu.edu/htmls/HBM.html; accessed 17th March) confirmed LIPE, found on

HSAl9q13 .l-q13.2, should be located on BTA18 as observed.

8.3.2.2 Quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping

Data obtained from a genomic screen of the 366 Australian born backcross progeny

generated from three Limousin x Jersey Fr sires provided genome-wide significant test

statistics for centromeric QTL on BTA2 affecting MEAT%, MT:BONE,FNIo/o, EMA and

SS% (Table 8.1). Similar interval mapping analysis of the 418 New Zealand born backcross

progeny generated from the other three Limousin x Jersey Fr sires confirmed QTL were

affecting MEAT%, MT:BONE,FATo/q EMA, SS%, RUMPFAT and HVHQ%o on BTA2

with He% (F,t : 7.1) falling just below the P < 0.05 genome-wide test threshold. In both

analyses, the Limousin allele was responsible for increasing MEAT%, MT:BONE, EMA,

SS%, HVHQ% and HQ% and decreasing FAT% and RUMPFAT relative to the Jersey

allele. Segregating quantitative trait loci on BTA2 had maximum F-statistics at OcM from

the beginning of the linkage group in the Australian progeny and between 0 and 1OcM in the

New Zealand progeny with the MSTN candidate gene located at OcM. No evidence

supporting the presence of QTL affecting carcass traits on BTA1, BTA4, BTA18 and

BTA19 was observed with recorded test statistics far from significant on all chromosomes.

Carcass traits affected by the QTL on BTA2 showed moderate to high phenotypic

correlations in the Australian (+ 0.30-0.78) and New Zealand (+ 0.30-0.81) progeny with

specific trait correlations very similar between the two different environments (Table 8.2).

A small amount of variability was observed between the two countries for trait correlations

involving EMA, IMF% and P8/RUMPFAT, which could be attributed to differences in

phenotypic data collection. Individual sire analysis showed that sires 361 and 368

(Australia) and sire 402 (New Zealand) had the most phenotypes significantly linked with

the region (Table 8.3).
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Table 8.1 Summary of F,, values and QTL location for traits showing suggestive

linkage (P < 0.05) using genome-wide threshold levels. HSCW: hot standard carcass

weight; EMA: eye muscle area,LDo/o: striploin %, SS%: silverside o/o, RIB: rib fat

depth; P8: p8 fat depth; IMF%: intramuscular fat content, HQ%: hindquarter as ao/o

of side, HVHQ%: high value hindquarter meat cuts as a o/o side.

BTA 1 BTA2 BTA4 BTA 18 BTA 19

AUST (3 sires)

HSCW

BONE%

MEAT%

MT:BONE

EMA

LD%

SS%

FAT%

RIB

P8

IMF%

NZ (-l sires)

HSCW

BONE%

MEAT%

MT:BONE

EMA

LD%
SS%

FAT%

RIB

RUMPFAT

IMF%

HQ%

HVHQ%

26.6 (OcM)

10.1 (0cM)

11.5 (0cM)

18.0 (OcM)

1a.2 (OcM)

36.3 (0cM)

19.2 (OcM)

8.7 (OcM)

23.2 (zcM)

22.1 (10cM)

14.2 (OcM)

25.3 (OcM)



Table g.2 Adjusted phenofpic correlations (> +/- 0.30) between carcass muscularity and fatness traits in the Jersey and Limousin backcross progeny

A(IST BONE% MEAT% MT:BONE LD% SS% HSCW EMA FAT% RIB P8

BONE%

MEAT%

MT-BONE

LD%

SS%

HSCW

EMA

FAT%

RIB

IMF%

-0.90

-0.55

-0.49

-0.3s

-0.30

-0.16

-0.31

-0.48

-0.41

0.5 8

0.31

0.83

0.60

-0.83

0.31

0.50

0.60

P8 -0.35

-0.34

0.40

-0.78

-0.38

0.s8

0.33

0.54

-0.30

0.50

0.3 8

0.40

0.56

NZ BONE% MEAT% MT:BONE LD% SS% HSCW EMA FAT% zuB RUMPFAT IMF% HQ%

BONE%

MEAT%

MT-BONE

LD%

SS%

HSCW

EMA

FAT%

RIB

RUMPFAT

IMF%

HQ%

HVHQ%

0.s8

0.59

0.42

-0.84

-0.31

-0.42

0.36

0.81

0.39

0.40

0.3 8

0.51 0.30

-0.59

-0.34

-0.45

0.49

0.67

0.37

\o
\o0.44

0.30

0.32

0.31

-0.31

-0.73 -0.33 -0.41 0.69



Table g.3 Effects of suggestive eTL located on BTA2 on carcass traits in units of phenotypic standard deviationl

BONE% MEAT% MT:BONE EMA LD% SS% FAT%

Standard effors are presented in parenthesis.

Aust Sires

36r [1,3]'?

368 [1,3]

398 [1,2]

Aust mean

Aust SD

Av QTL Effect,

%n of trait mean

NZ Sires

3e4 lt,21

402 U,3l

4t7 11,21,

NZ mean

NZ SD

QTL Effect,
o/o of trait mean

HSCV/

(ke)

334.70

49.85

HSCW

(ke)

229.68

37.61

1.r4 (0.21)

1.16 (0 20)

68.60

2.10

68.71

254

5.2

(.M')

0.54 (0.21)

0.'72 (0.20)

80.69

12.38

9.7

59.r 1

l 1.33

RIB

(nun)

P8

(tnm)

12.26

2.8 r

RUMPFAT

(ke)

-0 90 (0.1 8)

0.48

0.06

-12.5

IMF%

5.25

1.03

IMF% HQ% HVHQ%

o.8o (0.1 8) 1.36 (0.17)

1.02 (0.2r) -0.e3 (0.22)

0.98 (0.20) -0.84 (0.21)

17.7s

1.34

3.9 r

0.41

3.78

0.56

4.94

0.42

8.5

1 3.65

1.59

-r0.2

9.68

1.68

35

BONE% MEAT% MT:BONE EMA LD% SS% FAT%

1.39 (0.17) 1.05 (0.17) 1.21 (0.17) -1.17 (0.18)

5.32

0.20

7.28

0.62

10.3

9.08

1.51

-19.5

RIB

(m-)

'7.47

r.00

4.16

0.91

53.0s

0.83

1.3

31.30

r.'79

'78

22.2t

1.17

3.12

0.29

9.8

t Only g.no-e-wide signifìcant individual sire effects reported (.F test statististic > 17.1, P < 0'05)

2 Numbers in square brackets represent the Sire MSIN haplotype combination. N)
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Size of the eTL effects in units of phenotypic standard deviations (op) were similar in each

of the two countries despite the Australian animals having 46o/o heavier carcasses, 37o/o

largt EMA, 30% more zuBFAT, 260/o morc IMF%, 50olo more F ATYo, 20o/o less BONE%,

32o/o smaller silverside as a percentage of total carcass weight, and a 25o/o inctease in the

ratio of MEAT:BONE compared with the New Zealand animal trait means. The sizes of the

significant allele effects, relative to the standardized trait means, ranged form 3.5 To l0.2Yo

in the Australian animals and 1.3 to 19.5%o in the New Zealand animals'

Removal of the MSTN SNP markers from the linkage analysis for key traits showing

significantly linkage (Fst > 7.8) (e.g., MEAT%, FATVL,MT:BONE, SS%) more than halved

the size of the QTL effects obtained for the traits on BTA2 in the Australian progeny

(without MSTN SNPs: FAT% Fst:6.8, MEATo/o Fst:12'9, MT:BONE -Fst:5'6, SS%

-F'st:9.4) with the maximal linkage moving to -18cM from MSTN between ILSTS026 and

TEXAN2. Removal of the MSTN SNPs in the analysis involving the New Zealand

backcross progeny resulted in an average drop in ,Fst : 5 for all traits with the QTL

maximum linkage moving to 13cM from the centromeric end between ILSTS026 and

TEXAN2. In both analyses, two out of three families were informative for the ILSTS026

microsatellite marker. The presence of a second QTL was investigated on BTA2 using the

full marker map (MSTN genotypes included) and the multiple QTL option in QTL Express

for all traits showing nominal significance. No improvement over the best possible one-

eTL model at the nominal P < 0.05 using a variance ratio (F) test was observed.

8.3.3 Candidate gene linkage disequilibrium analysis

To investigate the influence of candidate gene haplotypes on important carcass traits in

cattle, the effect of the paternally and maternally inherited haplotype on each progeny was

determined under the assumptions that: 1) the purebred Limousin and Jersey dams were

selected at random from the larger Australian and New Zealand breed populations, and 2)

their level of relatedness reflected those found in the wider breed populations where no full

sisters were used in the analysis. Due to the occurrence of infrequent haplotypes, progeny

inheriting a maternal MSTN hap4, LEP hap6 or LEP hapT were removed from the analysis
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due to insufficient numbers (n < 20) per haplotype class. The analysis was undertaken using

the combined data set from all backcross progeny where the differences between breed and

country haplotype frequencies were accounted for in building the residuals. As expected' the

effect of breed and country were not significant (P : 0.99) for any trait. Additional testing

of breed x maternal or patemal haplotype and country x maternal or paternal haplotype

interactions were generally not significant. Sire x paternal or maternal haplotype

interactions were also not significant (P > 0'7)'

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the MSTN haplotypes with 11 cattle carcass traits found

10 traits (HSCV/, MEAT%, BONE%, MT:BONE, EMA, P8/RUMPFAT depth, SSo/o,

IMF%, RIB and FAT%) to be significantly associated (P < 0.05) with the myostatin locus

(Table 8.4). Paternal haplotype by maternal haplotype interactions were highly significant

(p < 0.001) for three of the traits (MEAT%, MT:BONE, and SS%) and significant (P < 0'01)

for an additional five traits (HSCW, BONE%, FATD/o,P8/RUMPFAT, and EMA) providing

overwhelming evidence for the effect of dominance at this locus.

ANOVA of the maternally inherited haplotypes from the four remaining candidate genes,

which did not exhibit even suggestive linkage to the same eleven carcass traits, did not show

significant trait associations, except P8/RUMPFAT. P8/RUMPFAT was significantly

(p < 0.05) associated with maternal GHl haplotypes (Table 8.4). GHI haplotype 2, found

only in Limousins at low frequencies (Table 7. ),had the largest effect, increasing the P8/

RUMpFAT by 0.51 (SE t 0.18) of a residual standard deviation. GHI haplotypes 1 and 3

were not shown to significantly affect this trait.

The simultaneous estimation of the genetic effects of the MSTN haplotypes and genotype

combinations on important cattle carcass traits showed that ihe MSTN haplotype 1 found

only within Limousin cattle had the largest effect on all traits (Table 8.5). Analysis of the

mean additive effect of haplotype 1 relative to the mean effect of haplotype 3 revealed a

significant effect (P < 0.01) on all traits tested except LD%.
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Table 8.4 ANOVA variance ratios (F st) and tests of significance for main effects and their

interactions

TRAIT

HSCW

BONETo

lvIEATTo

MT:BONE

EMA

PO(]ßI LDEO

SSTo

FATTo

RIB

P8/RUMPFAT
IMFVO

Freedom

SIRE

4.2***
0.5

1.1

8.1)ß{'<{<

1.0

5.2;r**

5.4r<* {<

t.9

0.3

1.1

2.0

0.3

0.3

2.0

<0.1

1.0

1.0

2,3

2.6

1.5

1.8

1.1

PATERNAL
HAP

MATERNAL
HAP

1.3

1.1

0.2

0.6

0.5

0.4

<0.1

0.7

0.7

1.6

0.4

1.6

2.1

12.2***
9.4>x**

1.3

0.5

10.6x**

9.0**r.
2.1*

3.5**
0.5
2

0.8

0.2

0.8

0.8

0.5

0.3

0.6

0.6

1.3

1.1

0.1

4

<0.1

0.5

1.6

t.9
t.4
1.0

2.0

0.6

0.6

1.5

0.4

PATERNALHAP.
MATERNALHAP

0.7

t.4
0.8

r.2

0.6

0.9

0.4

0.1

<0.1

0.3

0.9
4

3.5**
3.6*x

7. l 'l' t<*

9.3***
3.0**

0.4

7.9***
3.9*x

1.9

2.7**
t.4
4

0.8

1.1

1.0

1.5

t,6
1.0

0.9

0.7

0.8

1.0

0.6
t2

<0.1

1.8

1.6

0.6

0.4

0.7

1.0

3.9*
<0.1

1.0

0.3

HSCW

BONETo

lvß,AT7o

MT:BONE

EMA
LDTo

SSTo

FATVO

RIB

PSIRUMPFAT

llvIFTo

4.',|***

1.2

t.4
13.4'kt'.*

2,2*

4.0**
7.9{, * {<

2.O

0.3

1.5

r.6

MSTN

LEP

2

5.1**

12***
75.2***
40.4***

28.3**x

0.8

46.7***

33.3**

9.0{<'ßf<

16.8***
4.9**

0.3

2.1

0.2

1.3

0.2

1.3

0.5

1.0

0.3

0.5

2.5

HSCW

BONE%

MEATTo

MT:BONE

EMA
LDVo

SSTo

FATVO

RIB
P8/RUMPFAT
IMFVo

Freedom

Freedom

4.4>x**

0.6

0,6
g.3f<**

t.7

3.2**
5.6**x

1.1

0.1

1.3

1.8

5

5

5 J

HSCW

BONETo

lvßATVo
MT:BONE
EMA
LDVo

SSTo

FATVo

RIB
P8/RUMPFAT
Ifvß7o

4.6i<**

0.6

0.3

6.3 {<>È {'

t.7
2.9*
3.0x

0.5

0.5

0.3

0.2

<0.1

1.9

1.0

0.6

0.5

2.0

1.9

0.2

<0.1

1.31.3

5 1

LIPE
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Table 8.4 (cont.)

TRAIT SIRE
PATERNAL MATERNAL

HAP HAP
PATERNALHAP.
MATERNALHAP

0.7

0.5

1.8

1.3

0.6

0.4

1.4

r.2

0.9

0.8

0.7

4

GHl

4.2***
0.6

0.6

7.9+**
2.0

3.0*

4.1 **

1.0

0.3

0.9

2.1

5

t.6
0.5

0.3

0.1

2.7

0.2

<0.1

<0.1

0.1

0.5

0.5

2

1.8

0.4

<0.1

0.1

1.0

0.9

1.2

o.4

0.3

HSCW
BONETo

lvßATVo

MT:BONE
EMA
LDTo

SSTo

FATVo

RIB

P8iRUMPFAT

IJvßVo

3.7*

2.5

2Freedom

*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, *x{<P < 0.001

1

q

I

I

.i

I

I

I

l'

il;
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Table g.5 Estimated genetic effects of the MSIN haplotypes on eleven carcass traits in Limousin and Jersey cattle. standard enors are presented in

parenthesis.

Additive Average Trait
Mean

Av. Residual

SD unitEffect

HSCW (ke)

BONETo

lvß.ATVo

MT:BONE

EMA (cM2)

LDVo

SSTo

FATTo

RIB (mm)

P8 (mm)

RUMPFAT (kg)

llvß7o

haplotype t haplotype 2

9.61*,r.(3.06)

_0.44*x* (0.09)

1.57*** (0.14)

0.19x** (0.02)

0.15**.+ (0.7)

0.03 (0.03)

0.31**+ (0.03)

_0.76*** 10.11)

-0.31** (0.09)

-0.96*+ (0.20)

_0.02+* (<0.01)

-0.21** (0.08)

7.N (s.2s)

-0.11 (0.15)

0.14 (0.26)

0.01 (0.02)

2.13 (r.r9)

0.04 (0.04)

0.06 (0.06)

-0.0s (0.19)

0.38* (0.17)

0.02 (0.3r)

0.00 (<0.01)

-0.2s (0.13)

282.20

19.98

68.65

3.52

69.90

4.55

6.11

1t.37

8.60

12.264

0.4gs

4.71

43.70

1.26

2.32

0.35

l 1.86

0.38

0.52

1.55

1.34

2.81

0.06

o.97

+ P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001

I Least squares estimates of the additive effect of having 0, 1, or 2 copies of a haplotype, relative to the additive effect of haplotype 3

t Do-irrao"" effect estimated as the mean effect of a genotype from the midpoint between the two homozygous genotypic values'

'Trait -e- calculated from only 25 individuals witha[2,2] genotype'
o Trait meao and average residual SD estimated from the Australian backcross progeny.

t T.uit -"an and average residual SD estimated from the New Zealand backcross progeny' NJ

9r

genotype

[r,2]

Dominance2

genotype genotype

[1,3] 12,3)

-11.36 (6.56) -tr.93 ** 14.81)

0.03 (0.21) 0.54*** (0.15)

_1.02**'ß (0.35) _1.14*** (0.25)

-0.06 (0.05) -0.21*** (0.04)

-3.56* (1.54) -2.97** (1.07)

0.03 (0.06) -0.05 (0.05)

_0.20** (0.07) -0.25*** (0.05)

9.73** (0.16) o.42* (O.L7)

-0.36 (0.21) 0.12 (0.16)

0.76 (0.42) 0.7ó* (0.31)

0.02 (0.01) 9.02* (<0.01)

0.32 (0.r7) 0.1ó (0.12)

-5.25 (6.s6)

-0.08 (0.20)

-0.16 (0.32)

0.01 (0.05)

-2;13 (1.54)

-0.01(0.05)

-0.03 (0.07)

0.16 (0.23)

_9.49* 10.21)

-0.08 (0.39)

0.00 (0.01)

0.35* (0.17)

Trait mean for homozYgote

genotype genotype3 genotype

[1,1] 12,21 13,31

297.93

t9.36

70.81

3.83

77.73

4.59

6.59

10.27

8.28

tl.o2

0.46

4.46

291.37

20.00

67.93

3.53

71.80

4.60

6.r4

11.81

9.54

12.59

0.50

4.50

285.69

20.r4

67.75

3.50

68.60

4.52

6.09

rt.82

8.88

12.60

0.49

4.70
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Overall, the effect of the MSTNhaplotype 1 added highly significant (P < 0.001) increases in

MEAT% (9.61 t 3.06 kg), EMA (4.15 t 0.70 cM2), SS% (0.31t0.03%of HSCV/) and

MT:BONE ratio (0.19 t 0.02), whilst significantly (P < 0.01) decreasing FAT% (-0.76 t

O.llyo), RIB (-0.31 t 0.09 mm), PS (-0.96 + 0.20 mm), RUMPFAT (-0.02 + 0.004 kg)'

IMF% (-0.2t t 0.08%) and BONE% (-0.44 + 0.09%) relative to MSTN haplotype 3 (Table

8.5). MSTN haplotype 2 was found to only significantly affect RIB fat depth (0.38mm t

0.17,P < 0.05) relative to haplotype 3.

A comparison of the estimated effects of the MSTN genotypes showed a significant trend of

genotype (1,3) over the expected mean of the two homozygotes (1,1 and 3,3) (Table 8'5)'

MSTN genotype (1,3) had a significantly negative effect on HSCW, MEAT%, MT:BONE,

EMA and SS%, whilst increasing the amount of P8, RUMPFAT, BONEo/o, and FAT% in a

carcass. MSTN genotype (1,2) was also shown to significantly affect HSCV/, MEAT%,

EMA, SS% and FAT% in the same direction. However, the size of the effects were

generally not as significant. MSTN genotype (2,3) was the only genotype shown to

significantly affect RIB fat depth and IMF% (Table 8.5)'

8.4 Discussion

Linkøge analysis

A scan for chromosomal regions affecting thirteen economically important carcass traits in

cattle was undertaken on five bovine chromosomes known to contain likely trait-affecting

candidate loci. The linkage scan was undertaken in a total of six Limousin x Jersey

backcross families of which three were generated in New Zealand and three in Australia.

Large country of origin differences in the carcass trait means existed due to significant

variation in the animal finishing regimes. However, standardized residual trait correlations

remained of the same sign and similar magnitude across both countries. Additional

candidate gene SNP markers from five genes were genotyped in all backcross progeny and

co-analyzed with microsatellite markers on each of the chromosomes, providing an accurate

genetic localization for each candidate loci.
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One peak on the centromeric end of BTA2 achieved genome-wide significance for seven

traits in the New Zealand analysis of which five were replicated in the Australian families.

The two traits that were not replicated HQ% and HVHQ% could not be directly tested for

linkage in the Australian families due to a lack of phenotypic data. However, both traits

showed a moderate to high correlation (0.4 - 0.8, respectively) with MEAT% and SS% in the

New Zealand animals, and could, therefore, be expected to be linked to the same region

showing significant eTL effects for the correlated traits in the Australian families. In total,

three sire families were shown to significantly segregate for the BTA2 QTL with each

segregating Fl sire sharing the same MSTN genotype combination (hapl' hap3).

BTA2 QTL effect sizes were larger in the New Zealand families compared with the

Australian families and may reflect differences in cattle maturity and fatness. Effects larger

than * 1 residual standard deviation were estimated for MEAT%, FATo/o, MT:BONE, SSo/o,

and HVHQ% suggesting a highly significant effect of the QTL on muscling and overall

adiposity of the carcass. Maximum QTL effects were located on or within 10cM of the

exact map position of the candidate gene MSTN, a gene shown to greatly affect skeletal

muscle mass and fatness traits in mice and cattle when mutated (McPherron et al., 1997;

Grobet et al., lggT). Removal of the MSTN SNP markers from the regression analysis

produced alarge drop in variance ratios (F test statics) for all significantly linked traits by an

average of 50% and 22Yo in the Australian and New Zealand families, respectively.

However, all traits except FAT% and MT:BONE in the Australian analysis remained above

the significant (P < 0.05, Fst > 7 .8, 3 sire families) genome-wide threshold. No evidence for

the existence of quantitative loci affecting economically important carcass traits on BTA1,

BTA4, BTA18 or BTA19 harbouring the candidate genes POUlFl, LEP, LIPE, and GHI,

respectively, \ryas identified in the divergent Limousin/Jersey breed cross.

LD candidute gene haplotype analysís

Successful determination of the origin of each parental haplotype inherited in the backcross

progeny was highly dependent on the frequency and heterozygosity of the haplotypes within

the two cattle breeds and on the availability of reference maternal genotypes. Candidate
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genes with a low number of haplotypes of similar population frequency suffered from an

increased incidence of sire-dam-progeny trios (Australian progeny) or sire-progeny duos

(New Zealandprogeny) sharing the same heterozygous genotype' thereby making haplotype

phase assignment in the resultant progeny impossible. This occurred at a candidate gene

average of 33%o in the New Zealand backcross progeny and resulted in a large loss of

informative data from the ANOVA analysis, highlighting the importance of reference

maternal genotypes and candidate gene haplotype frequencies within a population. To

combat this loss in experimental power, joint ANOVA analysis of the Australian and New

Zealand backcross progeny was undertaken to determine the effect of the paternally and

maternally inherited candidate gene haplotypes on the carcass traits of interest.

ANOVA analysis of the effect of the paternally inherited POUlFl, LEP, LIPE and GHI

haplotypes on the eleven carcass traits tested did not identily any significant gene

associations. These findings support the linkage mapping results which failed to provide any

evidence of involvement of the candidate gene regions affecting these carcass traits in cattle.

ANOVA testing of the maternally inherited POU I F I , LEP , LIPE and GH I gene haplotypes

also failed to produce significantly associated trait effects after accounting for multiple

testing, confirming the lack of an association of these gene regions in affecting the carcass

traits in outbred Limousin and Jersey cattle. The lack of any signifîcant influence of the

GHI and, pOUlFl haplotypes on cattle carcass traits shown in this study replicates the lack

of association found recently by typing single SNPs for involvement with bone and

muscularity traits in Piedmontese cattle (Di Stasio et a1.,2001). The study undertaken by Di

Stasio and colleagues (2001) did not test the affects of GHl and POULFl involvement with

cattle fatness traits or measure phenotypes directly from carcasses. Therefore, the results

herein add important evidence supporting the lack of involvement of POUIFI and GHl in

influencing economically important cattle carcass traits in Limousin and Jersey cattle.

However, previous studies have shown a specific effect of GHl and POUIFI alleles on

carcass weight (HSCW) in various Italian breeds of beef cattle (Di Stasio et al', 2000) and

dairy cattle (Grochowska et a1.,2001). This suggests specific gene variants may only be{

.{
i'
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present within particular cattle breeds where they significantly influence body composition

in a breed-specific manner

Similarly, LI7E which plays a key role in the mobilization of fatty acids by controlling the

hydrolysis of triglycerides in adipose tissue and which has been suggested to mediate

intramuscular lipolysis (oscai et a1.,1990), did not show any significant association with

IMF% or other cattle fat traits in the Limousin and Jersey breeds. However, additional

amino acid changing variants have been identified withinthe LIPE gene (Appendix IX) and

should be tested as key components of complex haplotypes spanning the entire region in

multiple breeds before any effects of LIPE on cattle fat traits can be completely disregarded'

Complex haplotype analysis of DNA variants present at the leptin gene failed to support

previous findings associating LEP with numerous fat traits in cattle. Earlier positive

association studies, including the analysis of cattle microsatellite alleles thought to be in

tight LD with polymorphisms at the LEP loctts (Fitzsimmons et al',1998), led researchers in

other livestock species to test for possible associations of leptin with various measures of

fatness (e.g., pig; Jiang & Gibson, 1999). However, the resultant evidence from these

studies was far from conclusive. The study herein provides no additional support for the

involvement of leptin with overall fatness, intramuscular lat or subcutaneous fat depth in

Limousin and JerseY cattle.

The paternally inherit ed MSTN haplotypes were found to be significantly associated with all

eleven cattle carcass traits tested except LD%. All traits shown to be significantly linked to

the region containing the MSTN locus on BTA2 had a highly significant association with the

patemally inherited MyTN haplotype (P <0.001, Fst > 17) in the joint ANovA analysis'

However, four traits (HSCV/, RIB, IMF%, BONE%) not identified as being significantly

affected by loci on BTA2 using linkage analysis were actually shown to be in linkage

disequilibrium with haplotypes of the MSTN locus. ANOVA testing of the effect of the

maternally inherited MSTN haplotypes showed highly significant associations to four traits.

However, the variance ratios were not as extreme as those calculated for the paternal
-.1
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haplotype effect with five traits not showing any association. All traits except RIB, LD%

and IMF% showed significant interactions between the parental MSTN haplotypes

suggesting a strong effect of this locus on many traits.

The large difference in the strength and number of significantly associated traits between the

parental MSTN haplotypes may be attributed to a difference in the extent of the underlying

linkage disequilibrium of the paternal versus the maternal haplotypes. It could be expected

that the sire haplotypes, generated only one generation previous by the crossing of two very

divergent breeds, were actually testing genomic association over a much broader region of

BTA2 due to an increase in LD compared with the maternally inherited haplotypes which

were inherited from unrelated individuals from an outbred population. Thus, the patemally

inherited MSTN haplotype ANOVA results may provide evidence of the effect of additional

genes lying in close proximity to the MSTN locus on BTA2 which influence carcass traits in

Limousin and/or Jersey cattle. Based on published QTL data from a Bos taurus x Bos

indicus (Hereford x Brahman) cross, Stone and colleagues (1999) found strong evidence for

a region -30cM from MSTN on BTA2 affecting the proportion of fat and muscle in carcasses

with F statistic profile scores almost zero at the MSTN gene location. Specifically, retail

beef yield (a composite trait similar to MEAT%), EMA, RIB, FATo/o, IMF% and

RUMPFAT were all affected which closely match the results in this study. Analysis of a

two eTL model fitted in the vicinity of MSW on BTA2 did not provide supportive evidence

of such additional gene effects in this study. However, it is unlikely that the experimental

design herein used would provide sufficient power to separate such localized interactions

without an increase in marker density and genotyping of additional progeny from each

segregating sire family.

Regression analysis of the additive and dominance effects of the MSTN haplotypes revealed

strong evidence for MSTN haplotype I increasing carcass weight and muscling, whilst

dramatically decreasing overall adiposity in comparison to the additive effects of haplotypes

2 and 3. MSTN haplotype dominance effects were highly significant (P <0.001) for the

genotype combination (1,3) with muscling traits the most noticeably affected. All genotype
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(1,3) dominance effects were of opposite sign to the haplotype I additive effect, suggesting

MsTNhaplotype I is recessiveto MSTN haplotype 3. Individuals with this genotype would

be expected to have a substantially lighter carcass containing a lower proportion of meat,

more bone and more fat than expected if no dominance was present at this locus. In

addition, analysis of the MSTN genotype (1,2) showed clear evidence of dominance for three

of the same traits suggesting that haplotype I is also recessive to haplotype 2, bttt

significantly affects a smaller number of traits. This may explain why only the Fl sires with

the MSTN (1,3) genotype combination \ryas shown to consistently segregate for the

significantly linked QTLs located on BTA2.

This study provides strong evidence against the involvement of four key candidate genes

(LI7E, pOUIFl, GHI and LEP) in affecting economically important carcass traits in

Limousin and Jersey cattle. The SNP haplotypes established will provide a valuable future

resource for the direct testing of other important trait associations (e'g., LEP with feed

intake/efficiency, GHl with birth weight, 200, 400 and 600 day weights) within the

Limousin and Jersey breeds and should be used to clarify the role of these key genes on

additional cattle production traits. The identification of a MSTN haplotype common within

the Limousin breed which significantly decreases overall adiposity and increases muscling

providing an intermediate double-muscling phenotype is proposed (chapter 9)' This

suggests an opportunity exists for increasing the efficiency of beef production without the

associated increases in calf mortality analogous with complete loss-oÊfunction MSTN

mutations
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Chapter 9 General discussiq4

The ultimate goal of livestock genomics is to isolate and decipher the interactions of the

underlying genetic networks affecting traits and diseases of economic importance. To date'

livestock geneticists have been hampered by a lack of species-specific genomic sequence

and dense genetic maps. This has forced reliance upon microsatellite markers which provide

few direct links through sequence homology to extensively annotated genetic maps in other

organisms. The isolation, validation and ultimate use of SNP markers in preference to

microsatellite markers has gathered momentum in recent years in genomes where ordered,

overlapping clones and DNA sequence are both readily available. In this study, three

different strategies pre-dating the public availability of bovine expressed sequence tags

(ESTs) were investigated for the isolation of bovine SNPs. Each method produced data

capable of effectively answering the different questions of bovine SNP occurrence, SNP

allele distribution and variations in breed/group SNP heterozygosity. Initially, dideoxy

fingerprinting was implemented to assess the distribution of observed bovine SNP variation

in the general population. Secondly, pooled sequencing was employed to estimate

differences in SNp minor allele frequency between groups of cattle bred for distinctly

different commercial products. Pooled sequencing of gene fragments also highlighted the

screening success of this technique for quickly discovering highly abundant SNPs within

targeted cattle populations. Thirdly, direct sequencing of selected individuals was used to

isolate all informative candidate SNPs from a specific genomic region for genetic linkage

mapping of candidate genes, QTL analysis and haplotype linkage disequilibrium mapping.

In the absence of ordered bovine genomic clones and a fully annotated sequence, a total of

289 SNps were isolated from 70 known genes generating informative markers (many with

validated minor allele frequencies) for widely varying genomic applications in cattle'

9.1 Isolation of SNPs in livestock species

The largest bottle-neck faced by livestock geneticists is the lack of sequence information for

developing SNP-based markers. Just as it occurred in the field of human genomics, the

expansion and deposit of bovine ESTs into public databases is now providing a valuable
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resource from which 'in silico' isolation of 'candidate' SNPs can occur almost

autonomously of human intervention. The idea of successfully mining SNPs from EST

databases is not new (Picoult-Newberg et a1.,1,999;Inzatry et a1.,2000), but until recently

it,s implementation had been restricted by a lack of publicly available data in livestock

species. Current searches reveal close to 232,000 bovine ESTs from 74 libraries are

deposited in the NCBI dbEST database

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/dbEST/dbEST-summary.html; release 21't June 2002)' The key to

successful SNp mining from ESTs is the overlap of multiple sequences (Unigene clusters)

isolated from contrasting libraries which represent the cloning and sequencing of different

individuals from within a population (Schuler, 1997). Although listed as the fourth most

sequenced mammal in dbEST, no publications showing the successful mining of cattle SNPs

from bovine Unigene clusters exist. Therefore, it would be worthwhile to embark upon an

investigation of the feasibility of such a search for novel cattle coding SNPs whilst avoiding

large-scale reference sequencing. If successfully implemented, 'in silico' SNP mining

would lead to large cost reductions by removing initial screening by ddF/SSCP or direct

sequencing of a panel of individuals. However, 'candidate' SNPs would still require

validation and genetic mapping if isolated from anonymous ESTs.

For livestock species still lackinglarge numbers of publicly available Unigene sets, single-

copy ESTs still provide a wealth of species-specific sequence information that can be

aligned with the now completed human genomic sequence. This allows the design of

primers capable of amplifying across predicted introns in a method similar to using

comparative anchor tagged sequence (CATS) primers. A single research group at the usDA

(Clay Center, Nebraska) have recently shown the feasibility of such a technique in two

separate studies using cattle or pig EST sequences (Fahrenkrug et al., 2002; stone et al',

2002). Sixty-four percent of primer pairs they designed amplified a specific sequence

tagged site (STS) with 80% and78o/o of the STSs produced found to contain SNPs in cattle

and pigs, respectively. The group's main interest lies in isolating SNP markers for use in

genetically mapping ESTs (type I loci) leading to the expansion of comparative maps

between livestock species and humans.
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Current trends in the isolation of livestock SNPs has seen the more laborious methods such

as SSCp and RFLP fragment analysis replaced by the direct sequencing of small numbers of

reference individuals as the cost of automated sequencing decreases, whilst the need to

quickly discover greater numbers of SNPs in candidate gene regions increases (e'g.,

Grindflek et al., 2002; Stone et al., 2002). This has led many researchers to focus their

economic resources on only one or a few genomic regions with the literature still devoid of

fundamental information regarding genome-wide SNP occurrence in all of the commercially

important livestock species. Therefore, the concerted effort undertaken in this study of

isolating and charactenzing almost 290 bovine SNPs from 70 genes dramatically increases

the amount of bovine SNp data amassed and enhances our overall understanding of their

occuffence throughout the cattle genome.

9.2 Validation of SNPs in livestock species

The identification of a SNp is the first stage in generating an informative marker for

subsequent genomic analysis. In this study, numerous methods were used to validate the

presence or informativeness of a SNP including i) the sequencing of individuals showing

different ddF or RFLP patterns, ii) testing minor SNP allele frequency in multiple breed

pooled DNA samples, and iii) individual SNP genotyping of many unrelated animals from

within distinct populations. Different methods of SNP validation will be employed in

research based upon the study design and aims of individual projects. In livestock genomics,

focus still remains firmly set on the development of dense genetic linkage maps for

comparative studies capable of thoroughly utilizing enhanced maps and related

mutational/disease information from other organisms. In this instance, isolated SNPs would

only require minimal genotyping in a selected number of parents in large mapping families

(e.g., the international bovine reference panel, IBRP). Thus, only progeny of heterozygous

individuals need to be genotyped to provide the necessary informative meiosies for the

genetic mapping of the associated gene.

Other livestock projects will employ different validation strategies which may require the

genotyping of thousands of individuals in a number of targeted breeds (e.g., phylogenetic
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studies or the charactenzation of the extent of LD within populations) or the assessment of

SNp minor allele frequency by pooling many individuals of the same breed/production

group for the determination of future SNP 'usefulness' (e.g., linkage disequilibrium mapping

and parentage/identity discrimination). Currently, the pooled sequencing of many tens or

hundreds of individuals in representative samples is the cheapest and fastest method of

analyzingSNP minor allele frequency and is being used by many groups working on human

SNps as the first step in determining how informative individual polymorphisms will be in

targetpopulations (Vieux et al., 2002;M. Phillips, pers'comm)'

It is imperative that coupled with the validation of SNP allele frequency in populations, the

corresponding map location for each polymorphism is clearly defined. In species where the

completed sequence is publicly available, mapping of SNPs to a single, unique position is as

simple as a search and alignment of the surrounding DNA sequence with the annotated

resource. To date, 1.3 million human SNPs have been mapped to a single position in the

human genome creating a high-density, ordered human SNP map (Holden, 2002)' In

livestock species still lacking a completed draft of genomic sequence, SNPs require mapping

by genetic linkage analysis or radiation hybrid mapping to allow the necessary creation of

ordered SNp maps for correct marker selection and efficient SNP utilization' Such an

undertaking is a slow and expensive task which will only be superseded by the public release

of sequence data generated from whole genome mapping projects'

The isolation of bovine SNPs from 70 known genes described herein has produced key

polymorphic markers necessary for the future localization of many bovine genes by genetic

linkage mapping. In addition, almost 190 bovine SNPs were validated for minor allele

frequency with another 100 SNps identified, but not yet validated in key cattle populations.

These SNps will provide a valuable resource for future studies on the genetic heterozygosity

of breeds and the association of bovine genes with key production and disease traits in cattle.
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9.3 Genotyping of SNPs

The analysis of two fundamentally distinct SNP genotyping assays undertaken herein

resulted in a number of important findings that have recently been confirmed by the

increasing collection of strategies and commercial alliances based upon enzyme mediated

SNP genotyping (see summary inwygant, 2002). Although many platforms (e'g', plates,

microspheres, capillary electrophoresis, mass spectrometry, microarrays) are now

commercial available, primer extension or OLA based assays form the basic underlying

chemistry of the majority of products presently available on the high-throughput SNP

genotyping market. Recent publications coupled with the listing of new commercial

genotyping services such as the validated human sNP linkage panels (Illumina 2300 human

SNP panel, san Francisco, cA; orchid Biosciences 3200 human sNP panel, Princeton, NJ)

provide important additional information regarding sample success and genotype accuracy

rates on an immense scale (up to 400,000 SNP genotyping assays trialed per platform at> 99

genotyping accuracy) (Bell et a1.,2002; Rodi ¿r a1.,2002). The indirect two-colour primer

extension SNp genotyping assay employed herein was shown to be a flexible technology for

medium throughput (less than 1000 individuals per sNP typed over ( 20 sNPs) genotype

production. However, efficient large-scale genotyping will require significant increases in

pCR and genotyping assay multiplexing and miniatuization coupled with the enhanced

automation of primer design, genotyping and allele assignment to facilitate superior

throughput. The use of generic tag systems or different fluorescently labelled/addressed

microspheres coupled with the idea of 'arrays within arrays' is leading the way in

multiplexing and miniaturization, respectively (weiner & Hudson, 2002). Additionally, new

SNp genotyping methods based on four-colour fluorescent primer extension coupled with

capillary electrophoresis are showing enhanced potential for extremely high levels of

throughput when coupled with multiplex PcR (curcio et a1.,2002;Li et al',2002). The in-

depth testing of these neìù/ assays will lead to future increases in SNP genotyping throughput

and cost efficiency necessary for whole-genome SNP linkage or linkage disequilibrium

scans.
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One of the most important areas of assay success which is also key to the overall throughput

of a technology is the associated support software which provides enhanced strategies for

successful assay design, allele assignment and genotype storage. Initial primer-extension

based experiments attempted herein consistently failed due, in part, to a lack of sophisticated

primer selection algorithms specifically created for the particular assay platform under trial'

A dramatic improvement was shown in overall assay efficiency when 'in-house' programs

were implemented in the primer design and selection process. Additionally' the removal of

human processing in the assay design and SNP genotype assignment phases will lead to

higher throughput and the capability of achieving project aims quicker with minimal human

intervention. In this project, simple computer commands were designed and implemented to

assign individual animal genotypes and laborious methods were adopted to check known

controls for correct genotype clustering. It will be the companies who can offer important

user-friendly support products complementing their sNP genotyping technologies who will

prosper in research areas where whole laboratories are not available for dedicated SNP assay

design and initial genotype manipulation and analysis'

With the drive to reduce SNP genotyping costs by increasing sample throughput comes the

need for increased levels of handling precision and automation leading to the development

large costly robotic workstations. The requirement of different and sometimes complex

combinations of substrate handling, preparation, mixing' washing, incubation and

interpretation has seen the level of initial investment required for the purchase of such

instrumentation rise dramatically in recent years. v/ith minimum set-up costs in the

hundreds of thousands of dollars per unit, only large institutions and private companies will

be able to afford such tools and will be required to undertake expansive SNP genotyping

studies to warrant their initial purchase. However, not all researchers will require such high-

throughput platforms (e.g., SNP diagnostics) and so the need exists for flexible technologies

capable of different throughput scales based on varying combinations of individual SNP and

sample number. The microsphere platform trialed herein offers a unique technology capable

of low to high levels of multiplexing and throughput when coupled with a 96 or 384-well

plate system. Although still not fully tested, primer extension on microspheres if shown to
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be robust would become a useful diagnostic tool capable of medium throughput SNP

genotyping without large initial economic commitment. Therefore, there is a pressing

necessity to design and undertake experiments capable of thoroughly trailing the application

of such a primer extension-based genotyping system in livestock SNP diagnostics'

9.4 SNP applications in livestock species

As the levels of investment in agricultural biotechnology industries grow, unprecedented

expansion of the types of genomic tools available for the dissection of complex traits and

diseases is occurring simultaneously. Although these advances are mostly due to the

increasing level of private sector investment, agricultural geneticists are witnessing a

revolution in the sheer volume and size of data-sets being analyzed and platforms with

which such results can be quickly generated. within the past decade, the design and

application of high-density transcriptional profiling on microarrays and the growth of

documented sequence polymorphisms have undoubtedly provided tools capable of

addressing the mapping and analysis of QTL in agricultural species' One of the last phases

in this genomics revolution remains the completed sequencing of livestock genomes and the

annotation of high-density, validated SNP maps. Analysis of tens of thousands of SNPs

within and between livestock breeds will enhance our understanding of livestock diversity'

the genetics of complex traits and the rates and causes of genome evolution through

addressing the fundamental questions concerning localized variation in recombination'

mutation, gene reaffangements, and the extent of LD. For many researchers, though' the

biggest drive is to understand and explain the underlying biology of quantitative genetic

variation from which it is hoped key functional genetic markers will be described.

V/ith the cataloguing and validation of hundreds of thousands of livestock SNPs will come

the vital polymorphisms necessary for undertaking high density whole chromosomal or

genome wide linkage disequilibrium analysis. It still remains to be seen how the differences

in the extent of LD and, therefore, haplotype block structure will effect such studies in

agricultural breeds. The determination of the extent of LD between markers spaced at set

physical distances in livestock genomes remains an important question which must first be
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thoroughly answered before LD mapping studies can be effectively designed. However, the

advantages of whole-genome LD mapping although attractive are also still yet to be proven

and so it wi¡ be with great enthusiasm that livestock geneticists look towards their initial

outcomes of attempting to efficiently describe and fine map economically important QTL de

novo

Extensions of the work undertaken herein such as the thorough analysis of nucleotide

diversity and SNp allele frequency within Bos taurus and Bos indicus breeds of cattle are

required for an accurate understanding of which markers (e.g., coding vs non-coding and

validation of their expected differences in minor allele frequency) and how many will be

required for LD studies using SNP haplotypes in cattle. Specifically, detailed estimates of

SNP occurrence are needed from dairy, Bos taurus beef and Bos indicus cattle breeds along

with the discovery of thousands of coÍrmon SNP markers (minor allele frequency > 0.2) to

build the first-generation linkage disequilibrium maps of specific chromosomal regions or

even the whole cattle genome. These first LD maps will provide important insights into the

extent and variation expected in the levels of LD throughout the bovine genome and will be

important for assigning informative markers to blocks of low or high LD. They will also

provide researchers will an important understanding of whether or not whole-genome LD

mapping in cattle will be an effective future research strategy for deciphering the genetics of

complex traits.

Recent publication of the first-generation linkage disequilibrium map of a human

chromosome revealed a median spacing of 15kb was required for SNP markers to reveal the

highly variable pattern of LD along HSA22 (Dawson et a\.,2002). Therefore, initial studies

into the variation of LD in cattle should use dense SNP marker spacings (-50kb) in reference

families to define the pattems of LD whilst allowing for the accurate construction of long

haplotypes and the detection of genotyping errors. It is expected that significant LD will

extend over greater physical distances in livestock than in humans. However, no formal

insight has yet been provided concerning the extent of LD variation between different

livestock breeds or populations. Such population-specific LD data will be necessary if
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researchers are to design efficient LD mapping studies capable of identifying trait affecting

DNA variants. Once a region is identified the extent of regional LD will also greatly

influence the ease of defining the actual causative variant which will be important when

implementing SNP markers in marker assisted selection (MAS) breeding programs.

The commercial implementation of verified SNP markers in marker assisted selection

livestock breeding programs holds great promise for QTL with large effect. However, the

identification and usefulness of markers or haplotypes with relatively small effect will be

more difficult to realise. This is in part due to the economic gain received for selecting a

particular target allele versus the benefit that could be achieved by phenotypic selection over

the same period of time which takes account of all genetic interactions (Dekkers & Hospital,

2002). The application of SNP markers in MAS will require large validation studies in

many breeding populations to determine the influence of additional marker-marker and

genotype by environment interactions. Only then will well-defined breeding programs

implementing new multiple gene tests be able to correctly utilize weighted genotypic and

phenotypic selection to produce a more consistent product maximising producer profit. It

seems that only the careful use of genetic marker selection balanced with estimated breeding

values (EBVs) generated from the recording of phenotypic data will result in effective and

consistent long-term livestock selection programs'

9.4.1 Examplez MSTN in cattle

The genotyping of the MSTN cattle SNPs and subsequent haplotype analysis by linkage and

LD mapping shows the power of using SNP markers for complex trait dissection in

livestock. The MSTN example ties together the importance of SNP discovery, medium

throughput genotyping and ultimately the description of breed haplotype frequencies needed

for the successful examination of localized candidate gene regions. The MSTN locus has

long been shown to affect muscle mass in mammals (Grobet et al., 1997) and it was of

particular interest because of the extreme difference in muscling observed between the

Limousin and Jersey cattle breeds studied herein. The following section describes the
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analysis of the MSTN haplotypes and the successful identification of a SNP affecting

economically important complex traits in cattle.

Myostatin functions specifically as a negative regulator of skeletal muscle growth in cattle

and when mutated has been shown to result in an increased muscle mass of - 20o/o as a direct

result of increases in generalised muscle cell hyperplasia (raises the number of muscle

fibres) (Grobet et al., 1991: Bass e/ at., 1999). Myostatin gene mutations also result in a

decrease of adipose tissue and skeletal bone weight causing affected animals to have a

higher retail beef yield, lower inter- and intramuscular fat content, and a higher muscle:bone

ratio than normal cattle (Arthur et a\.,1995). In cattle, many myostatin mutations have been

described which cause exceptional muscle development (muscular hypertrophy) and a

phenotypic condition referred to as 'double-muscling' (Grobet et al', 1998)' Loss-oÈ

function myostatin mutations are autosomal recessive although double-muscling in cattle is

believed to be affected by additional modifier genes regulating the severity of the phenotypic

expression of the condition (Hanset & Michaux, 1985). Myostatin gene mutations have been

heavily selected for in some cattle breeds leading to a high incidence of double-muscled

cattle in the Belgian Blue, Asturiana and Piedmontese animals. However, double-muscled

breeds experience increased production problems through reduced fertility and dystocia

causing many cattle breeders to avoid using their genetics for efficient beef production

(Arthur et a1.,1988).

Limousin cattle are described as having a moderate increase in muscling compared with

other Bos taurus breeds such as Herefords and Angus, but are not considered a double-

muscled breed and do not suffer from an increase in dystocia compared with Hereford cattle

(Short et a1.,2002). Testing of Limousin cattle in Europe has, however, led to the discovery

of selected individuals containing two of the six previously described loss-of-function

myostatin mutations which lead to muscular hypertrophy (Grobet et a1.,1998). To confirm

the absence of any loss-of-function or novel variants in the MSTN gene within the six F1

bulls used to generate the backcross progeny, complete sequencing of the myostatin codon

regions and splice junctions was initially undertaken and no deleterious mutations were
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identified. In addition, all purebred Limousin cattle used in this study were not obviously

doubled-muscled upon live visual assessment (w. Pitchford, pers. comm.). Sequencing of

the MSTN gene did reveal all six Fl sires were heterozygous for a conservative amino acid

change Fg4L (:MST413) caused by a C to A transversion in exon 1. This conservative

amino acid substitution has only been described in Limousin and Piedmontese cattle, but is

not thought to cause any effect on the activity of the MSTN protein and has been largely

ignored by cattle geneticists interested in MSTN mutations (McPherron & Lee, 1997).

Interestingly, this amino acid is strictly conserved in all other mammals where it is encoded

by a tyrosine (Y). However, the substitution does not occur in a region linked with any

functional significance. Only in cattle is this residue changed with most breeds containing a

phenylalanine (F) at this position.

Unlike in mice, myostatin null mutations in cattle result in only a modest increase in muscle

mass (20-30%) when compared to the extreme increase observed in myostatin-deficient mice

(200-300%) (Mcphenon & Lee, lggT). This suggests that cattle which have been artificially

selected for increased beef production over many generations may be already near their

maximal limit of muscling and contain functional DNA variants which have already become

fixed within the population.

Genotyping of the MST4I3 SNP in Limousin and Jersey cattle found the A allele, which is

responsible for the Fg4L substitution, to be present at a high frequency in the Limousin

breed (0.S3; Table 7.3), but completely absent in264 Jersey alleles. It is this variant alone

which describes the difference between MSTN haplotype 1 and haplotype 3 in this study.

The MSTNhaplotypes tested consisted of 4 SNPs, of which 3 were found to be in complete

LD in both Jersey and Limousin cattle. MSTN haplotypes 2 and 3 contained a C allele

encoding for the common F amino acid at MST413, and were differentiated only by the

presence of silent substitutions or intronic variants. Therefore, haplotypes 2 and 3 arc

thought to represent functional copies of the MSTN locus. It can be concluded that either the

Fg4L amino acid substitution or a DNA variant in tight LD with this SNP is responsible for

a partial loss-oÊfun ction MSTN mutation within the Limousin breed, resulting in an increase
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in MEAT%, SSo/o, HSCW, EMA, HQ%, HVHQ% and a decrease in FAT%, BONE%, RIB,

pg/RUMpFAT and IMF% in animals carrying a copy of haplotype 1. Additional evidence

supporting this theory of a intermediate MSTN phenotype is provided by a) the significant

dominance effect observed of haplotypes 2 and 3 over haplotype l, and b) the dramatic

effect of localized muscle groups such as the silverside (SS%) (located in the hindlimb and

consisting of the M. semitendinosus, M. biceps femoris and M' semimembranosus;

MacGregor, 1965) showing strong association to the MSTN haplotypes' Other muscles that

have previously been shown to be unaffected by loss-of-function MSTN mutations were also

unaffected in this study (e.g., M longissimus dorsii (LD%)). Recently, Jeanplong and

colleagues (2001) studied the tissue specific expression patterns of MSTN in normal cattle

skeletal muscle and found the highest levels of MSTN were expressed in the M biceps

femoris and M. semimembranosus with lower levels in all other muscles. Since MSTN is

usually expressed at high concentrations in these hindlimb muscles, muscle enlargement

would result if an allelic variant of MSTN caused a decrease in myostatin concentration or

function.

It is not surprising that intermediate loss-of-function MSTN mutations exist which increase

MEAT% and decrease FAT% in cattle breeds heavily selected for efficient beef production

and calving ease. In such breeds, animals with complete null myostatin mutations causing

overt double-muscling phenotypes would not be selected as future sires/dams due to an

increase in dystocia and calf mortality rates.

Future sequencing studies of the regions lying immediately upstream/downstream of the 5'

and 3' MSTNTJTRs will be required to discount the effect of any DNA variants which are in

LD with the MST413 SNP and cause intermediate phenotypes through reduced expression

or stability of the MSTN transcript in Limousin cattle. Recently, multiple sequencing copies

of the MSTN promoter region were placed into the NCBI nucleotide database

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.ni h.govlenttezlquery.fcgi?db:Nucleotide; accessed 24th May 2002)

allowing for the alignment and identification of seven putative SNPs lying within -1500bp

of the start of the MSTN coding sequence. These SNPs may lie in regions important for
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regulating enhancer binding and the levels of transcription of the MSTN gene' Future

experiments examining the level s of MSTN gene expression in hindlimb muscle samples

from cattle of different haplotype combinations would be an important test to help elucidate

if a promoter variant and not the F94L amino acid substitution was the underlying cause of

the partial loss-of-function haplotlpe 1-associated MSTN mutation. Additionally, MSTN

open reading frame gene constructs could be designed harbouring the single F19L amino

acid substitution for transgenic studies in mice to investigate the substitution's direct effect

on protein function whilst maintaining the integrity of the MSTN promoter and the level of

wildtype gene expression.

Overall, the size of the MSTN effect on numerous cattle carcass traits was moderately large

with haplotype 1 found to cause a 2.2Yo relative decrease in BONE%, 6.7yo decrease in

FATyo, T.go/o decrease in p8 fat depth, 4.5Yo decrease in IMFo/o, 5.5o/o inctease in SSo/o,

MT:BONE and EMA, and a 2.3o/o inqease in MEAT% relative to haplotype 3. The size of

these effects allowed for a highly significant QTL to be mapped by linkage analysis to the

region containing the MSTN locus under two different cattle feeding regimes and often

showed maximal variance ratios at the exact MSTNmap location.

LD mapping using the maternally inherited MSTN haplotypes inherited from outbred

Limousin and Jersey cattle provided overwhelming evidence of highly significant

associations of MSTN with many cattle carcass traits, confirming the linkage

analysis/paternal ANoVA haplotype analysis and allowing for the direct estimation of the

genetic effects of the individual MSTN haplotypes. It remains to be determined if loci

involved with complex trait variation with significantly smaller genetic effects will be

successfully identified by linkage andlor replicated LD mapping studies as the power to

isolate such small genetic effects is proportional to the sample size tested.
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9.5 Summary

The screening of 97 bovine gene fragments amplified from a large diverse panel of

individuals resulted in the isolation of 208 SNPs from 70 known genes. In total, -46kb of

bovine genomic sequence was analyzed with SNPs found to occur at an average rate of 1 per

23lbp providing an overall nucleotide diversity of 0*:10.8 x 10-4. Similar estimates of

coding and non-coding SNP frequency found bovine SNPs occurred more often in non-

coding (1 per 23lbp,0*:10.9x 10-4) than in coding (1 per 308bp, 0*:7'7 x lO-a; regions

with SNp frequency and nucleotide diversity estimates larger than those calculated for the

human genome (Nickerson et a1.,2000). Only 3.5o/o of all polymorphisms were single base

pair inldels with a rate of occurrence of 1 every 6,511bp. Large differences in regional

nucleotide diversity was observed between bovine genes with estimates ranging from

0*:0- l70x 10-a confirming previous finding of localized variation in SNP frequency

found throughout other mammalian genomes (Cargill et a1.,1999; Halushka et al',1999)'

pooled DNA sequencing analysis of 48 bovine gene fragments shown previously to contain

at least one confirmed cattle SNP were tested for the presence of additional high frequency

polymorphisms resulting in the identification of a further 29 SNPs. In total, 187 SNPs were

analyzedfor minor allele frequency in four pooled samples constructed from2Tl individuals

representing 10 common beef and dairy cattle breeds. The technique of pooled DNA

sequencing rwas confirmed as an efficient and cost-effective method for providing

population-based estimates of individual SNP minor allele frequency. Analysis of the 48

gene fragments resulted in common (> 20%) SNPs charactenzed in 89Yo of the fragments'

Only 1 lo/o of a11 SNps assayed were fixed in all four pooled cattle samples with 72o/o

common in 2 1 cattle population. Overall, 28o/o of SNPs were shown to be common in all

four pools suggesting that approximately 1 in 3 bovine SNPs will be informative for many

different types of genetic studies across numerous cattle breeds. However, -16% of all

SNps assayed were found to be polymorphic only within the Bos indicus sample'

Furthermore, little difference was observed between individual SNP minor allele frequency

between Bos taurus beef breeds of British or European decent, suggesting future SNP minor
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allele frequency testing would benefit from the analysis of a combined ,Bos taurus beef pool

for enhanced project efficiency without a significant loss in SNP allele frequency data.

Two distinct SNP genotyping technologies based on either primer extension or primer

hybridization were assessed for assay efficiency and ease of implementation. Indirect

colorimetric primer extension was shown to have an overall assay success rate of -85%owlth

greater than 960/o of successfully amplified samples producing high quality genotype scores.

The primer extension based assay was clearly shown to be superior to direct hybridization on

microspheres and was validated by the production of > 16, 000 genotypes from individuals

with defined pedigrees.

SNp genotypes generated through the testing and validation of multiple genotyping

platforms were used to determine the haplotype diversity of five bovine candidate genes

thought to influence economically important carcass traits in cattle. Direct sequencing of the

five candidate genes revealed an additional 45 SNPs, of which a portion were used to

describe differences in the candidate gene haplotype structure and diversity found within

Limousin and Jersey cattle. Haplotype frequency analysis revealed I-2 majot haplotypes

accounted for the majority of the variation found at each locus with major haplotypes

generally not shared between the functionally distinct cattle breeds.

In depth candidate gene linkage and linkage disequilibrium analysis revealed no significant

association of GHl, LIPE, LEP, and POUIFI with economically important cattle carcass

traits measuring differences in meat, fat and bone composition in Limousin and Jersey cattle.

However, the myost atin (MSTlfi gene previously described as a negative regulator of

skeletal muscle growth was clearly shown to significantly affect the overall proportion of

meat, fat and bone in cattle carcasses. Haplotype analysis identified the allelic variant

responsible or in tight LD with avaiantcausing a significant increase in muscle mass and a

decrease in fat composition in non-double-muscled Limousin cattle. The candidate SNP

which describes a conservative amino acid change rwas found to be present at high
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frequencies within the Limousin breed and has been previously reported as occumng m

heavily-muscled Piedmontese cattle.

The isolation and chancteization of almost 290 bovine SNPs described herein represents a

significant contribution to the number of bovine SNPs presently available and has led to the

first in-depth discussion of sNP occurrence throughout the cattle genome. The annotated

SNP listings and associated candidate gene haplotypes will provide a powerful future

resource for developing SNP-based parentage testing panels, gene localization assays for

comparative mapping, and association studies of key candidate genes in cattle'
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APPENDIX I: Solutions

40o/o Ãcrylamide solution

500mt [Finatl

Acrylamids 1909 38o/owlv

Bis-acrylamide 10g 2o/owlv

Adjust volume to 500m1with ddHzo and heat to 37oC to dissolve. Filter through'whatman

541papt and store in a dark bottle at 4oC.

67o Non-denaturing ddF acrylamide gel solution

500mI

40Yo acrylantide solution 75ml

10x TBE 50ml

Adjust volume to 500m1with ddHzO. Filter through Whatman 541 paper and store in a dark

bottle at 4oC.

Chloramphenicol

Stock solution: 50mg/ml in 100% ethanol. Store at -20oC

Use 12.5¡rg/ml for BAC miniPrePs.

24:1 Chloroform:IsoamYl alcohol

[Finall

60/o vlv

lx TBE

I

Chloroform

Isoamyl alcohol

Store at 4oC.

500mI

480m1

20mI

¡
I

-,i
t

I

1
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1 0mg/ml DNase-free Rl\ase

25ml [Final]

RNaseA 250mg l0mg/ml

Tris base 30mg 10mM

NaCl 20mg 15mM

A-djust volume to 25mlwith ddHzO and heat to 100"C for 15min. Allow to cool slowly to

room temperature and divide into lml aliquots. Store at 20oC.

l0mg/ml EDC

lml

EDC 10mg

( 1 -Ethyl-3 -(3 -dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride)

Minimize the exposure of EDC to air. Make fresh immediately before the coupling

procedure.

0.sM EDTA (pH 8.0)

1L

EDTA-di sodium salt 186.19

NaOH 20e

Adjust to pH 8.0 with NaOH and autoclave.

[Finall

0.5M

l0mg/ml Ethidium Bromide stock

100m1

Ethidium bromide 1g

Adjust volume to 100m1with ddHzO and store in a dark bottle at room temperature

I
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1.5 x Hybridization buffer (for SNP genotyping by direct hybridization)

500m1 lFina[

5M TMAC (Sigma) 450m1 4'5M

10% SDS 7.5m1 0'15%

lM Tris-HCL (pH 8.0) 37.5m1 75mM

0.5M EDTA (pH 8.0) 6ml 6mM

Adjust volume to 0.5L with ddHzO and filter sterilize.

LB Medium

Bactotryptone

Bactoyeast extract

NaCl

Adjust pH to 7.5 and autoclave.

1L

1og

{o

log

IFinall

t%

0.s%

t%

500mI

9.769

[Finall

4M

0.1 M MES þH a.s)

MES (2lN-Morpholino] ethanesulfonic acid)

Adjust pH to 4.5 with NaOH and filter sterilize.

4M NaCl

1L

NaCl 233.769

Adjust volume to lL with ddHzO and autoclave.
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50mM ODA

lL [Final]

ODA (N, N-dimetþloctylamine) 10'26m1 50mM

Add 900m1 ddHzO. Using concentrated HCI pH to 7.0 (ODA will not go into solution until

pH reaches 7.0) stir for an hour, then re-check pH and adjust to final volume'

PBS

1L

NaCl 8g

KCI o.2s

Na2HPO4 1.449

KHzPO4 0.249

Adjust pH to 7.4 andvolume to 1L with ddHzO' Autoclave'

[Final]

137mM

2.7m]Mt

1OmM

l.8mM

25 224 zl Phenol : Chloroform:Isoamyl alcohol

1L

TE buffered Phenol 500m1

Chloroform 480m1

Isoamyl alcohol 20ml

Cover with fresh TE and store at 4oC.

2Omg/ml Pronase

1Oml

Pronase 200mg

Dissolve in 10ml ddH2o and divide into lml aliquots. Store at -20oc.
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Propidium iodide

1Oml

5Omg

p-phenylenediamine free base

Glycerol

PBS

100m1

100mg

90ml

1Oml

100m1

1og

20x SSC

1L

NaCl 175.39

Sodium citrate 88.29

Adjust pH to 7.0 and volume to lL. Autoclave.

[Final]

5mg/mlPropidium iodide

Dissolve in PBS.

To prepare chromosome stain, dilute 50pl propidium iodide stock solution in 50m1PBS

(5pg/ml final).

PPDll Antifade mountant

[FinaI]

lmg/ml

9 parts

1 part

Adjust pH to 11 and store at -20oC.

10% SDS

SDS

[Final]

l}Yowlv

Adjust volume to 100ml with ddHzO. Heat solution gently and stir to dissolve.

[Final]

3M

0.3M
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4X SSC/0.057o Tween20

20xSSC

Tween20

Adjust volume to lL with ddHzO'

Tris-HCl

EDTA

IL

200m1

0.5m1

IL

10ml of 1M stock

2ml of 0.5M stock

0.02o/o Tween20

Tween20

(Polyoxyethylenesorbitan monolaurate)

Adjust volume to 250m1with ddHzO.

lM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0)

1L

Tris base 72I.lg

HCI 42ml

Adjust to pH 8.0 with HCI and autoclave.

TE (TroEr) ûtH 8.0)

[Finat]

4x

0.jíYovlv

250mI

50pl

[Final]

1M

[Final]

1OmM

1.OmM

Adjust volume to 1L with ddHzO and autoclave.
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TroEzo (pH 8.0)

IL

Tris-HCl 10m1of lM stock

EDTA 40ml of 0.5M stock

Adjust volume to lL with ddHzO and autoclave'

lx TE I l0o/o IsoProP anol

1L

100m1

100m1

1L

2429

100m1

57.1ml

[Final]

1OmM

2OmM

[Fina!

1x

t0%

[Final]

2M

5OmM

TE (TroEr) OH 8.0)

Isopropanol

Adjust volume to lL with ddHzO.

50x TAE

Tris base

0.5M EDrA (pH 8.0)

Glacial acetic acid

Adjust volume to lL with ddHzO.

10x TBE

lL [Finall

Tris base 1089 o.9M

Boric acid 55g o'45M

0.5M EDTA (pH 8.0) 40ml 20mM

Adjust volume to lL with ddHzo and filter through whatman 541paper.



APPENDIX II: primers, amplification conditions and dideoxy hngerprinting results for 100 bovine loci'

PRIMER
ORTGIN

pMol
MgClt
(mM)

TA

cc)
SIZT,
(bp) CITATION,LOCUS

S}-Ñ{BOL
LOCUS NAMEI PRIMER SEQUENCE

bSMIT Bovine sodium/myo-inositol cotransporter bovine

cardiac

ADA Adenosine deaminase

ADH2-3 Alcohol dehydrogenase 2 , beta-3 subunit

F-5'

R-5' GAGGCGTACAGAGACAGCAC 3'

F-5' CCTGGTCCAGCTACCTCAC 3'

R-5' GCGGGTCATCTGTGTTGAG 3'

F-5' CAGGTGATAAAGTCATCCCG 3'

R-5' TGTACTGGGAGAAGGTGCTG 3'

F-5' CACCTCACTACCAAATGAGC 3'

R-5' TGAGATGGCTGGATGGCATC 3'

F-5' CGAGGTCTTCTGCAACCAG 3'

R-5' TGTCCAAATCCACCAGGTAG 3'

F_5' TGAACAGATCGACAAGGCCCAT 3'

R-5' GGCCTGTGGAAGTCAAAGTTCA 3'

F_5' CCAGGCTTCATCAAAGACATCC 3'

R-5' CTTTAACTTGTGGAGGTTCTTCC 3'

F_5' TGGAGCTCTATGGAAATGGG 3'

R-5' CTACCCAACAGGAAGAAACAG 3'

F-5' GGCTGACATGTCCGTAAGGTCAGATC 3'

R-5' GACGCTTGTTCAAGGTCAGGCAAGCG 3'

F-5' TGGGGCCCAATGACGCCATCGATG 3'

R-5' GGTGGAGCAGCACTTCTGATCACC 3'

F-5' CTTGGCTAGTATGTTCCATGTC 3'

R-5' CCATTGGCATTAACCAGCTTG 3'

F-5' CTGCTTTGCTGGACATGAG 3'

R-5' CTGATAGAGCTGGTCATTCCC 3'

F-5' CTTATCACCCAGATGATTGGG 3'

R-5' AGTTCAGTAAGGATAAGGACCCC 3'

F-5' GGAAAGTATATAAGCACC

R-5' AGAGAGTTTGCTCATGAC

1.5 et

1991

2.5 1.5 63 -1500 LYons et al',
1997

5 1.5 54 291 LYonsetal,
1991

t.25 1.5 55 429 X62294
AGTRl

ALDHl

AT3

BTN

CANP3

CAST

CAT

CD3D

CD4O

Angiotensin II tYPe-l recePtor

Aldehyde dehydrogenase I

Antithrombin III

Bulyrophilin

Calpain, skeletal muscle-specific

Calpastatin

Catalase

CD3E antigen, delta PollPePtide

CD40 antigen

CATS

CATS

bovine

CATS

human

bovine

bovine

ovlne

ovrne

ovlne

CATS

ovlne

5 2 60 516 rl95l24

5 1.5 51 501 293323

2.5 l.s 6s 207 AF087569

5 1.5 55 624 U66320

2.5 2.5 53 400

5264361

2.5 1.5 55 200

5 1.5 56 352

2.5 2 60 2400

25 1.5 56 387

Lyons et al ,

t991

x68793

Phua et al. ,

1999

AF1 17651

Lyons et al.,
1997

AF022449
l..J
u)\ì

CFTR Cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator



LOCUS
SYMBOL

# SUCCESSFUL
ddF.PRIMERS

ddF DIRECTION
# PATTERNS
OBSER\IED

# SAMPLES
SEQIJENCED

# SNPS DISCOVERED

J

ADA

ADH2-3

AGTRl

ALDHI

AT3

bSMIT

BTN

CANP3

CAST

CAT

CD3D

CD4O

I

I

Reverse (x2)

Reverse

Forward

Reverse

Forward

Forward

Forward

Forward

Forward

IJ

2

4

0

High baseline

High baseline2

1JJ2

0 NA

4

4

4

1

2

0

0

0

54

J

6J

NA

NA

22

44

I

l.J
UJ
oo

CFTR Reverse variable poly T



LOCUS
SYMBOL

LOCUS NAME'
PRIMER
ORIGIN

PRTMER SEQUENCE pMol
SIZE
(bp)

MgCl, TA

(mM) Ccl
CITATION2

CHAT

CHRNBl

c-MYC

COXPl

CSNlS1

CSNK2A1

CTSB

CYP19

CYPl9

DCC

ESTl-43

ETV4

FGF2

F'SHR

Choline acetryltransferas e

Choìinergìc receptol, nicotrinic, beta poìypeptide I

c-MYC proto-oncogene

Cytochrome C oxidase subunit IV pseudogene

Casein, alpha-Sl

Casein kinase 2, alpha- I polypeptide

Cathepsin B ICATHB]

Cytochrome P450, subfamily XIX -SetA

Cytochrome P450, subfamily XIX -SetB

Deleted in colorectal cancer

ESTl-43

ETS translocation variant 4

Fibroblast growth factor 2 (basic)

Follicle stimulating hormone receptor

F-5' CCATTGTGCAGCAGTTTGG 3'

R-5' TGGAGTTGACAGGCAGGG 3'

F-5' TTCCAGCCTGAACTGTCTGC 3'

R-5' TCCCAACGCTCGTGAAGATG 3'

F-5' TTCTCATTTGTTACTAAGGG 3'

R-5' CAATTCTTAAATACAAATCTG 3'

F-5' GAATGATGGCACAGATTTGCTCTG 3'

R-5' TACACACAGCGTTCTCCCAGGTGA 3'

F-5' GGTGTCAAATTTAGCTGTTAAA 3'

R-5' GCCCTCTTCTCTAAAAAGGTTT 3'

F-5' CAGTTGGTGAGGATAGCCAAGG 3'

R-5' TAGATGAGCCCATTCGAGCCTG 3'

F-5' GATCTGGAGTGGGACAGATC 3'

R-5' TTAGAGGTTCGAGGGCACCC 3'

F-5' GCATGGGCACTTGCTCTCGAT 3'

F-5' TGATTTCCAGGTTGTTAAGTGAATGA 3'

F-5' AAAGGCCGGTATTGCTGCATTT 3'

R-5' CGCAAGTTCCTCCAAGGCAAAT 3'

F-5' TCAGCTGGGCAGACAACTC 3'

R-5' ATGTGCAGTCATGCTCCAAG 3'

F-5' TTGCACAACGAAGTTTCAGC 3'

R.5' AACACAAGTGGAATCTCACGG 3'

F-5' GCAGTTCTTGGTGCTCTGTGTTC 3'

R.5' CAGATGTAGTGGAGGTGAAACCCC 3'

F-5' CCAATGTCTGCTAAGAGCTG 3'

R-5' AGATCCCTCCTGAGTATTCG 3'

F-5' CACTGCCCACAACTTTCATC 3'

R-5' CACATGGAGTTAATAGTTTC 3'

25 1.5 50 228 268501

5 1.5 59 582 M11521

s 1.5 55 372 X59856

2.5 2 60 2001 M93665

2.5 1.5 50 536 U16336

5 1.5 65 288 26924r

5 1.5 65 283 26924r

CATS

bovine

ovlne

bovine

bovine

bovine

bovine

bovine

bovine

CATS

ovlne

human/

murlne

bovine

ovlne

5 1.5 60 150

2.5 1.5 65 984

Ll¡ons et al. ,

1997

x00962

-150 Lyons et al.,
1991

224 Franklin,

unpublished

111 Lowden &
Drinkwater, 1999

849 M13440

2.5 1.5

252

5 1.5

5 1.5

57

58

60

55

5 1.5 51 212

N)(,
\o

L22319



LOCUS
SYMBOL

# SUCCESSF'I]L
ddF PRIMERS

ddF DIRECTION
# PATTERNS
OBSERVED

# SAMPLES
SEQUENCED

# SNPs DISCOVERED

CHAT

CHRNBl

c-MYC

COXPl

CSNlS1

CSNK2Al

CTSB

CYPl9

CYP19

DCC

ESTI-43

ETV4

FGF2

2

2

Reverse (x2)

Forward

NA

Forward & Reverse

Forward

Reverse (x2)

Reverse

Reverse

Reverse

Forward & Reverse

Forward

Forward

Forward & Reverse

00

0J4

0

2

2

6

a
J

2

10

2

0

4

J

2

3

J

J

0

2

0

J

I

J

1

1

1

2

002

2 0

3

0

3

3

2

2

0

2

3

2

1..)ÞO

FSHR Forward



LOCUS
SYMBOL

PRIMER
ORIGIN

pMol
MgClt
(mM)

TA

cc)
SIZE
(bp) cltntlox'

LOCUS N,IME' PRIMER SEQUENCE

GBA Glucosylceramidase

GH1 Growth hormone (Set 1) ovlne

GHR Growth hormone receptor bovine

GLUTI Glucose transPorter, tlPe I bovine

GNASI Cuani:re nucleotide alpha stimulating polypeptide 'l bovine

GROI Growth related oncogene 1 bovine

HCK HaemoPoietic cell kinase human/

murlne

HFl Complement factor H bovine

HOXD Homeobox D cluster CATS

HSPAI Heat shock protein 70kD protein I lHSPT}l bovine

IFNA Interferon alPha llFNll CATS

IFNG Interferon gamma bovine

IGFI Insulin-like growth factor 1 bovine

CATS F-5'AAAAGCTTCGGCTACAGCTC3'
R-5' TCCCTTCACTTTCTGGAACTTC 3'

F-5' GGAGCTGGAAGATGTTACCCCC 3'

R-5' GGAGTGGCACCTTCCAGGGTC 3'

F_5' CAGATGAACCCATCTGCATGT 3'

R-5' AATGTCACTGCTAGCCCAAGT 3'

F-5' TTCAGGACACTAACGGCTCCAG 3'

R.5' GACGGGAATAGGCAAAACCTAATG 3'

F-5' TGACTGCCATCATCTTCGTGG 3'

R-5' CAGCAAGGACTTTCTCAGCGAG 3'

F-5' TGCCAACTGATCAAGAGAG 3'

R_5' CATTCCCTACATTAACAGTG 3'

F-5' GCTGCCAACATCTTGGTCTCTG 3'

R_5' AGCTGTCCACTTGATGGGGAAC 3'

F-5' TTCACAACGTTCCTGGGACC 3'

R-5' TGAACTCTTACAGTTTCACCC 3'

F-5' AAAAAGCGCTGTCCCTACAC 3'

R-5' TCATCCTACGGTTCTGGAAC 3'

F-5' GGATTGCTCATGTTTGTTATGG 3'

R-5' CTTGGAAGTAAACAGAAACGGG 3'

F-5'TTCTCCTGCCTGAAGGACAG 3'

R-5'GGATCTCATGATTTCTGCTCTGAC 3'

F-5' CGGGAGATTGCTTTCATTTC 3'

R-5' GGTTAGATTTTGGCGACAGGT 3'

F-5' GTGGTTGTTGTCAGAGATGAGT 3'

R-5' CTCCTTCTGTTCCCCTCCTGG 3'

F-5' CCCAATGGATTGATCCTCATGT 3'

R-5' GCTGTGTAGTTCCCTGGGTT 3'

2.s 1.5 55 1900 4F044258

5 1.5 53 344

2.5 2 60 263

2s 2 57 200

5 1.5 s9 253

5 1.5 61 315

1.25 1.5 58 892

Lyons et al. ,

1997

M13440

Lyons et al ,

r997

u02891

Lyons et al.,
1991

254144

2.5 l.s 60 311 M60448

5 1.5 57 335 X03404

25 1.5 60 456 U95 812

5 2 51 2065 M16592

2.s 2 55 600 x98691

5 1.5 58 280 u01338

6.25 2 60 625 U33r22
IGF1-R Insulin-like growth factor-1 receptor

3 bovine

N)Þ



LOCUS
SYMBOL

# SUCCESSFTJL
ddF PRIMERS

ddF DIRECTION
# PATTERNS
OBSERVED

# SAMPLES
SEQT]ENCED

# SNPS DISCOVERED

0

32GH

6

J2

GBA

GHR

GLUTl

GNAST

0

J

4

J

JJ

8

J

3

I

2

2

2

3

J

J

4 t

J

2

J

2

Forward

Forward

Reverse (x2)

Forward

Forward

Reverse

Forward & Reverse

Forward

Forward

Forward

Reverse

Reverse

Forward

2

9
1

I

2

J

2

J

0

2GROl

HCK

HF'1

HOXI)

HSPAl

IFNA

IFNG

IGFl

High baseline

High baseline

J I

4

1

I

I

2

2

l..)Þ
N)

IGFl-R Reverse



LOCUS
SYMBOL

LOCUS NAMEI
PRIMER
ORIGIN

PRTMER SEQUENCE pMol
MgClt
(mM)

TA

cc)
SIZE
(bp) CITATION2

F-5'CCAAGCGTGAGACAGAATAC 3'

R-5' AGGAGGGATAGGAGCAAGTT 3'

F-5' ACATTGTGAGGGATACAAAGATGT 3'

R-5' GAGATTCTTAGAGTCACAGGAAGC 3'

F-5' TGCCAGCCCAAACATGAGCA 3'

R-5' CATGTGTGGGGCCTGAACTCTT 3'

F-5' AATGGGTCTCACCTCCCAGCT 3'

R-5' TTGGGGCAGCAAAGACGTCT 3'

F-5' ACGCACGCTGACCCAGAA 3'

R-5' GAGGAGTCCGTGGCGAAACT 3'

F-5' AGGTCAGGCAGTTGCCTTCAA 3'

R-5' GGGGAGCACCGTCTTGTCCAC 3'

F-5' AATGTTAGAGCGAGAGGTCTGC 3'

R-5' GATTAAAGCCAAAGAGGGGG 3'

F-5' GGTCCCTCATGTTTGGAGTCTTATC 3'

R-5' GACCAGAAATACACATCTCCCTGG 3'

F-5' CACAACTCTGGCTTGGTGAACTTG 3'

R-5' CTTAGCCATATCTCGGATTCCCTC 3'

F-5' ATCCGAGTTCTCCAAGCCAACATC 3'

R-5' CTTAGGACTGAGACTAGGATGAGG 3'

F-5' GGGTGGAACAAGCAGACCAAACTC 3'

R-5' TAGTTTGTTGGGACTGTACACTGGC 3'

F-5' CATCGGACAGCTTGAGGTAT 3'

R-5' ACAGAGAATTGAGGGCGG 3'

F-5' GACCCGCAAGACATTAATCG 3'

R-5' GTGATCCATCCATTCAGGC 3'

F-5' TATCACTTTCACCACCAGCATCTGCG 3'

R-5' GCGGCAGGATGACAGGCAGCACC 3'

5 1.5 59 651 rJ83465
IGFBP3 Insulin-like growth factor binding protein-3 bovine

ovrne

ovlne

ovlne

bovine

bovine

ovlne

ovlne

ovlne

ovlne

ovlne

ovlne

CATS

ovlne

ILIA

IL3

tL4

ILSR

ITGB2

KLC

KRNl

KRT1.I

KRT2.13

LDLR

Interleukin 1, alPha

Interleukin 3 [IL3E]

Interleukin 4 [[L4EJ

Interleukin 8 recePtor [IL9BR]

Integrin, beta-2 subunit ICD18]

Immunoglobulin, kaPPa light chain

Keratin, ultra-high sulphur I (cuticle)

Keratin 1.1 (wooì microfibril component 8Cl type 1)

ilr'rF 1l

Keratin Type II intermediate frlament (Hair)

Low density liPoProtein receptor

Lutinizing hormone beta polypeptide

5 1.5 57 468 M96845

2.5 1.5 65 522 Ur9941

5 1.5 55 368 M81233

25 1.5 56 159 X54110

5 1.5 62 1000 x62509

5 2 57 520 x02925

5 1.5 51 384 X05638

5 1.5 56 242

5 1.5 55 330

5 1.5 60 850

5 1.5 59 340

5 2 61 178 AmaranÍe et al.,
1998

5 1.5 55 480 M23912

AFl11652l
x60167
L3 I 893

Lyons et al.,
1997

s64695

KRTAPl.3 Keratin associated protein l '3 (B2C high sulphur)

IHSWP/KAP] 3l

KRTAPT Keratin associated protein 1 IKAP U

N)Þ(!

LHB



LOCUS
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ddF PRIMERS

ddF DIRECTION
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OBSER\'ED

# SAMPLES
SEQUENCED

# SNPS DISCOVERED

variable imperfect rePeat

J4

3

5
1

J

5

J

J

4

5

4

J

2

2

Reverse

Forward

Reverse

Forward

Reverse (10% DMSO
' 8¿640C)

Forward

Forward

Forward

Forward

Forward (x2)

Reverse

Reverse

Forward

IGFBP3

ILlA

IL3

lL4

ILSR

ITGB2

KLC

KRNl

KRT1.1

KRT2.13

KRTAP1.3

KRTAPT

LDLR

LHB

2

2

2

7

3

2J

2

Highbaseline

2

2

2
02

55 6

J

02

2

4

i 2

4

)

1

High baseline
1

0

2

02

2

l..)ÞÞ

Forward



LOCUS
SYMBOL

LOCUS ¡IAMEI
PRIMER
ORIGIN

PRIMER SEQUENCE pMol
STZT,

(bp)
MgCl2 TA

(mM) Cc)
CITATION2

LIPE

LPL

LYZ

MANB

MAOA

MAPlB

MB

MCAM

MMPl

MSTN

Lipoprotein lipase 
a

Lysozyme

Mannosidase, alPha A, lYsosomal

Monoamine oxidase A

Microtubule associated protein 18

Myoglobin

Melanoma cell adhesion molecule

Matrix metalloproteinase I (interstìtial collagenase)

IcLG]
Myostatin (Set 1) IMH]l

MTNRIA Melatonin recePtor 1A

MX1 Myxovirus resistance 1

F-5' TAACTATCCCCTGGGCAATGTGC 3'

R-5' TGCAATCACACGGAGAGCTTC 3'

F-5' AGTGAGCAAGGCATTACAGCATG 3'

R-5' ATGGATGTTCACCAGTTATTGTGGT 3'

F-5' ATGTAGGCTGGCTCAAGACG 3'

R-5' TCCACATAGATGAAGCGGCG 3'

F.5' GGTATGTCATTAGTGCCATCCC 3'

R-5' GGCCTCCTTGTAATACATCATGC 3'

F-5' AAGCCTATGTCATCCAGAA 3'

R-5' GGTAAAGTCTCGTCGT 3'

F-5' ATCCTTCAGACTTCGGTGC 3'

R-5' TAAACCAGGTGTCACTCCCC 3'

F-5' TGGTACTTGGAGATGAGAAATG 3'

R-5' AAGGGACAATTAAGCTTTATTT 3'

F-5' GCTCAGTTTCCAGCCCTTC 3'

R-5' AGTCACACCATTTGAGATGGC 3'

F-5' AGGTGTTTCCTGAAGAGCCATGTG 3'

R-5' CGGAGAGTGTTTTCCACTGTCAATG 3'

F-5' CAAAATTGGCTCAAACAGCCTGAATC 3'

R-5' TAATCCAATCCCATCCAAAAGC 3'

F-5' TGTGTTTGTGGTGAGCCTGG 3'

R-5' ATGGAGAGGGTTTGCGTTTA 3'

F-5' CTGGTCTTCCACCTGAAGAAGGGCTACATGA 3'

R-5' TGCCAGGCAGGGGATAGTGGCCCT 3'

F-5' ACCACAGGATATGCAGACTGG 3'

R-5' GCACCCATGTTCTCAAAGAGC 3'

5 1.5 65 2550 A1231615

5 1.5 65 1350 M16966

5 1.5 55 192 M95097

2.5 l.5 65 316 U91686

25 2 58 140 4F023613

5 2 57 638 L16529

1.25 1.5 55 634 D00409

5 2.5 59 188 U89321

Hormone-sensitive lipase (Set a/b) 
n ¡USt1 bovine F-5'ATTGCCGACTTCCTACGAGAG 3'

R-5' TGCGTTTGTAGTGCTCCCCGA 3'

MLR Mineralocorticoid receptor (aldosterone receptor)

bovine

ovrne

bovine

ovlne

bovine

bovine

bovine

CATS

bovine

murine/

bovine

ovrne

ovrne

bovine

5 1.5 53 220

2s 1.5 65 4r2

Lyons et al. ,

1991

x58256

1 .25 1 .5 55 2200 4F019620

2.5 1.5 55 824 U13321

5 2 65 -2500 x66093

1.25 1.5 55 796 U36394
ODC Ornithine decarboxYlase

NJÞ
L'I



LOCUS
S}'1\{BOL

# SUCCESSFT]L

ddF PRIMERS
ddF DIRECTION

# PATTERNS
OBSER\¡ED

# SAMPLES
SEQUENCED

# SNPS DISCOVERED

J

I

2

2 J

4

2

I

2

2

0

2

2

I

2

Forward

Forward & Reverse

Forward

Forward

Forward

Forward

NA

Reverse

Reverse

Forward

Forward & Reverse

Forward

Reverse (x2)

(10%DMSO &64oC)
Forward

3

0

J

J

)

LIPE

LPL

LYZ

4

2

2

4
MANB

MAOA

MAPlB

MB

MCAM

MLR

MMPl

MSTN

MTNRlA

MX1

I2

High baseline3

0

4

0

5

2

4

5

4

2

2

8

8

5
1

2

High baseline

2

N)Þ
o\

oDc



LOCUS
SYMBOL

LOCUS NAMEI

L€TÉ_-

PRIMER SEQUENCEPRIMER
ORIGIN

pMol
MgCl2

(mM)

TA

cc)
SIZE
(bp) CITATION,

OXT

P4HB

PAIl

PAXS

PCARl

PHA

POLB

PPARA

PST

RALA

REN

SCD

SDFI

Oxytocin

Proline 4 hydroxylase, beta pollpepttde [PDI]

Plasminogen activator inhibitor, type | [PAIJ

Paired box homeotic gene 8

Calcium-sensing recePtor 1

Phytohaemagglutinin

Polymerase, beta

Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor, alpha

Phenol sulfotransferase

v-ral simian leukemia viral oncogene homolog A

Renin

Stearoyl CoA desaturase [Delta9]

Stromal cell derived factor I

Somatostatin

F-5' TCCACAGCACTTACCACCCCTAAC 3'

R-5' CAGTTCATTGGCATGGCTGGTC 3'

F.5' GGTTGGGAAGAACTTTGAAGAGG 3'

R-5' TCTCGTGGTCCTTGTACGTCTCTC 3'

F-5' CAACTTCGGCTCACTTTTAGG 3'

R-5' TACATTCATTCGGCATCTCTG 3'

F-5' TTCGCCATAAAGCAGGAAAC 3'

R-5' ATGGGGAAAGGCATTGAAG 3'

F-5' CATTCTGTCTTTCGCACTCAA 3'

R-5' CTTCCATTCTCCTCTTCTGTT 3'

F-5' GTAAGATATGTATAATGCTGGCC 3'

R-5' GGGATCATCTCAAAAGTTCCACG 3'

F-5' GTGAGGAGATGCTGCAAATG 3'

R-5' GAAACTGCCGCAGACTGTAG 3'

F-5' ATTTCCCTCTTTGTGGCTGC 3'

R-5' AGTAACATGAAGACACTGCCATA 3'

F,5' TCACCACCCTGGTAGATCATGTCCAG 3'

R- 5' TGGCCTGATGACTTGCTCATCAGCAC 3'

F_5' CATGGTGGGCAGTGGTG 3'

R-5' TTTGCCTCTTCTACAGAAACCTG 3'

F-5' TTATCCGCAAGTTCTACACG 3'

R-5' GTCTTTATTTTGTGGTCCTC 3'

F-5' CCCCGAACTCCGCTCCGCAG 3'

R-5' GTAGTTGGGGTCATAGATGTC 3'

F-5' CTCCCATCCCCCAGACTA 3'

R-5' TGTTCTTCAGCCTTGCCCTGTC 3'

F.5' CATGTTTACGGTTGCGAAAGGTC 3'

R-5' GGGTCTTATTGAGGATTGGAGGG 3'

25 1.5 51 335 X58474

1.25 1.5 60 300 M17596

bovine

bovine

bovine

CATS

bovine

bovine

CATS

human/

murlne

human

CATS

ovlne

ovlne

bovine

bovine

25 15 51 31r X16383

1.5

2.5

2.5

25

25

1.5 55 500 x96481

2 5t 180

1.5 55 249

Lyons et al.,
1991

s67307

Lyons et al. ,

1997

Sundvold el a/ ,

1991

L33828

263

1s 60

5259

220

453

155

25 1.5 65 -315

25 1.5 50 227

Lyons et al.,
r997

L43524

2.5 2.s 60 612 4J001048

5 1.5 56 604 4F140667

r.25 1.5 55 120 u91017
SST

l.JÞ{
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SEQUENCED
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-i l:-::5

Forward

Forward

Reverse

Reverse

Forward

Forward

Reverse

Forward

Reverse (10% DMSO

& 64oC)

Forward

Reverse

Reverse

13JoxT

P4IIB

PAI

PAXS

PCARl

PHA

POLB

PPARA

PST

RALA

REN

SCD

SDFT

1

2

0

2

2

2

1

2

0

2

2

0

2

2

0

0

1

0

NA

0

0

8

0

J

6

0

High baseline

t2

I

0

J 1

0

J

65

J

8

3

l..JÞ
æ

SST Reverse (x2)
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LOCUS
SYMBOL

LOCUS NAME'
PRIMER
ORIGIN

MgClr TA

(mM) ("c)
CITATION2PRIMER SEQUENCE pMol

SIZE
(bp)

STAT5 Signal transduction activator of transcription 5A bovine

T-Complex I

Tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase 2

Tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase 3

F-5' CTTGGGAGAACCTAACATCACT 3'

R_5' AGACCTCATCCTTGGGCC 3'

F-5' CTCTTGGTCCAGTTGGCTTG 3'

R-5' AAGGGCTCCAGAGTGAACAG 3'

F-5' CATCCCAGGTGTTATGGTTTTGC 3'

R-5' TTAGCACTGCTGTGACTGTGCCTG 3'

F_5' ACATCACCCATTTCCACCTG 3'

R-5' GCTTCCTTGTCTGTGTCCTTTAC 3'

F-5' CAGCCTCTTCACAGCCCTTC 3'

R_5' CCAAACTCTTCTCTCATTAC 3'

F-5' CGGTAGCCCACGTTGTAGGTA 3'

R-5' GGGGGAAGAACAGGGAGGGG 3'

F-5' GGCATGAGGAGGGGCAAGAAC 3'

R_5' TCACAAGTGGGAGCGCAAATTG 3'

F_5' TGTGAAGTCAAATGCATGCC 3'

R-5' ATGGTGGCTTCAAGTTTTTCC 3'

F-5' GTAACCCACAGCTTTCCACTA 3'

R_5' ATTACACAGGGCATATTTTACAG 3'

F-5' CTGGACACCGCCAAAGTC 3'

R-5' ATGATTGTTCCCAGGACACC 3'

F-5' TGTGAGCTGGCAACTGCTAC 3'

R-5' GTTCCAAATCCTCCTCGACA 3'

F-5' CTGGTGGACAGAGAGCAG 3'

R-5' CTCCTTCATCACATCCAG 3'

F-5' GCTTCAGTGGGAATGTTCTGGG 3'

R-5' AATGGTGTGTGTGCGTAGGGAGTG 3'

F-5' ATTGAGATTGCCACCTACAGG 3'

R-5' TGAGTGGGTGTCAACCAGAG 3'

2.5 1.5 51 1551 Lyons et al.,
1991

5 2.5 58 155 Lowden &
Drinkwater, 1998

s 2 58 247 U77588

5 1.5 59 379 4F079568

5 1.5 48 391 AF241116

5 1.5 55 350 Ul 1040

TCPl

TIMP2

TIMP3

CATS

humanJratl

murlne

bovine

TKDPI Trophoblast Kunitz domain protein 1 ITRYPN] bovine

TNF Tumour nercrosis factor, alpha [TNFaJ bovine

TNPI Transition Protein 1 ovlne

TXN Thioredoxin CATS

T\lRPl Tyrosinase related protein 1 bovine

UCPI UncouPling Protein I bovine

UCP3 UncouPling Protein 3 bovine

UMPS Uridine monophosphate synthase bovine

vtLz Ezrin bovine

5 1.5 58 358

1.25 2.5 57 530

5 1.5 55 281

5 2 53 1030

2.s l.5 60 832 AFl3992l

1.25 1.5 65 506 4F127030

s 2 55 438 X65r25

2.s 1.5 6s 389 M98498

s73116

Lyons et al ,

1991

L43123

Lyons et al.,
1991

VIM Vimentin CATS

N)Þ\o
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LOCUS
SYMBOL

# SUCCESSFUL
ddF PRIMERS

ddF DIRECTION
# PATTERNS
OBSERVED

# SAMPLES
SEQUENCED

# SNPs DISCO\aERED

STAT5

TCPl

TIMP2

TIMP3

TKDPl

TNF

TNPl

TXN

TYRPl

UCPl

UCP3

TIMPS

vlLz

2

Reverse

Forward (x2)

Reverse

Reverse

Forward

Forward

Forward

Forward

Reverse

Reverse

Reverse

Forward

Forward

14

2

4

2

1

0

J

2

3

J

0

0

2

9

4

2

0

1

I

2

2

2

1

I

1

3

2

J

J

0

I (36bp deletion)

l0

I

0

2

6

4

2

0

22

2

2

3

1

2

l.J
L,I

VIM Forward & Reverse
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LOCUS
SYMBOL

LOCUS NAMEI
PRIMER
ORIGIN

PRIMERSEQUENCE pMol
MgCl,
(mM)

TA

cc)
SIZE
(bp) CITATION2

WNT3A Wingless-fype MMTV integration site, member 3A

Y\ryIIAII Tyrosine3-monooxygenase

ovrne

bovine

F-5' GCCATTGGTGACTTCCTCAA 3'

R-5' CAGGTCGCAGCCGTCTATG 3'

F-5' ATCACCACCAGTCCCCTCTC 3'

R-5' CAATGCCTCCTTCAGAACGC 3'

2.5 1.5 62 254

5 1.5 58 2rr

Franklin,

unpublished

J03868

t Common locus symbol alternatives presented in square brackets'

2 Genebank accession numbers when avaliable'

3 0.5U Amplitaq(PE Applied Biosystems) used per reaction'

a 0.5U Bresataq (Geneworks) used per reaction. Amplification undertaken for 2min, and extension for 3min each cycle'

N)(J¡
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LOCUS
SYMBOL

# SUCCESSFUL
ddF PRIMERS

ddF DIRECTION
# PATTERNS
OBSERVED

# SAMPLES
SEQUENCED

# SNPs DISCOVERXD

WNT3A

YWIIAH

1 Forward

Forward1

2

4

2

4

0

3

l.)(l
N)



APPENDIX III: Sequence context of 244 bovine SNPs'

SNP

IDENTIFIER
LOCUS NAME

GENBANK
ACCESSION

POSITION IN

ACCESSION

LOCATION IN

GENE3

PREVIOUSLY

oESCnlsEDo/
DISCOVERY

Mt.tttoD'
SNP SEQUENCE CONTEXT2

ACT144

ADHO9O

AT3027

BTNOTI

BTNO85

BTN179

BTN218

BTN259

BTN37I

BTN377

CAN028

cASl47

CASI57

CAS24I

CA5279

CAS360

CAS5I3

cD3270

CFTO46

coxl44
coxl5l
cox168

coxl73
coxl98
cox2l2

NA

L38286

x68287

M35551

M35551

M35551

M35551

M35551

M35551

M35551

AF08757 I

AFl178l3

AFt 17813

AFr 17813

AFI r7813

AFI r7813

AFll78l3
NA

AF022449

Y14076

Y r 4076

Yt4076

Y 14076

Y14016

Yt40'76

I

En (C/F) 2

Es3
Es3

Es3

Es3

En (K/R) 2

En (V/I) I

Es3

Es3

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I-splice

Eps

Eps

Eps

Eps

Eps

Eps

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

pooled

ddF

ddF

pooled

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

Actin, alpha cardiac

Alcohol dehydrogenase 2 , beta-3 subunit

Antithrombin III

Butyrophilin

Butyrophilin

Butyrophilin

Butyrophilin

Butyrophilin

Butyrophilin

Butyrophilin

Calpain, skeletal muscle-sPecifi c

Calpastatin

Calpastatin

Calpastatin

Calpastatin

Calpastatin

Calpastatin

CD3D Antigen, D subunit

Cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator

Cytochrome C oxidase subunit IV pseudogene

Cytochrome C oxidase subunit IV pseudogene

Cytochrome C oxidase subunit IV pseudogene

C¡ochrome C oxidase subunit IV pseudogene

Cytochrome C oxidase subunit IV pseudogene

r85

842

t3l5
1 330

1423

t461

1502

1615

t621

384

r47

15'7

241

279

360

513

74

144

151

r68

1'73

198

2t2

5' CAGTGCGCCGWCCTGCCTTGC

5' TGCCTGAAATKCCAGTGAGTA

5' AGTTCAGTCCYGAGAACACAA

5' CTGCACCCCCSCGCCGGGTTG

5' GGGTTGGGGTYTTCCTTGACT

5' TCTCTGGCCCYCTCCGGCCCT

5' TGTGGTAAAARGCCCCTGACT

5' GCTTGAGGGARTCATGGTACT

5' TAATCCCTCTMCAGCCYAGCC

5' CTCTMCAGCCYAGCCAAGGGC

s' GGTCAGATCT(G/-)GAAGCAGGAC

5' TTAAGACAAC(AAC/-)TTTTTTTTT(T/A)

5' AAC(AAC/-)TTTTTTTTT(TT or TTT/-) AAACTTCATT

5' TTCTCTAGTT(T/-)GCGATGTGTA

5' TTCTCTTGTTGCWGGGCCGGGG

5' TCTTGGCGCAYGGGCATGGTT

5' TTTGGTTCATRTGTTTCCTTC

5' TGTGCCACCTYTTTGGCTTTT

5'T(Þl5)AGAACAGAACTG

5' TAAATTTAATRAGAAATRAAT

5' AATRAGAAATRAATCAGAGAC

5' AGAGGGCAGTYGCGGYGGGCA

5' GCAGTTYGCGGYGGGCACCGTC

5' CGGCTGGTCRGTGGTGGCAG

5' GTGCCACAATRTTGGYGACCAR

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

Y

Y
N)((̂,

Cytoc hrome C oxidase subunit IV pseudogene



SNP

IDENTIFTERI
LOCUS NAME

GENBANK
ACCESSION

POSITION IN
ACCESSION

LOCATION IN

GENEs

DESCRIBED¡/

DISCOVERYSNP SEQUENCE CONTEXT2

METHOD5

cox217
cox223
cox25l
cox436
cox489
cox49s
csN135

CSN279

crs033
CTS174

CTST95

CT3227

CT5326

CYPO4I

CYPO9l

cYP226

CYPO48

CYPO93

CYP226

DCTO28

DCTO9l

DRBO28

DRBO38

DRBO42

DRBOSO

DRB]T2

DRB113

Y14016

Y14076

Y14076
y14076

Yt4076

Y14076

xs9856

x59856

u r 6336

u l 6336

u16336

ur6336

u I 6336

Z'69241

269241

269241

269241

269241

269241

AF r 52005

AF152005

AJO02000

AJo02000

AJO02000

AJ002000

AJ002000

AJ002000

Eps

Eps

Eps

Eps

Eps

Eps

I

I

3'

3'

3'

3'

J

5'

5'

5'

5'

5'

Es3

En (PtL) 2

En (Q/R) 2

En (E/Q) I

En (K/S) 2

En (K,tll) 3

En (F/Y) 2

En (Y,t'{) 1

En (Y,û"ì ) 2

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

pooled

pooled

ddF

ddF

ddF

pooled

ddF

pooled

ddF

pooled

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

ddF

ddF

ddF

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

pooled

RFLP-seq

pooled

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

Cytochrome C oxidase subunit IV pseudogene

Cytochrome C oxidase subunit IV pseudogene

Cytochrome C oxidase subunit IV pseudogene

Cytochrome C oxidase subunit IV pseudogene

Cytochrome C oxidase subunit IV pseudogene

Cytochrome C oxidase subunit IV pseudogene

Casein, alpha-Sl

Casein, alpha-S1

Cathepsin B

Cathepsin B

Cathepsin B

Cathepsin B

Cathepsin B

Cytochrome P450, subfamily XIX (SetA)

Cytochrome P450, subfamily XIX (SetA)

Cytochrome P450, subfamily XIX (SetA)

Cytochrome P450, subfamily XIX (SetB)

Cytochrome P450, subfamily XIX (SetB)

Cytochrome P450, subfamily XIX (SetB)

Dopachrome tautomerase

Dopachrome tautomerase

MH2 class antigen

MH2 class antigen

MH2 class antigen

MH2 class antigen

MH2 class antigen

MH2 class antigen

2t7

223

25r

436

489

495

55 85

5729

'163

894

9r4

937

r 036

994

1044

1179

r902

1947

2080

24

87

I

1l

15

53

85

86

5' AGAATRTTGGYGACCARACTA

5' RTTGGYGACCARAGTATTTAGC

5' GCAGGCGTGCRGTTTCCACCT

5' CTCTCCATCGRTGAGAAAGTTG

5' CGCTGAGATGMGCAGGWGC(CA/AC)

5', GATGMCCAGGWGC(CAG/ACA) ACAGT

5' GCATTTTTTTTT(T/-)AACAGAAACA

5' CCTTCTCTAG\üAAACAGCCAG

5' AGAAGACACCRTGGGGCAGCC

5' TTGTGCACCTYGGCTAATCAT

5' GTGAATGAGAWGGAAGCGCTG

5' ACTACTTGTAYGGATTGTCTC

5' TGTACCTTTTSCAATCACTGC

5' TCCCCCATGGSAGAAACCCAG

5' GCTTAGGGCARCTGTGGACAG

5' CTTGGCGCCCRGTGAAAAGTT

5' TGGTGGCTTCRGGCCAATTCA

5' CAGAGATAGGRTAAGGAAAAC

5' CCACGCTGTCYTCATCAGAGG

5' AAGTACACTCYGCACCCCGAC

5' AATGGGACCCRACCACAGATC

5' ACATTTCCTGSAGTATCGTAM

5' SAGTATCGTAMCAGMGAGTGT

5' ATCGTAMGAC MGAGTGTCATT

5' CCGGTGCGGTWCCTGGACAGA

5' TGGAGAAGAGWWCGYGCGCTT

5' GGAGAAGAGW\üCGYGCGCTTC

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y l.J
(Jr
Þ



SNP

IDENTIFIERI
LOCUS NAME

GENBANK
ACCESSION

POSITION IN
ACCESSION

LOCATION IN

GENE3

PREVIOUSLY

DESCRIBED¡/
DISCOVERY

METHOD5

SNP SEQUENCE CONTEXT2

DRBlI6
DRBI43

DRBI62

DRB178

DRB211

DRB2I2

DRB223

DRB225

DRB233

ETV096

ETVII4
Fl3l23
FSROTó

FSR2O2

GHO93

GHl54

GHHO69

GHRO84

GHRIlI
GHRl17

GHRI90

GHR2536

GHR26I6

GHR27O6

GHR380

GHR388

GLUO49

MH2 class antigen

MH2 class antigen

MH2 class antigen

MH2 class antigen

MH2 class antigen

MH2 class antigen

MH2 class antigen

MH2 class antigen

MH2 class antigen

ETS translocation variant 4

ETS translocation variant 4

Coagulation factor XIIIA

Follicle stimulating hormone receptor

FolÌ icle stimulating hormone receptor

Growth hormone (Set 1)

Growth hormone (Set l)
Growth hormone releasing hormone

Growth hormone receptor

Growth hormone receptor

Growth hormone receptor

Growth hormone recePtor

Growth hormone receptor

Growth hormone receptor

Growth hormone receptor

Growth hormone receptor

Growth hormone recePtor

Glucose transporter, tYPe I

AJ002000

AJ002000

AJ002000

AJ002000

AJO02000

AJ002000

AJ002000

AJ002000

AJ002000

NA

NA

u13392

L22319

L22319

M5'7164

M57764

u296lL

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

M60448

89

116

r35

r51

184

185

196

198

206

105

2119

2245

2230

2291

86

5' GAAGAGWMCGYCCGCTTCGACA

5' TGGGGCGAGTWCCGGGCGGTG

5' TGACCGAGCTRGGGCGGCCGG

5' GCCCGACGCCRAGTACTGGAA

5' GATCCTGCACSRGGAGCGGGC

5' ATCCTGGAG SRGGAGCGGGCC

5' GGAGCGGGCCKAKGTGGACAS

5' AGCGGGCCKAKGTGGACASGT

5' KAKGTGGACASGTACTGCAGAC

5' TGTTGGGGGGRCTAGCCTCTG

5' TCTGCTCTAGGRGCCTCTGCCT

5' ACATTCAGATYGACTTCAATC

5' CCAATTACACMCTTATCCCCC

5' GCACTTCCACWTACTTCATCT

5' ACGCCCTGCTYAAGAACTACG

5' GACGTACCTGMGGGTCATGAA

5' CAAGAGAGGCMCTTTGAGGATG

5' ACATTCCCTAYACTGTTAGAG

5' CCAGATCAATRTACATKAGCC

5' CAATRTACATKAGCCTCAGTT

5' AAAGAGGAAGRAGGATTTCAC

Rev 5' CAGATCCTTTYGTATACCRAA

Rev 5, TTYGTATACCRAAAAAAAAAA

-Rev Many variable allele >13 T's

5' TTTATAATAA\ryAAAAAAA(A/-)C G

5' AAWAAAAAAA(A/-)GGTTTTTCAAA

5' TGTTGCTCAGRTCTATTCAGA

En (V/A) 2

En (F,Y) 2

Es3

En (K/E) I

En (R/G) 1

En (Q/G) 2

En (Y/D) I

En (Y/END) 3

En (T/R) 2

3'

J

Es3

J

3'

Es3

Esl

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

3',

RFLP-seq

pooled

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

pooled

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

ddF

ddF

RFLP-seq

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

N

N

Y

\'
Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N ì..J(^(¡
l 848



SNP

IDENTIFIER
LOCUS NAME

GENBANK
ACCESSION

POSITION IN
ACCESSION

LOCATION IN

GENE3

PREVIOUSLY

DESCRIBEDl
DISCOVERY

METHOD5

SNP SEQUENCE CONTEXT2

GRO253

GRO275

HFr158

HFll90

HFl2s9

HFl398

HSP2I5

r8R190

r8R283

r8R290

I8R364

I8R367

IBP233

IBP299

IBP48O

IFA148

IFA149

IFA157

IFA158

tFA243

IGFO99

IGF103

lGR230

lGR450

tL3040

IL3205

IL4288

u95812

u958 I 2

x98696

x98696

x98696

x98696

u02891

u19947

u19947

ut9947

u1994'1

u19947

u83465

u83465

u83465

M10953

M 1 0953

M10953

M I 0953

M10953

u0l 338

u0r338

NA

NA

L3 r 893

L3 l 893

ul4r3l

3'

3'

I

I

I

I

3'

Es3

Es3

En (H/Q) 3

Es3

Es3

I

I

I

Es3

En (T/A) I

Es3

En (E/Q) 1

En (R/P) 2

I

I

I

I

Es3

Es3

I

ddF

ddF

pooled

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

pooled

ddF

pooled

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

pooled

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

Growth related oncogene 
'l

Growth related oncogene I

Complement factor H

Complement factor H

Complement factor H

Complement factor H

Heat shock protein 70kD Protein I

Interleukin 8 recePtor

lnterleukin 8 recePtor

lnterleukin 8 recePtor

Interleukin 8 recePtor

Interleukin 8 recePtor

Insulin-like growth factor binding protein-3

Insulin-like growth factor binding protein-3

Insul in-l ike gro'w4h factor bind i n g protei n-3

Interferon alpha

Interferon alpha

lnterferon alpha

Interferon alpha

Interferon alpha

Insulin-like growth factor I

Insulin-like growth factor I

lnsulin-like growth factor I receptor

Insulin-like growth factor I receptor

Interleukin 3

Interleukin 3

Interleukin 4

591

613

5' TTCGTTTCAARGTTTATTTTT

5' TGTTAACTTAWAGTTAGTTCA

5' TTAAGTGTTAYGTAACAACAG

5' GATGAGTTCTRTGAGCAAAAA

5' AGAGATACACRGACTTTACAA

5' GTTATATTTGAARA CTAATGCAT

5' TTCATGCCAARCTCAAGCTAT

5' TGCGTGTCCTRCCCCAGACCT

5' AAATGGGGCASAAGCACMGGG

5' GCASAAGCACMGGGCCATGCG

5' TGGTCCTGATMGCRGACACCC

5' TCCTGATMCCRGACACCCTCA

5' TCCAGGCCTCRGCTGGGCAGA

5' AGTGTCCTGGMCTGTGTGTCC

5' CAGGTAACCCRTGCCTCCTCC

5' GCTCGGCCGCYRCGTGGGACS

5' CTCGGCCGCYRCGTGGGAYSA

5' CYRCGTGGGAY SACAGCCTCC

5' YRCGTGGGAYSAGAGCCTCCT

5' GAGGGGCTCCSAGGGGCTCCC

5' GTCTTCTGCA KCTAKGGAGCC

5' TCTGCAKCTAKGGAGCCAAGG

5' TTCACAGTCTRCAAGGAGCTG

5' CAGCATCAGCRGGGGGCGAGC

5' TCTTGCACCTSCTTCTGCTCC

5' ATTTCCTGACRGTAAGAGTTC

5' GGTGTTTTTG KTTTTTGKKTT

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

1522

684

777

784

8s8

861

266

332

513

394

395

403

404

489

4'75

479

48

213

1077 N)(^
o\
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SNP

IDENTIFIER'
LOCUS NAME

GENBANK
ACCESSION

POSITION IN
ACCESSION

SNP SEQTIENCE CONTEXT2
LOCATION IN

CENE3

DESCRIBEDl
DISCOVERY

METHOD5

tL4295

tL4296

IL4300

IL4315

tL4320

IL4358

ITGO22

ITG032

Ktt072
Kll073
KI1075

Kl1078

Kl1115

Krr134

K2l919

K73202

K13232

Kl3341

LAL263

LEPO83

LEP326

LEP483

LEP48ó

LEP498

LGB274

LG83O1

LGB3I4

ul413l
u14131

ul4131

ul4l31
u14131

uI4131

M81233

M81233

M23912

M23912

M23912

M239t2

M23912

M23912

x723'79

x02925

x02925

x02925

M90645

u50365

u50365

u50365

u50365

u5036s

u3 r 361

u3 I 361

u3l36l

I 084

r 085

I 089 +l

I 104

r 109

I t41

453

463

66s

666

668

67t

708

727

6440

548

578

687

263

2857

3100

3257

3260

3272

274

301

314

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

En (F/Y) 2

En (F/L) 3

En (N/S) 2

En (F/C) 2

Es3

En (S/T) I

Es3

Es3

Es3

En (T/P) I

5'

I

En (A/V) 2

Es3

Es3

Es3

5'

5'

5'

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

Interleukin 4

Interleukin 4

Interleukin 4

Interleukin 4

Interìeukin 4

Interleukin 4

Integrin, beta-2 subunit

Integrin, beta-2 subunit

Keratin I I

Keratin l.I
Keratin 1 .l

Keratin I 1

Keratin I I

Keratin l.l
Keratin Type II Intermediate Filament (Hair)

Keratin associated Protein 1.3

Keratin associated Protein 1 '3

Keratin associated Protein 1.3

Lactalbumin, alpha

Leptin (Set I )

Leptin (Set 1)

Leptin (Set l)
Leptin (Set l)
Leptin (Set l)
Lactoglobulin, beta

Lactoglobulin, beta

Lactoglobulin, beta

5', TTGKTTTTTGKKTTTT(T/-)CCCCC

5' TGKTTTTTGKKTTTT(T/-)CCCCCT

s' TTTGKKTTTT(T/-)CCCCCTGAGG

5' CTGAGGGACTRTAGGMAGTTT

5' GGACTRTAGGMAGTTTTCTTA

5' CTGTTCAGCAWGGCTTAACCC

5' TTGCGTTCAAYGTGACCTTCY

5' YGTGACCTTCYGGAGGGCCAA

5' ACCATGTCTTWMARCTKCTGC

5' CCATGTCTTWMARCTKCTGCC

5' ATGTCTTWMARCTKCTGCCTG

5' TCTTWMARCTKCTGCCTGCCC

5' CCAGCTGCTCYTCCAGGCCCT

5' CTGCGTGCCCYCCAGCTGCTG

5' AGGCCAAGCARGACATGGCCT

5' GCTGTGAGACYGGCTGTGGCAT

5' GCATTGGCTAYGGCCAGGTGG

5' GAGCTGCACAMCCCCCTCCTG

5' AAAGAGTTGGRCACTACTGAG

5' TGGTGGTCACRTGGGCACAAC

5' CAGACATTGGYGATCTACCAA

5' AGAGCTTGGGYGTYGTCCTGG

5' GCTTGGGYGTYGTCCTGGAAG

5' TCCTGGAACCYTCCCTCTACT

5' GGAGCTCGACSTGAACCCCATG

5' CTCGCCCCAGSCTGCAGAGGG

5' GCAGAGGGTGRGGTGACTGCA

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

I

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y 1..)(/r\ì



SNP

IDENTIFIERI
I,OCUS NAME

GENBANK
ACCESSION

POSITION IN
ACCESSION

LOCATION IN

GENE3

PREVIOUSLY

DESCRIBEDI/
DISCOVERY

METHOD5

SNP SEQUENCE CONTEXT2

LGB369

LGB5I5

LGB527

LGB633

LlP4',l3

LYZIIT
MANO82

MAN108

MANII4
MAN133

MAO060

MAP203

MCRO96

MCR448

MMPO75

MMPO99

MMP1II
MMP265

MMP275

MMP293

MMP307

MMP353

MST228

MST229

MST255

MST347

MST37I

u3 I 361

u3 I 361

u31361

u3 I 361

A,J23767s

M95097

u97686

u97686

u97686

u97686

AF0236 l 3

L76529

Yr3957

Y13957

x5 8256

x58256

x5 8256

xs8256

x58256

x5 8256

x58256

xs8256

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

369

515

521

633

226 + 372bp

8747

117 4

r 800

1 806

r 825

60

s22

311

663

1545

I 569

l58l
t'735

1145

1763

1777

I 823

5'

5'

5'

5'

I

I

I

I

I

I

En (L/l) I

Es3

En (frame shift)

En (l/M) 3

3',

3'

3'

J

3'

3'

3',

3'

I

I

I

I

I

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

pooled

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

RFLP-seq

pooled

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

Lactoglobulin, beta

Lactoglobulin, beta

Lactoglobulin, beta

Lactoglobulin, beta

Lipase, hormone-sensitive (Set a,/b)

Lysozyme

Mannosidase, alpha A, lYsosomal

Mannosidase, alpha A, lYsosomal

Mannosidase, alpha A, lysosomal

Mannosidase, alpha A, lYsosomal

Monoamine oxidase A

Microtubule associated protein 1B

Melanocortin- I receptor

Melanocortin- I recePtor

Matrix metalloproteinase 1

Matrix metalloproteinase I

Matrix metalloproteinase 1

Matrix metalloproteinase 1

Matrix metalloproteinase I

Matrix metalloproteinase I

Matrix metalloproteinase I

Matrix metalloproteinase I

Myostatin (Set 1)

Myostatin (Set I )

Myostatin (Set I )

Myostatin (Set l)
Myostatin (Set l)

5' TTGGAGGAGAYGGTGCCCAAG

5' CCTGCGCCCCYACTTCTGGGG

5' CTTCTGGGGCSTACCACGAACC

5' CCCAAGGATASGCCAGGGGGG

5' CGAGGGTCTCMTACTTGTGGC

5' CACTGTAGAASTTTAAGACAA

5' TGGGACTCCCRTGGTCCTGCG

5' CTTAAAATTCYTTTTCRGGCC

5' ATTCYTTTTCRGGCCTGGACA

5' CAATCAGGGTSGGGGCAACAC

5' TAGACCAGAGMTTCCATCAGA

5' AGACCGGAGAYTATGAAGAGA

5' CTGGAGGCCG(G/-)TGTCCTGGCC

5' CCCGGGGCATKGCCCGGCTCC

5' CACGGACTGTMGCCCACCAGG

s' TTTGTCCAT(G/-)GGATTCTCCAGS

5' GATTCTCCAGSCAAGAATACT

5' TTTTTATATASTATATACTAS

5' STATATACTASTGTAATTTAGTT

5' TAGTTCCACARATGAGGCCTA

5' AGGCCTAACTRAGCTCAGGTT

5' AGTTTTACAAYGAGAGAAACT

5' CAGACAAAGGYRCCTTACCCCA

5' AGACAAAGGYRCCTTACCCCA

5' AGCCCTGTACYCAATAAAAGT

5' AAAGTTATACYATGGTCCTTA

5' TGATTATATAMATAAAAACATG

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N l.J
(Jr
oo



PREVIOU

SNP

IDENTIFIER'
LOCUS NAME

GENBANK
ACCESSION

POSITION IN
ACCESSION

LOCATION IN

GENE3

DESCRIBEDl
DISCOVERY

METHOD5

SNP SEQUENCE CONTEXTZ

MST4O8

MST47O

MST536

MTNI59

MTNI69

MTN218

MTN328

MTN45I

MTN485

MTN493

MTN589

MTN63I

oDC077

oxT180

PAII56

PIG23I

PIG25O

POU395

POU972

POU1256

PPAO6O

PPA1O2

PPA1II

PPA186

PP^221

PPA238

PPA239

Myostatin (Set l)

Myostatin (Set I )

Myostatin (Set l)

Melatonin receptor lA

Melatonin recePtor lA

Melatonin recePtor 
'l A

Melatonin receptor I A

Melatonin recePtor lA

Melatonin recePtor lA

Melatonin receptor I A

Melatonin receptor I A

Melatonin recePtor lA

Ornithine decarboxYlase

Oxytocin

Plasminogen activator inhibitor, type 1

Polymeric immunoglobulin receptor

Polymeric immunoglobulin receptor

Growth hormone factor-l (Set 1)

Growth hormone factor-l (Set l)
Growth hormone factor-l (Set l)

Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor, alpha

Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor, alpha

Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor, alpha

Peroxisome proliferator-act'ivated receptor, alpha

Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor, alpha

Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor, alpha

Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor, alpha

NA

NA

NA

u73327

u73327

u73327

u73327

u73327

u73321

u7332'7

u73327

u73327

u36394

x5874'7

x16383

L04797

L04797

Y 1 5995

Y 1 5995

Y15995

Y09'/24

Y09724

Y09724

Y09724

Y09724

Y09724

Y09724

107

11'7

t66

216

399

433

441

537

579

6982

t42l
250s

368

387

395

972

r256

23

65

74

t49

184

201

202

5' AATGCTTTCCRTTGATGTGCT

5' ATTCTAGTACWCACCCAACAA

5' TGCTTAATAARGCAGAAAAAT

5' GGGTCCGTTTYCAATATCACG

5' CAATATCACGRGGAATTGCCA

5' CCTCAGATACRACAAGCTGTA

5' AGTACGACCCRAGGATCTATTC

5' TCTGGGCCCTRGTTCTTCAGG

5' GAAACCTGACRACAAACCRAA

5' ACRACAAACCRAAACTGAAGC

5' TCATTGGTCTYGTTGTGGCC

5' CCAGGATCCCYGAGTGGCTGT

5' CTGATGGCARCTCTCAATGT

5' AAAGGAACGCYGGCCCTGTGA

5' ACTCACAGCCRCACTGGTGACT

5' GACATCAGCCRTCTCACCCAT

5' ATAAAGACTCRGGGCGCTACA

5' CCGGGAAAGASCCCATGGACT

5' GTGTTTTCAGYGTCTTTAGGT

5' AGACAAGCCTRAATCAGAGTT

5' TTTCGCATCGRTGCCAGGGCA

5' AACCCAGCAGYGGTAAATCYG

5' GYGGTAAATCYGATGTCAGTC

5' CACTGACCAGRATTCAGTGAG

5' CGGATCATATKGTAGCAAAGG

5' AAGGTAATTTYKCCAGTTTCA

5' AGGTAATTTYKCCAGTTTCAG

I

I

I

En (F/S) 2

Es3

En (N/D) I

Es3

Es3

En (N/D) 1

Es3

Es3

Es3

I

5'

3'

En (H/R) 2

Es3

I

I

Es3

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

pooled

pooled

pooled

pooled

ddF

ddF

ddF

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

N

Y

N N)(^
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SNP

IDENTIFIER'
LOCUS NAME

GENBANK
ACCESSION

POSITION IN
ACCESSION

LOCATION IN

GENEs

DESCRIBED¡/

DISCOVERY

METHODs

SNP SEQUENCE CONTEXT2

PPA279

PPA295

PPA299

PPA3O9

PPA312

SCD479

SDFO99

SDFI 28

SDF2O6

SDF267

SDF269

SDF313

SDF545

SDF547

SMNIIl
SST413

SST672

STA2O7

TCP4I56

TGBIOO

TGB154

TGB2O8

TGB345

TGB394

TGB421

TG8459

TG85IO

Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor, alpha

Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor, alpha

Peroxi some prol iferator-activated receptor, alpha

Peroxisome prol iferator-activated receptor, alpha

Peroxi some prol iferator-activated receptor, alpha

Stearoyl CoA desaturase

St¡omal cell derived factor I

Stromal cell derived factor I

Stromal cell derived factor l

Stromal cell derived factor I

Stromal cell derived factor I

Stromal cell derived factor I

Stromal cell derived factor I

Stromal cell derived factor I

Survival motor neuron

Somatostatin

Somatostatin

Signal transduction activator of tran scription 5 A

T-Complex I

Thyroglobulin

Thryoglobulin

Thryoglobulin

Thryoglobulin

Thryoglobulin

Thryoglobulin

Thryoglobulin

Thryoglobulin

Y09724

Y09'724

Y09724

v09124

Y09724

NA

AF I 40667

AF I 40667

A F r 40667

AF r 40667

AFt4066'7

AF I 40667

AF r 40ó67

AF140667

AF035323

u977011

u9707'7

AF079568

x52882

x02 r 55

x02155

x02l 55

x02155

x02155

x02 I 55

x02l 55

x021 55

242

258

262

272

27s

99

128

206

267

269

313

545

547

939

15 19

1'7't8

626

1269

2215 + 51bp

2215 + 105bp

2215 + 159bp

2215 + 296bp

2215 + 345bp

2215 + 372bp

2215 + 410bp

2215 + 461bp

I

I

I

I

I

I

J

J

3'

3'

3'

J

J

3'

J

I -splice

J

I

Es3

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

pooled

pooled

RFLP-seq

pooled

ddF

ddF

ddF

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

5' TAACAATTCTYATTTTATACTG

5' ATACTGGAGTRTAAKTGGCTT

5' TGGAGTRTAAKTGGCTTACAS

5' KTGGCTTACASTGYTGTTAGT

5' GCTTACASTGYTGTTAGTTTC

5' TGGGTATTGGKACCGGGTCTATGC

5' GATGATCCATSAAAATACAAA

5' TGCCACCCTCYCGTTCAAAGT

5' TACACCTGGCYGCAGGCTTCT

s' ACTGTCACCCSC(C/-)CTGGAGTAT

5' TGTCACCCSC(C/-)CTGGAGTATT

5' TACTTGCCCAYTCCTACTTAT

5' AGCCGTGCCCYCKTCTGCTCA

5' CCGTGCCCYCKTCTGCTCAGC

5' AATTTTATAGYTTGTGGCAAA

5' CACCCCATGCRGGAACTGGCC

5' GATTCCTCTTYTCCAAACCCCT

5' CAATCCTCCT(CCT/-)GTGGGCAGTG

5' GTGCTGTAGARGCAGCCTTTT

5' AACTGCATTGMTTTAGTGATG

5' TAAGGTTGATRGGGTTTCTAT

5' ATAAGGGCTTYGATTCTGGGTC

5' CTGGCAAAGARTCAGACACAA

5' GGTCTTTGGGRCTTATTAACC

5' ACCTGTGTTTYGTTCCTCCCC

5' AGTTACAGGCYGAGCGAGCCT

5' ATCCCAGCACRCYGCCCGCCC

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N N)



SNP

IDENTIFIER'
LOCUS NAME

GENBANK
ACCESSION

POSITION IN
ACCESSION

LOCATION IN

GENE3

DESCRIBEDl
DISCOVERY

METHODs

SNP SEQUENCE CONTEXT2

TGB512

TG8543

TKDO67

TM2049

TNF257

TYRI96

ucl186
uct232
uct248
ucl312
uc1337

ucl360
ucl377
uc14l5
ucl432
uc1s45

ucrs55
uc1s88

uc3045

uc3185

uc3464

UMPO88

VIMI08
VIM2O7

VIM698

vtl[977
YWH098

Thryoglobulin

Thryoglobulin

Trophoblast Kunitz domain protein I

Tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase 2

Tumour nercrosis factor, alPha

Tyrosinase related Protein 
'l

Uncoupling protein I

Uncoupling Protein I

Uncoupling protein I

Uncoupling protein 1

Uncoupling protein l

Uncoupling protein I

Uncoupling protein 1

Uncoupling protein I

Uncoupling protein I

Uncoupling protein I

Uncoupling Protein I

Uncoupling protein I

Uncoupling protein 3

Uncoupling protein 3

Uncoupling protein 3

Uridine monophosPhate sYnthase

Vimentin

Vimentin

Vimentin

Vimentin

Tyrosine 3-monooxygenase

x02l 55

x02155

AF241716

NA

u1r040

L43t23

AFr 39921

AFl 39921

AF r 3992 I

AFr 39921

AF 139921

AF I 3992 I

AFl 3992r

AFI 39921

AF r 3992 i

AF139921

AFr 39921

AFI 39921

AF I 27030

AFt 27030

AFI 27030

x6s125

NA

NA

NA

NA

J03 868

2215 + 463bp

2215 + 494bp

1210

25'7

317

186

232

248

312

331

360

3'77

4t5

432

545

555

s88

679

820

1 099

575

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

En (A/T) I

I

En (C/R) 1

I

I

I

I

Es3

RFLP-seq

RFLP-seq

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

pooled

pooled

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

ddF

pooled

ddF

pooled

ddF

5' CCCAGCACRCYGCCCGCCCTC

5' ACATCCCGCARTGCAGTGCCA

36bp deletion of #1210-1245 from access

5' TTCCACGCATRGGTCCATGTA

5' CGGGCAGAACRCGAGGGCCAG

5' AGGAAGATGCRATAAGAGTAA

5' GGATGCATGCYTTAGGGTGGG

5' TAAAGAAGTGSGAGGGTCAAG

5' TCAACGAGGASGGGTTGACTGT

5' CTTCCTATCCYACTGCCTAAC

5' CTCGAGAGTTMCTGGGGGTGC

5' CAGTCAGGTGYGAGATGGGGA

5' GGGAGCACCTYCAAAGTATGC

5' TCCCTTCCCCSTTTCGATAGA

5' TAGATAGATAMCTAGATATCT

5' CTCCAGGCAARAATACTGGAR

5' RAATACTGGARTGGGTTGCCAT

5' GGGGATCTTCYTGACCCAGGG

5' TTTACTCAGAYGTGACACTGT

5' CGCCCTGGCGRCCCGGAGTGC

5' GGGAAGCTCARGCATGAGGAG

5' CACAGTGCTGYGTATTCTTGAG

5' ACGCACCATTYATTTCATATTC

5' CTTAATCACCYCAACTGGGGT

5' TTATAAAACASTCATTTTTAA

5' AAAATTGTTTMTTTTTAAAAA

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

\,

\,

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

I

I

J

I

I

NJ
o\

1032 5'CCGCCCCCGGRAAGCAGTTCC



SNP

IDENTIFIER'
LOCUS NAME

GENBANK
ACCESSION

POSITION IN
ACCESSION

LOCATION IN

GENE3

DESCRIBEDl
DISCOVERY

METHODs

SNP SEQUENCE CONTEXT2

YWHl16

YWHl32

zFx2637

I 
Last three dìgìts represent the SNP position relative to the first base of the forward primer

,whereSNpsaredenoredbyluBsingleletrercodes(K=G/T,M=A/C,R=A/G,S:C/G,W=A/T,Y=C/T)'

a Y = yes, N = no Yes ifexact position in sequence and base change previously noted

6 
SNP numbered from reverse Primer

7 Another l6 SNPs found in this fragment will discrimanate bovine sex'

Tyrosine 3-monooxYgenase

Tyrosine 3-monooxYgenase

Zinc finger sex determination protein

J03 868

J03 868

D84097

I 050

1 066

t687

5' TCCAGATAAAKTAATTCATGG

5' CATGGGCATCRCTGGACTGAC

5' GTTTTCGTCAYCCATCAGAG

En (N/K) 3

En (A/T) I

Es3

ddF

ddF

RFLP-seq

N

N

N

1..)
o\
l.J



Appendix IV: Primers and reaction conditions used to screen the ovine BAC library

100ng DNA template. The primers, magensium chloride' annealing temperature (Ta

LOCUS
SYMBOL

LOCUS NAME PRIMER SEQUENCE

. Each BAC was isolated by PCR with a standard 25ul PCR reactton ustng

oc), expected product size and resultant BAC address are listed (NF:not found)'

pMol
SIZE
(bp)

MgCl2 TA
(mM) (oC)

Citationr BAC

CRH Corticotrophin releasing hormone

IFNG2 Interferon gamma

ILSTS0l12 microsatellite marker

KRTl.l Keratin 1.1 (wool microfibril component 8Cl type 1) F-5'

R-5'

KRT2.132 Keratín2.|3 F-5'

R-5'

KRTAP1.12 Keratin associated protein 1'1 F-5'

R-5'

KRTAP1.3 Keratin associated protein l'3 (B2C high sulphur)

KRTAP6.12 Keratin associated protein 6'1 (high Cly-tyr tipe II)

LIPE Hormone sensitive liPase

MC1R Melanocortin-l recePtor

OCAM2 Opid binding and cell adhesion molecule

rGenebank Acession numbers when available'

tBAC islolat.d and confirmed by Gill et al (1999)

3PCR cycling conditions (94"C for I min, T¡ for 2min, 72oC fo( 3min) x35

F-5' CTCGCTCACCTGCAGAAGCACC 3'

R-5' GCTGAGCAGCCGTCTAAGTTGC 3'

F-5' TTGTGACTGTTAGCTAGATGTGTT 3'

R-5' ATACACATATTATGCCCATCTTTT 3'

F-5' GCTTGCTACATGGAAAGTGC 3'

R-5' CTAAAATGCAGAGCCCTACC 3'

CACAACTCTGGCTTGGTGAACTTG 3'

CTTAGCCATATCTCGGATTCCCTC 3'

GCCTGTAGGCGTGAGGGTTTT 3'

AAGGGCCAAGAGTCATTCACAT 3'

TATGACAAAGCAAGCCAGGG 3'

GAGTTGGGTTGAGAGGAGGG 3'

F-5' GGGTGGAACAAGCAGACCAAACTC J

R-5' TAGTTTGTTGGGACTGTACACTGGC 3'

F-5' CCAATGGCATGAAGGTGT 3'

R-5' AAAAAGGGAAGGGTTGGTG 3'

F-5' ATTGCCGACTTCCTACGAGAG 3'

R-5' TGCGTTTGTAGTGCTCCCCGA 3'

F-5' TGTACTACTTTATCTGCTGCC 3'

R-5' GGTTGAAGTTCTTGAAGATGC 3'

F-5' CCTGACTATAATGTACAGATCCCTC 3'

R-5' GCAGAATGACTAGGAAGGATGGCA 3'

2.5 1.5 60 229 M228s3 616R3C12

25 3.5 52 124-128 254144 231R5C6

12.5 1.5 55 250 L23485 35R2Cl l

2s 1.5 65 480 M23912 128R5C9

2.5 1.5 52 523 M95719 516R8C6

25 1.5 55 148 X12319 374R2C1

25 1.5 63 329 X01610 164R5C4

2.5 1.5 65 520 x02925 102R1C6

2.s 1.5 65 -2500 A1231675 NF

2s 1.5 60 627 Y13951 164RlC1

25 1.5 50 l8l-l8s x12612 343R8C1

N)
o\(,



APPBNDIX V: Allele frequency and gene map location of 187 bovine SNPs in four distinct cattle samples.

264

MAP

LOCATION]
SNP

IDENTIFIER'

LOCATION

IN GENEz

BTNOTI

BTN()85

BTNI79

BTN2I8

BTN259

BTN371

BTN377

cAN028

CASI57

CAS24I

CAS279

cAS360

cASsl3

coxl44
coxl5l
coxr 68

coxl73
coxr98
cox212

cox2t7
cox223

cox25l
cox436

cox489

cox495

CSN I 35

CSN279

CTSI74

CTSI95

cTs227

crs326

CYP048

CYPO93

cYP226

DRBO28

DRB()38

DRBO42

DRBOSO

DRBIl2

DRBI I3

DRBl 1 6

DRBI43

DRBI 62

DRBI78

Es

Es

Es

En

En

Es

Es

I

I

I

I

I

I

Eps

Eps

Eps

Eps

Eps

Eps

Eps

Eps

Eps

Eps

Eps

Eps

I

I

J

3',

3'

3'

5'

5'

Es

En

En

En

En

En

En

En

En

Es

En

23q2.1-2.3

23q2.t-2.3

23q2.1-2.3

23q2.1-2 3

23q2.t-2.3

23q2.t-2.3

23q21-2.3

l0

1

7

7

7

7

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

6q3.1-3.3

6q3. I -3.3

8

8

8

8

10q2.6

10q2.6

t0q2.6

23q2.2

23q2.2

23q2.2

23q2 2

23q2.2

23q2.2

23q2.2

23q2.2

23q2.2

23q2 2

85

75

90

90

0

100

90

25

20

20

40

r00

80

40

0

45

45

40

45

55

45

40

55

55

60

4s (T+)

<10

0

100

80

0

0

l0

15

l5

r00

50

0

0

50

0

30

60

l5

90

>90

100

100

0

r00

r00

0

50

45

50

80

70

30

0

55

65

55

60

45

65

45

45

85

4s (T+)

l5

l0

90

90
,0

20

l5

25

20

80

60

0

0

55

0

50

35

30

85

85

100

t00

0

r00

r00

30

50

45

50

90

65

35

0

50

50

50

50

40

50

50

45

45

85

50 (T+)

<10

0

r00

75

0

0

0

l0

20

70

50

0

0

40

0

45

65

30

80

65

>90

>90

<10

75

>90

30

65

35

65

100

'70

45

0

45

45

40

45

55

45

40

60

50

60

45 (T+)

20

35

65

100

0

0

0

l5

0

80

25

35

40

55

<10

30

50

20

85

80

>90

>90

0

90

>90

20 (c-)

s0 (T+)

35 (r-)

50

90

70

35

0

50

50

50

50

60

45

55

50

50

75

s0 (T+)

l5

l0

90

85

0

<10

<10

l5

l5

80

45

<10

<10

50

0

40

55

20

DAIRY
(lattnts)

2tt = 80

POOL ALLELE FREQUENCY

British BEEF Euro BEEF 
Bos indic,s(taurus) (taurtts)

2n=180 2n:180 2n:102

SUPERPOOL

2n = 542



SNP

IDENTIFIERl

LOCATION

IN GENE2

265

MAP

LOCATION3

DRB2I I

DRB212

BTV096

ETVI l4

Fl3 r 23

GHHO69

GLUO49

GRO2s3

cRo275

HFI158

HFl190

HFr 259

HFl398

HSP2 I 5

t8R190

I8R283

t8R290

r8R364

I8R367

IBP233

IBP299

tBP480

IFAI48

IFA149

IFA I 57

tFAl58

tFA243

IGFO99

IGFl03

IGR23O

IGR45O

IL3040

IL3205

tTG022

ITGO32

Klt072
Kl1073

Kl1075

Kl1078

Kll115
Kl I134

KI1208

Kl1229

Klt299

K21919

En

En

3'

3',

Es

I

3'

3'

3'

I

I

I

I

3'

Es

Es

En

Es

Es

I

I

I

Es

En

Es

En

En

I

I

I

I

Es

Es

I

f

En

En

En

En

Es

En

Es

Es

Es

Es

23q2.2

23q2 2

l9

l9

23

I 3q2. I

3

6

6

l6

l6

t6

t6

23q2.2

2

2

2

2

2

4

4

4

8q1.5

8q1.5

8q 1.5

8q1.5

8q1.5

5q3.2-3.4

5q3.2-3.4

5q3.2-3.4

5q3.2-3.4

7q\.5-2 |

1ql.5-2.1

I

I

l9q I .7

l9ql.7

l9ql.7

l9q 1.7

19q1.7

19q1.7

l9q 1.7

l9q 1.7

19q1.1

5q2.1

>90

90

0

0

55

0

r00

0

r00

0

0

50

40

100

l5

45

<10

0

25

10

l0

l0

60

)U

50

l0

l0

0

100

0

40

l5

0

20

100

20

20

20

20

60

20

r00

80

l5

100

>90

40

l0

0

55

l0

100

l0

90

0

0

50

40

t00

l0

65

0

30

<10

100

40

l0

0

55

t0

r00

0

r00

0

0

50

50

100

0

60

0

20

l0

100

40

25

40

55

0

r00

0

100

40

l0

55

50

t00

l0

60

0

0

l0

20

l0

l0

65

50

50

l0

0

60

40

0

30

50

0

50

100

20

20

20

20

75

20

>90

80

30

80

>90

50

l0

l5

55

l0

r00

<10

>95

l0

0

50

45

100

l0

55

0

l5

l0

l5

l0

l0

55

50

50

l0

0

l0

90

<10

30

20

0

45

100

l5

l5

t5

l5

75

l5

>90

85

30

>95

l0

l0

l0

50

50

50

l0

0

0

100

60

50

50

l0

0

0

100

l0

30

l0

0

60

r00

l5

l5

l5

l5

80

t5

r00

90

45

100

l0

0

45

90

l5

l5

t5

l5

75

20

85

85
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4q3.2

4q3.2

4q3.2

4q3.2

4q3.2

5q2 3

7

7

7

7

20q1.4-1.5

18q1.3

l8q I .3

t5

l5

l5

l5

l5

l5

l5

t5

2ql.l-1.2

2ql.l-l.2

2ql l-l.2
2ql.l-1.2

2qt.1-1 2

2ql.l-12

2ql .l -l .2

27

27

27

27

27

2'7

27

27

2'l

ll
25

l6q 1.3

16q1.3

lq2 l-2 5

lq2.l-2.5

lq2.l-2.5

lq21-2.5

LEPO83

LEP326

LEP483

LEP486

LEP498

LYZlI7
MANO82

MANIOS

MANlI4
MANI33

MAP203

MCRO9ó

MCR448

MMPO75

MMPO99

MMPIII
MMP265

MMP275

MMP293

MMP307

MMP353

MST228

MST229

MST255

MST347

MST371

MST4O8

MST47O

MTNI59

MTNI69

MTN2I8

MTN328

MTN45I

MTN485

MTN493

MTN589

MTN63I

oDC077

PAII56

PIG23I

PIG25O

POU39s

POU972

POUl083

POU1256

t

En

Es

Es

Es

I

I

f

I

I

Es

En

En

3'

3'

3'

J

J

3'

3',

3'

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

En

Es

En

Es

Es

En

Es

Es

Es

t

3'

En

Es

I

I

I

E,s

20

50

70

20

20

75

90

100

45

0

45

0

0

l0

100

0

0

r00

50

r00

50

l0

20

60

25

l0

90

90

0

r00

0

0

r00

0

50

0

100

15

15

35

40

80

90

90

t5

35

20

70

20

35

35

40

100

35

35

40

r00

100

90

35

l0

40

15

0

r 0 (G+)

0

0

r00

50

r00

50

40

40

80

50

60

50

80

0

90

35

t0

65

35

0

35

65

l5

t5

40

20

'75

100

100

0

35

25

75

20

35

70

90

100

70

<5

30

2s (c-)

<10

0

90

0

0

r00

50

100

50

l0

l0

90

30

40

60

90

0

100

5

0

95

5

25

0

95

l5

l5

35

35

70

90

90

l5

95

90

100

IJ

0

25

50

0

0

100

0

0

r00

50

r00

50

90

90

100

80

0

60

<10

0

0

t00

0

0

100

50

r00

50

l0

t0

90

35

60

50

90

0

r00

0

0

100

0

40

0

r00

0
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0

0

100

0
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0
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PPAO6O

PPAI 02

PPAI 1 1

PPAI86

PP^221

PPA238

PPA239

PP^279

PPA295

PPA299

PPA309

PPA3I2

SCD479

SDFO99

SDFI28

SDF2O6

SDF267

SDF269

SDF3 I 3

SDF545

SDF547

sMNl I I

SST4I3

STA2O7

TGBlOO

TGBI54

TGB208

TG8345

TG8394

TGB42T

TG8459

TGBs1O

TGB5I2

TGB543

TYRl9ó

uc1l86

uct232

ucl248

ucl 3t 2

ucl337

uc1360

tJC1377

uc1415

ucl432
ucl545

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

26

28

28

28

28

28

28

28

28

20q1.2-1.3

1q2.3-2.5

19q I .7

l4ql.2-1.5
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8
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I

I
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I

I

I

I

I

f

Í

f

I

I
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I

I

I
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I

I

I

I

f
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f
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I
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0

0

0
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0
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0
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I

I

En

I

I

Es

En

En

fl

uc1555

uc1588

UMPO88

vrM698

vril.lg77

YWH098

Y\ilHl16

Y\üH132

I Last three digits represent the SNP position lelâtive to the first base ofthe forward primer.

,5,=5'UTR, Es=Exon (synonymous), En=Exon (non-synonymous), Eps:Exon (processed pseudogene), I:lntron,3':3'UTR'

I As listed in the cattle ARKdb database (http://texas.thearkdb.org/browser?species:cow) or from Table 5'1'
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Appendix VI: Oligonucleotides used for SNp genotyping by direct hybri dization on microspheres. All PCR reactions were performed using GibcoTaq

(Invitrogen) and a (lmin,lmin,1min) cycling programe (section 6.2.2.1).

PRIMER NAME ORIENTATION
MgClt
(mM)

To Cc)PRIMER
FUNCTION

PRIMER SEQUENCE, pMol
AMPLICON

LENGTH (bp)

5 2 155

57 155

26

GH276

GH565

GH689

GHbLx2R

GHa,õlCAPC

GHa,/blCAPT

GHa/blSYNC

GHa/blSYNT
GHaLx2F

GHbLx2R

GHa,¡b2CAPC

GHa,õ2CAPT

GHa/b2SYNC

GHa/b2SYNT

GHcLxlF
GHdLxlR
GHc/dlCAPC

GHc/dlCAPT

GHc/dlSYNC

GHc/dlSYNT
GHcLx2F

GHdLx2R

GHc/dlCAPC

GHc/dlCAPG

GHc/dlSYNC

GHc/dlSYNG

LEPaLxF

LEPbLxR

PCR-F

PCR-R

Capture

Capture

Synthetic

Synthetic

PCR-F

PCR-R

Capture

Capture

Synthetic

Synthetic

PCR-F

PCR-R

Capture

Capture

Synthetic

Synthetic

PCR-F

PCR-R

Capture

Capture

Synthetic

Synthetic

PCR-F

PCR-R

SCNSC

antrsense

antrsense

antlsense

SENSC

SENSE

SCNSC

antrsense

antlsense

antrsense

SCNSC

SCNSC

SCNSE

antrsense

antrsense

antrsense

SCNSC

SENSC

sense

antrsense

antrsense

antrsense

SENSC

SCNSC

SCNSC

anûsense

TAGCAGAAGCGAGGAGAAG

U- GCATTGGAGGAGGAAATGG

U-GCATTGGAGAAGGAAATGG

B-TTGCCATTTCCTCCTCCAATGCATG

B-TTGCCATTTCCTTCTCCAATGCATG

BP-CAGGCAAGAACATTGGAG

TAGCAGAAGCGAGGAGAAG

U-CTGAGGGTCGGACACAACT

U-CTGAGGGTCAGACACAACT

B-CTCAGTTGTGTCCGACCCTCAGCGA

B.CTCAGTTGTGTCTGACCCTCAGCGA

BP-CTCCCTCTTTCTAGCAGTCC

ATTTTCCACCCTCCCCTAC

U-TTTCAAAAGGGGAAAAGG

U-GTTTCAA AAAGGGA AAAGG

B-AAACCTTTTCCCCTTTTGAAACCTC

B-AAACCTTTTCCCTTTTTGAAACCTC

BP-GGAGGGTGGAAAATGGAG

TGTCATAGGTCTGCTTGAGG

U-CATCTTCCAGCTCCTGCCA

U-CATCTTCCACCTCCTGCCA

B-CCTTGGCA GGAGCTGGAAGATGGCA

B- CCTTGGCAGGAGGTGGAAGATGGCA

BP-ATGTGCTCTCTCTGGCCTTC

TTACAAAGTGGCCTCCCTG

25 2 55 103

25 2 55 135

5 2

2

N)
o\

LEP154
2.5 56 t43
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IDENTIFIER'
PRIMER NAME ORIENTATION PRIMER SEQUENCE,PRIMER

FUNCTION
pMol

MgClt
(mM)

To Cc)
AMPLICON

LENGTH (bp)

LEP243

LEP326

LEP6O4

LEP653

LEPA,/bCAPC

LEPa/bCAPT

LEPa/bSYNC

LEPa,õSYNT

LEPgLxF

LEPhLxR

LEPg/hCAPA

LEPg,ThCAPG

LEPa/bSYNA

LEPa/bSYNG

LEPILxF
LEPILxR
LEPICAPC

LEPICAPT
LEPISYNC
LEPlSYNT
LEPcLxF

LEPdLxR

LEPc/dCAPC

LEPc/dCAPT

LEPc/dSYNC

LEPc/dSYNT

LEPeLxF

LEPfLXR

LEPe/fCAPC

LEPe/fCAPT

LEPe/fSYNC

LEPe/fSYNT

Capture

Capture

Synthetic

Synthetic

PCR-F

PCR-R

Capture

Capture

Synthetic

Synthetic

PCR-F

PCR-R

Capture

Capture

Synthetic

Synthetic

PCR-F

PCR-R

Capture

Capture

Synthetic

Synthetic

PCR-F

PCR_R

Capture

Capture

Synthetic

Synthetic

antrsense

antisense

SCNSC

SENSC

SENSC

antrsense

antlsense

antrsense

SENSE

SCNSC

SENSC

antisense

antrsense

anhsense

SCNSC

SENSE

SCNSC

antrsense

antisense

antrsense

SCNSE

SCNSC

SCNSE

antrsense

antrsense

antrsense

SCNSC

SCNSC

U-ATTGAAGGCGAAGGGGAGG

U-ATTGAAGGCAAAGGGGAGG

B-AGACCTCCCCTTCGCCTTCAATACC

B-AGACCTCCCCTTTGCCTTCAATACC

BP-TTTTCACAGCAGTCTTCCTC

GGGAATCTTGCTTGATGG

U-CCCAGGTCATGCTGAAGCA

U-CCCAGGTCACGCTGAAGCA

B-GCATGCTTCAGCATGACCTGGGGTG

B-GCATGCTTCAGCGTGACCTGGGGTG

BP-ACCCTCTCCTGAGTTTGTC

TTTGGACCACATTTCTGG

U-TGGTAGATCGCCAATGTCT

U-TGGTAGATCACCAATGTCT
B-ACCAGACATTGGCGATCTACCAACA
B-ACCAGACATTGGTGATCTACCAACA

BP -ACCCCTGTATCGATTCCTG

TGTGTGAGATGTCATTGATCC

U- GGACCTTGCGGATGGGCAC

U- GGACCTTGCAGATGGGCAC

B-GCTGTGCCCATCCGCAAGGTCCAGG

B-GCTGTGCCCATCTGCAAGGTCCAGG

BP-TGACTTTTGATAGCTTCCCAC

TTCCCAAAGCCACTGTTAG

U-TCAGGAGATGTGGAAGTCT

U-TCAGGAGATATGGAAGTCT

B-TGGAGACTTCCACATCTCCTGACCA
B-TGGAGACTTCCATATCTCCTGACCA

25 2

2.5 2 s6

2.5

2.5

2 s6 102

56 90

131

56 1112

N)
-lO
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SNP

IDENTIFIERI
PRIMER NAME

PRIMER
FUNCTION

ORIENTATION PRIMER SEQUENCE, pMol
MgCl,
(mM)

Tn Cc)
AMPLICON

LENGTH (bp)

LIPiLxF

LIPjLxR
LrPi/jcAPA
LrPi/jcAPG
LrPi/jsYNA
LrPi/jSYNG

PCR-F

PCR-R

Capture

Caphrre

Synthetic

Synthetic

SENSE

antisense

antrsense

antisense

SENSE

SENSC

BP-ACGCCAGAGTTGTCACTGTC

TCGAACTCGGTCCTTGTTG

U-CTGGGGCCTTAGACATTTC

U-CTGGGGCCTCAGACATTTC

B-TCTGAAATGTCTAAGGCCCCAGAGG

B-TCTGAAATGTCTGAGGCCCCAGAGG

5 2 60 135
LIP158

t 
Last th.ee digits represent the SNp position relative to the first base of the forward PCR primer used to orginally discover the polymorphism (Appendix IX).

,s.qu.nceslisted5'to3'Bisanattached5'biotin Pisfirst4basesarephosphorothioated (Signn-Genosys) Uisanattached5'unilinker(OligosEtc-)-

NJ\ì



Appendix vII: Oligonucleotides used for primer extension based SNP genotyping (Experiment I). All PCR reactions were performed using GibcoTaq

(Invitrogen) and a (1min, lmin,1min) cYcling (section 6.2.4.r)

PRIMER
FUNCTION

ORIENTATION PRIMER SEQUENCE2 pMol
MgClt
(mM) Tn ("c)

Amplicon
Length (bp)

Extension
TypesNP IDENTIFIER' PRIMER NAME

25 1.5 55
F13123

GHHO69

LAJ.263

LEPO83

LGB527

MAP2O3

MCRO96

PCR-F

PCR-R

Extension

PCR-F

PCR-R

Extension

PCR-F

PCR-R

Extension

PCR-F

PCR-R

Extension

PCR-F

PCR-R

Extension

PCR-F

PCR-R

Extension

PCR-F

PCR_R

Extension

PCR-F

PCR-R

Extension

SCNSC

antrsense

sense

SCNSE

antrsense

SENSC

SCNSE

antrsense

antlsense

SCNSC

antlsense

antlsense

SCNSC

antrsense

SENSE

SENSC

antrsense

anttsense

SCNSC

antrsense

SCNSE

SENSE

antrsense

antrsense

F13 123F

F13l23PR

F13 l23capU

GHHO69F

GHHO6gPR

GHHO69capU
LAL263PF

LAL263R
LAL263capL

LEPOS3PF

LEPOS3R

LRP0S3capl-

LGB521F

LGB527PR

LGB52TcapU

MAP2O3PF

MAP2O3R

MAP203capl-

MCRO96F

MCRO96PR

MCR096capu

PIG25OPF

PiG25OR

PIG250capl-

TGAGGTACCAATGTCACGAGCGTTC

P-GGGTCATAGGGACGATTGAAGT

ACAGTCTTTCTACATTCAGAT

CTCCCACGGGTTCCCTG

P-GCTGTTAGTGAAGATGGC

GAGAAGAGAAGCAAGAGAGGC

P-GATCAGTCCTGGGTGGTCATT

CAGTGGGTACCCATCCTAAGT

AGTTCAGTCACTCAGTAGTG

P-GTCTGGAGGCAAAGGGCAGAGT

CCACCACCTCTGTGGAGTAG

GGCCCTTACTTCTTGTGCCCA

AGCAACACACCCAGCACCAG

P - CAAGCAGGAGGCACTTCATG

CTGCGCCCCTACTTCTGGGGC

P-AAGCCTATGTCATCCAGAA

GGTAAAGTCTCGTCGT

GTTTCTGCCTTCTCTTCATA

TGTACTACTTTATCTGCTGCC

P-GGTTGAAGTTCTTGAAGATGC

CATGCTGCTGCTGGAGGCCG

P-CTTCGGTCCCGAGGAGGTGACCAG

CGAAGCTTAGGCCACGGCTGCTAA

CAGGCCACACTTGTAGCGCCC

2.5 255

257

255

150

338

522

854

638

627

CIT

CIA

CIT

CIT

CIG

A/G

G/T

CIT

2.5 1.5 55

2.5 1.5 s]

2.5 1.5 59

429

5

5

1.25 1.5 59

NJ\ì
l.J

PIG250
298



SNP IDENTIFIER' PRIMER NAME
PRIMER

FUNCTION
ORIENTATION PRIMER SEQUENCE2 pMol

MgClt
(mM) To Cc)

Amplicon
Length (bp)

Extension
Type

TGB2O8

Tl'Rl96

Synthetic Controls

TGB2OSF

TGB2O8PR

TGB208capU

TYR196F

TYRI96PR
TYRl96capU

PCR-F

PCR-R

Extension

PCR-F

PCR-R

Extension

Synthetic 4-way

Synthetic-A

Synthetic-C

Synthetic-G

Synthetic-T

Control-Extension

GTCAGCCTATTCCTGGAACTCGAAG

P_ CCCAGCGTTCATACCACTCAAAGGC

AGTTTGGACAGATAAGGGCTT

GTAACCCACAGCTTTCCACTA
P-ATTACACAGGGCATATTTTACAG
ATTTACAAATAAGGAAGATGC

CTAGNGGAAATAGTTTCATGTTCATGGTU

CTAGTGGAAATAGTTTCATGTTCATGGTG

CTAGGGGAAATAGTTTCATGTTCATGGTG

CTAGCGGAAATAGTTTCATGTTCATGGTG

CTAGAGGAAATAGTTTCATGTTCATGGTG

ACACCAXGAACAXGAAACTATTTCC

2.5 2.5 55 828

281 A/G

CITSCNSC

antlsense

SENSC

SENSE

antrsense

SENSE

5 1.5 55

FRED 4-way

FRED A

FRED C

FRED G

FRED T

GINGER

I Last three digits represent the SNp position relative to the first base of the forward PCR primer used to orginally discover the polymorphism (Table 7'2)

t 
Sequ.nces are listed 5'to 3'. p is first 4 bases are phosphorothioated (Signta-Genosys), X: C3 spacer (Research Genelics).
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Appendix vIII: Oligonucleotides used for primer extension based SNP genotyping (Experiment 2). Al1 PCR reactions were performed using

GibcoTaq (Invitrogen) and a (45sec,45sec, 45sec) cYcling programe (section 6.2.4.1) unless otherwise indicated

SNP

IDENTIFIER

PRIMER
NAME

PRIMER
FUNCTION

ORIENTATION PRIMER SEQUENCE, pMol
TA

cc)
MgCl2
(mM)

Amplicon
Length (bp)

Extension
Type

Assay

success

GHt226

GIJLI763

GHl565

GH1689

LEPI54

GH226F

GH226PR

GH226capU
GH226PF

GH226R

GH226capL

GH2]6F

GH276PR

GH276capU

GH565F

GH565PR

GH565capU

GH689PF

GH689R

GH689capl-

LEP154F

LEPl54PR

LEPl54capU

LEP154PF

LEP154R

LEPl54capL

LEP2O2F

LEP2O2PR

LF-P202capU

PCR-F

PCR-R

Extension

PCR-F

PCR-R

Extension

PCR-F

PCR-R

Extension

PCR-F

PCR-R

Extension

PCR-F

PCR-R

Extension

PCR-F

PCR-R

Extension

PCR-F

PCR-R

Extension

PCR-F

PCR-R

Extension

SCNSE

antrsense

SENSC

SENSE

antrsense

antrsense

SCNSC

antrsense

SENSE

SENSE

antrsense

SCNSC

SENSC

antisense

antisense

SCNSE

antrsense

SCNSC

SCNSE

antlsense

antrsense

SENSE

antisense

sense

25 0.5 61

25 0.5 61

CIT No

Yes

CIT No

A/G Yes

A/G No

CIT Yes

ATAGACAGCAGCCCACCAGG

P-CACAACTGAGTGACTTCACTTTCACT

GAACATTXGAGTXGGTTGCCATTTCCT

P-ATAGACAGCAGCCCACCAGG

CA CAACTGAGTGACTTCACTTTCACT

CACTTTTCACTTTCATGCATTGGAG

ATTTCCTYCTCCAATGCATGA

P-CACCCCATTCTGGAAGGC

GAAAGTGAAGTCACTCAGTTGTGTC

TCCCTCTTTCTAGCAGTCCAG

P-CTCCCCTACAGGCTTGGAGA

GCCTTGACCCAGGXGAXACCTTTTCCC

P-GAGCTGCTCCTGAGGGCC

GTCTGCTTGAGGATCTGCCC

CCAGCCCGGGGGGTGCCATCTTCCA

CCTTCAGGTCTTTGTACCAGCT

P-GCCTCCCTGAGAAGAGGTGT

ACTTGTATTXTTCCAAGACCTCCCCTT

P-CCTTCAGGTCTTTGTACCAGCT

GTCGCCTGAGCTGGGTATTGAAGGC

TATCTTAAAAATGAAAATCTTCGTGCA
P-GAACGTGCTCCCGCAAAA

ATA CAGATGTGAACAAAACGGACCC

25 1.5 61

146

161

26r

tt2

92

108 CIG

5

25

5

5

123

123

118

Yescl^l

2 61 118

25258
NJ\ì
Þ

LEP2O2
rtl C/G Ys



SNP

IDENTIFIER

PRIMER
NAME

PRIMER
FUNCTION

ORIENTATION
MgCl, TA

(mM) CC)

Amplicon
Length (bp)

Extension
Type

Assay

successPRIMER SEQUENCE, pMol

LEP243

LEP326

LEP6O4

LEP653

LIP158

MSTO3l

MST121

MST347

LEP243F

LEP243PR
LEP243capU

LEP326F

LEP326PR
LEP326capU

LEP6O4F

LEP6O4PR

LEP604capU

LEP653F

LEP653PR
LEP653capU

LIP158F

LIP158PR
LIPl58capU

MSTO3lF

MSTO3lPR

MST03lcapU
MSTl2IF
MSTl2lPR
MSTl2lcapU
MST347F

MST347PR

MST34TcapU

MST4I3F

MST4l3PR

MST4l3capU

PCR-F

PCR-R

Extension

PCR-F

PCR-R

Extension

PCR-F

PCR-R

Extension

PCR-F

PCR-R

Extension

PCR-F

PCR-R

Extension

PCR_F

PCR-R

Extension

PCR-F

PCR-R

Extension

PCR-F

PCR_R

Extension

PCR-F

PCR-R

Extension

SENSC

antrsense

SENSE

sense

antlsense

SENSE

SENSE

antrsense

SENSE

SENSC

antrsense

SENSE

SENSE

antrsense

SCNSE

SENSC

antrsense

SENSC

SENSC

antrsense

SCNSC

SCNSE

antrsense

SCNSC

SENSE

antrsense

SCNSC

ATTTTCACAGCAGTCTTCCTCC
P-AATCTTGCTTGATGGTCCAAAG
CAGCTCCCTCTCACTGXATXCTTCAGC
GGCTCCACCCTCTCCTGA
P - CACATTTCTGGAAGGCAGACTG

GTTTGTCXAAGATXGACCAGACATTGG

P-GTCATTGATCCTGGTGACAATTG

CTGTCTTACGTGGAGXCTGTGCCCATC

TGTGTGCCCTCTTTCAAGGT

P -GCTTCCCAAAGCCACTGTTAG

CTGCGTXGAGCAATCTXGAGACTTCCA

CCGTACCCTCAACCRTCAAC

P-CACACCTCGAACTCGGTCC

ATCTGAGGATGGATCTGAAATGTCT

AATGTGACATAAGCAAAATGATT
P-CTAGATCTTTTTGGTGTGTCTGTTAC

GTGACATAAGCAAAATGATTAGTTT
TTCTTATTCATTTATAGCTGATCTTCTAACG

P-GCAGGAGTCTTGACAGGCC

GCAAGTXGAAGGAAAACCCAAATGTTG
TACCCCAGTGGTAGCCCTG

P -GCATTTTATATTTCATTCTCAATTCCA
GGATTTAAAAGAAAAAAAGTTATAC
ACAACTTTTGCCCAAGGCTC

P-CATCGTCTTCCAAGGAGCC

TCCACTCCTGGXACTGATTXATCAGTT

25 1.5 55

5 1.5 61

100 A/G Yes

89 CIT Yes

109 CIT Yes5

5

261

26r t42 CIT Yes

5 161

2 58 150

2 58 r43

l0l A/G Yes

CIT Yes

CIT Yes

169 CIT Yes

5

5

5258

2.5 1.5 53

N)
-l(^

MST413
93 AIC Yes



SNP

TDENTIFIERI

PRIMER
NAME

PRIMER
FUNCTION

ORIENTATION
Amplicon

Length (bp)
ExtensionPRIMER SEQUENCE2 pMol

MgClt
(mM)

TA

("c)

Assay

success

POUO53

POUl97

POU273

FGFR3764
(sheep)

POUO53F

POUO53PR

POU053capU

POUO53PF

POUO53R

POU053capL

POU197F

POU197PR

POUl9TcapU

POTJ2]3F

POU273PR

POU2T3capU

PCR-F

PCR-R

Extension

PCR-F

PCR-R

Extension

PCR-F

PCR-R

Extension

PCR-F

PCR-R

Extension

PCR-F

PCR-R

Extension

sense

antrsense

SCNSE

sense

antlsense

antrsense

SCNSC

antlsense

SCNSC

SCNSC

antlsense

SENSC

SCNSE

antlsense

SCNSC

ATTTTCCAGGCAAGAATAATGGA

P-CTTGTGGCTCAGATGGTAAAGC

CCATTTCCTTCXCCAGGAXATCTTCCC

P-ATTTTCCAGGCAAGAATAATGGA

CTTGTGGCTCAGATGGTAAAGC

TAGGAGATCCGXGTTCAATCXCTGGGT

TAACTTGATTTTGATGGGCCTAAA

P_CAAAGTGTCTCTCCAGSGCG

ATCTCCCTTCTTTCCTGCCAACTCC

CACACAACTCCGTCTGCAAA

P-TGCTATAGGTTTTCATAATTCAACTTACATC

GAAGTCTAAGACAGTTCTCATTCTA

TGGGAGATCTTCACGCTGG

P_GTCCATGCGGTGGCCTTC

GGCTCGXCGTACCCTGGCATCCCCG

2s 1.5 58

25 1.5 58

5258

258

25 1.5 58

r20 A/G No

t20 CIT No

99 Yes

128 AIC Yes

CIT

5

90 A/T Yes
FGF764F

FGF764PR

FGFT64capU

t 
Last th..e digits represent the SNp position relative to the first base of the forward PCR primer used to orginally discover the polymorphism (Table 7.2).

t S.qren".s are listed 5' to 3' P : first 4 bases are phosphorothioaied (Sigma-Genosys). X : abasic spacer (Operon).

3 0.5U Amplitaq Gold (PE Applied Biosystems) used per reaction.

NJ
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AppENDrx rX: SNp sequence context, position and gene location of 54 bovine SNPs isolated from sequencing 5 candidate genes' Name of primer sets used

for SNP discovery are listed in parentheses'

LOCATION

IN GENE4SNP

IDENTIFIER'
LOCUS NAME

GENBANK
ACCESSION

POSTTION IN
ACCESSION

PREVIOUSLY

DESCRIBED2
SNP SEQUENCE CONTEXT3

GHl226

GHl276

GH1s6s

GH1689

LEPO78

LEPO83

LEPO9l

LEPO93

LEPlO1

LEP103

LEP133

LEP154

LEP2025

LEP2015

LEP243

LEP326

LEP357

LEP367

LEP4O2

Growth hormone (Set a/b)

Growth hormone (Set a,õ)

Growth hormone (Set c/d)

Growth hormone (Set c/d)

Leptin (obesitY) (Set g/h)

Leptin (obesitY) (Set 1)

Leptin (obesitY) (Set c/d)

Leptin (obesity) (Set e/f)

Leptin (obesitY) (Set e/f)

Leptin (obesitY) (Set g,&)

Leptin (obesitY) (Set g,et)

Leptin (obesity) (Set a/b)

Leptin (obesitY) (Set i/j)

Leptin (obesity) (Set i/j)

Leptin (obesitY) (Set g,ih)

Leptin (obesitY) (Set 1)

Leptin (obesitY) (Set g/h)

Leptin (obesity) (Set i/j)

Leptin (obesitY) (Set c/d)

M51164

M51164

M51764

M51164

u50365

u50365

u50365

u50365

us0365

u50365

u50365

u50365

NA

NA

u50365

us0365

u50365

AF066052

u50365

Y

Y

Y

Y

This study

Y

This study

Y

Y

This study

This study

This study

This study

This study

This study

Y

This study

This study

Y

253

303

20r7

2t4l
3496

2857

667

fl26
1134

3522

355 I

155

5' GCCATTTCCTYCTCCAATGCA

5' CAGTTGTGTCYGACCCTCAGY

5' ACCTTTTCCCYTTTTGAAACC

5' TTGGCAGGAGSTGGAAGATGG

5' TCCTCTCAGCYGCTCTTCCAA

5' TGGTGGTCACRTGGGCACAAG

5' GCTCTTTCACRCACATTATCT

5' AGCTCAGACCYGCAACCAYAG

5' CCYGCAACCAYAGATGAGGTC

5' GAAAACTGCGRGGCAGGAAAC

5' TAAATACAGAYTCCACGCCCA

5' ACCTCCCCTTYGCCTTCAATA

5' AAACGGACCCSTGTGRGACTCGG

5' GACCCSTGTGRGACTCGGCGG

5' ATGCTTCAGCRTGACCTGGGG

5' CAGACATTGGYGATCTACCAA

5' ACACAACATAYGATGGAAGCA

5' CTACGGCCGG(G/-)TTTCCCCGGG

5' CAGCAAATCTYGTTGTTATCC

5'

5'

I

En (L/V) I

J

I

I

I

I

J

J

I

5'

5'

J

En (A/V) 2

J

5'

I

3661

3 100

3774

312

978

¡.)\ì
-ì



SNP

IDENTIFIER'
LOCUS NAME

Leptin (obesity) (Set g/h)

Leptin (obesity) (Set c/d)

Leptin (obesity) (Set e/f)

Leptin (obesity) (Set g/h)

Leptin (obesity) (Set g/h)

Leptin (obesity) (Set g/h)

Leptin (obesity) (Set g/h)

Leptin (obesity) (Set 1)

Leptin (obesity) (Set l)
Leptin (obesity) (Set i/j)

Leptin (obesity) (Set l)
Leptin (obesity) (Set i/j)

Leptin (obesity) (Set c/d)

Leptin (obesity) (Set e/f

Leptin (obesity) (Set e/f)

Lipase, hormone-sensitive (Set i/j)

Lipase, hormone-sensitive (Set i/j)

Lipase, hormone-sensitive (Set i/j)

Myostatin (Set e/f)

Myostatin (Set c/d)

Myostatin (Set c/d)

Myostatin (Set c/d)

cENBANK pOSTTTON IN PREVTOUSLY

ACCESSION ACCESSION DESCRIBED2
SNP SEQUENCE CONTEXT3

5' AACACCAGCTYTTCCAGGCTC

5' ATCTGAAGACSTGGATGCGGG

5' ACCCATAAGAYCTTGTGAAGA

5' TCAGCTGGGGYGAGGRACGCT

5' GGGGYGAGGRACGCTCCTGG

5' GACAGGCCTCRCYGAGGCAAA

5' CAGGCCTCRCYGAGGCAAACC

5' AGAGCTTGGGYGTYGTCCTGG

5' GCTTGGGYGTYGTCCTGGAAG

5' CCACCCTGTCYCAGGCGGCCG

5' TCCTGGAAGCYTCCCTCTACT

5' CGTTCCCCAGRCCCGAGGGTC

5' TGTGCCCATCYGCAAGGTCCA

5' GCTCACCTGCKTGGAGCAATC

5' GAGACTTCCAYATCTCCTGAC

5' ACCCTCAACCRTCAACTTCTTA

5' TGAAATGTCTRAGGCCCCAGA

5' GCTGGCACCCRACAGCATGTT

5' TGATTAGTTT(T/-)CTTTCTTTAAT

5' GTGTTCGTT(G OR CA)TTTTTCATAA

5' AACTTTTTTT(T/-)CTTATTCATT

5' CCAAATGTTGYTTCT(TTAAA oT AAGCA)

LOCATION

IN GENE4

J

I

I

J

J

J

3'

Es3

Es3

5'

Es3

5'

En (R/C) I

I

I

En (I/V) I

En (E/K) I

En (N/D) 1

I

I

I

Es3

LEP422

LEP425

LEP426

LEP449

LEP454

LEP476

LEP478

LEP483

LEP486

LEP488

LEP498

LEP5O7

LEP604

LEP63O

LEP653

LIP116

LIPI58

LIP32O

MSTO3I

MSTO32

MSTO65

MSTl21

u50365

u50365

u50365

u50365

u50365

u5036s

u50365

u50365

u50365

AF066052

u50365

AFO66052

u50365

u50365

us0365

u78042

tJ78042

u78042

NA

NA

NA

AFO19620

This study

Y

Y

This study

This study

This study

This study

Y

Y

This study

Y

This study

Y

This study

This study

This study

This study

This study

Y

Y

Y

Y

3840

1000

2059

3868

3813

3904

3906

3257

3260

494

3272

513

I 180

2263

2286

l5l
r93

355

N.)
-loo

414



SNP

IDENTIFIER'
LOCUS NAME

GENBANK
ACCESSION

POSITION IN
ACCESSION

PREVIOUSLY

DESCRIBED2
SNP SEQUENCE CONTEXT3

LOCATION

IN GENE4

MST229

MST255

MST347

MST37T

MST4O8

MST413

MST47O

MST536

POUOs3

POUr97

POU2066

POIJ273

POU972

(Set c/d)

(Set a/b)

(Set i/j)

(Set i/j)

(Set 1)

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

AFO19620

NA

NA

Y15995

Y15995

NA

NA

Y15995

This study

This shrdy

This study

This study

This study

Y

This study

This study

This study

This study

This study

This study

This study

Myostatin (Set 1)

Myostatin (Set 1)

Myostatin (Set 1)

Myostatin (Set l)
Myostatin (Set l)
Myostatin (Set a/b)

.Myostatin (Set l)
Myostatin (Set l)
Growth hormone factor-l

Growth hormone factor- I

Growth hormone factor-l

Growth hormone factor-1

Growth hormone factor-l

5' AGACAAAGGYRCCTTACCCCA

5' AGCCCTGTACYCAATAAAAGT

5' AAAGTTATACYATGGTCCTTA

5' TGATTATATAMATAAAAACATG

5' AATGCTTTCCRTTGATGTGCT

5' TTGATCAGTTMGATGTCCAGA

5' ATTCTAGTACWCACCCAACAA

5' TGCTTAATAARGCAGAAAAAT

5' AGATCTTCCCRACCCAGGGATT

5' TGCCAACTCCYCACCTCCCAG

5' GCTAACAAATWTATCGTTAAA

5' TCTCATTCTA(Ai-)CATCTCTACT

5' GTGTTTTCAGYGTCTTTAGGT

I

I

I

I

I

282

492

l 083

912

En (F/L) 3

i
I

I

i
I

I

I

I 
Last three digits represent the SNP position relative to the fìrst base of the forward primer'

, y iyes) ifexact position in a published sequence and base change previously noted.

, vy'her. SNps are denoted by IUB single leuer codes (K:GT, M=AC, R:AG, S= CG, W=AT, Y:CT).

o 5':5,urR, Es:Exon (synonymous) & location in codon, En:Exon (non-synonymous) & location in codon, Eps:Exon (processed pseudogene), [:lntron, 3':3'urR'

s SNps identified within a 32bp insertion in comparion to accession 4F06052 (insertion at position 214 within accession)'

6 
SNP numbered from reverse primer.

N)\ì
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Appendix X: Predictive equations used to calculate MEAT%, FAT% and BONEYI inthe

Australian Limousin and Jersey Backcross progeny

If year of birth was 1996 or 1997:

MEAT% : 67 .28+0.69*ts+1.59*er+1.07*of+O.38*ru-ro.45*sl+1.67*tln+O' 15xrib-

1 . 1 6x femwt+ 1 .29*tibwt-O. 3 3 
* fqwt-O. 073 5 *HS CW-0. 092 *P 8+0. 040*EMA

R2:85%

FAT% : 12.48-0.92*ts-l.45xer-O.93*of-0.35*ru-O.47*sl-1.36xtln+O.20*rib-0.86xfemwt-

1 .96*tibwr-0. 5 2 * fqwt+O. 1 1 96 * HSCW+0. 1 03 *P 8 -0. 03 7*EMA

nt: ¡tX

BONE% :20.24+0.23*ts-O.14xer-O.14*of-O.04*ru+0.02*sl-O.31*tln-O.34* rib

+2.02* femwt+O. 67 *tibwt+O. 8 5 * fqwt-O. 046 1 
x HSCW -0. 0 1 OxP 8-0. 003 +EMA

R2 :92o/,

If year of birth was 1998:

MEAT%:66.88+2.40*er*1.l8xof+O.98*kn+O.51*sl+3.10xct-O,46*bones-0'0747*HSCW-

0.075*P8+0.049*EMA

n': S¡'l"

F AT%: 13.70_L 93*er-g.90*oÊ0.95*kn-g.33*sl-3. 12*ct-2.7 5*bonesf0.1032*HSCW

+0.083*P8-0.042*EMA

ñ:tgv"

BONE% : 19.42-0.46*er-O.28*of-0.02*kn-O.18*s1+0.03*ct +3.zl*bones-0.0285*HSCW-

0.009*P8-0.007xEMA

n-2= 81%
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Table X.1: Description of independent variables used for prediction equations

and I

Carcass weight (HSCW)
P8 fat depth (P8)

muscle area

Eye round (er)
Outside flat (of)
Knuckle (kn)
Rump (ru)
Strip loin (sl)
Tender loin (tln)
Rib set (rib)
Chuck tender

Femur
Tibia (tibwt)
Forequarter (fqwt)
Radius, Ulna and Humerus

T



Table X.2: Prediction equation parameters for Meat, Fat and Bone percentage

1998

Fato/o
1996 & t99l

Meatu/o
1996 & 1991 1 998

Bone o/o

1996 & 1997 1998
Data set

Root Mean Square Error

85%

1.35

8t%

0.69
1.41 1.42 r.48 0.47

Prediction equatron

Carcass weight (kg)

P8 fat depth (mm)

Eye muscle area (cm2)

Outside flat (kg)
Knuckle (kg)
Rump (kg)
Striploin (kg)
Chuck tender (kg)
Tender loin (kg)

66.99 r0.95*** 12.48 +0.94*** 13.70 +l.0li<:È* 20.24 +0.3I *** 19.42 +0.47*+*

-0.0735

-0.0924

0.0398

+0.0092***

10.0219+**

+0 0133**

-0.0747

-0.0745

0.0487

+0.0067**+

+.0.0223**

+0.0114+**

0.1196

0.1027

-0.0365

r0.0097***

].0.0229***

r0.0139**

0. r 032

0.0833

-0.0417

+0.0071 ***

+0.0234***

+0.0120***

-0.0461

-0.0103

-0.0033

r0.0032*+*

+0.0076ns

+0.0046ns

-0.0285

-0.0088

-0.0070

+0.0033 ***

+0.0109ns

+0.0056ns

1.07 +0.26***
2.40

1.18

0.98

-0.92

-1.45

-0.93

-r.93
-0.90

-0.95

0.23

-0.14

-0.14
+0.43***
+0.27**+
10.30**

+.0.22+

+1.02**

-0.35
-0.47

+0.21***
+0.46**
+0.28**

+0.25ns
L0.23*

f0.46***
+0.28**
+0.31**

t0.23ns
t1.07**

-0.04
0.02

+0.07**
+0.1 5ns

+0.09ns

+0.08ns
+0.07ns

-0.46

-0.28

-0.02

-0.r8
0.03

+0.21*
+0. I 3*
+0. I 5ns

t0.l lns
+0.50ns

0.38

0.4s

+0.24ns
r0 22*

+0.55 * *

+0.38ns

0.51

3.r0

-0.33

-3 t2

1.67

0 15

-1.36

0.20

+0.57*
+0.40ns

-0.31

-0.34

+0. I 9ns

r0.1 3*
Rib set

Bone side)

Femur
-r. r6

Tibia (kg) t '2e

Forequarter (kg)
-0.33

Radius, Ulna & Humerus (kg)

+0.77ns
+0.7lns

-0.86

-1.96

+0.80ns

r0-74**
2.02

0.67

r0.26***
+0.24**

NJ
oo
ì.J

* P<0.05, ** P<0.01, ***P<0.001

+0.1 5*

-0.46 +0.35ns

-0.52 +0.16**

-2.75 +0.37**+

0.95 +0.05***

3.21 +0.17***
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Addendum

p.5 (Edit reference in first sentence of third paragraph.)

Pena et a1.,I995b.

p.6 (Edit reference in last sentence of second paragraph.)

Edwards et aI.,I99L.

p.9 (Edit reþrence in last sentence of first paragraph.)

Collins & Morton, 1998.

p.9 (Edit text in last sentence of third paragraph.)

Replace the word "frequency" with "occurrence".

p.IO (Edit reference in last sentence of first paragraph.)

Aldeborn et a1.,2000.

p.Il (Edit reference in third sentence of first paragraph.)

Del Tito et a1.,1998.

p.13 Figure LI (Add to legend after section a.)

Asterisks show resultant band mobility changes caused by differences in fragment base

composition.

p.I5 (Edit text infirst sentence of second paragraph.)

Remove the word "recent".

p.26 (Edit text in third sentence of first paragraph.)

Remove the word "capture".
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p30 (Edit text in third sentence of third paragraph.)

It is now accepted that SNP allele frequencies vary considerably across human populations

(Gray et a1.,2000).

p.32 (Edit text in second sentence of third paragraph.)

LD occurs when the presence of one site is in non-random association with another site

(Jennings, I9I7).

p.44 (Insert sentence after third sentence of second paragraph.)

Approximately 750 polymorphisms consisting of mostly non-amplified restriction fragment

length polymorphisms (RFLPs) and multiallelic microsattelite markers have been identified

in cattle (PubMed; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez; query restricted to pre-Feburary 1998).

p.62 (Edit text inforth sentence of second paragraph.)

These estimates normalize different data sets by accounting for variations in the numbers of

individuals and nucleotides screened.

p.63 (Remove second sentence of first paragraph.)

"However, n requires accurate allele frequencies to be known for each variant site."

p.64 (Insert phrase at end of third sentence of ftrst paragraph.)

...where the same amino acid is encoded by a different triplet due to a single base

substitution.

p.64. (Insert phrase at end of forth sentence of first paragraph.)

...where a single base change results in the substitution of a different amino acid.

p.67 (Edit text infirst sentence of second paragraph.)

The estimate of nucleotide polymorphism, symbolised "0*" was used to assess the proportion

of polymorphic sites in a segment of DNA irrespective of the number of sites or individuals

sampled (Watterson, 197 5).
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p.67 (Edit reference in last sentence of second paragraph.)

Fries ¿/ a1.,2001b.

p.82 (Edit reference inforth sentence of second paragraph.)

Ollila et a1.,1996.

p.84 (Replace text inforth sentence of ftrst paragraph.)

Due to differences in the underlying mutation mechanisms and rates of occurrence, the

homonucleotide and triplet repeat polymorphisms were not included in the overall bovine

SNP frequency rate reported herein (Martínez-Arias et al.,20OI)'

p.88 (Replace text infirst sentence of first paragraph.)

For biallelic markers to be of sufficient value for the majority of DNA studies, they must

have a minor allele frequency o1> 20Vo within the population in order to create a particular

chance that all samples typed will not be homozygous for a single given allele (Miller &

Kwok,2001).

p.89 (Edit reference in last sentence of first paragraph.)

Fries & Durstewitz, 200L.

p.9I (Edit text in second sentence of second paragraph.)

Once an individual BAC clone v/as isolated, the gene was confirmed by automated

sequencing of the PCR product (section 2.5) generated from the BAC clone DNA prior to

physical mapping.

p.95 (Edit text in first sentence of first paragraph.)

Two homozygous controls were amplified and sequenced concurrently with six cattle DNA

pools (superpool, Bos taurus dairy, Bos taurus beef, Bos taurus British, Bos taurus

European, and Bos indicus) at each locus containing confirmed SNPs (Appendix ltr) for

pooled allele frequency testing.
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p.95 (Edit text in second sentence of second paragraph.)

The allele frequencies were estimated by comparing the ratios of heterozygous peaks in the

sequence of the pooled DNA samples with the ratios of the corresponding nucleotide peaks

in the sequence of two individual controls as previously described in detail (Kwok et aI.,

t994).

p.99 (Add references to second sentence of second paragraph.)

Kramer et a1.,1992; Levitt et al., L995.

p.100 (Edit text infirst sentence of first paragraph.)

Change the word "alleles" to "chromosomes".

p.101 Figure 5.3

Replace European pool legend with 457oN55VoT.

p.106 Table 5.3 (Addto legend.)

Allele frequency listed describes the frequency of the first SNP allele in alphabetical order

p.158 (Edit text in second sentence of second paragraph.)

One of the most frequently used is D' where D'= DID^^* where D is defined as D = p¡¡s-pAps,

when pa is the frequency of allele Ar at the first site, ps is the frequency of allele Br at the

second site, pm is the product of the frequencies of allele Ar and allele Br and where D*u* =

min(A1A2,8182),when D <0,or D.u* = min(Al,Az,BtBz), whenD > 0 (Lewontin, 1964).

p.158 (Edit text in second sentence of second paragraph.)

Jennings (I9I1) showed that LD between two loci was dependent upon the recombination

fraction (0) and time (in generations) since the mutation causing the trait occurred,

suggesting that LD is principally a function of marker distance.

p.159 (Edit reference in third sentence of third paragraph.)

Fries ¿r al.,20OIb.
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p.160 (Edit text in second sentence of first paragraph.)

Replace "affecting the" with "measuring".

p.160 (Edit reference inlast sentence of first paragraph.)

Zollner & von Haeseler, 2000.

p.161 Table 7.1 (Edit references.)

Osuga et aL,2000; Kennes et a1.,200I

p.165 (Edit text in second sentence of second paragraph.)

Insert the words "multi-site" before the word genotypes.

p.166 (Add phrase to last sentence of third paragraph.)

...and where pes is the product of the frequencies of allele A and allele B

p.L72 (Edit text in last sentence of first paragraph.)

Exact tests of population differentiation based upon differences in breed haplotype frequency

showed that the Limousin and Jersey breeds were significantly different (P < 0.05) at each

candidate gene evaluated with > 1 polymorphic SNP,

p.175 Table 7 .5 (Edit LEP Limousin Mean lD'l value.)

From 1.0 to 0.95.

p.I76 (Edit text in second sentence of ftrst paragraph.)

Change the word "species" to "breeds".

p.183 Figure 8.I (Edit text inforth sentence of legend.)

Replace "disease" with "associated".

p.187 (Edit reference in last sentence of first paragraph.)

Schulze & McMahon, 2002.
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p.188 (Edit reference inlast sentence of jl.rst paragraph.)

Duetsch et a1.,2002.

p.I94 (Clarification of statistical procedure involving MSTN in last paragraph.)

Multiple linear regression with groups analysis was only undertaken for MSTN due to the

previous positive association found between the MSTN maternal alleles and carcass traits

under evaluation as reported in section 8.3.3.

p.264 Appendix V (Add to legend.)

Allele frequency listed describes the frequency of the first SNP allele in alphabetical order

p.311 (Add reference)

Lahbib-Mansais, Y., Dalias, G., Milan, D., Yerle, M., Robic, 4., Gyapay, G., and Gellin J.

(1999) A successful strategy for comparative mapping with human ESTs: 65 new regional

assignments in the pig. Mamm Genome 10:145-153

p.3I6 (Add reference)

Malau-Aduli, A. E., Siebert, B. D., Bottema, C. D., and Pitchford, W. S. (1998) Breed

comparison of the fatty acid composition of muscle phospholipids in Jersey and Limousin

cattle. J. Anim. Sci.76:766-713

p.326 (Add reference)

Ruiz, 4., Antinolo, G., Borrego, S., Sanchez, 8., and Sanchez, J. (1997) PCR mutagenesis-

based method for generation of positive controls for SSCP analysis. Biotechniques 23;704-

708

p.333 (Add reference)

Trommelen, G. J., Den Daas, J. H., VUg, J., and Uitterlinden, A. G. (1993) DNA profiling

of cattle using micro- and minisatellite core probes. Anim. Genet.24:235-241




